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THE BOKER KNIFE MANUFACTORY IN SOLINGEN, GERMANY... TRUSTED SINCE 1869.

Kurt Ronacher, President of Boker USA, Inc.

Thanks to long-term efforts by AKTI, in
August of this year, automatic knives
became legal in our home state of
Colorado. Although we are still not able
to import finished automatic knives, we
are working on several very exciting
models with well known industry
partners. We have joined forces with
Pro-Tech Knives and Lucas Burnley to
bring our customers a new Boker Plus,
USA made, Lucas Burnley designed
automatic Kwaiken. We will be
shipping these out by the end of January
2018. Throughout 2018 and beyond,
we will be adding additional models to
this Kwaiken Auto line, so keep an eye
out for them as they will not disappoint.
Please see page 63 for photos and more
information on this exciting addition to
the Boker Plus line.

Greetings from Boker USA in the Rocky
Mountains!
As we wrap up what has been a great
year for us here at Boker USA, we are
even more excited about the coming
year. As a company, we continue to
grow and improve our internal processes
to help us better serve you, our valued
customer. We believe this starts with
having the right team members and
taking care of them as best we can. We
are truly thankful for these excellent
team members and customers we here
at Boker USA enjoy - thank you all for
that.

The Boker Manufactory in Solingen, Germany

Some key follow up from the last time
I wrote this introduction. Our first full
year representing Fox Italy in the USA
has been very successful. In order to
continue this success, we continue to
explore new ways on how to best work
together in the most efficient manner
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possible. They are great folks to work
with and their products are also superb;
we are proud to represent them. Please
check out a selection of their offerings,
shown on pages 120-139. We will also
be printing an additional flyer that
features only the newest items from
Fox for 2018 - definitely worth a read.
We are also happy to report that the
collaboration projects with the best
designers in the industry continues
to out-perform our lofty expectations.
2018 will be no different in this area,
possibly some of the most exciting
announcements in this regard in a long
time. Lastly, before I move on to a few
of the highlights of our new offerings, I
encourage everyone to support AKTI.
The American Knife and Tool Institute
has been instrumental in changing state
and federal laws that affect all knife
owners. Please visit their website at
www.akti.org.

We are also offering three new models
of assisted opening knives this year.
These knives are great whether you are
involved in the Military/LE world, or
just want a stout EDC piece. Check out
these exciting new models on page 61.
Also new by Lucas Burnley this year, we
have the Solingen produced Kwaiken
Compact. This beautiful knife with
titanium handles can be found on page
5, and should be a welcome addition to
serious collectors everywhere. Lucas
is certainly best known for his Kwaiken
folders, but he has designed an elegant
fixed blade this year as well - the Boker
Cub, shown on page 27, is designed for
the serious outdoorsman. Lucas was
deeply influenced by Austrian Armin
Stutz on this project.
Beginning on page 49, you will see
a completely new lineup of Solingen
produced Boker straight razors. These
are handmade within our factory and
are the best products in their class. We
are very proud of our razor heritage
and these additions to the line are no
exception. Considering that Boker has
been producing razors since prior to
1906, this statement means a lot to us.
We welcome you to see for yourself!

The Urban Trapper designed by Brad
Zinker also has several new models out.
The Urban Trapper Damascus is simply
gorgeous, designed as a gentlemen’s
knife, it boasts a titanium handle and
Damascus blade - see page 64. Two
other new additions to the Urban
Trapper model can be seen on page 65,
including a Gentlemen’s VG-10 model
as well as the Urban Trapper Tanto, both
great pieces of work that need to be
handled to be appreciated.
I encourage you to also take a good look
at D.J. Urbanovsky’s new folder on page
68. D.J. typically focuses on fixed blade
models - this latest model, however, is
the folding version of the Colubris, and
is extremely well conceived. Make some
time to see the Boker CFM-A1 - you will
be glad you did! Check out the Picador
on page 77, and the second generation
of Steve Kelly’s Scoundrel on page 79.
Page 83 features the new versions of
the Action R line. We have also initiated
a relationship with Flitz International,
that will allow customers to easily add
items to properly care for their knives
and guns.
Honestly, I could go on much longer
about all of the great work our designers
have been doing, but there simply isn’t
time. I would definitely encourage
you to consider taking a look at a
few important additions to the Boker
offering. Thank you once again for
your support; we are here to serve you.
Please let us know if we can help in
any way.
All the Best,

Kurt Ronacher, President
BOKER USA, INC.

The Premium Brand: Since 1869,
only the very best in sporting and
collectible knives are made in the
Boker manufacturing plant in Solingen,
Germany.

6-15
Damascus & collector’s knives
20, 24-35
Hunting & outdoor knives
16-23
Tactical knives
36-43
Classic pocket knives
44-47
Traditional Series pocket knives

Page 4
BOKER STRAIGHT RAZORS

Excellence: Since 1869, high quality
straight razors have been handmade
in the Boker manufacturing plant in
Solingen, Germany.

Boker straight razors

49-51

Hunting & outdoor knives

53-59

Page 48

BOKER STRAIGHT RAZORS BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN

BOKER MANUFACTORY SOLINGEN

Tradition: Since 1983, the BOKER subsidiary
manufactures high quality hunting and
kitchen knives in the Boker plant in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. In Spanish speaking areas
of North and South America, ARBOLITO has
a great reputation.
Page 52

BOKER ARBOLITO

BOKER ARBOLITO

Innovation: Outstanding, innovative
knife concepts for every mission.
Designed in cooperation with
knife experts worldwide. German
engineering, manufactured in Taiwan,
China and Italy.

Assisted & Auto
61-62
Tactical knives
61-69, 73-87, 94-109
Tech-Tools
70-72
Collector‘s knives
86, 100-101, 106
Outdoor knives
74-75, 87-99, 111
Damascus knives
112-113
Classic pocket knives
114-115

Page 60

BOKER PLUS

BOKER PLUS

Diversity: Partnerships with respected
name brands outside of the Boker
family.
►

Page 116

►
►
►
►

Filmam
Old Bear
Cinch®
Fox Knives, FKMD, BlackFox

117
117
118-119
120-139

INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION

Affordable Performance: Well
known brand with attractive designs,
impressive quality and an outstanding
price-performance ratio. Manufactured
in Taiwan and China.
Page 140

Hunting & outdoor knives
153-161
Damascus knives
166-167
Tactical knives
141-153, 172-175
Novelties
176
Throwing knives
177
Swords
178-179

MAGNUM BY BOKER

MAGNUM BY BOKER

ACCESSORIES

Page 180

181-184

185

186
187-189
190-191
186
193
192-194

ACCESSORIES

Equipment: Multi-function, innovative
gadgets for everything from outdoor
missions to everyday projects.

Tactical pens
Flitz
Pocket sticks
Sharpeners
Sheaths
Tool kits
SnacPac
Boker merchandising
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THE PREMIUM BRAND:
PAGES 4-47

SINCE 1869, ONLY THE
VERY BEST IN SPORTING
AND COLLECTIBLE KNIVES
ARE MADE IN THE BOKER
KNIFE MANUFACTORY IN
SOLINGEN, GERMANY.
4
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BOKER MANUFACTORY
BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN
SOLINGEN

1
Boker Gent's Blitz.

111659

$ 399.00

110658

2
Boker KMP22.
$ 159.95

BURNLEY

3
Boker Kwaiken
Compact.
$ 359.00

110664

4
Boker Tucan.
$ 339.00

110652

ASSISTED OPENING
1 BOKER GENT'S BLITZ – Designs
by Canadian custom knife designer
Kirby Lambert have been very desirable
for many years. His ability to combine
designs suitable for everyday use and
special purposes with elegant and artful
lines have made his custom knives very
sought-after and highly esteemed pieces.
We are all the more proud to be able
to add his Gent's Blitz to our Solingen
Custom Collaborations. This successful
blend of officer and gentleman holds
details at the custom level. For one,
he uses titanium for the plates and
bolsters. But what makes it special is
the combination of wild carbon scales
and the bronze annealed screws. A
free-floating spacer in the handle back
is another highlight of this exquisite
piece. The blade is made of powder
metallurgical CPM-154 and features
an especially fine satin finish. The
reversible blanked-out clip (tip-up) lets
it ride especially deep in the pocket.
Blade length: 3". Thickness: 3.5mm.
Overall length: 7". Weight: 3.8 oz.
Item No. 111659
$ 399.00

2 BOKER KMP22 – The KMP22 by
Charles Marlowe proves that custom
design, Solingen production, and top
quality do not necessarily have to come
with a big price tag. This exceptional
pocket knife is designed with a stainless
steel frame lock and has an N690
blade, which opens incredibly easily
and smoothly due to the interplay of
the ball bearing mount and flipper. The
front scale made of G-10, with its flat
construction and light weight, allow
comfortable carry. The KMP22 can be
used as a utility knife with an excellent
price/performance ratio for a multitude
of applications. Includes pocket clip.
Blade length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3.8mm.
Overall length: 7¼". Weight: 3.8 oz.
Item No. 110658
$ 159.95
3 BOKER KWAIKEN COMPACT
The immense popularity of the Kwaiken
Flipper by Lucas Burnley is impressively
reflected in the number of variants
available in the Boker Plus series.
Therefore it is only logical that we meet

the demand of numerous collectors and
round off the series with a higher end
version from our Solingen manufactory.
Designed as a titanium framelock, the
Kwaiken Compact is shorter than the
standard version but still comes with
almost unchanged grip. The titanium
handles are contoured and equipped
with our new "Marble Titanium"
finish, which gives the surface of the
titanium a high gloss finish, which is
characterized by an almost mineral-like
structure. The finely satined blade of
powder metallurgical CPM-154 is ballbearing mounted and opens with the
flipper. An obstacle lock-stop acts as
an overstretch protection for the lock.
Includes reversible pocket clip (l/r).
Blade length: 3⅛". Overall length: 7".
Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 110664
$ 359.00

4 BOKER TUCAN – Many fans
know knifemaker Wilfried Gorski as
an ingenious tinkerer. The designs of
his mechanism undoubtedly deserve

special attention. With the Tucan,
we present a unique combination of
elegant spring knife, assisted opener,
and manually deployed pocket knife,
with the fascinating element being
that all three features do not operate
alternatively, but all at the same
time. When actuated, the safety
slide under the blade pivot deploys
the blade slightly using spring force,
whereupon the blade is subsequently
fully deployed manually. The handle
consists of premium satin finished
titanium, creating an elegant contrast
with the carbon fiber inlay in the scales
and pivot screw. The blade is made
from N690 and features a two-tone
finish. The small slide also disengages
the blade for retracting. A unique
concept by Wilfried Gorski, executed
as a highly exclusive, series-produced
gentleman's folder. Blade length:
2⅞". Thickness: 2.5mm. Overall
length: 6⅞". Weight: 2.9 oz.
Item No. 110652
$ 339.00
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Damascus & Collector's Knives | Folding Knives

111100DAM

1
Boker Damascus
Oak.
$ 499.00

2
Boker Special Run
Gorski Damascus.
$ 1,159.00

111621DAM

Limited to just
199 pieces!
Interlock
mechanism

Damascus steel blades are handforged in the painstaking tradition
perfected over 2,000 years
ago. It is a process that reaches
perfection in the talented hands of
BOKER’s master craftsman, whose
keen eye and sharp skill give birth
to blades of exquisite metallic
artistry, each composed of steel
hundreds of layers thick, each as
unique as a fingerprint.

1 BOKER DAMASCUS OAK
A truly sophisticated pocket knife
with captivating lines and polished
nickel silver bolsters. The refined
handle scales are made from selected
thousand-year old Bog Oak. The
blade consists of stainless steel, hand
forged "Ladder Damascus" from
Chad Nichols. Comes complete in
a premium presentation box with
a Damascus certificate. Blade
length: 3¼". Overall length: 7½".
Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 111100DAM
$ 499.00
6

Back side

2 BOKER SPECIAL RUN GORSKI
DAMASCUS – The popular design by
Wilfried Gorski provided the perfect
match for one of the most exquisite
presentation knives from the Solingen
factory. A phenomenal blend of
artistry and manufacturing offers a
must for the collector. The Gorski
Damascus offers all the dimensions
of the popular Merlin (model 110621),
with the addition of the remarkable
work of Chad Nichols. This 200-layer
"Scramble Damascus" pattern is
featured in both the blade and the
handle, creating a most stunning effect.
Only 199 of these will be available to
the U.S. market (and 199 pieces for
distribution in Europe). Will come
complete with a presentation box
and certificate of authenticity. Blade
length: 2⅞". Overall length: 6⅞".
Weight: 2.9 oz.
Item No. 111621DAM
$ 1,159.00
3 – 8 BOKER CLASSIC SERIES
Pocket knives not only transform with
the passage of time, but also with
changing tastes and styles. Technical

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

to just 500 pieces worldwide. Discover
the fascination of a timeless classic
with the Boker Classic Series, which
will take you along on a journey to
the origins of the modern pocket knife.
Available in six models:
advancements have had an equally
profound effect on pocket knives.
Premium and engineering-oriented
materials such as titanium, zirconium
or carbon fiber for handles, along
with powdered metal blade steels,
whose impressive performance would
have brought tears to the eyes of our
fathers and grandfathers, mark these
developments - as does ball bearing
hinged blades or particularly ingenious
opening and locking mechanisms.
Entirely classic, traditional pocket
knives nevertheless enjoy unfettered
popularity, and the demand for these
useful everyday helpers continues to be
high. The scales for this exclusive series
are made from bog oak, a material
whose old growth appeal has given this
special handle material its enduring
popularity. In combination with
the shimmering polish of the nickel
silver bolsters, it most appropriately
embodies the essence of this series,
which consists of six timeless patterns.
Each piece features stainless Damascus
blades in the “Ripple” pattern, hand
forged by Chad Nichols, and is limited

3 BOKER PEN KNIFE CLASSIC
DAMASCUS – Blade length: 2".
Overall length: 4¾". Weight: 0.8 oz.
Item No. 118287DAM
$ 199.95
4 BOKER FELLOW CLASSIC
DAMASCUS – Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length: 7½". Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 111045DAM
$ 335.00
5 BOKER 20-20 CLASSIC
DAMASCUS – Blade length: 4".
Overall length: 9¼". Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 112021DAM
$ 369.00
6 BOKER BARLOW CLASSIC
DAMASCUS – Blade length: 2⅝".
Overall length: 6⅛". Weight: 1.8 oz.
Item No. 100600DAM
$ 225.00
7 BOKER TRAPPER CLASSIC
DAMASCUS – Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length: 7⅜". Weight: 2.2 oz.
Item No. 112545DAM
$ 269.00
8 BOKER STOCKMAN CLASSIC
DAMASCUS – Blade length: 2⅞".
Overall length: 6⅞". Weight: 1.9 oz.
Item No. 117477DAM
$ 255.00

3
Boker Pen Knife Classic
Damascus.

BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN

BOKER MANUFACTORY SOLINGEN | Damascus & Collector's Knives | Folding Knives

118287DAM

$ 199.95

111045DAM

4
Boker Fellow Classic
Damascus.
$ 335.00

112021DAM

5
Boker 20-20 Classic
Damascus.
$ 369.00

Limited to just 500
pieces worldwide!

6
Boker Barlow Classic
Damascus.
$ 225.00

100600DAM
112545DAM

7
Boker Trapper Classic
Damascus.
$ 269.00

8
Boker Stockman
Classic Damascus.

117477DAM

$ 255.00
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Damascus & Collector's Knives | Folding Knives

2018 Annual Damascus
Collector's Piece

1132018DAM

1
Boker 2018
Annual Damascus
Collectors Knife.
$ 359.00

2
Boker 2017
Annual Damascus
Collectors Knife.

1132017DAM

$ 509.00

1 BOKER 2018 ANNUAL
DAMASCUS COLLECTORS KNIFE
With the 2018 Annual Damascus
Collectors Knife, we fulfill a long
time request from our customers,
who have continually asked for the
re-introduction of our classic singleblade hunting pocket knife. As the
Annual Damascus Collectors Knife, this
robust working knife will be ennobled
by the blade, made of hand forged
stainless Damascus from Chad Nichols
of Mississippi. The “Boomerang”
pattern comes out perfectly on
the broad blade and grants the
knife, together with the desert
ironwood handle scales and nickel
silver bolsters, an extremely noble
appearance. Thus, the 2018 Annual
Damascus Collectors Knife is not
only a very exclusive collector´s piece,
but also a hunting knife, made for
8

real work. The solid blade is secured
by a sturdy backlock. Handmade in
the Boker Manufactory in Solingen,
Germany. Delivered with a certificate
of authenticity, in a special frame
display, which holds the knife open in
a floating position. Limited to just 999
pieces worldwide. Blade length:  3⅜".
Overall length:  7¾".
Item No. 1132018DAM
$ 359.00

2 BOKER 2017 ANNUAL
DAMASCUS COLLECTORS KNIFE
The Annual Damascus Collectors
Knife 2017 enthuses with the special
combination of materials, which is
an impressive bridging between the
traditional art of forging and new,
high tech materials. The hand forged
stainless Damascus, made by Chad
Nichols from Mississippi, shows the
detailed pattern "Scrambled," which is
enhanced by the slender blade shape

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

of this W.C. Davis design. Brushed
stainless steel bolsters lead to the
handle scales made out of marble
carbon fiber, which boasts a very vivid
and almost organic structure, providing
an elegant harmony and stunning
contrast to the forged Damascus. The
spacer is also made out of carbon
fiber and enhances the exclusivity of
this extraordinary piece. The Annual
Damascus Collector´s Knife 2017 is
not only a great knife for the collector,
but also an exclusive EDC, and sets a
new highlight within the series. Hand
made in the Boker knife manufactory in
Solingen. Delivered with a certificate
of authenticity, in a special frame
display, which holds the knife open in a
floating position. Limited to 999 pieces
worldwide. Blade length: 2½". Overall
length: 6¾". Weight: 3 oz.
$ 509.00
Item No. 1132017DAM

3 BOKER MAMMUT I
Roughly four million years ago, large
herds of mammoths inhabited parts
of our prehistoric earth. It was about
four thousand years ago these gigantic

creatures became extinct. In recent
times, fully preserved mammoths were
discovered in the frozen fields of Siberia.
Some challenging tests proved that
the teeth of the mammoth provided
a truly unique structure - an artistic
appearance unlike anything else. The
intricate handwork required and sheer
age of these handle scales make for
an extremely valuable collector's knife
to add to your collection. This classic
folder features a 440C stainless steel
blade and sturdy lockback mechanism.
Comes complete with a certificate
of authenticity. Blade length: 3⅛".
Overall length: 6⅞". Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 110146
$ 659.00

4 BOKER BOY SCOUT MAMMUT
A natural for the exclusive handle
scales made from genuine mammoth
tooth, our Boy Scout is small enough
to be regarded as a refined gem, yet
large enough to score points as a
useful EDC companion. The precision
CNC milled body of the knife is made
from nickel silver. Blade length: 2¼".
Overall length: 5¼". Weight: 2.1 oz.
Item No. 112404
$ 399.00

BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN

BOKER MANUFACTORY SOLINGEN | Damascus & Collector's Knives | Folding Knives

3
Boker Mammut I.

110146

$ 659.00

Handles made of genuine
mammoth tooth
112404

4
Boker Boy Scout
Mammut.
$ 399.00

1132016DAM

5
Boker 2016 Annual
Damascus Collectors Knife.
$ 349.00

6
Boker Damascus
Medallion.
$ 164.95

5 BOKER 2016 ANNUAL
DAMASCUS COLLECTORS KNIFE
The Boker Annual Damascus Collectors
knife and the Boker Scout - two highly
popular series come together to create
a unique collector's piece. Since 1980,
knife enthusiasts have been fascinated
with the annual Damascus Collector's
knives, and for almost as long, the
series “Boker Scout” has been a
fixed part of the Boker lineup. The
recently added smaller version of the
Boker Boy Scout has already become
a favorite. So it was only a matter of
time before the Boy Scout became
part of this exclusive collector's
series. Chad Nichols, the Mississippi
Damascus forger, provides us with
his hand forged stainless Damascus

in the “Ripple” pattern, which shows
his full skill on the compact blade
of the Boy Scout. The nickel silver
handle is CNC-milled, for maximum
precision, and features rich Grenadill
handle scales, which harmonize
perfectly with the stunning Damascus
blade. These noble materials make a
combination that will impress every
knife aficionado, and shows irresistible
charm. The blade locks with a sturdy
backlock mechanism. Comes in a
presentation box with a certificate
of authenticity. Limited to just 999
pieces worldwide. Blade length: 2¼".
Overall length: 5¼". Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 1132016DAM
$ 349.00

111059DAM

6 BOKER DAMASCUS MEDALLION
Damascus meets Bonsai! Like the
famous Japanese miniature trees that
grow in laborious and extensive care
to small works of art, so does our
Damascus offering. Although greatly
reduced, it remains a thoroughly
original and elaborate miniature
version of a Damascus pocket knife.
The blade and scales are made entirely
of stainless Damascus, so that the term
"gem" can be taken quite literally. With

a total thickness of ¼" and a closed
length of 1¾", this piece can be worn
as a pendant on a necklace. Handmade
in the Boker factory in Solingen. Blade
length: 1¼". Overall length: 2⅞".
Weight: 0.5 oz.
Item No. 111059DAM
$ 164.95
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111017

1
Boker Pocket Key.
$ 94.95

111017DAM

2
Boker Pocket Key
Damascus.
$ 189.95

3
Boker Special Run Davis
Damascus.

110625DAM

$ 539.00

1 BOKER POCKET KEY – Our "pocket
mini" has always been a very popular
model, as it easily tucks away in the
vest or pants pocket. The especially
flat stainless steel handle, just 5mm
thick, now features a larger lanyard
hole, which allows carry on the key
chain. A handy, compact knife, ideal
for everyday carry. 4034 blade steel.
Blade length: 2". Thickness: 2mm.
Overall length: 4¾". Weight: 1.3 oz.
Item No. 111017
$ 94.95
2 BOKER POCKET KEY DAMASCUS
Our "pocket mini" has always been a
very popular model, as it easily tucks
away in the vest or pants pocket. The
especially flat stainless steel handle,
just 5mm thick, now features a larger
lanyard hole, which allows carry on
the key chain. This elegant version
features a Damascus steel blade, made
of hand forged stainless "Ladder"
Damascus steel by Chad Nichols. The
fine Damascus steel pattern is not only
unique, but also sets a new standard
with its superior edge retention. Blade
length: 2". Thickness: 2mm. Overall
length: 4¾". Weight: 1.3 oz.
Item No. 111017DAM
$ 189.95
10

6 BOKER SCOUT PEARL DAMASCUS
The best of everything is combined here.
Elegant backlock knife with handle
scales made from shimmering Motherof-Pearl and a stainless steel, hand
forged blade using "Ladder Damascus"
from Chad Nichols. In contrast to the
traditional construction with brass
liners and brazed on bolsters, the solid
nickel silver body is made from a single
piece. It is fabricated in a complex sinter
process and handles effortlessly. Comes
complete in a premium presentation
box with Damascus certificate. Blade
length: 3⅛". Overall length: 7⅛".
Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 112105DAM
$ 549.00

3 BOKER SPECIAL RUN DAVIS
DAMASCUS – The series version
4 BOKER SCOUT AMBOINA
of the Boker Classic Hunter pocket
DAMASCUS – An elegant lockback,
knife is already a very sophisticated
featuring beautiful Amboina handle
looking knife. This special run not
scales. In contrast to the traditional
only offers scales from select Grenadill
construction with brass liners and
wood, but also a blade made of hand
brazed on bolsters, the solid nickel
forged, stainless Damascus steel by
silver body is made from a single piece.
Chad Nichols in ladder pattern, with a
It is constructed in a complex sinter
lively grain. Whether as a collector's
item or for everyday use, the Special Run process, and handles effortlessly. The
blade consists of stainless steel, hand
Davis Damascus is a gem for every knife
forged "Ladder Damascus" from Chad
lover. Also features brushed stainless
Nichols. Comes complete in a premium
steel bolsters and back lock mechanism.
presentation box with a Damascus
Limited to 199 pieces worldwide.
certificate. Blade length: 3⅛". Overall 7 BOKER SCOUT EBONY DAMASCUS
Delivered in a special partially
length: 7⅛". Weight: 5.6 oz.
Elegant lockback knife with handle
transparent gift box, which doubles as
$ 545.00
scales made from African Ebony. In
an attractive display. Blade length: 3½". Item No. 112032DAM
contrast to the traditional construction
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 5.3 oz.
5 BOKER SCOUT STAG DAMASCUS
with brass liners and brazed on bolsters,
Item No. 110625DAM
$ 539.00
Any group of exclusive Damascus knives the solid nickel silver body is made
must of course include rugged stag for
from a single piece. It is fabricated in
4 - 7 BOKER SCOUT DAMASCUS
the handle scales. The hand forged
a complex sinter process and handles
Damascus steel blades are hand-forged
stainless Damascus from Chad Nichols
effortlessly. The blade consists of
in the painstaking tradition perfected
stainless steel, hand forged "Ladder
over 2,000 years ago. It is a process that in the "Ladder" pattern makes this
knife into a coveted collectible. Comes
Damascus" from Chad Nichols. Comes
reaches perfection in the talented hands
complete in a premium presentation
complete in a premium presentation
of Boker’s master craftsman, whose
box with Damascus certificate. Blade
box with Damascus certificate. Blade
keen eye and sharp skill give birth to
length: 3⅛". Overall length: 7⅛".
blades of exquisite metallic artistry, each length: 3⅛". Overall length: 7⅛".
Weight: 5.6 oz.
Weight: 5.6 oz.
composed of steel hundreds of layers
Item No. 112116DAM
$ 459.00
Item No. 112123DAM
$ 499.00
thick, each as unique as a fingerprint.

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com
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Boker Scout Damascus:
Now with hand forged
stainless Damascus by
Chad Nichols!

4
Boker Scout Amboina
Damascus.

112032DAM

$ 545.00

5
Boker Scout Stag
Damascus.

112116DAM

$ 459.00

112105DAM

6
Boker Scout Pearl
Damascus.
$ 549.00

112123DAM

7
Boker Scout Ebony Damascus.
$ 499.00
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140147DAM

1
Boker Leopard
Damascus Letter
Opener II.

2
Boker Leopard
Damascus Bottle
Opener II.

$ 134.95

$ 82.95

150003

3
Boker Tirpitz Damascus.
$ 929.00

110190DAM

The Tirpitz, the largest battleship
of the German Navy.

ORIGINAL TIRPITZ Steel.
An original piece of the famous
Tirpitz steel, retrieved by
Norwegian divers
exclusively for Boker.

1 BOKER LEOPARD DAMASCUS
LETTER OPENER II – An exquisite
masterpiece for the collector. The high
performance Leopard Damascus steel is
forged from the barrel of the battle tank
Leopard I, exclusively for Boker. This
extremely hard material is hand forged
with tool steels and ball bearing steels
to form 300 layers, which, through a
special etching procedure are intricately
defined in this Damascus pattern. The
dynamic recurved tanto style blade
makes this a truly exceptional letter
opener. Manufactured completely by
hand at the Boker knife manufactory in
Solingen, Germany. Includes a certificate
of authenticity and a premium leather
sleeve pouch. Serial numbered. Handle
thickness: 4mm. Blade length: 4".
Overall length: 6⅝". Weight: 1.3 oz.
Item No. 140147DAM
$ 134.95
2 BOKER LEOPARD DAMASCUS
BOTTLE OPENER II – The successor of
our best selling model that quickly sold
out. This impressive new bottle opener,
made of hand forged Leopard Damascus
steel, is quite the collectible. No bottle
12

this piece the highlight of any collection.
The combination of the Tirpitz steel
and carbon tool steels also creates an
extremely rugged Damascus steel, which
can resist the high quality material, made
has a hardness of 61° HRC, and can
from the barrel of a battle tank! The
handle any cutting task. The handle,
drilled hole in the handle allows you to
made of high strength AlMgSi1 aluminum
keep it close at hand - attach it to your
(with Silicium, making it a much higher
keychain or gear. Overall length:  3⅝".
quality than standard AlMg3), is hardcoat
Weight: 0.9 oz.
anodized and provides a secure grip.
Item No. 150003
$ 82.95
The reversible clip allows for tip-up or tipdown carry. For the handle inlay we chose
3 BOKER TIRPITZ DAMASCUS
domestic walnut, which has a long history
A piece of history comes alive. The Tirpitz, as shaft wood for German rifles due to its
sister ship of the legendary Bismarck,
superior characteristics. This eye-catching
was the largest battleship ever built for
inlay also features the original Tirpitz crest.
the German Navy. On November 12,
This knife combines history, tradition and
1944, the British Royal Air Force attacked
modern technology in a unique way, and
the Tirpitz with special tallboy bombs,
is handmade in the Boker manufactory
settling it near the shore in the shallow
in Solingen, Germany. Comes complete
water. Shortly after the war, a Norwegian in a wooden presentation box, serial
specialty company took interest in the
numbered, with a certificate of
specially alloyed steel of the Tirpitz, and
authenticity. Overall length:  9". Blade
retrieved parts of the special armor of
length: 37/8". Liner thickness:  1/16".
the Tirpitz, from the Fjord. These pieces
Weight: 5.9 oz.
of living history are being exclusively
Item No. 110190DAM
$ 929.00
forged by our Damascus forger to an
extraordinary Damascus steel with an
4 BOKER LEOPARD DAMASCUS I
exciting background. The pattern "Great
The Leopard Damascus is forged out
Pyramids," with more than 300 layers,
of the German battle tank Leopard
adorns the mighty 4" blade, and makes
I. This specialty steel is not available

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

to the market because it was only used
for the military. Our Damascus forger
was fortunate to acquire some for Boker
exclusively. A chromium-manganese
and vanadium tool steel alloy was added
to this extremely wear-resistant barrel
steel. The result is a remarkably high
hardness for Damascus steel (60-61° HRC).
The pattern provided on the 300-layer
blade is labeled "Small Pyramid." Handle
material is 6061-T6 aluminum and
features Ziracote wood inlays. Includes
certificate of authenticity and gift
box. Serialized. Blade length: 33/8".
Overall length: 73/8". Weight: 4.4 oz.
Item No. 110084DAM
$ 659.00

5 BOKER LEOPARD DAMASCUS
II – The successor of our first knife
with a Damascus blade forged out of
the barrel of the German battle tank
Leopard I. The edge holding ability is
much higher compared to what other
steel can achieve. A hardness of 60-61°
HRC gives you an indication what to
expect. Our forger’s capabilities are
proven by his Damascus pattern: "Large
Pyramid." Handle material is hardcoated
6061-T6 aluminum with Ziracote wood
inserts. The clip can be switched for tip-up
or tip-down carry. The knife includes a

BOKER MANUFACTORY
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110084DAM

4
Boker Leopard
Damascus I.
$ 659.00

The original Leopard
Damascus steel is
exclusively available
only from Boker!

111054DAM

5
Boker Leopard
Damascus II.

110129DAM

$ 659.00

6
Boker Leopard
Damascus III 42.

Leopard Damascus:
Hand forged from 300
layers of steel

$ 765.00

110239DAM

7
Boker Leopard Damascus III
Collection 42.
$ 859.00

certificate of authenticity and a wooden
presentation box. Blade length: 33/4".
Overall length:  81/8". Weight: 5.5 oz.
Item No. 111054DAM
$ 659.00

6 BOKER LEOPARD DAMASCUS
III 42 – The third generation of the
high performance Damascus steel
forged out of the barrel of the German
battle tank Leopard I. For the first
time our Damascus forger welds two
more steels with the battle tank steel.
The extremely hard to treat material is

welded with over 300 layers to create
these unique blades. The result is a
hardness of 60-61° HRC and superior
cutting capabilities. The handle is made
of CNC machined AlMgSi1 aluminum
and is hardcoat-anodized, contrasting
nicely with the Grenadill wood insets.
The clip can be reversed for tip-up or
tip-down carry. Liner lock mechanism.
Comes gift boxed with a certificate
of authenticity. Blade length:  37/8".
Overall length:  87/8". Weight: 5.5 oz.
Item No. 110129DAM
$ 765.00

7 BOKER LEOPARD DAMASCUS
III COLLECTION 42 – Leopard
Damascus from Boker - the legendary
blade steel with a worldwide following.
The artistically forged blades, made
from the barrel of the German battle
tank Leopard I, are highly sought after
for any collection, and are crafted of
300 layers. We are delighted to bring
you this new version, refined with
a stainless steel Damascus inlay in
the handle, in the "Rose Damascus"
pattern, 180 layers. Also features a

reversible pocket clip. This piece is
a must for connoisseurs of Leopard
Damascus knives. Comes gift boxed
with a certificate of authenticity, and is
serial numbered. Blade length:  3¾".
Overall length:  87/8". Weight: 5.8 oz.
Item No. 110239DAM
$ 859.00
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1
Boker Trench
Knife.

2
Boker
Bowie.

$ 215.00

$ 399.00

3
Boker Drikas.
$ 319.00

120648

120547

121918

1 BOKER TRENCH KNIFE
It was 1915 when Heinrich Boker &
Co. Solingen received the government
order to develop a compact fighting
knife that would be especially useful for
trench warfare. After 90 years, we are
reproducing the original knife blade out
of high carbon steel with 0.75% carbon.
The pronounced steel crossguard, the
wood forearm handle, (designed for a
firm and safe grip), and the official tang
stamp are identical to the original – as is
the cowhide leather sheath. On the back
of the blade, each knife shows its serial
number. Blade length: 55/8". Overall
length: 10". Weight: 5.9 oz.
Item No. 121918
$ 215.00
14

2 BOKER BOWIE
This massive 73/4" 4034 stainless
steel blade is 1/4" thick and features a
full tang. Beautiful European walnut
handle with lanyard hole meets an
"S" style guard. Made in Solingen.
Includes Western-style leather sheath.
Overall length: 125/8". Weight: 17.5 oz.
Item No. 120547
$ 399.00

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 BOKER DRIKAS
Kosie Steenkamp from South Africa
has created a gorgeous and
exceedingly appealing hunting and
outdoor knife with his Drikas model.
The harmonious yet unique lines, the
practical and versatile blade design,
and the host of exceptional details
result in a knife that impresses
hunting and outdoor enthusiasts
just as much as knife collectors. The
N690 blade has a premium two-toned
finish, while the file work on the

spine represents a decorative element
that also provides additional grip for
the thumb support. The Grenadill
handle scales are placed into the
brushed stainless steel bolster with
a dovetail joint. The white pinstripe
liner provides a unique accent on the
handle and accentuates the line of the
tapered tang. Comes complete with a
premium leather quiver sheath. Blade
length: 4¾". Overall length: 9⅛".
Weight: 6.5 oz.
Item No. 120648
$ 319.00

4 BOKER SWISS DAGGER TWISTED
DAMASCUS – Following the tradition
of the European Damascus sword
smithing art of the Middle Ages, the

Boker manufacturing plant in Solingen,
Germany is proud to present the Swiss
Dagger in an exclusive collector‘s edition.
Four bands/strips of twisted Damascus,
consisting of a nickel and manganese
tool steel, are forged into a breathtaking
blade featuring flawless symmetry and
beauty, which requires a tedious smithing
process. Each strip is made of a single
Damascus packet, which is first forged
by hand and then twisted 15 times. Four
of these twisted packets are fire welded
and then forged into this historical blade
shape. The structure that is achieved
with these different layers guarantees not
only legendary strength, it also creates
a highly unique pattern, which defines
"Twisted Damascus." Blades made
of twisted Damascus represented the
highest class of smithing art in the Middle
Ages, and therefore was only available
to the people of nobility. This historical
and very complex forging process,
which can be accomplished by very few
Damascus forgers, is now in the hands
of Andreas Henrichs, who is performing
this great art perfectly and exclusively
for Boker. The discreet glimmer of the
black, hand selected ebony wood used
for the handle builds a perfect unity
with the high polished stainless steel
handguard and pommel. The sheath
for this masterpiece has been custom
designed and sewn by hand, underlining
its exclusivity. This model is strictly
limited to just 500 pieces worldwide,
all serial numbered. Presented in a
wooden gift box with a certificate
of authenticity. Blade length:  85/8".
Overall length:  141/8". Weight:  9.1 oz.
Item No. 121551DAM
$ 2,755.00

5 BOKER SWISS DAGGER
The Swiss dagger (often called
"Baselard") was a popular weapon with
the Swiss pikemen throughout the 15th
and 16th centuries. Swiss daggers were
not usually issued as ordinance weapons,
but purchased privately by soldiers as
secondary weapons. The Boker Swiss
dagger‘s characteristic hilt features the
same crescent-shaped pommel and
crossguard as the original daggers, but
now feature rust resistant stainless
steel instead of iron. Their curved shape
appeared as early as the 13th century
and remained unique to Switzerland. This
distinctive hilt design can be recognized
in many of Hans Holbein‘s works, which
is why the Swiss dagger was sometimes
referred to as a "Holbein dagger." The
handle on the Boker Swiss dagger is
made of hand selected cherry wood, and
the high carbon steel dagger style blade
has an impressive length of 85/8" and
is satin finished. The blade is marked
with the authentic Boker logo, which
was used throughout the 1930‘s in
Solingen. The marking "Deutschland"
(Germany) and a serial number on the
reverse side of the blade guarantee the
same high quality on every knife that
leaves our factory. The Swiss dagger
includes an original metal sheath,
which is reminiscent of the 15th and
16th centuries. Overall length:  141/8".
Weight: 9.1 oz.
Item No. 121550
$ 389.00

BOKER MANUFACTORY
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Limited to
500 pieces worldwide

121551DAM

121550

5
Boker Swiss
Dagger.
$ 389.00

Authentic Blade
Marking from the
1930‘s.

4
Boker Swiss
Dagger
Twisted
Damascus.
$ 2,755.00
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110655

1
Boker Gulo.
$ 439.00

110650

2
Boker Kingpin.
$ 339.00

1 BOKER GULO – Steve Kelly from
Montana is not only a consummate
knifemaker. His titanium frame locks
represent the peak of craftsmanship,
and his Gulo truly adds value as a Boker
series knife. Slim yet extremely strong
titanium liners support the powdered
metal, ball bearing hinged CPM-154
blade, turning the Gulo into an ideal
everyday companion. But Steve Kelly's
other source of business - Ti-Connector
- consists of fabricating titanium screws
and parts for custom knife making.
Many of the U.S. custom knifemakers
have now started to use titanium
screws from Steve Kelly, and the series
model from Boker also features a blade
bearing and handle screws, thumb stud
and spacers – all made from titanium
by Steve Kelly. The entirely unique
appeal of this premium hardware gives
the Gulo a particularly refined visual
touch that is further underscored by
the exclusive bronze colored anodizing.
We are therefore raising the bar for
the exclusivity of the knives from our
Solingen manufactory to a new level
by giving users and collectors alike an
absolutely exceptional knife. Blade
length: 3⅜". Thickness: 3.3mm.
Overall length: 7⅝". Weight: 3.9 oz.
Item No. 110655
$ 439.00
16

2 BOKER KINGPIN – Anders
Högström from Sweden is known for
his extremely exclusive custom knives,
which only a select group of collectors
can afford. His entirely unique design
language and his touch for minute
details make his knives into true works
of art. We are absolutely delighted
to offer the Kingpin as the first series
manufacturer of one of his custom
designs. The black G-10 scales are
perfectly contoured and feature the
characteristic Högström hole pattern.
The blade is made from powdered
metal CPM-154 and has a refined
satin finish. Titanium liners form the
structure of the handle and house the
liner lock mechanism. The spacer is
also made from titanium and features
jimping on the thumb ramp in the front
and a generously sized lanyard hole
in the back. The recess on the blade
heel allows choking up on the handle,
which ensures optimum control for
detailed cutting chores, while also
providing better force transfer even
on heavy pressure cuts (for instance,
when carving). Includes removable
pocket clip (tip-down). Blade length:
3⅜". Thickness: 4.4mm. Overall
length: 7¾". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 110650
$ 339.00

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 - 4 LES VOORHIES “13”
Les Voorhies from Minnesota has been
making superior custom knives for 20
years, as handcrafted one-offs with
maximum exclusivity. His ball bearing
supported flipper models combine
supreme elegance with superior daily
utility. As a result, his Model 13 is
exemplary for a successful synthesis
of the features. The EDC compatible
size, the versatile blade shape and
very smooth and uniform ball bearing
supported blade movement make the
"13" a potential favorite for many
knife enthusiasts. The powdered
metal CPM-154 ensures excellent edge
holding capability, while the titanium
liners and spacers of the liner lock
underscore the exclusive features that
collectors and users alike can expect
from the designs of Les Voorhies.
Available in two versions:
3 BOKER MODEL 13 EDC – The
EDC version features full length, green
canvas Micarta handle scales and a
stonewash finished blade. Includes
removable pocket clip. Blade length:
3⅛". Thickness: 4mm. Overall length:
7¼". Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 110654
$ 299.00
4 BOKER MODEL 13 CG – The
collector's grade version of the 13
features a satin finished blade that
perfectly harmonizes with the titanium
bolsters and the "Wild" carbon fiber
scales. Without pocket clip. Blade
length: 3⅛". Thickness: 4mm. Overall
length: 7¼". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 111654
$ 399.00

5 - 6 LES VOORHIES “10”
Les Voorhies from Minnesota has
been making superior custom knives
for 20 years, as handcrafted oneoffs with maximum exclusivity. His
designs flawlessly combine supreme
elegance with uncompromising daily
utility. The new “10” model features
a blade made from powdered metal
CPM-154 in the modified Wharncliffe
style, which provides plenty of utility
in daily use. Its compelling elegant
lines underscore the knife's slim form
factor and harmonious design. Liner
lock mechanism with titanium liners
and titanium spacers. Available in two
versions:
5 BOKER MODEL 10 EDC
Featuring a stonewash finished blade
opened by nail groove, and a ball
bearing for extremely smooth and
uniform blade movement, the EDC
version boasts full length G-10 handle
scales and a removable pocket clip.
Blade length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 7⅜. Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 110653
$ 289.00
6 BOKER MODEL 10 CG
Featuring a satin finished blade opened
by thumb stud, and a ball bearing for
extremely smooth and uniform blade
movement, the collector's grade version
is equipped with titanium bolsters and
C-Tec handle scales – a synthetic resin
based on an aluminum honeycomb
structure. Without pocket clip. Blade
length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 7⅜". Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 111653
$ 389.00
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3
Boker Model 13 EDC.
$ 299.00

110654

4
Boker Model 13 CG.
$ 399.00

111654

5
Boker Model 10 EDC.
$ 289.00

110653

6
Boker Model 10 CG.
$ 389.00

111653
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1
Boker Turbine.

110130

$ 299.00

110626

2
Boker Oberland
Arms EDW.
$ 369.00

3
Boker
Blackwood
Pipsqueak.

110623

$ 329.00

1 BOKER TURBINE – For this model,
we chose the name TURBINE, which
stands for power and tough reliability.
A knife that fulfills the tactical demand
without being menacing. The specially
milled rosewood inset adds an important
contribution. The 4mm thick blade,
made of X-15 T.N. steel, locks open with
a 1.5mm liner lock that is rock solid.
Precise CNC machined AlMgSi1 handle.
The finger grooves provide a secure,
comfortable grip, and the distinctive
handguard at the end of the blade allows
for safe handling, as well as fast opening
action for the experienced user. The
pocket clip allows tip-up or tip-down
carry for added convenience. Overall
length: 87/8". Blade length: 37/8".
Weight: 5.5 oz.
Item No. 110130
$ 299.00
2 BOKER OBERLAND ARMS EDW
Oberland Arms is a German
manufacturer of high quality sporting
and tactical weapons of type AR-15,
which are characterized by their high
precision, and whose objective is to
18

offer only the highest quality. This
premise strongly coincides with our
philosophy, therefore we suggested a
joint venture. We closely collaborated
in creating a concept that represents the
essence of a tactical knife. The massive
titanium plates, with a thickness of
2.5mm, provide outstanding stability.
The contoured canvas Micarta handle
scales provide excellent grip, even in
wet conditions, and feature a drilled
center groove which enhances the
grip and safety. The RST (Reinforced
Spearpoint Tip) offers incomparable
stability, due to its special geometry, and
underlines the sturdy design of the knife.
The resistant stonewash finish of the
N690 blade completes the package. The
reversible pocket clip can be adjusted
according to the thickness of the pocket
hem. This bulky yet compact knife is
a reliable, multifunctional tool for any
cutting task, whether it be for work
or everyday use. Blade length: 33/8".
Overall length: 77/8". Weight: 5.1 oz.
Item No. 110626
$ 369.00

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 BOKER BLACKWOOD PIPSQUEAK
Within our custom collaborations, we
are proud to present the first Boker
folding knife by Neil Blackwood. The
Pipsqueak successfully resists being
classified into a particular category.
Depending on the point of view, it is
either the "smallest big knife" or the
"biggest small knife" that we know
of. The width of the blade and the
handle, as well as the thickness of the
material, are characteristic of a tactical
folder, whereas the overall length and
the proportions of the knife fit into the
category of small and compact knives.
The solid titanium frame is capped with
a green canvas Micarta scale, and the
back side forms an extremely sturdy
framelock mechanism. The spacer in
the handle is also made of Micarta, and
protrudes like a dorsal fin at the tip of
the handle. The beautiful line of the
blade is emphasized by the striking twotone finish. For this masterpiece, we
chose the high performance steel S35VN.
As an extra feature, the clip reflects
the overall outline of this impressive

piece. The ultimate knife, based on the
design of a legendary knifemaker, which
will inspire both the collector and the
user. Blade length: 2⅝". Overall length:
6¼". Weight: 4.7 oz.
Item No. 110623
$ 329.00

4 BOKER TITAN DEFENDER – A
professional tactical folder for the
highest of demands. Designed by
Armin Stütz from Steirer Eisen, Austria,
this piece features a massive integrated
liner lock made completely of titanium.
The lock bar is CNC-milled directly
out of the handle slab and is made
of Grade 5 Titanium, 2mm thick. This
lock will stand up to any operational
demands! The bolsters are also made
of CNC-milled titanium, for weight
reduction. The CNC-milled blade is
made of exclusive N690 steel, which
is a high performance special alloy
containing cobalt, that was created
in cooperation between Böhler and
Boker. Even the G-10 handle scales
are CNC-milled with an even finish,
which provides for a very safe and firm
grip. Also features a handy glass-
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110930

4
Boker Titan
Defender.
$ 589.00

Exclusive Boker Clip

110090B

5
Boker
Gemini Law
Enforcement.
$ 109.95

117103

Non-automatic
6
Boker Top Lock II
Thuya.
$ 99.95

7
Boker Kalashnikov BK.

11KAL47B

$ 329.00

breaker for emergency situations and
the newly designed, polished Boker
clip for comfortable and convenient
carry. Blade thickness:  4mm.
Blade length:  33/8". Overall
length:  8". Weight:  5.9 oz.
Item No. 110930
$ 589.00

5 BOKER GEMINI LAW
ENFORCEMENT MODEL – This
versatile knife can be easily opened
and closed with one hand, and
features a durable ABS handle with
Kraton inset. The blade is black

coated Solingen 4034 stainless steel,
partially serrated. Includes pocket
clip for easy carry. Blade length:
3⅝". Closed length: 4¾". Overall
open length: 8⅛". Weight: 3.2 oz.
Item No. 110090B
$ 109.95

6 BOKER TOP LOCK II THUYA
Our famous Top Lock II (nonautomatic), featuring African thuya
wood inset and plain edge blade,
made of 4034 stainless steel. Includes
Cordura sheath. Blade length:  2¾".
Overall length: 6¾".
Item No. 117103
$ 99.95

7 BOKER KALASHNIKOV BK
A name that is synonymous with
genius, strength and reliability
and changing the face of modern
warfare. Boker was proud to
secure the exclusive rights from
Mikhail Timofeevich Kalashnikov,
the mastermind behind the famed
Automat Kalashnikov 47 rifle, for this
equally impressive knife. The contour
and lines complement the style found
in the original Automat Kalashnikov
rifle. The finest CNC machine work is
incorporated into the anodized 6061T6 black coated aluminum handles

with handsome cocobolo wood inlays.
The blade is made of 440C stainless
steel with black PVD coating, and
is reminiscent of the bayonet used
with the Automat Kalashnikov 47 rifle.
Blade length: 4". Overall length: 9".
Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 11KAL47B
$ 329.00
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1
Boker
Pry-Mate.
$ 329.00

120614
120645

120579M

3
Boker Rocky
Ridge Hunter.
$ 269.00

2
Boker Solid
Forest.
$ 299.00

1 BOKER PRY-MATE
The name says it all. With the
unbelievable blade thickness of
nearly 7mm, this knife knows no
limits. With an overall length of 6½"
and a blade length of 3⅜", this knife
is truly built like a tank. The Danish
knifemaker, Jesper Voxnaes, with his
label VoxKnives, has provided us with
this virtually indestructible piece. The
milled Micarta scales and the deep
thumb notches provide an extremely
secure grip for any kind of task, and
the red fiber liner offers an attractive
contrast to the mighty blade spine.
The hollow grind guarantees excellent
cutting performance, which you
would not ordinarily expect from a
20

blade with dimensions like this. The
N690 blade steel is satin finished and
provides high corrosion resistance
and edge retention. The hand fitted
Kydex sheath offers multiple carry
options and is Tek-Lok compatible
(Tek-Lok not included). An extreme
knife for any situation, that is sure to
impress! Weight: 6.3 oz.
Item No. 120614
$ 329.00

2 BOKER SOLID FOREST
The latest edition of the highly
acclaimed hunting knife of
Switzerland knifemaker Thomas
Künzi. This model features green
canvas Micarta scales, to fit the needs
of not only the hunter, but for every
outdoorsman. Even cold or wet
hands find a comfortable and secure
grip with this piece. The hollow
ground blade is crafted of D2 steel.

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

canvas Micarta handle scales ensure a
comfortable and secure grip, even in
wet or cold conditions. Developed and
tested in the Rocky Mountains, and
fabricated in the Boker Manufactory in
Solingen, Germany. Includes a black
quiver sheath made from premium
leather. Blade length: 3¾". Overall
length: 7½". Weight: 4.4 oz.
Item No. 120645
$ 269.00

Includes lanyard and premium black
leather sheath. Blade thickness: 4mm.
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length: 7⅜".
4 - 5 BOKER A-F FEUERZAUBER
Weight: 4.2 oz.
The fall of 2017 brought the 40th
$ 299.00
Item No. 120579M
anniversary of the liberation of the
Lufthansa plane, Landshut, which was
3 BOKER ROCKY RIDGE HUNTER
hijacked by terrorists in Mogadishu.
Montana based knifemaker Steve
The liberation mission (Operation
Kelly is known today primarily for his
Feuerzauber) was executed by the
folders. But his entry into the world
still quite new GSG-9 unit, founded in
of knife making many years ago
1972. This successful mission under the
involved making fixed blade hunting
command of founder Ulrich K. Wegener
knives. His Rocky Ridge Hunter is now
firmly anchored the unit in the memory
a proven and popular model that has
of the public. Especially in today's
an enthusiastic following as a compact
times, in which terror seems to be
all-arounder for hunting, outdoors,
everywhere, one cannot pay enough
and everyday carry. The compact and,
tribute to a unit such as the GSG-9 for
more importantly, low profile design
their tireless work against terrorism and
allows comfortable carry. Made from
serious crime. Thus we would like to
powdered metal CPM S-30V steel, the
honor the unit and its members with
blade not only provides outstanding
two special models of the Applegate 4.5
edge holding capability, but also a
and 5.5, for which the GSG-9 granted
detailed two-toned finish, giving
us their official approval to add the
the knife its refined appeal. Green
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122545

4
Boker Applegate 5.5
Feuerzauber.

122644

$ 439.00

Limited to
500 pieces worldwide
mission badge of the unit, the famous
wings. In order to make the promotion
more than just symbolic, Boker will
donate € 5.00 from every unit sold
to a charity of GSG-9's choice. These
impressive commemoratives feature
a finely satined blade and stainless
steel handle. The wings of the GSG-9
are emblazoned on the blade. The
handle is milled from rosewood and
has a characteristic grooved profile
for maximum grip. Delivery includes
a high quality black leather scabbard.
The Applegate Feuerzauber knives are
limited to 500 pieces worldwide, and
are individually numbered. Available in
two versions:

4 BOKER APPLEGATE 5.5
FEUERZAUBER – With 440C blade
steel. Blade length: 5½". Overall
length: 10⅝". Weight: 8.5 oz.
Item No. 122545
$ 439.00

121545

5
Boker Applegate 4.5
Feuerzauber.
$ 359.00

6
Boker Applegate
5.5 Black.
$ 439.00

5 BOKER APPLEGATE 4.5
FEUERZAUBER – With N690 blade
steel. Blade length: 4⅝". Overall
length: 8¾". Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 122644
$ 359.00
6 BOKER APPLEGATE 5.5 BLACK
In the wide range of combat knives,
the all-black versions, such as our
Applegate-Fairbairn Black, remain
popular. Not only for military
operations, but also because of the
added charisma of such a dagger and
the additional corrosion protection,
which the coating ensures. Therefore
we felt that it was our duty to include
the models A-F 4.5 and A-F 5.5, revised
by Bill Harsey, in such a lineup. The
handles are made of black linen Micarta,
and the 440C steel blade is given a
black PVD coating. Includes a high
quality black nylon sheath from SpecOps.
Blade length: 5½". Thickness: 5mm.
Overall length: 10⅝". Weight: 8.5 oz.
Item No. 121545
$ 439.00

7
Boker Applegate
4.5 Black.
$ 359.00

7 BOKER APPLEGATE 4.5 BLACK
In the wide range of combat knives,
the all-black versions, such as our
Applegate-Fairbairn Black, remain
popular. Not only for military
operations, but also because of
the added charisma of such a
dagger and the additional corrosion
protection, which the coating
ensures. Therefore we felt that it
was our duty to include the models
A-F 4.5 and A-F 5.5, revised by
Bill Harsey, in such a lineup. The

handles are made of black linen
Micarta, and the N690 steel blade
is given a black PVD coating.
Includes a high quality black nylon
sheath from SpecOps. Blade
length: 4⅝". Thickness: 4.9mm.
Overall length: 8¾". Weight: 5.9 oz.
Item No. 121644
$ 359.00
121644
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120543AF

120546

122578

120545

Premium tactical sheath
by Spec-Ops Brand

1
Boker A-F 5.5.
$ 475.00

2
Boker A-F 12.

3
Boker
A-F 546.

$ 195.95

$ 225.00

1 BOKER A-F 5.5 – Few custom
knifemakers have had such an influence
on the tactical knife scene as William
W. "Bill" Harsey. His designs have
developed an impeccable reputation in
the world of tactical knives. His custom
versions are sought out across the
globe, and they are difficult to obtain.
And now, Boker is grateful and proud
to announce a new collaboration with
Mr. Harsey, resembling the legendary
Applegate-Fairbairn dagger. The
Harsey 5.5 is in use with several elite
units around the world, and will be
enhanced with modern features, to
create a highly functional knife concept.
The blade length provides the perfect
compromise between utility and ease
22

2 BOKER A-F 12 – Boker’s reissue
of the Applegate-Fairbairn Fighting
Knife uses fiberglass-reinforced Delrin
of carry. The expanded width and
handle, thickened in the center for
improved geometry of the double-edged, a sure grip. A lanyard hole adds
bead blasted 440C high performance
convenience. The handle meets a short,
steel blade immensely improve its
forward-bending cross-guard that
cutting capabilities. The extended
protects the fingers. Boker achieved
tang doubles as a glass-breaker, and
the knife’s preferred rearward balance
the CNC machined handles, crafted of
by inserting steel weights into the
green canvas Micarta, are extremely
handle - a beautifully ergonomic design.
durable and comfortable, providing a
The 6" blade on this 10¾" knife has
secure grip even in wet conditions. This effective reach, with a 1" wide blade
piece comes complete with a black
that’s beefy all the way to the tip.
premium tactical sheath, manufactured
Struck of Solingen 440C stainless steel
by Spec-Ops Brand (USA), which can be hardened to a Rockwell of 58, the blade
mounted in various positions and has
has the signatures of Rex Applegate
a pouch on top, for other gear (such
and W.E. Fairbairn etched into the beadas a multi-tool). Blade length: 51/2".
blasted finish. Includes Kydex sheath
Overall length:  105/8". Weight: 8.5 oz.
and Tek-Lok.
Item No. 120545
$ 475.00
Item No. 120543AF
$ 225.00

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

4
Boker
Smatchet 2.1.
$ 429.00

3 BOKER A-F 546 APPLEGATE
COMBAT KNIFE – This fighting knife
is 9" overall, but the 4¾" dagger blade
is big enough to handle real action.
It’s crafted of 440C stainless steel,
hollow-ground on one side and serial
numbered. Includes a durable Kydex
sheath and Tek-Lok.
Item No. 120546
$ 195.95

5
Boker A-F
4.5.

7
Boker A-F
543DES.

$ 345.00

$ 225.00

BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN
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8
Boker
Applegate
Premium.
$ 329.00

120543W
120543DES

120644

120543B

6
Boker A-F
12B.
$ 269.00

4 BOKER SMATCHET 2.1 – When the
demand for the recently released special
run of the Smatchet 2.0 far exceeded the
supply, we wanted to make sure that all
fans had an opportunity to secure a copy
of the new series version, the Smatchet
2.1. Fabricated from N690 steel with a
stonewash finish, the Smatchet 2.1 is
a true classic as a “tactical machete“
as well as a large hacking knife that
represents a permanent element of the
history shared by Col. Rex Applegate and
Boker. The handle scales are made from
CNC milled outdoor-compatible green
canvas Micarta, which guarantees secure
handling. Includes a highly functional,
premium Cordura sheath. Blade
length: 10". Blade thickness: 4.2mm.
Overall length: 15¾". Weight: 1.4 lbs.
Item No. 122578
$ 429.00
5 BOKER A-F 4.5 – The little brother
to the modernized 5.5 model from Bill
Harsey. The new 4.5 boasts the same
impressive features as the original
model, yet is more compact, with
better handling and improved carrying
comfort. The proportions were carefully
adapted to the new scale to maintain

02BO544

9
Boker A-F T2.
$ 24.95

the undisputed strengths of this
concept without compromise. The 440C
stainless steel blade features a durable
stonewash finish, and the sand blasted
canvas Micarta handle scales provide a
secure and comfortable grip. Includes
a premium Cordura sheath. Blade
length: 4⅝". Overall length: 8¾".
Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 120644
$ 345.00

6 BOKER A-F 12B – Same as the
original A-F 12 model (item 120543AF),
but with a black coated blade and black
guards. Includes Kydex sheath and
Tek-Lok.
Item No. 120543B
$ 269.00
7 BOKER A-F 543DES DESERT
STORM – Based on the original
Applegate-Fairbairn fighting knife,
model 120543AF, this desert version
resulted from Operation Desert Storm.

All of the features that made the
original fighting knife a classic are
retained in this desert version, and are
enhanced with a black stainless steel
cross-guard, black screws and a desert
colored handle. The knife is carried
securely in the desert tan Kydex sheath
(Tek-Lok included). Each knife is
serialized. Weighs 8.5 oz.
Item No. 120543DES
$ 225.00

8 BOKER APPLEGATE PREMIUM
The classic Applegate-Fairbairn dagger,
which has proven itself countless
times during heavy duty tasks, is now
available in this exclusive version for
the collector. A perfectly rounded
handle, made of specially selected
Grenadill wood, will mesh seamlessly
in your hand, while the satin ground
surface of the 440C stainless steel

blade is sure to impress the serious
knife enthusiast. The black-coated
handguard adds character and
charm. This is a must-have for
any collection! Each piece is
serialized and includes a premium
leather sheath. Blade length: 57/8".
Overall length:  103/4". Weight:  9.2 oz.
Item No. 120543W
$ 329.00

9 BOKER A-F T2 – Official
Applegate-Fairbairn neoprene training
knives can be chalked to verify "scores"
on opponent. 113/8" overall. Set of
two.
Item No. 02BO544
$ 24.95
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120649

1
Boker G.E.K.
Classic.

120651

$ 399.00

2
Boker Para-1.

BOKER GERMAN EXPEDITION
KNIFE – Designed by Tony Lenartz,
an icon for decades in the field of
the outdoors… wilderness survival
and bushcrafting, as well as an
experienced military leader with a
passion for the outdoors. Extended
trips to the North American
wilderness and his relationship with
the inhabitants of these regions
provided the opportunity for true
wilderness survival techniques
and hands-on experience. These
expeditions provided Tony with
the insight into his knife designs namely, functionality, rugged use
and durability. Boker is proud to
begin a relationship with Tony to
bring to the market the legendary
German Expedition Knife…built
to the specifications and quality
demanded by its designer. The
creative mind of Tony in marriage
with the quality reputation of the
Boker Manufactory provides the user
with the ultimate wilderness field
knife. Available in four models.

24

1 BOKER GEK CLASSIC
The first version of the German
Expedition Knife is a true icon among
survival knives, and the full integral
construction makes it really unique.
The drop forging process gives the raw
blade, made out of Böhler N695, an
extreme stability and excellent edge
retention, and the jointless construction
provide an excellent and secure grip as
well as easy cleaning. The well proven
sheath design from Tony Lennartz´
G.E.K. Series is used here as well, with
the fully ambidextrous carry options
and cross-draw setup. Blade length:
6½". Overall length: 11⅜". Weight:
16.5 oz.
Item No. 120649
$ 399.00
2 BOKER PARA-1
As a compact neck knife, the Para-1
is not only a useful companion for
everyday carry, but also a handy backup knife for the outdoors, or for more
delicate cutting tasks. The slender
design grants superior handling and
edge control, for maximum versatility.
With a self-made paracord wrapping,
not only the appearance, but also the

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

ergonomics can easily be modified.
For the blade, we use Böhler N695,
which has a durable stonewash finish
and offers superior edge retention as
well as easy re-sharpening. The kydex
sheath can be carried with the included
ball chain, but is compatible with the
large Tek-Lok and similar belt adaptors.
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length: 7".
Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 120651
$ 134.95

3 BOKER G.E.K. EDC
The compact version of the German
Expedition Knife shows the same strong
features and qualities as the big brother,
but in a slightly smaller package, due
to the reduced blade length. The G.E.K.
EDC is not only an excellent companion
for outdoor life, but also suitable for
law enforcement use or every day carry.
The Böhler N690 with its stonewash
finish offers superior qualities, and the
exchangeable handle scales provide a
safe and secure grip, under any weather
condition. The high quality leather
sheath is ambidextrous as well, and set
up for Lennartz style cross-draw. The
ambidextrous push button secures the

Tony Lenartz

$ 134.95

knife and allows several carry styles. A
real all-arounder. Blade length: 4½".
Overall length: 9⅛". Weight: 6.4 oz.
Item No. 120646
$ 295.00

4 BOKER G.E.K
This modern classic is definitely a full size
survival knife, which, by its versatility,
is capable of mastering any task in the
wilderness. From building a shelter, to
hunting, skinning and preparing your
food, the German Expedition Knife will
do it all. For the blade steel of this
rugged construction, we chose Böhler
N690, which has a fine microstructure
and outstanding corrosion resistance.
The stonewash finish combines easy
maintenance with durability. The
handle design of the G.E.K. was further
optimized, to give the ideal ergonomics
for every grip style. The skeletonized
handle grants a low weight, and
exchangeable handle scales provide a
very secure grip and a excellent handling.
The hammer piece in the end of the
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With #128646
handle scales
(sold separately).

120747

120646

3
Boker
G.E.K. EDC.
$ 295.00

128646

5
Boker G.E.K.
Micarta Handle
Scales.

4
Boker G.E.K.

$ 54.95

$ 339.00

127646

handle adds versatility. The high quality
leather sheath is fully ambidextrous,
and is set up for cross-draw, which
gives not only allows comfortable carry,
but also secure and intuitive handling
when drawing or re-sheathing. The
knife is secured by an ambidextrous
push-button strap. Blade length: 6½".
Overall length: 11⅜". Weight: 9.1 oz.
Item No. 120747
$ 339.00

5 BOKER G.E.K. MICARTA HANDLE
SCALES – The versatility of the G.E.K.
Series is enhanced by the optional full

handle scales, precisely CNC-milled
out of black canvas micarta, which can
be used for the G.E.K. as well as for
the G.E.K. EDC. The contoured shape
provides a different handle feeling, but
keeps the basic ergonomics. Suitable
for models 120747 and 120646. Screws
and torx wrench included for easy
mounting.
Item No. 128646
$ 54.95

6 BOKER G.E.K. G-10 HANDLE
SCALES – The versatility of the G.E.K.
Series is enhanced by the optional
full handle scales, crafted of rugged,

6
Boker G.E.K.
G-10 Handle
Scales.
$ 74.95

orange G-10, which can be used for
the G.E.K. as well as for the G.E.K.
EDC. The contoured shape provides a
different handle feeling, but keeps the
basic ergonomics. Suitable for models
120747 and 120646. Screws and torx
wrench included for easy mounting.
Item No. 127646
$ 74.95
25
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150023

120489

1
Boker Minibar.
$ 68.95

3
Boker Saga
Fillet Knife.

2
Boker Field
Butcher.

$ 159.95

$ 319.00

133282

1 BOKER MINIBAR
No, this little tool doesn't keep drinks
cold. But as a mini bar, a small lever
tool, it has enormous potential. Where
others break off the tips of their pocket
knife blades, you casually reach for
the Minibar and insert the beakshaped lever extension or the lower,
screwdriver-shaped end. The shackle
opener, quarter inch Allen key (bit
compatible), removable clip and lanyard
hole complete the package. Made of
440C stainless steel with stonewash
finish, and manufactured in the Boker
workshop in Solingen, Germany.
Overall length:  4½". Weight:  2 oz.
Item No. 150023
$ 68.95
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2 BOKER FIELD BUTCHER
By now, Jesper Voxnaes has earned
his place in the inner circle of our
designers. Jesper's versatility is readily
apparent, from outdoor applications to
the kitchen. His talent for designing
kitchen and outdoor knives is combined
in the Field Butcher, whose blade shape
is mildly reminiscent of a Santoku,
but whose configuration meets all
requirements of an outdoor camp knife.
The 4mm thick blade, made of N690
steel, is not only suited for preparing
meals but also does not shy away
from tougher jobs. The ergonomically
contoured handle scales are based on
the Saga chef's knife series, which has
earned high praise for its outstanding
handling, and are made of brushed
canvas Micarta. The stonewash

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

finished blade is in the spirit of the
outdoors, as is the second eyelet on
the tang, the impact element on the
pommel, and the premium black leather
sheath. A new type of outdoor knife
that is truly unique and versatile. Blade
length: 5⅜". Overall length: 10¼".
Weight: 8.1 oz.
Item No. 120489
$ 319.00

3 BOKER SAGA FILLET KNIFE
It's no secret that the genes of our
Saga Series of kitchen knives have
their roots in the outdoors. For his
design, Jesper Voxnaes taps into the
extensive experience he gained with
his countless outdoor knives. As
a result, the Saga fillet knife is a
valuable aid not only in the kitchen
but also on any fishing or hunting trip.
The contoured handle with its G-10
scales provides outstanding handling,
while the exceedingly flexible blade,
made from edge-holding 440C with
a stonewash finish, leaves nothing
to be desired. This model is given

unconditional outdoor utility with
the included Kydex sheath with belt
adapter for secure carry. Blade length:
7¾". Thickness: 1.8mm. Overall
length: 12¼". Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 133282
$ 159.95
4 BOKER CUB
Even though Lucas Burnley is more
known for his custom folding designs
in our range, his fixed blade designs
are pretty famous as well. The new
fixed blade model Boker Cub offers
a well balanced mixture of classic
and modern elements. Its compact
size, the slim profile and the perfect
ergonomics of the handle ensure
elegance and versatility. The full tang
construction is made of Böhler N690
stainless steel and the green canvas
Micarta handle scales provide the
perfect grip. Comes complete with
a brown premium leather belt quiver
sheath. Blade length: 3¾". Overall
length: 8⅜". Weight: 4.6 oz.
Item No. 120661
$ 139.95

BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN
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120661

120520

120620

120720

4
Boker Cub.
$ 139.95

5
Boker
Savannah.
$ 329.00

5 BOKER SAVANNAH
This professional hunting and outdoor
knife has an impressive blade and
elegant flowing lines in its design. The
concept of this piece, by Armin Stütz
(from the Austrian Knife Forge "Steirer
Eisen"), was created due to experiences
with big game hunting in Africa and in
cooperation with professional rangers,
and was approved under these harsh
conditions. The massive blade features
an attractive two-tone finish, and is
made of N690 steel, which is a special
alloy containing cobalt, exclusively
created in a collaboration between
Austrian steel manufacturer Böhler and
Boker. This high performance steel
can handle any cutting task, and the
full tang design of this piece provides
extraordinary strength and stability. The
elaborately grooved canvas Micarta
scales provide not only a characteristic

6
Boker
Savannah
Stag.
$ 359.00

look but also an extremely secure
grip, even when wearing gloves or in
wet conditions. A red fiber underlay
enhances its unique design. Stainless
steel bolsters and a lanyard hole
complete this high class knife. A reliable
and powerful companion for all outdoor
activities. High quality leather sheath
included. Blade length: 4⅝". Overall
length: 9⅜". Weight: 7.8 oz.
Item No. 120620
$ 329.00

6 BOKER SAVANNAH STAG
For enthusiasts of what is probably the
most traditional of handle materials for
hunting knives, the ever popular stag

continues to fascinate without fail. We
are proud to introduce our popular
Savannah model, now with rugged
stag handles. All other features and
specifications are the same as the
original model (item 120620, above).
Blade length: 4⅝". Overall length: 9⅜".
Weight: 6.5 oz.
Item No. 120520
$ 359.00

7
Boker Savannah
Ram.
$ 339.00

fundamentally different from stag and
is further accentuated by the premium
leather quiver sheath. It is expertly
matched by the refined two-toned finish
of the N690 blade. Blade length: 4⅝".
Overall length: 9". Weight: 6.6 oz.
$ 339.00
Item No. 120720

7 BOKER SAVANNAH RAM
After the rave reviews of the recently
introduced Savannah Stag, we are
now extending the Savannah model
series with the Ram, using ram horn
scales. It has a unique appeal that is
27
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3
Boker
Vollintegral
2.0 Palisander.
$ 389.00

1
Boker
Vollintegral
2.0 Micarta.
$ 399.00

121588

121587
121585

4
Boker
Vollintegral
2.0 Grenadill.
$ 429.00

121586

2
Boker
Vollintegral
2.0 Stag.
$ 469.00
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1 – 4 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL 2.0
For many years now, the Boker
Vollintegral fixed blade has been a
fixture in our product line, and is
also an icon among Boker hunting
knives. The rugged construction of
the knife is based on a single steel
blank forging, while the outstanding
ergonomics of the clever handle scale

design have been enthusiastically
accepted by legions of hunters. We
have now optimized this popular
model in several areas. The handle,
as a whole, and the surfaces on the
parrying element and pommel are
more rounded to optimize handling,
and also to further enhance the
elegant visual appeal. In addition,
the handle scales are precision milled
to minimize manufacturing tolerances,
thus improving component fit
and ergonomics to the maximum

achievable level. The blade grind
was converted from the previous
hollow grind to a flat grind to increase
strength. As before, the trusted 440C
is used as the blade steel. Includes
a premium leather sheath. Blade
length: 4⅝". Thickness: 4.9mm.
Overall length: 9½". Weight: 8.5 oz.
Available in four versions:

1 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL 2.0
MICARTA – With moisture-resistant
canvas Micarta handle scales.
Item No. 121588
$ 399.00

BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN
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5
Boker
Vollintegral
XL 2.0
Grenadill.
$ 499.00

123638

2 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL 2.0 STAG
With rugged stag handle scales.
Item No. 121586
$ 469.00
3 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL 2.0
PALISANDER – With handsome
Palisander wood handle scales.
$ 389.00
Item No. 121585
4 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL 2.0
GRENADILL – With elegant Grenadill
wood handle scales.
Item No. 121587
$ 429.00

124638

5 – 7 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL XL
2.0 – The big brother of the ageless
Vollintegral addresses the frequently
expressed desire for a larger version.
With a blade length of approximately
5¾", this larger version is also suitable
for bigger game. The Vollintegral XL
gets the same model maintenance
features as the smaller version. The
handle was given a more crowned
shape, while the parrying element
and pommel are rounded to optimize
visual appeal and handling. Moreover,
the full tang XL now also has the
finger grooves of the more compact
model to achieve the best possible
ergonomics. The blade on the XL
was also converted to a flat grind to
maximize blade strength. Die-forged
from a single 440C blank. Includes a
premium leather sheath. Blade length:
5¾". Thickness: 5mm. Overall length:
11¼". Weight: 10.6 oz. Available in
three versions:

122638

5 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL XL 2.0
GRENADILL – With elegant Grenadill
wood handle scales.
Item No. 123638
$ 499.00

7
Boker
Vollintegral XL
2.0 Maple.

6 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL XL 2.0
GUAYACAN – With handsome
Guayacan wood handle scales.
Item No. 122638
$ 469.00
7 BOKER VOLLINTEGRAL XL 2.0
MAPLE — With classic maple wood
handle scales.
Item No. 124638
$ 439.00

$ 439.00

6
Boker
Vollintegral XL
2.0 Guayacan.
$ 469.00
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114000

1
Boker Stag
Hunter.
$ 225.00

110135HH

2
Boker Stag
Folding Hunter.

3
Boker Davis Classic
Hunter.

$ 195.95

$ 289.00

110624

4
Boker Davis
Hunter II.
$ 239.00

111643

1 BOKER STAG HUNTER – This large,
sturdy lock blade knife features a 440C
stainless steel blade, solid brass bolsters,
and rugged stag handle. Includes a
leather belt sheath. Blade length: 3¼".
Closed length: 4¾". Overall open
length: 8". Weight: 5.3 oz.
Item No. 114000
$ 225.00
2 BOKER STAG FOLDING HUNTER
A must for the collector of stag. This
folding lockback features solid nickel silver
bolsters, brass liners and a 440C stainless
steel drop point blade. Includes a high
quality leather sheath. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 7". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 110135HH
$ 195.95
3 BOKER DAVIS CLASSIC HUNTER
A true classic, by W.C. Davis. The
stainless steel tang and bolsters
carry scales of polished green canvas
Micarta, which provides an excellent
grip, even under wet conditions. The
red fiber layers create an attractive
contrast to the brushed steel. The
blade steel is high quality N690, with
30

a Rockwell Hardness of 58-60, and
offers a most impressive cutting ability.
The slim construction guarantees
comfortable carry. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 5.3 oz.
Item No. 110624
$ 289.00

4 BOKER DAVIS HUNTER II
The smaller gentleman's and EDC
version of the Davis Hunter (above)
compels with its high sheen, polished
burgundy Micarta handle scales. The
satin finished blade is fabricated from
powdered metal CPM S-30V, which
guarantees outstanding edge holding
characteristics. Blade length: 2⅝".
Overall length: 6¾". Weight: 3.1 oz.
Item No. 111643
$ 239.00
5 BOKER OPTIMA STAG
Staghorn handles are framed by
distinctive nickel silver bolsters. 440C
stainless steel blade. Extra blades and
sheath sold separately (Optima sheaths
shown on page 190). Closed length:
4¾". Blade length: 3⅜".
Item No. 113004ST
$ 215.00

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

6 BOKER OPTIMA GREEN CANVAS
The sturdy canvas Micarta handle
scales, in classic hunter green, provide
an extremely secure grip, even in
wet conditions, and are resistant to
environmental elements. All in all, the
perfect companion for your next hunting
trip or outdoor adventure! Extra blades
and sheath sold separately (Optima
sheaths shown on page 190). Closed
length: 4¾". Blade length: 3⅜".
Item No. 113005
$ 215.00
7 BOKER OPTIMA THUYA WOOD
The perfect companion for your next
hunting trip or outdoor adventure!
Features handsome Thuya wood handle
scales, nickel silver bolsters and 440C
stainless steel blade. Extra blades and
sheath sold separately (Optima sheaths
shown on page 190). Closed length:
4¾". Blade length: 3⅜".
Item No. 113002TH
$ 249.00
8 BOKER OPTIMA DELRIN SET
A special Optima knife, perfectly
packaged for hunters. With two useful
blades - a 3⅝" Solingen stainless steel
clip point and saw blade. The durable

Cordura belt sheath keeps the spare
blade handy. Rugged black Delrin
handle, satin-finished blades and nickel
silver bolsters. Closed length: 4¾".
Weight: 7.5 oz. Specially priced set.
Item No. 113103
$ 215.00

9 BOKER OPTIMA GUT HOOK
Interchangeable gutting blade made
of stainless steel, engineered for easy
re-sharpening. Length: 3½".
Item No. 119013
$ 43.95
10 BOKER OPTIMA SAW BLADE
Interchangeable Solingen stainless
steel saw blade cuts effortlessly both
ways. Length: 3½".
Item No. 119012
$ 45.95
11 BOKER OPTIMA DELRIN SET II
A special Optima knife, perfectly
packaged for hunters. Includes
three useful blades - a 3⅝" Solingen
stainless steel clip point blade, saw
blade, and gutting blade. The durable
Cordura belt sheath keeps the spare
blades handy. Rugged black Delrin
handle, satin-finished blades and
nickel silver bolsters. Closed length:
4¾". Weight: 7.5 oz.
Item No. 113109
$ 269.00
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5
Boker Optima Stag.
$ 215.00

Interchangeable blade system

113004ST

6
Boker Optima Green Canvas.
$ 215.00

113005

To change blades, hold down on the lock
and slide the blade out. Reverse process
to insert blade.

113002TH

7
Boker Optima
Thuya Wood.
$ 249.00

8
Boker Optima Delrin Set.

113103

$ 215.00

119013

9
Boker Optima
Gut Hook.

113109

$ 43.95

10
Boker Optima
Saw Blade.

119012

11
Boker Optima
Delrin Set II.
$ 269.00

$ 45.95
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1
Boker Scout
Honeycomb Blue.
$ 229.00

112503

2
Boker Scout
Honeycomb Red.
$ 229.00

112502

3
Boker Cronidur
Lockback.
$ 195.95

Selected for use in space
shuttles: The exclusive
Cronidur 30 steel

1 - 2 BOKER SCOUT HONEYCOMB
Those who know Boker also know our
open-mindedness for new materials.
From new blade steels to never-beforeused handle materials - we are always
delighted when we discover something
new or exciting! The honeycomb scale
material is based on a semi-transparent
resin that is applied to a detailed
aluminum honeycomb structure. This
gives the scales a fine, silver-colored
surface structure, paired with the 3D
effect of the semi-transparent base
material. In combination with the
mirror polished N690 steel blade and
the polished nickel silver body, this
gives our classic Boker Scout model
a completely new and particularly
refined appeal. Blade length: 3⅛".
Overall length: 7¼". Weight: 5.6 oz.
Available in two versions:
1 BOKER SCOUT HONEYCOMB
BLUE – With blue honeycomb handle
scales.
Item No. 112503
$ 229.00
2 BOKER SCOUT HONEYCOMB
RED – With red honeycomb handle
scales.
Item No. 112502
$ 229.00
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3 BOKER CRONIDUR LOCKBACK
Boker's classic lockback hunting knife,
featuring Cronidur 30 blade steel.
Cronidur 30, coming out of the space
shuttle program, is one of the latest
premium steels, and Boker is the only
company to have it available to the
sporting knives industry. Cronidur 30
was developed for use in the aircraft
and aerospace applications, where
component durability, reliability and long
life are a must. Cronidur 30 is superior
in corrosion resistance to 440C stainless
steel. Large carbides evident in other
high grade steels do not exist in Cronidur
30. Instead, there is a homogenous
structure of finely dispersed carbon
nitrides. With a Rockwell hardness of
58 and the blade composition needed,
these blades will sharpen and hold an
edge unlike any other steel currently
available. This exclusive model also
features elegant Grenadill wood handles
and nickel silver bolsters. The handles
are expertly crafted with finger grooves
and palm swell to fit the hand perfectly
while providing sure control. Includes
leather sheath. Blade length: 3⅛".
Overall length: 7¼". Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 112013
$ 195.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

4 - 9 BOKER CLASSIC LOCK BLADE
HUNTERS – Carefully crafted for
comfort and control, BOKER‘s lock
blade hunting knives have all the
quality features you‘ve come to
expect, artfully executed with
rugged beauty. All the knives
feature 31/8" stainless steel blades
that offer years of dependable
service. Nickel silver bolsters add a
stylish gleam. Handles crafted with
finger grooves and palm swell fit
the hand perfectly while providing
sure control. Overall length: 7¼".
Weight: 5.6 oz. All models in the
series include a brown leather
sheath (except model 112005).
4 BOKER SCOUT ABS
This new version of the Scout has the
same premium N690 blade as the other
models. Moreover, the ABS scales are
the material of choice with respect to
their resistance to wetness, even under
extreme weather and environmental
conditions.
Item No. 112033
$ 174.95

112013

5 BOKER ROSEWOOD HUNTER
Elegant rosewood handles adorn this
knife. With N690 steel blade.
Item No. 112002
$ 175.95
6 BOKER MOTHER-OF-PEARL
HUNTER – Handsome Mother-of-Pearl
handles accompany an N690 steel
blade. No sheath; includes presentation
box. Limited availability on this item,
due to a scarcity of pearl.
Item No. 112005
$ 339.00
7 BOKER BUFFALO HORN HUNTER
This knife features an N690 steel blade
set in handsome water buffalo horn
handles.
Item No. 112007
$ 195.95
8 BOKER STAG LOCK BLADE
HUNTER – Genuine stag handles
complement this lock blade knife with
an N690 steel blade.
Item No. 112004ST
$ 195.95
9 BOKER THUYA WOOD LOCK
BLADE HUNTER – Features an N690
steel blade and warm-toned African
Thuya wood handles.
Item No. 112002TH
$ 195.95
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112033

4
Boker Scout ABS.
$ 174.95

5
Boker Rosewood
Hunter.
$ 175.95

112002

6
Boker Motherof-Pearl Hunter.
$ 339.00

112005

N690 BLADE STEEL
7
Boker Buffalo
Horn Hunter.

112007

$ 195.95

8
Boker Stag Hunter.
$ 195.95

112004ST

9
Boker Thuya Wood Hunter.
$ 195.95

112002TH
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1
Boker Boy Scout
Thuya.
$ 175.95

112402

2
Boker Boy Scout
Stag.

112403

$ 185.95

4
Boker Boy Scout
Cocobolo.

5
Boker Boy Scout
Olive.

112410

$ 164.95

3 BOKER BOY SCOUT SHEATH
Premium leather sheath for the Boy
Scout models..
Item No. 090010
$ 19.95
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$ 19.95

112411

$ 164.95

1 - 5 BOKER BOY SCOUT SERIES
Nobody could have predicted, 30
years ago, that the Ulrich Look
designed lockback, by Boker, would
enjoy three decades of success as
one of the most popular and stable
knives in the boker lineup. While
many designs in the knife industry
enjoy a limited run, losing steam
after a few years, the Boker Scout
keeps chugging along, not affected
by trends or fashions so common
today. The Boy Scout model breaks
with this tradition and - while not
changing the design - provides
a smaller, more pocket-friendly
version that plays to its strength
primarily as a compact everyday
companion. With a blade length

3
Boker Boy
Scout Sheath.

of 2¼", the Boy Scout also has
a significantly lower profile, yet
is just as rugged and durable as
its big brother. We used N690
for the blade steel, which we
have successfully employed in
recent years on a wide range of
our knives. In addition, the nickel
silver bolsters are CNC machined
for greater precision. Blade
length: 2¼". Overall length: 5¼".
Available in four models:

1 BOKER BOY SCOUT THUYA
With elegant Thuya wood handles.
Item No. 112402
$ 175.95
2 BOKER BOY SCOUT STAG
With rugged stag handles.
Item No. 112403
$ 185.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

4 BOKER BOY SCOUT COCOBOLO
This new version brings a modern touch
to this classic design. Featuring high
tech G-10 bolsters, complemented by
rich cocobolo handle scales.
Item No. 112411
$ 164.95
5 BOKER BOY SCOUT OLIVE
This new version brings a modern touch
to this classic design. Featuring high
tech G-10 bolsters, complemented by
elegant olive wood handle scales.
Item No. 112410
$ 164.95
6 BOKER STAG FOLDING HUNTER
This sturdy slip joint folder features all
the superior qualities of model 112020,
but with rugged stag handles. Closed
length: 5¼". Leather sheath included.
Item No. 112020HH
$ 205.00

7 BOKER ROSEWOOD FOLDING
HUNTER – The hunter's pride. This
classic slip joint folder features 4" clip
and skinning blades of high carbon
steel, and rosewood handles with
polished nickel silver bolsters. Closed
length: 5¼". Leather sheath included.
Item No. 112020
$ 109.95
8 BOKER DELRIN FOLDING HUNTER
A practical slip joint knife for the
outdoorsman with all the superior
qualities of 112020 (above), but with
durable Delrin handles. Closed length:
5¼". Leather sheath included.
Item No. 112020DELRIN
$ 102.95
9 BOKER STAG DOUBLE LOCK
HUNTER – You‘ll find so many uses for
this knife, you‘ll wonder how you got
along without it. Double lock hunter
with attractive stag handles, nickel
silver bolsters, a 4" clip point blade of
440C stainless steel, and a stainless
steel saw blade (with a separate lock
for each blade). Closed length: 5¼".
Leather sheath included.
Item No. 114021S
$ 279.00

112020HH

6
Boker Stag
Folding Hunter.

BOKER MANUFACTORY
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$ 205.00

7
Boker Rosewood
Folding Hunter.

112020DELRIN

$ 109.95

8
Boker Delrin
Folding Hunter.

112020

$ 102.95

9
Boker Stag Double
Lock Hunter.
$ 279.00

114021S
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110636

1
Boker Hunter's
Knife Trio.
$ 299.00

110639

CPM-CruWear 63 HRC

2
Boker Hunter's
Knife Trio CPM.
$ 329.00

1 BOKER HUNTER'S KNIFE TRIO
Responding to requests from our loyal
customers, we are offering this popular
European folder with an extremely
useful saw blade. The spearpoint
blade and cork screw add to this classic,
featuring 440C stainless steel and rugged
stag handles. Blade length: 3⅜".
Overall length: 7⅝". Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 110636
$ 299.00
2 BOKER HUNTER'S KNIFE TRIO
CPM – The demand for premium steels
with extreme edge-holding capabilities
has grown, to include hunting
applications. We are proud to introduce
this new version of our extensively
field tested Trio hunting classic (model
110636), with a powdered metal
primary blade, made from CPM-CruWear
with a Rockwell hardness of 62-63 HRC.
This extraordinarily wear-resistant blade
steel gives woodsmen significantly
longer use between resharpenings
compared to traditional 440C. The
original design of the Trio CPM was
otherwise left intact, including the
handy saw blade and corksrew. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7⅝".
Weight: 6.1 oz.
Item No. 110639
$ 329.00
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3
Boker Hunter's
Knife Quadro
CPM.
$ 389.00

110649

3 BOKER HUNTER'S KNIFE
QUADRO CPM – The demand for
premium steels with extreme edgeholding capabilities has grown, to
include hunting applications. We are
proud to introduce this new version
of an old classic, with a powdered
metal primary blade, made from CPMCruWear with a Rockwell hardness of
62-63 HRC. This extraordinarily wearresistant blade steel gives woodsmen
significantly longer use between
resharpenings compared to traditional
440C. The rugged stag handle scales,
corkscrew, saw and gutting blade

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

complete this impressive piece. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7⅝".
Weight: 6.9 oz.
Item No. 110649
$ 389.00

4 BOKER CAMP KNIFE SMOKED
OAK – The flagship of the Boker
Solingen production facility is now
offering the famous scout/camp
knife in a version featuring smoked
oak scales. As a collectible or as a

user's knife, this is sure to be a favorite.
Features two blades, a can opener, cap
lifter, leather punch and reamer, cork
screw and flathead screwdriver. Blade
steel is 4034 stainless. Includes a high
quality leather pouch with chain. Blade
length: 2½" and 1¾". Closed length:
3½". Weight:  3.3 oz.
Item No. 110183
$ 225.00

5 BOKER CAMP KNIFE STAG
This six-piece pocket knife features
polished nickel silver bolsters and
durable genuine stag handles. Offers

BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN
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4
Boker Camp
Knife Smoked
Oak.
$ 225.00

110182HH

5
Boker Camp
Knife Stag.
$ 225.00

110183

110185

6
Boker Camp
Knife Delrin.
$ 175.95

110182R

7
Boker Wine
Knife.
$ 138.95

two blades, a can opener, cap lifter,
leather punch and reamer, cork screw
and flathead screwdriver. Blades
are made of 4034 stainless steel. A
necessary companion in any situation!
Blade length: 2½" and 1¾". Closed
length: 31/2". Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 110182HH
$ 225.00

6 BOKER CAMP KNIFE DELRIN
Same features and specifications as
model 110182HH (above), but with a
rugged black Delrin handle. Pouch not
included. Blade length: 2½" and 1¾".
Closed length: 3½". Weight:  3.3 oz.
Item No. 110182R
$ 175.95

High quality leather sheath
and chain available for
our Camp Knives! Sold
separately; see page 190.

7 BOKER WINE KNIFE
This elegant wine knife features a
4034 stainless steel blade, cap lifter
and cork screw, housed in oak scales
crafted from old wine barrels. A
truly interesting and unique piece!
Serial numbered. Pouch not included.
Blade length: 2½". Closed length:
3½". Weight:  2.4 oz.
Item No. 110185
$ 138.95
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112525OT

1
Boker Oak
Series Trapper.

2
Boker Oak Series
Gent's Knife.

$ 94.95

$ 114.95

111007OT

3
Boker Oak
Series Medium
Stockman.
$ 114.95

117588OT

4
Boker Oak Series
Stockman.
$ 107.95

1 - 4 BOKER OAK SERIES
It doesn't get more traditional than
good old solid oak. For this new
series of pocket knives, we return
to our roots, offering four timeless
patterns with classic, solid oak
handle scales, nickel silver bolsters
and brass liners. The C-75 carbon
steel blades boast the popular
frosted etch. Available in four
patterns:
1 BOKER OAK SERIES TRAPPER
Closed length: 4¼".
Item No. 112525OT
$ 94.95
2 BOKER OAK SERIES GENT'S
KNIFE – With 4034 stainless blade
steel. Blade length: 2". Overall
length: 4½".
Item No. 111007OT
$ 114.95
38

117474OT

3 BOKER OAK SERIES MEDIUM
STOCKMAN – Closed length: 3¼".
Item No. 117588OT
$ 114.95
4 BOKER OAK SERIES STOCKMAN
Closed length: 4".
Item No. 117474OT
$ 107.95
5 – 10 BOKER BEER BARREL
SERIES – The oldest evidence
that beer was brewed in Germany
comes from around 800 B.C. By
the second century, beer was being
traded commercially in Germany. In
1516, Duke Wilhelm IV of Bavaria
enacted the Reinheitsgebot, or
the "Purity Law," which regulated
the brewing of beer in Germany.
The town of Solingen, known as
the cutlery center of Germany,
also enacted strict laws for

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

the manufacture of knives and
shears. While Boker is not quite
as "aged" as the brewing industry,
the same quality standards apply.
To commemorate this common
interest, Boker is introducing a series
of traditional pocketknives with
handles made from genuine German
ale/beer barrels, handcrafted in the
Solingen factory. Each pattern will
include solid nickel silver bolsters,
brass liners, carbon steel blades
and the resurrected old Tree Brand
blade etching. A great item for the
collector or everyday user. Available
in six patterns:

5 BOKER BEER BARREL STOCKMAN
Closed length: 4".
Item No. 117474BBL
$ 87.95

6 BOKER BEER BARREL WHITTLER
Closed length: 3½".
Item No. 110280BBL
$ 84.95
7 BOKER BEER BARREL
COPPERHEAD – Closed length: 3¾".
Item No. 112626BBL
$ 80.95
8 BOKER BEER BARREL TRAPPER
Closed length: 4¼".
Item No. 112525BBL
$ 82.95
9 BOKER BEER BARREL CONGRESS
Closed length: 3¾".
Item No. 115464BBL
$ 88.95
10 BOKER BEER BARREL CANOE
Closed length: 3⅝".
Item No. 110200BBL
$ 89.95
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117474BBL

5
Boker Beer Barrel
Stockman.
$ 87.95

6
Boker Beer
Barrel Whittler.
$ 84.95

110280BBL

7
Boker Beer
Barrel
Copperhead.

8
Boker Beer
Barrel Trapper.

$ 80.95

$ 82.95

112626BBL
112525BBL
115464BBL

9
Boker Beer
Barrel Congress.
$ 88.95

10
Boker Beer Barrel Canoe.
$ 89.95

110200BBL
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112525AB

112626AB

2
Boker Appaloosa
Trapper.
$ 87.95

1
Boker Appaloosa
Copperhead.
$ 84.95

4 BOKER POCKET LOCK BLADE
With a 2" Solingen stainless steel
locking blade, brass liners, nickel silver
bolsters and richly finished rosewood
handles. Convenient "pocket size."
Overall length: 4½".
Item No. 111004
$ 97.95
5 BOKER POCKET LOCK BLADE
STAG – Same specifications as model
111004 (above), but with rugged stag
handles.
Item No. 111006
$ 127.95

3
Boker
Appaloosa
Stockman.
$ 94.95

117474AB

1 – 3 BOKER APPALOOSA SERIES
Appaloosa – tough, dependable,
spirited. This series of traditional
folding knives is dedicated to the
famous Appaloosa horse. Appaloosa
horses were introduced to Mexico
by the Spanish in the 1500’s, and
later spread throughout North
America. Over the years, their
name has transformed from "A
Palouse Horse" to "Palousey"
to "Appalousey" and finally to
40

"Appaloosa." Characterized by
their incredible strength and
stamina, these horses can be
distinguished by their unique
coloring – various shades of brown
and white, in the form of irregular
spots. This was the inspiration
for the beautifully structured
bone handles we chose for this
series. The dark and light spots on
the scales make each knife truly
unique. We have also designed
a special new Boker shield,
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exclusively for this premium series.
Blades are made of C-75 carbon
steel. Available in three patterns:

1 BOKER APPALOOSA
COPPERHEAD – 3¾” closed.
Item No. 112626AB
$ 84.95
2 BOKER APPALOOSA TRAPPER
4¼" closed.
Item No. 112525AB
$ 87.95
3 BOKER APPALOOSA STOCKMAN
4” closed.
Item No. 117474AB
$ 94.95

6 BOKER BARLOW
With its characteristic extended
length nickel silver bolsters and wider
blade, the classic "Barlow" model is a
smaller and entirely pocket compatible
companion, yet is also large enough
to tackle most everyday cutting
chores with ease. The polished blade
is made from 440C, while premium
Grenadill is used for the handle
scales. Blade length: 2½". Overall
open length:  5⅞". Weight: 1.8 oz.
Item No. 100501
$ 94.95
7 BOKER TITAN 2
A Boker innovation for those who
need a tough knife and want one
that's lightweight. This small, thin
lock blade knife weighs only 1.5 oz.,
yet it's strong enough to endure hard
work. 2½" Solingen stainless steel
blade with pure titanium handles.
Overall open length:  5½".
Item No. 112009
$ 99.95
8 – 9 BOKER CLASSIC
TRAPPERLINERS – Take one of our
most traditional patterns, the Trapper,
and add the convenience of one-hand
open and close. Features Solingen

111004

111006

5
Boker Pocket
Lock Blade
Stag.

4
Boker Pocket
Lock Blade.
$ 97.95

$ 127.95
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6
Boker Barlow.
$ 94.95

stainless steel blades and nickel silver
pins, liners and bolsters. Locking liner
and thumb stud allow for easy onehand operation. Blade length: 3¼".
Closed length: 4¼". Available in two
versions:

100501

8 BOKER TRAPPERLINER RED
With smooth red bone handle.
Item No. 114711
$ 107.95

7
Boker Titan 2.

9 BOKER TRAPPERLINER STAG
With genuine stag handle.
Item No. 114715
$ 154.95

$ 99.95

10 BOKER COPPERLINER STAG
Combine the tradition of a pocket
knife with the ease of opening and
closing with one hand. Features
a genuine stag handle, Solingen
stainless steel blade and nickel silver
pins, liners and bolsters. Locking liner
and thumb stud allow for easy onehand operation. Blade length: 2⅝".
Closed length: 3¾".
Item No. 114610
$ 113.95

112009

114711

8
Boker Trapperliner
Red.
$ 107.95

9
Boker Trapperliner
Stag.
$ 154.95

114715

10
Boker
Copperliner Stag.
$ 113.95

114610
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1
Boker Stag
Stockman.
$ 154.95

117588HH

114474

2
Boker Stag
Medium
Stockman.
$ 113.95

4
Boker Stag
Trapper.

3
Boker Green
Bone Medium
Stockman.

$ 154.95

$ 89.95

117588

114525

117474SS

6
Boker Rosewood
Premium
Stockman.

5
Boker Red
Bone Premium
Stockman.

$ 82.95

$ 97.95

117474

42
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118288I
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7
Boker Rosewood
Pen Knife.
$ 78.95

1 BOKER STAG STOCKMAN
A folding pocket knife with character
and beauty. Stag handles and nickel
silver bolsters hold 440C stainless steel
clip, sheepfoot and spey blades. Closed
length: 4".
Item No. 114474
$ 154.95

8
Boker Red Bone
Pen Knife.
$ 89.95

2 BOKER STAG MEDIUM
STOCKMAN – Handsome medium
stockman with rugged stag handles
and carbon steel blades. Closed
length: 3¼".
Item No. 117588HH
$ 113.95

118288SS

3 BOKER GREEN BONE MEDIUM
STOCKMAN – A smaller pocket knife,
at just 3½" closed. Carbon steel clip,
sheepfoot and spey blades are set in
jigged green bone handles with nickel
silver bolsters.
$ 89.95
Item No. 117588

110093H

4 BOKER STAG TRAPPER
A trapper with sturdy stag handles and
nickel silver bolsters that's as at home
in a suit pocket as it is in denim. Clip
and spey blades of 440C stainless steel.
Closed length: 4¼".
Item No. 114525
$ 154.95
5 BOKER RED BONE PREMIUM
STOCKMAN – This Stockman knife
features Solingen stainless steel clip,
sheepfoot and spey blades. Attractive
red bone handles with nickel silver
bolsters. A treasure! Closed length: 4".
Item No. 117474SS
$ 97.95

118288HH

9
Boker Bird Knife.
$ 82.95

10
Boker Stag Pen
Knife.

6 BOKER ROSEWOOD PREMIUM
STOCKMAN – This popular model
offers carbon steel clip, sheepfoot
and spey blades. Handles are classic
rosewood with polished nickel silver
bolsters. Without a doubt, a knife
anyone would be proud to carry.
Closed length: 4".
Item No. 117474
$ 82.95

$ 89.95

7 BOKER ROSEWOOD PEN KNIFE
A mini-masterpiece! This elegant pen
knife features carbon steel clip and
pen blades, and handsome rosewood
handles. Closed length: 2¾".
Item No. 118288I
$ 78.95

11
Boker Carver's
Congress
Whittler.

8 BOKER RED BONE PEN KNIFE
A favorite of hunters and fishermen.
This red bone beauty is always popular,
with its Solingen stainless steel blades,
nickel silver bolsters and rich red bone
handles. Closed length: 2¾".
Item No. 118288SS
$ 89.95

10 BOKER STAG PEN KNIFE
Sometimes the best things come in
small packages. This handsome pen
knife is a case in point with its stainless
steel blades and rustic stag handles.
Closed length: 2¾".
Item No. 118288HH
$ 89.95

9 BOKER BIRD KNIFE
The bird hunter's trusted companion. A
3¼" stainless steel blade complements
an elongated gut hook for versatile use
in the field. Rosewood handles and
nickel silver bolsters ensure long and
faithful use. Closed length: 4".
Item No. 110093H
$ 82.95

11 BOKER CARVER‘S CONGRESS
WHITTLER – Designed by a carver, for
carvers. Special blade configuration
Congress knife for the carver in the
family. Carbon steel sheepfoot, pen,
coping and spey blades with rosewood
handle. Closed length: 3¾".
Item No. 115465
$ 88.95

115465

$ 88.95
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Traditional Series

110743

110744

1
Boker TS Razor
Jack.

2
Boker TS Razor
Jack.

$ 40.95

$ 40.95

3
Boker TS
Congress.
$ 45.95

110722

4
Boker TS
Congress.
$ 45.95

110745

5
Boker TS
Congress.

110721

$ 45.95

5 BOKER TS CONGRESS
With jigged brown bone handle.
Closed length: 3⅝".
Item No. 110721
$ 45.95
6 BOKER TS TRAPPER
With jigged black bone handle.
Closed length: 4¼".
Item No. 110733
$ 45.95

BOKER TRADITIONAL SERIES.
This series of traditional pocket
knives offers all the best
components. Featuring bone
scales, nickel silver bolsters, brass
linings and high carbon stainless
steel blades. For those who don't
mind using two hands.
44

1 BOKER TS RAZOR JACK
With jigged red bone handle scales.
Closed length: 3⅛".
Item No. 110744
$ 40.95

3 BOKER TS CONGRESS
With jigged black bone handle.
Closed length: 3⅝".
Item No. 110722
$ 45.95

7 BOKER TS TRAPPER
With jigged brown bone handle.
Closed length: 4¼". Also available
in clam pack packaging (listed
below).
Item No. 110732
$ 45.95

2 BOKER TS RAZOR JACK
With jigged brown bone handle
scales. Closed length: 3⅛".
Item No. 110743
$ 40.95

4 BOKER TS CONGRESS
With jigged red bone handle. Closed
length: 3⅝".
Item No. 110745
$ 45.95

BOKER TS TRAPPER - CLAM
Item 110732 (above), in clam pack
packaging.
Item No. 110732C
$ 45.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com
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6
Boker TS
Trapper.
$ 45.95

110732

7
Boker TS
Trapper.
$ 45.95

Clam pack
available!
110733

9
Boker TS Trapper.

110793

$ 45.95

Clam pack
available!

8
Boker TS Mini
Trapper.
$ 43.95

110731

10
Boker TS
Trapper.
$ 45.95

110747

110731T

8 BOKER TS MINI TRAPPER
With jigged brown bone handle.
Closed length: 3½".
Item No. 110793
$ 43.95
9 BOKER TS TRAPPER
With smooth yellow bone handle.
Closed length: 4¼". Also available
in clam pack packaging (listed
below).
Item No. 110731
$ 45.95

11
Boker TS Trapper.
$ 45.95

BOKER TS TRAPPER - CLAM
Item 110731 (above), in clam pack
packaging.
Item No. 110731C
$ 45.95
10 BOKER TS TRAPPER
With faux tortoise handle scales.
Closed length: 4¼".
Item No. 110731T
$ 45.95

11 BOKER TS TRAPPER
With jigged red bone handle. Closed
length: 4¼".
Item No. 110747
$ 45.95
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Clam pack
available!

Clam pack
available!

2
Boker TS Medium
Stockman.

110728

$ 40.95

1
Boker TS
Medium
Stockman.

110727

$ 40.95

110725

3
Boker TS
Stockman.
$ 45.95

110726T

4
Boker TS Stockman.
$ 45.95

Clam pack
available!

5
Boker TS Stockman.
$ 45.95

110726

BOKER TRADITIONAL SERIES.
This series of traditional pocket
knives offers all the best
components. Featuring bone
scales, nickel silver bolsters, brass
linings and high carbon stainless
steel blades. For those who don't
mind using two hands.
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3 BOKER TS STOCKMAN
With faux tortoise handle scales.
Closed length: 4".
Item No. 110726T
$ 45.95

1 BOKER TS MEDIUM
STOCKMAN – With jigged black
bone handle. Closed length:
3½". Also available in clam pack
packaging (listed below).
Item No. 110728
$ 40.95

2 BOKER TS MEDIUM
STOCKMAN – With jigged brown
bone handle. Closed length:
3½". Also available in clam pack
packaging (listed below).
Item No. 110727
$ 40.95

BOKER TS MEDIUM STOCKMAN
- CLAM – Item 110728 (above), in
clam pack packaging.
Item No. 110728C
$ 40.95

BOKER TS MEDIUM STOCKMAN
- CLAM – Item 110727 (above), in
clam pack packaging.
Item No. 110727C
$ 40.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

4 BOKER TS STOCKMAN
With jigged black bone handle.
Closed length: 4".
Item No. 110725
$ 45.95
5 BOKER TS STOCKMAN
With jigged brown bone handle.
Closed length: 4". Also available in
clam pack packaging (listed below).
Item No. 110726
$ 45.95
BOKER TS STOCKMAN - CLAM
Item 110726 (above), in clam pack
packaging.
Item No. 110726C
$ 45.95

6
Boker TS
Gentleman's
Lockback.

110250WB

7
Boker TS Slim Line
Single Blade Trapper.

$ 40.95

Clam pack
available!

$ 40.95

110735

BOKER MANUFACTORY
SOLINGEN

BOKER MANUFACTORY | Traditional Series

110746

9
Boker TS
Copperhead.

110723

$ 40.95

8
Boker TS
Copperhead.
$ 40.95

10
Boker TS
Folding Hunter.
$ 65.95

Clam pack
available!
110273BB

6 BOKER TS GENTLEMAN'S
LOCKBACK – With white bone
handle scales. Closed length:
3¾". Also available in clam pack
packaging (listed below).
Item No. 110250WB
$ 40.95
BOKER TS GENTLEMAN'S
LOCKBACK - CLAM – Item
110250WB (above), in clam pack
packaging.
Item No. 110250WBC
$ 40.95

7 BOKER TS SLIM LINE SINGLE
BLADE TRAPPER – With jigged
brown bone handle scales. Closed
length: 4".
Item No. 110735
$ 40.95

9 BOKER TS COPPERHEAD
With jigged red bone handle. Closed
length: 3¾".
Item No. 110746
$ 40.95

8 BOKER TS COPPERHEAD
With jigged brown bone handle.
Closed length: 3¾".
Item No. 110723
$ 40.95

10 BOKER TS FOLDING HUNTER
With jigged brown bone handle.
Includes leather sheath. Closed
length: 5¼". Also available in clam
pack packaging (listed below).
Item No. 110273BB
$ 65.95

BOKER TS FOLDING HUNTER CLAM – Item 110273BB (above), in
clam pack packaging.
Item No. 110273BBC
$ 65.95
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SINCE 1869, HIGH QUALITY
STRAIGHT RAZORS HAVE
BEEN HANDMADE IN THE
BOKER MANUFACTORY
IN SOLINGEN, GERMANY.
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1
The Celebrated
Olive.

2
The Celebrated
Ebony.

$ 189.95

$ 199.95

BOKER STRAIGHT RAZORS

140327

140427

3
Boker Arbolito.
$ 269.00

140529

4
Edelweiss.
$ 199.95

BOKER STRAIGHT RAZORS
Demanding craftsmanship is one
of our traditions in the Boker knife
manufactory, where a maximum of
dexterity is necessary - like when
shaving by hand. A perfect shave
needs, before anything else, one
thing - a perfect razor.
Since the beginnings of the Boker
Manufactory in 1869, high quality
straight razors were made in
Solingen. Even in these early days,
the focus was set on high end
materials and perfect handmade
quality and craftsmanship. Soon
this strategy gained success, and
Boker straight razors became well
known. After the second World War,
the production of straight razors
was ended internationally, due to
destruction of the plant by allied
bombing.

140720

be bent on the back of your thumb
nail and return to their normal shape
afterwards. Start the day with a true
masterpiece - a straight razor from
Boker.

Today, an original Boker catalog from
1906 is the oldest document in the
company's archives about the lineup
of straight razors of that time. More
than 100 years later, a new series of
straight razors is handmade in the
Solingen Manufactory and revives the
old tradition.

1 THE CELEBRATED OLIVE
A newer version of one of the most
famous models in the history of
Boker straight razors, dating back to
1906. The 5/8" blade (non-stainless)
has extraordinary edge retention,
and features a special hollow grind,
executed by our master craftsmen. The
handsome handles are crafted of a
lively grained olive wood. Completely
made by hand in the Boker Manufactory
in Solingen, Germany. Delivered in
historical packaging, with a certificate of
authenticity.
Item No. 140327
$ 189.95

A quality check for every straight razor
is the so called "thumb nail test."
Only perfectly ground razor edges can

2 THE CELEBRATED EBONY
A newer version of one of the most
famous models in the history of Boker

straight razors, dating back to 1906.
The 5/8" blade (non-stainless) has
extraordinary edge retention, and
features a special hollow grind, executed
by our master craftsmen. The handsome
handles are crafted of a robust ebony.
Completely made by hand in the Boker
Manufactory in Solingen, Germany.
Delivered in historical packaging, with a
certificate of authenticity.
Item No. 140427
$ 199.95

3 BOKER ARBOLITO
High quality cutlery from Solingen, with
the familiar tree logo, has maintained a
reputation of excellence for generations.
Products from the Boker knife
manufactory under the brand "Arbolito"
(Spanish for "little trees"), remain under
high demand as well. Our new straight
razor, "Boker Arbolito," signifies quality.
The moisture resistant synthetic handles
are decorated with marquetry, expertly
placed by hand. The 5/8" blade, from the
finest Solingen steel (non-stainless), dons

the traditional Spanish milled head. This
unique razor is manufactured in more
than 120 steps, by hand, in the Boker
Manufactory in Solingen, Germany.
Delivered in historical packaging with
a certificate of authenticity. Serial
numbered.
Item No. 140529
$ 269.00

4 EDELWEISS
A classic in the Boker lineup, and the
perfect razor for every day. With the
practical 5/8" blade, it is the ideal razor
for use every morning. Easy to handle
and provides excellent shaving results.
Also suitable for less experienced users.
The non-stainless blade is made of the
best Solingen razor steel, and masters
daily use with ease, with its traditional
hollow grind. The handle scales are
crafted of Elforyn Ivory. This piece also
features a historical blade etching from
the 1920's. Made completely by hand
in the Boker Manufactory in Solingen,
Germany.
Item No. 140720
$ 199.95
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Boker Straight Razors

1
Boker King
Cutter Black.

140624

$ 159.95

2
Boker King
Cutter White.
$ 159.95

140524

Classic straight razors of the
highest quality, with an extra
hollow bellied grind.
Classic straight razors, made by hand
with traditional craftsmanship, have
experienced a major renaissance
recently, with increasing worldwide
demand. In recent years, we have made
investments in machinery, personnel
and the progress of our know-how, to
be able to satisfy the huge demand for
high quality straight razors.
Like all product categories, classic
straight razors are classified in different
price and quality levels. Essential for
the quality of a straight razor is the
making of the complex blade grind.
There are four different kinds of grinds.
The easiest and least expensive to make
is the wedge grind, which is called “axe
grind.” The blade is simply ground
flat, shows no flexibility and fails the
famous “thumb nail test.”

1 BOKER KING CUTTER
The classic. The King Cutter is a classic
in the Boker lineup, and the perfect
razor for every day. With the practical
5/8" blade, it is the ideal razor for use
every morning. Easy to handle and
provides excellent shaving results.
Also suitable for less experienced users.
The non-stainless blade is made of the
best Solingen razor steel, and masters
daily use with ease, with its traditional
hollow grind. The handle is made of
moisture resistant synthetic material.
This piece also features historical blade
etching and authentic Boker stamp.
Made completely by hand in the Boker
Manufactory in Solingen, Germany.
Comes in traditional packaging with a
certificate of authenticity.
Item No. 140524
$ 159.95
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The next quality level is ¼ hollow,
which shows a basic hollow grind. But
still, the cutting edge is far too thick to
be bent on the thumb nail.

“belly.” This extremely complex blade
grind can be done solely by hand, from
very experienced master grinders.

The Boker Knife Manufactory produces
classic straight razors of the highest
quality level, with an extra hollow
grind, which displays the famous

The blade is ground extremely hollow,
involving numerous grind processes.
It is extremely flexible, providing the
perfect shave, adapting perfectly to all
parts of the face. To avoid a lack of
stability, due to the thin hollow grind,
the blade grind gets the so-called
belly right behind the lowest part of
the blade, just above the cutting edge.
You don´t have to be a bladesmith to

2 BOKER KING CUTTER WHITE
Our classic model gets a new look,
with elegant white handle scales. The
King Cutter is a classic in the Boker
lineup, and the perfect razor for every
day. With the practical 5/8" blade, it is
the ideal razor for use every morning.
Easy to handle and provides excellent
shaving results. Also suitable for less
experienced users. The non-stainless
blade is made of the best Solingen
razor steel, and masters daily use
with ease, with its traditional hollow
grind. The handle is made of moisture
resistant synthetic material. This piece
also features historical blade etching
and authentic Boker stamp. Made
completely by hand in the Boker
Manufactory in Solingen, Germany.
Comes in traditional packaging with a
certificate of authenticity.
Item No. 140624
$ 159.95

3 TREE BRAND BROWN CANVAS
MICARTA — For many years, canvas
Micarta has been well established
and a proven material for handles
of sporting and outdoor knives.
Generally, Micarta is a compound
material, consisting of fabric and
epoxy. To produce Micarta, many
layers of the medium (canvas) are
immersed in epoxy. When hardened,
it can be ground in the appropriate
shape, and the typical structure of the
basic material comes out in a beautiful
way. The handle scales of the razor
model "Tree Brand" are made of the
very popular brown canvas Micarta.
Canvas Micarta not only has an
appealing look, it also offers a lot of
advantages in use. This material is
extremely rugged and provides a very
secure and comfortable grip, even with
wet hands. The 5/8" blade is made

The blade grind ¾ hollow is more
elaborate and shows a limited flexibility.
But this is still not enough to claim
maximum quality in a straight razor.

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

imagine that this thickened portion of
the blade is very difficult to grind. Here,
extreme precision has to be maintained,
to ensure the blade meets our high
quality standards and shows enough
flexibility to pass the thumb nail test,
while maintaining sufficient rigidity.
These extremely high quality straight
razors with extra hollow bellied grind
are made by hand in about 20 different
grinding processes in the Boker Knife
Manufactory in Solingen, Germany.

of the best Solingen razor steel (high
edge retention, non-stainless), and will
provide the perfect result, on a daily
basis, with the traditional hollow grind.
Made completely by hand at the Boker
Manufactory in Solingen, Germany.
Item No. 140526
$ 174.95

4 TREE BRAND GREEN CANVAS
MICARTA — Same features and
specifications as model 140526
(above), but with green handle scales,
and 4/8" blade. Made completely
by hand at the Boker Manufactory in
Solingen, Germany.
Item No. 140426
$ 159.95
5 H. BOKER & CO. HORN
The compact 5/8" blade has
consistently been a best seller in the
long history of high quality Boker
straight razors. The non-stainless

BOKER STRAIGHT RAZORS | Boker Straight Razors

140526

4
Tree Brand
Green Canvas
Micarta.

3
Tree Brand Brown Canvas
Micarta.

$ 159.95

$ 174.95

BOKER STRAIGHT RAZORS

140426

5
H. Boker & Co.
Horn.
$ 199.95

140533

See our full line of straight razors
in our Barber's Corner catalog, or
visit www.bokerusa.com

6
Boker Titanium.
$ 239.00

7
Boker Elite Carbon.
$ 229.00

140850
140615

blade steel, which provides superior
edge retention, is ground extra
hollow with belly according to the
age-old tradition. The handle scales
of this elegant piece are crafted of
genuine horn, and are graced with a
decorative pin. Comes in traditional
packaging with a certificate of
authenticity.
Item No. 140533
$ 199.95

as a very strong, yet lightweight
material with optimal corrosion
resistance. For years now, it has
enjoyed great popularity in the knife
scene. The blade is serrated on both
sides. Delivered in historic packaging
with a certificate of authenticity.
Item No. 140850
$ 239.00

6 BOKER TITANIUM
The "Boker Titanium" is our first
straight razor with high quality
titanium scales. Titanium is known

7 BOKER ELITE CARBON
At the end of the 19th century, there
was a line of unique and eccentric
straight razors that were distributed

under the brand name "Boker Elite."
With this new Boker Elite Carbon,
we are reviving this tradition. The
unusual blade grind gives it a unique
character. The massive 6/8" blade,
made of carbon steel (non-stainless)
for superior edge retention, features
a fine hollow grind and two swedges
on the blade spine. The dynamic
transition from the edge to the grind
adds an appealing touch. The handle
scales are milled with CNC technology
from a solid billet of a high tech

carbon material, which provides
added stability and soft, even blade
action. This fascinating straight
razor is manufactured by hand, in a
process of 140 steps, in the Boker
Manufactory in Solingen, Germany.
Delivered in historical packaging with
a certificate of authenticity.
Item No. 140615
$ 229.00
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ARBOLITO

HANDCRAFTED HUNTING AND
OUTDOOR KNIVES FROM THE
BOKER KNIFE MANUFACTORY IN
BUENOS AIRES.
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ARBOLITO

1
Boker Arbolito Dano.

02BA325HH

02BA325G

2
Boker Arbolito
Dano G.
$ 123.95

BOKER ARBOLITO

$ 144.95

3
Boker Arbolito
Hunter.
$ 144.95

02BA351H

4
Boker Arbolito Hunter
Wood.
$ 133.95

1 BOKER ARBOLITO DANO
The Dano was designed to be the
perfect companion for the serious
big game hunter who recognizes the
importance of blade shape and length,
with a handle offering carry comfort
for extended use. The N695 blade steel
provides the optimum for corrosion
resistance and edge retention. The
tapered, solid steel piece that extends
from tip to pommel is a feature normally
found only in custom made knives. A
convenient finger choil and thumb ramps
provide safe field dressing under adverse

02BA351G

conditions. The premium stag handle
scales, with plenty of structure, offer
additional grip and feature a lanyard
hole. The premium quality Argentinean
leather sheath matches the character
of this remarkable companion. Blade
length: 4". Overall length: 8½".
Weight: 6.5 oz.
Item No. 02BA325HH
$ 144.95

2 BOKER ARBOLITO DANO G
Same features and specifications as
the original model (item 02BA325HH,
above), but with exotic Guayacan

ebony wood handle scales, and
featuring mosaic pins normally seen
in the custom knife market. Use this
a few times and the wood will take
on a character that will remind you of
the successful hunts! Blade length: 4".
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 6.5 oz.
Item No. 02BA325G
$ 123.95

3 BOKER ARBOLITO HUNTER
This extremely rugged hunting and
outdoor knife features a pronounced
choil on the 4.6mm thick blade, which
ensures exceptional cutting performance.
The intricately shaped stainless steel

bolster harmonizes perfectly with the
rugged stag handle scales and red fiber
layers. The blade is satin finished N695
steel. Comes complete with a high grade
brown leather sheath. Blade length: 4¾".
Overall length: 9⅝". Weight: 7.8 oz.
Item No. 02BA351H
$ 144.95

4 BOKER ARBOLITO HUNTER WOOD
Same features and specifications as the
stag model (above), but with Guayacan
ebony wood handle scales. Blade
length: 4¾". Overall length: 9⅝".
Weight: 7.8 oz.
ARBOLITO
Item No. 02BA351G
$ 133.95
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02BA593W

1
Boker Arbolito Esculta
Ebony.
$ 185.95

02BA593M

2
Boker Arbolito
Esculta Micarta.
$ 185.95

1 BOKER ARBOLITO ESCULTA
EBONY – The more compact version
of the El Gigante (model 02BA595W) is
without a doubt still a large knife, and
ideally suited for outdoor and hunting
use. The same grippy, grooved Guayacan
ebony scales give the Esculta the same,
distinctly reliable grip and outstanding
handling characteristics as the El
Gigante. Also features a stainless steel
guard and Böhler N695 steel blade with
stonewash finish. Includes a premium
leather sheath. Blade length: 5¾".
Overall length: 11½". Weight: 13.2 oz.
Item No. 02BA593W
$ 185.95
2 BOKER ARBOLITO ESCULTA
MICARTA – Same features as the
ebony model (above), but with green
canvas Micarta handle scales. Also
features a stainless steel guard and Böhler
54

N695 steel blade with stonewash finish.
Includes a black leather sheath. Blade
length: 5¾". Overall length: 11½".
Weight: 13.2 oz.
$ 185.95
Item No. 02BA593M

3 BOKER ARBOLITO ESCULTA STAG
Same features as the ebony model (item
02BA593W), but with rugged, select
stag handle scales. Also features a
stainless steel guard and Böhler N695
steel blade with stonewash finish.
Includes a premium leather sheath.
Blade length: 5¾". Overall length: 11½".
Weight: 13.2 oz.
Item No. 02BA593H
$ 225.00
4 BOKER ARBOLITO ESCULTA
BLACK GUAYACAN – Many a knife
enthusiast has already succumbed
to the fascination of the Esculta
as a full tang bowie in its various
versions. The new Black Guayacan

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

version is also made from N695, while
the black cerakote coating on the
blade in combination with the deep
brown Guayacan scales give the knife
a completely different appeal that
immediately elicits an association
with the Vietnam bowies, with leather
handle and blackened blade. A modern
day classic whose solid design and
military historical appeal attracts
collectors every bit as much as outdoor
enthusiasts looking for a rugged
companion. Includes a premium leather
sheath. Blade length: 5¾". Overall
length: 11½". Weight: 13.2 oz.
Item No. 02BA593B
$ 219.00

5 BOKER ARBOLITO EL GIGANTE
The El Gigante features size in all
regards, not only with respect to its
impressive dimensions. The solid,
stonewashed Böhler N695 steel blade
runs completely through the handle and
tapers toward the pommel. This tapered
tang gives the knife a visual appeal

and provides outstanding balance.
The protruding hand guard is made of
brushed stainless steel, guaranteeing
superior handling reliability and
contributing to the refined appearance.
The Guayacan ebony wood scales are
equipped with red fiber liners, providing
an appealing contrast to the wood
grain. The rough structure is reminiscent
of the horns of an Oryx antelope. All
in all, the ideal knife for outdoor and
survival enthusiasts. Includes a premium
leather sheath. Blade length: 8⅜".
Overall length: 14¾". Weight: 15.9 oz.
Item No. 02BA595W
$ 239.00

6 BOKER ARBOLITO EL GIGANTE
MICARTA – Same features and
specifications as the original model
(above), but with indestructible
green canvas Micarta handle scales.
Includes a black leather sheath. Blade
length: 8⅜". Overall length: 14¾".
Weight: 15.9 oz.
Item No. 02BA595M
$ 239.00

BOKER ARBOLITO | Hunting & Outdoor Knives

3
Boker Arbolito
Esculta Stag.
$ 225.00

02BA595W
02BA593H
02BA593B

BOKER ARBOLITO

02BA595M

6
Boker Arbolito
El Gigante
Micarta.
$ 239.00

4
Boker Arbolito
Esculta Black
Guayacan.
$ 219.00

5
Boker
Arbolito El
Gigante.
$ 239.00

ARBOLITO
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02BA316W

1
Boker Arbolito
Buffalo Soul 42.
$ 133.95

02BA230M

2
Boker Arbolito
Scorpion Micarta.
$ 189.95

3
Boker Arbolito
Bushcraft Micarta.

02BA331

$ 159.95

1 BOKER ARBOLITO BUFFALO SOUL
42 — The Buffalo Soul, one of the most
modern designs in the Arbolito series,
has been complemented by this compact
version that is particularly suited as an
everyday companion. The blade is made
of Böhler N695 steel with outstanding
edge retention and re-sharpening
properties, while also being extremely
corrosion resistant. The rugged full
tang design of the knife is comfortably
balanced, while the Guayacan ebony
handle in the new Oryx style provides
outstanding handling reliability with
its cross grooves and ergonomic finger
grooves. The riffled thumb ramp on
56

the grip and spine allow powerful cuts.
Also features a lanyard hole and comes
complete with a premium leather sheath
with push button lock. Blade length: 4".
Overall length: 9¼". Weight: 7.7 oz.
Item No. 02BA316W
$ 133.95

2 BOKER ARBOLITO SCORPION
MICARTA — It's not only the
folders from Lucas Burnley (such
as the Kwaiken) that are in high
demand. For years, he has also been
successfully making various models
of fixed blade knives. The Scorpion
is an exclusive design for Boker
and compels at first glance. The
beautifully contoured Micarta handle
fits the hand like a glove, while the
wide, leaf-shaped recurve blade
provides plenty of cutting power in

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

any situation. The jimping on the
thumb ramp and inwardly swung
spine provide outstanding force
transfer for various handling options.
Böhler N695 is used as the blade
steel, which impresses with its edge
holding and corrosion resistance.
With all its impressive features, the
Scorpion makes an ideal everyday
companion for outdoor life or for
professional use. Includes a premium
leather sheath. Blade length: 4¼".
Overall length: 8¾". Weight: 6.7 oz.
Item No. 02BA230M
$ 189.95

3 BOKER ARBOLITO BUSHCRAFT
MICARTA — The Bushcraft Micarta is a
very solid knife with the typical Scandi
cut, and is very secure in the hand with
the comfortably contoured, slightly
recessed Micarta handle scales. The
linen Micarta ensures a safe grip, even in
wet or cold conditions. Adjacent to the

jimping, the blade back was deliberately
kept somewhat sharper to facilitate the
use of a fire starter. The blade is crafted
of premium Böhler N690 steel. Includes
a quality leather sheath with additional
ring eyelet and slot for a fire starter.
Blade length: 4¼". Overall length: 9".
Weight: 6.7 oz.
Item No. 02BA331
$ 159.95

4 BOKER ARBOLITO PINE CREEK
STAG — A beefy yet compact hunting
and outdoor knife, designed by
American knifemaker Jerry Lairson.
The additional finger choil allows
various grip positions, with maximum
control for delicate cutting tasks,
when grabbed "short" in forward
choil. Notches on the blade spine
provide positive control. Select stag
scales with a red fiber underlay provide
not only an attractive appearance,
but also a safe and comfortable grip.
The blade is made of high quality
T6MoV steel. Includes an embossed
leather sheath. Blade length: 3⅝".
Overall length:  7½". Weight: 4.5 oz.
Item No. 02BA701H
$ 117.95

BOKER ARBOLITO | Hunting & Outdoor Knives

02BA701H

4
Boker Arbolito Pine
Creek Stag.
$ 117.95

02BA701G

5
Boker Arbolito Pine
Creek Wood.
BOKER ARBOLITO

$ 95.95

BÖHLER N690
BLADE STEEL
02BA372

6
Boker Arbolito
Farkas Nomad.
$ 189.95

02BA371M

7
Boker Arbolito El
Héroe Micarta.
$ 113.95

5 BOKER ARBOLITO PINE CREEK
WOOD — Same specifications as
model 02BA701H (above), but with
Guayacan ebony wood handle scales,
fastened with mosaic pins.
Item No. 02BA701G
$ 95.95
6 BOKER ARBOLITO FARKAS
NOMAD — The Hungarian Péter Farkas
is now the first choice for many when
it comes to compact and easy-to-wear
fixed blades for everyday use. In spite
of his skill, his designs are always
extremely robust and practical. The clear
lines of the Nomad and the powerful
spear-shaped blade give the design an

extraordinary appearance and excellent
ergonomics. The facetted and slightly
recessed Guayacan ebony handles are
decorated with decorative mosaic pins.
The blade is crafted of premium Böhler
N695 steel. Includes a high quality
leather sheath. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 7½". Weight: 6.2 oz.
Item No. 02BA372
$ 189.95

7 BOKER ARBOLITO EL HÉROE
MICARTA – A reliable companion for
the jungle of everyday life, based on the
design of Hungarian knifemaker Péter
Farkas. The heavy duty blade is made of

Böhler N695 steel, and has a pronounced
choil and large, rippled thumb ramp for
superior control. The full tang design
extends the 4mm thickness through
the recessed grip, providing impressive
strength. The Micarta handle scales have
a red fiber layer, and are complemented
by the stonewash finish of the blade.
Includes a black leather sheath for
horizontal carry. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 6¾". Weight: 4.7 oz.
Item No. 02BA371M
$ 113.95

ARBOLITO
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1
Boker Arbolito
Salida Grande.
$ 89.95

03BA8303

2
Boker Arbolito
Stamigo.
$ 132.95

03BA501HH

1 BOKER ARBOLITO SALIDA
GRANDE — This handy set includes
knife and fork, in a quality leather
sheath. Ideal for the outdoor kitchen,
picnics and the like. The knife features
a 440A stainless steel blade, and is
slightly larger than a standard steak
knife, which also allows for food
preparation. The handles are made
of durable POM. Blade length: 4½".
Overall length: 8⅞".
Item No. 03BA8303
$ 89.95
2 BOKER ARBOLITO STAMIGO
Eat in style with this genuine stag
handled knife and fork set with
convenient leather belt sheath. 440A
stainless blade steel. Each has an
overall length of 7⅞".
Item No. 03BA501HH
$ 132.95
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3 BOKER ARBOLITO VENADOR
This impressive hunting knife is
perfectly suited for large game, but is
also a great companion for camping
and trekking trips. The hollow ground
blade is made of premium Böhler
N695 steel, and has a fine satin finish.
The decorative cutting edge gives
this massive knife added appeal. The
handle scales, made of hand selected
Guayacan ebony wood, are attached to
the tapered tang with attractive mosaic
pins, with a red fiber underlay. Comes
complete with a high grade sheath
made of selected Argentinean cowhide.
Blade length: 5". Overall length: 10".
Weight: 5.7 oz.
Item No. 02BA313G
$ 154.95
4 BOKER ARBOLITO RELINCHO
CUERNO DE CIERVO – This slim
hunter, with its full tang construction,

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

offers an extremely high level of
stability. The tapered tang ensures
outstanding ergonomics and perfect
balance. The rugged stag scales
features a red fiber underlay, for a
discreet and elegant contrast. The blade
is crafted of high performance Böhler
N695 steel. Comes complete with a
high quality sheath made of selected
Argentinean cowhide. Blade length: 5".
Overall length: 9½". Weight: 6.1 oz.
Item No. 02BA303H
$ 164.95

5 BOKER ARBOLITO NICKER
The traditional German hunting knife,
"The Nicker," provides the ultimate
bird and trout knife. The slender
shape and the stag scales are classic
elements of this type of knife, but
the handle and blade design provide
greater versatility for the outdoors and
for general use. Red fiber underlays
and stainless steel bolsters add a
modern touch. The blade steel used for

this Arbolito model is T6MoV. Includes
a high quality embossed leather
sheath. Blade length: 3¾". Overall
length: 77/8". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 02BA736H
$ 137.95

6 BOKER ARBOLITO STAG HUNTER
This knife is a blend of the best
characteristics of some of our older
models, but with added features. The
3½" blade, made of N695 stainless
steel, features a notched thumb ramp
for stability and control under adverse
conditions. Premium stag scales and
tapered tang make for a comfortable
grip. Comes complete with a high
grade leather sheath. Overall
length: 7½". Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 02BA319H
$ 131.95
7 BOKER ARBOLITO HUNTER'S
COMBO – The big game hunter‘s
complete package. Set includes the
original Arbolito gutting hook (8½"
overall) and caper (5" overall), both
featuring rugged stag handles and
440A stainless steel blades. Combo
leather sheath included.
Item No. 02BA5130H
$ 195.95
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02BA313G

3
Boker Arbolito
Venador.
$ 154.95

02BA303H

4
Boker Arbolito
Relincho Cuerno
de Ciervo.
BOKER ARBOLITO

$ 164.95

02BA736H

02BA319H

5
Boker Arbolito
Nicker.
$ 137.95

6
Boker Arbolito
Stag Hunter.
$ 131.95

02BA5130H

7
Boker Arbolito
Hunter's Combo.
$ 195.95
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BOKER PLUS GEMINI NGA
1
Boker Plus Gemini NGA
Black.

01BO500

$ 99.95

ASSISTED OPENING
01BO501

2
Boker Plus Gemini
NGA Coyote.

BOKER PLUS

$ 99.95

VG-10 BLADE STEEL
01BO502

3
Boker Plus Gemini NGA
Bk Coyote.
$ 99.95

BOKER PLUS GEMINI NEW
GENERATION ASSISTED – The
original Boker Gemini is a robust
workhorse, which has been part of the
Boker lineup for decades. The new
Boker Plus Gemini NGA takes the best
elements of the original model, such as
the perfect ergonomics and extremely
lightweight construction, and adds
some more modern features, like an

assisted opener for the blade. The
handle is made out of a fiber reinforced
synthetic, which combines a very low
weight with a maximum strength. The
partially rubberized surface enhances
the secure grip under all conditions, and
the premium blade steel VG-10 does
not only elevate the edge retention to a
new level, but also underlines the very
attractive price-performance ratio. With
that, the Boker Plus Gemini NGA gives

the user a perfect knife for everyday
carry for all purposes. Includes pocket
clip for easy carry. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 3.9 oz.
Available in three versions:

2 BOKER PLUS NGA COYOTE – With
coyote handle and plain edged blade.
Item No. 01BO501
$ 99.95

1 BOKER PLUS NGA BLACK – With
black handle and partially serrated
blade.
Item No. 01BO500
$ 99.95

3 BOKER PLUS NGA BK COYOTE
With black/coyote combo handle and
plain edged blade.
Item No. 01BO502
$ 99.95
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1
Boker Plus FR Cobobolo.
$ 134.95

01BO744

2
Boker Plus FR G-10.
$ 134.95

01BO742

VG-10 BLADE STEEL
3
Boker Plus FR CF.
$ 169.95

01BO743

01BO740

4
Boker Plus FR Titan.
$ 159.95

5
Boker Plus FR Mini.

01BO748

$ 159.95

increased blade thickness moves the
1 - 4 BOKER PLUS FR
The low profile and incredibly elegant lines overall impression significantly more in
the direction of a utility knife, but without
of the immensely popular Urban Trapper
model has attracted countless enthusiastic compromising its elegance. VG-10 is used
as the blade steel here as well. Includes
customers. Brad Zinker addresses the
pocket clip. Available in four versions:
growing demand for a "heftier" version
with the new FR model. Based on the
1 BOKER PLUS FR COCOBOLO
same design principles, such as the
With handsome cocobolo wood handle
titanium frame lock with ball bearing
scales. Blade length: 2¾". Overall
hinged blade, the Boker Plus FR features
length: 6½". Weight: 2 oz.
a slightly heavier and wider handle
$ 134.95
design, which together with the minimally Item No. 01BO744
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4 BOKER PLUS FR TITAN – With
lightweight titanium handle scales.
Blade length: 2¾". Overall length:
6½". Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 01BO740
$ 159.95
5 BOKER PLUS FR MINI – A new
variation of the popular FR, boasting a
sleek, slender profile. Featuring VG-10
blade steel and lightweight titanium
handle scales. Includes pocket clip.
Blade length: 3". Overall length: 6¼".
Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 01BO748
$ 159.95
BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN
AUTOMATIC – One of the most
exciting projects over the last few
years is this spectacular collaboration
between three parties. The Kwaiken
folder, designed by custom knifemaker
Lucas Burnley, continues to be one
of the most successful projects from
Boker Plus since its introduction. With
Boker being involved from Lucas's first
drawing on a napkin, the enormous
popularity of the knife resulted in
dozens of options. Now, a new player
joins the game, and together with
ProTech Knives, Boker and Lucas
Burnley have lifted the Kwaiken folder
to a whole new level. The 100%
American-made Kwaiken Automatic
combines the slim, minimalistic
Kwaiken design with the perfect
Automatic mechanism which only
ProTech is able to deliver. The perfect
action of the push button automatic
makes opening the Kwaiken a breeze,
and the strong spring delivers an
impressive kick when the blade locks
open. The CNC-milled aluminum
handle is robust and shows the same
exciting Kwaiken design lines. The
blade is made out of the U.S. made
154-CM blade steel, and provides high
edge retention. Thus, the Kwaiken
Automatic provides a completely
new level in the Kwaiken series, and
provides a unique, but versatile pocket
knife suitable for many tasks. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 3.4 oz.
Available in two versions, which will be
produced in limited production runs:
6 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN AUTO
With two-toned blade.
Item No. 06EX290
$ 219.00
7 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN AUTO
BK – With black handle and stonewash
finished blade.
Item No. 06EX291
$ 229.00

2 BOKER PLUS FR G-10 – With
rugged G-10 handle scales. Blade
length: 2¾". Overall length: 6½".
Weight: 2.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO742
$ 134.95
3 BOKER PLUS FR CF – With carbon
fiber handle scales. Blade length: 2¾".
Overall length: 6½". Weight: 2.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO743
$ 169.95

8 BOKER PLUS SULACO – Texas
knife maker Ram Maramba (who has
sadly passed away) was known for
his designs, blending clear lines and
flowing forms into highly appealing
compositions. The thin handle provides
outstanding handling, and the bellied
cutting line makes the Sulaco a highly
effective cutting tool. The milled finish
of the G-10 scales provides outstanding
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grip, while the stout liner lock reliably
engages the 440C stainless steel blade.
Includes pocket clip (tip-up) and lanyard
hole. Blade length: 3¾". Overall length:
8½". Weight: 6 oz.
$ 66.95
Item No. 01BO019

9 BOKER PLUS SULACO TITANIUM
The properties that make the previous
Sulaco model (above) so popular
are its outstanding ergonomics, the
massive blade, and the excellent priceperformance ratio. We were able to
keep all of this in the new version and
add a frame lock and a handle made

completely from titanium. A lock stop
(which protects the locking mechanism
from over-stretching) is integrated into
the locking spring. Also features a
high performance 440C stainless steel
blade and pocket clip for easy carry.
Blade length: 3¾". Thickness: 3.6mm.
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01BO034
$ 159.95

6
Boker Plus Kwaiken
Auto.
$ 219.00

BURNLEY

06EX290

Limited Availability

FULLY AUTOMATIC

7
Boker Plus Kwaiken
Auto BK.
$ 229.00

06EX291
BOKER PLUS

Limited Availability

8
Boker Plus Sulaco.

01BO019

$ 66.95

01BO034

9
Boker Plus Sulaco
Titanium.
$ 159.95
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POWDER METALLURGICAL
DAMASCUS STEEL

01BO739DAM

1
Boker Plus Urban
Trapper Damascus.
$ 309.00

2
Boker Plus Urban
Trapper Petite
Titanium.
$ 134.95

01BO780

01BO784

3
Boker Plus Urban Trapper
Petite Cocobolo.
$ 109.95

VG-10 BLADE STEEL

4
Boker Plus Urban Trapper
Petite G-10.

01BO782

5
Boker Plus
Urban Trapper
Petite Carbon.

$ 109.95

$ 159.95

01BO783

1 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
DAMASCUS – The Urban Trapper by
Brad Zinker as an ultra light titanium
frame lock is no doubt a real gentlemen's
knife. And since a real gentleman
looks for refined things, we created an
especially exclusive version with the
Urban Trapper Damascus. The powder
metallurgical Damascus steel blade
impresses not only with the expressive
ladder pattern but also its high resistance
to corrosion and outstanding edge
retention. The titanium handle boasts
an elegant two tone finish, with one
satined surface surrounded by a matte
frame. The bearing-mounted blade
opens with a flipper. Includes pocket
clip (tip-up). Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 01BO739DAM
$ 309.00
2 - 5 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
PETITE – The smallest version of the
Urban Trapper, the Petite, offers the
same popular design, but lighter and
more compact. The same high quality
features are presented, including
64

horizontal satin finished VG-10 blade,
titanium frame lock with ball bearing,
and reversible titanium pocket clip (tipup). A new dimension of gentlemen's
folders! Blade length: 2¾". Overall
length: 6¼". Weight: 1.2 oz.
Available in four versions:

2 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
PETITE TITANIUM – With titanium
handle scales.
Item No. 01BO780
$ 134.95
3 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
PETITE COCOBOLO – With cocobolo
wood handle scales.
Item No. 01BO784
$ 109.95
4 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
PETITE G-10 – With G-10 handle
scales.
Item No. 01BO782
$ 109.95
5 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
PETITE CARBON – With carbon fiber
handle scales.
Item No. 01BO783
$ 159.95
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6 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
G-10 – The original model of the Urban
Trapper by Brad Zinker has quickly
developed into one of the most popular
gentleman's knives from Boker Plus.
The extremely low profile and slender
design, in combination with refined
materials such as VG-10, titanium and
an IKBS hinge result in an incomparable
pocket knife for demanding users. This
version offers additional scales on
the titanium handle, which provide a
slightly fuller grip feel in addition to
the visual appeal. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 1.8 oz.
Item No. 01BO732
$ 108.95
7 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
CARBON – Same features and
specifications as the G-10 model
(above), but with carbon fiber handle
scales. Blade length: 3½". Overall
length: 7¾". Weight: 1.8 oz.
Item No. 01BO733
$ 164.95
8 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
COCOBOLO – Same features and
specifications as the G-10 model

(01BO732), but with cocobolo wood
handle scales. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 1.8 oz.
Item No. 01BO734
$ 108.95

9 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
GENTLEMAN – This new variation
features a modified handle shape, and
is slightly larger than the original.
Featuring VG-10 blade steel and
handsome cocobolo wood handle scales.
A new take on a true classic! Includes
pocket clip. Blade length: 3¾".
Overall length: 8". Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 01BO722
$ 114.95
10 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
We have seen countless designs over
the years - yet resourceful knifemakers
continue to find ways to surprise
us. Designer Brad Zinker from Florida
collaborates with Boker Plus to present
his Urban Trapper, one of the thinnest
profile titanium frame locks to hit the
market. At a mere 8mm grip thickness
(without clip), the term “slim” is an
understatement. The large holes and
titanium material of the handle make
this piece extremely lightweight, at just
1.7 ounces, allowing easy carry in a suit
pocket or trousers. Considering the
minimalist overall design of the knife,
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6
Boker Plus Urban
Trapper G-10.
$ 108.95

01BO732

7
Boker Plus Urban Trapper
Carbon.

01BO733

$ 164.95

8
Boker Plus Urban
Trapper Cocobolo.

01BO734

$ 108.95

VG-10 BLADE STEEL
01BO722

9
Boker Plus Urban
Trapper Gentleman.

BOKER PLUS

$ 114.95

10
Boker Plus Urban
Trapper.

01BO730

$ 125.95

01BO721

11
Boker Plus Urban
Trapper Tanto.
$ 129.95

12
Boker Plus Urban
Trapper Grand.
$ 168.95

the size of the flipper is equally sparing.
When in use, it offers outstanding
functionality with its VG-10 steel blade,
which takes its shape from the classic
trapper pocket knife – Brad Zinker’s
inspiration for this unusual piece. Blade
length: 3½". Overall length:  7¾".
Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 01BO730
$ 125.95

01BO736

11 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
TANTO – An exciting new version of
the extremely popular Urban Trapper,
featuring a tanto style blade made of
premium VG-10 steel. The lightweight
titanium handle features a reversible
pocket clip. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length:  7¾". Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 01BO721
$ 129.95

12 BOKER PLUS URBAN TRAPPER
GRAND – While maintaining the
original proportions, the Urban Trapper
Grand is significantly larger than the
original model. As a result, it can
handle heavier cutting chores, and also
accommodate larger hands, without
compromising the carry comfort - the
moderate increase in liner and blade
thickness still results in an extremely low

profile knife. The ball bearing hinged
blade with flipper, made from VG-10,
features a refined horizontal satin finish.
The handle is crafted of lightweight
titanium. Includes removable titanium
pocket clip (tip-up). Blade length: 3⅞".
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 2.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO736
$ 168.95
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TITANIUM HANDLE SCALES
01BO297DAM

1
Boker Plus Kwaiken
Flipper Damascus.

2
Boker Plus
Kwaiken
Folder.

$ 419.00

$ 164.95

01BO291

3
Boker Plus
Kwaiken
Duplex.
$ 229.00

01BO282

01BO298

4
Boker Plus Kwaiken
Flipper Folder
Carbon.
$ 235.00

VG-10 BLADE STEEL
5
Boker Plus Kwaiken Flipper
Folder VG-10.
$ 225.00

BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN BY LUCAS
BURNLEY - Lucas Burnley is the
founder and principal of Burnley Knives. 1 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN FLIPPER
Since 2003, he has been designing
DAMASCUS – With its clean design,
and crafting what he considers to be
the Kwaiken Folder is probably one
"contemporary tactical" knives, blending
of the most popular knives in the
modern lines and construction with
Boker Plus series. As a true novelty
tactical origins. Underlying his work is
for Boker Plus, we are for first time
the idea that utility shouldn't come at the presenting the blade made from
cost of beauty. His clean design aesthetic Swedish powdered metal Damascus
is most evident in the flagship design of
steel. Its breathtaking visual appeal,
the Boker Plus Kwaiken. In 2008, Lucas
superior edge-holding capability
was asked by Boker to re-imagine his
and stainless properties not only
well-known Burnley Kwaiken Classic
make Damascus steel blades true
- a cord-wrapped neo-Japanese fixed
collectibles, but also fully capable
blade. Taking the overall feel and design utility knives for daily carry. The
language of its predecessor, the Boker
titanium handle scales provide an
Plus Kwaiken folding knife brought the
attractive contrast to the refined
design into the 21st century. Boasting a
Damascus pattern. Includes pocket
clean and utilitarian form, the Boker Plus clip for easy carry. Blade length:  3½".
Kwaiken has since become an iconic and Overall length:  8⅜". Weight: 5.4 oz.
influential design within the industry.
Item No. 01BO297DAM
$ 419.00
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TITANIUM HANDLE SCALES
01BO296

2 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN FOLDER
The Kwaiken Folder, a design of young
knifemaker Lucas Burnley from New
Mexico, was created after a long period
of development. Burnley, whose most
popular model is a fixed blade Kwaiken,
wanted to translate his typically slim
concept into a folding knife, without
drastically changing the proportions. The
result is a design that has fascinated
us at first glance! The green canvas
Micarta scales offer a superior grip
without being unnecessarily rough. The
slim and sleek blade is made of 440C
stainless steel, and performs extremely
smoothly due to the IKBS bearings. This
knife will surely prove that a slim handle
doesn't have to compromise excellent
ergonomics! Includes removable
pocket clip. Blade length:  3½".
Overall length:  8⅜". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 01BO291
$ 164.95

3 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN DUPLEX
The Kwaiken Folder, designed by knife
maker Lucas Burnley from New Mexico,
was created after a long period of
development. Burnley, whose most
popular model is a fixed blade Kwaiken,
wanted to translate his typically slim
concept into a folding knife without
drastically changing the proportions.
The result is a design which has
fascinated us at first glance. The clear
lines and the slender knife which
houses the entire blade in the closed
position are absolutely unique. Until
recently, the so-called duplex grind, with its
two different grinding planes, was mainly
reserved for expensive custom knives. The
Kwaiken Duplex offers this unique grind
as a production knife, and is a real treat
for the many fans of this series. The VG-10
steel blade is mounted on a ball-bearing,
and the rugged G-10 handle scales come
complete with a pocket clip for easy carry.
Blade length: 3½". Thickness: 3.5mm.
Overall length: 8⅜". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 01BO282
$ 229.00
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6
Boker Plus Kwaiken
Flipper G-10.
$ 219.00

01BO286

7
Boker Plus
Kwaiken Tactical.

01BO293

$ 229.00

8
Boker Plus
Kwaiken Mini
G-10.
$ 189.95

01BO289

9
Boker Plus Kwaiken
Mini Titan.
01BO290

10
Boker Plus Kwaiken Mini
Carbon.

BOKER PLUS

$ 189.95

$ 219.00

01BO283

4 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN FLIPPER
FOLDER CARBON – A true crossover between a gentleman's folder
and a tactical knife. This new version
of the popular Kwaiken Flipper Folder
(above) features carbon fiber handle
scales and a satin finished blade, made
of premium VG-10 steel. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length:  3½".
Overall length:  8⅜". Weight: 4.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO298
$ 235.00
5 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN
FLIPPER FOLDER VG-10 – After the
overwhelming success of the Kwaiken
Folder, Lucas Burnley went back to
the drawing board and designed
this new version. This exclusive new
model features a VG-10 steel blade
with a flipper, and sleek titanium
handle scales. Liner lock mechanism.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length:  3½".
Overall length:  8⅜". Weight: 5.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO296
$ 225.00

6 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN FLIPPER
G-10 – The elegance of the grandiose
design from Lucas Burnley is beyond
reproach. This version is a true
highlight with its black G-10 scales,
polished to a precision finish, to make
an appropriate counterpoint to the
elegance of the duo-satin finish of the
VG-10 steel blade. As a result, this
version of the Kwaiken Flipper is not
only an uncompromising full-sized
tactical knife, but also combines an
elegance with a quality not offered by
a good number of gentlemen's folders.
Includes removable pocket clip (tipup). Blade length: 3½". Overall
length: 8⅜". Weight: 4.6 oz.
Item No. 01BO286
$ 219.00
7 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN TACTICAL
In addition to the black coating on the
blade, liners, and hardware, the unique
features of the Kwaiken Tactical also
include the specially fabricated handle
scales. Made from a single G-10 piece,
the rear portion has a milled, wood-like

texture for a secure grip, while the front
portion is made without this "grain",
therefore contrasting from the scales like
a classic bolster. This special look, which
brings the high strength material into
harmonious balance with a quasi-natural
texture, gives the knife its unique appeal.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 8⅜". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 01BO293
$ 229.00

8 - 10 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN
MINI FLIPPER – Without a doubt,
its utility as a tactical knife is not
the only feature that makes the
Kwaiken Flipper from Lucas Burnley
so popular. Its plain elegance is
certainly also a key element for
many. In an attempt to more easily
bridge the gap between GI and
gentlemen's knife, the Kwaiken Mini
Flipper has the same outstanding
characteristics as its big brother, at
significantly reduced (and therefore
pocket-compatible) dimensions. The
Kwaiken Mini Flipper also features

cobalt alloyed VG-10 as the blade
steel, and a pocket clip for easy carry.
Available in three versions:

8 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN MINI G-10
With G-10 handle scales and stonewash
blade finish. Blade length: 3". Overall
length: 7¼". Weight: 3.2 oz.
Item No. 01BO289
$ 189.95
9 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN MINI
TITAN – With titanium handle scales
and satin blade finish. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 7¼". Weight: 3.9 oz.
Item No. 01BO290
$ 189.95
10 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN MINI
CARBON – With carbon fiber handle
scales and satin blade finish. Blade
length: 3". Overall length: 7¼".
Weight: 3.2 oz.
Item No. 01BO283
$ 219.00
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1
Boker Plus Uolcos.

01BO009

$ 102.95

2
Boker Plus
Gordito.
$ 134.95

01BO132

3
Boker Plus
CFM-A1.
$ 99.95

01BO766

1 BOKER PLUS UOLCOS
An exciting design for a tactical pocket
knife in the Persian style, presented
to us by Raimund Lhotak from Austria.
The perfect ergonomics, rock solid liner
lock, solid steel plates and reversible
pocket clip are just a few of the special
features of this piece. The blade is high
performance 440C stainless steel with an
elegant two-tone finish, and the recessed
ripples in the liner create a unique flair.
The handle scales are rugged G-10, and
the flipper allows easy opening. Blade
length: 4". Overall length: 9¼".
Weight: 7.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO009
$ 102.95
2 BOKER PLUS GORDITO
Refined, compact, handy, useful - if these
are the key features of a gentlemen's
knife, then we have without a doubt
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found it here. The titanium liners not
only have milled pockets that provide
a clean fit for the cocobolo handle
scales, but also feature a push button
lock (non-automatic). The pocket clip
(tip-up) is also made from titanium and
allows comfortable carry. The 440C
stainless steel blade compels with its fine
horizontal satin finish that harmonizes
beautifully with the matte, brushed
titanium bolsters. Blade length: 2¼".
Overall length: 5⅞". Weight: 2.1 oz.
$ 134.95
Item No. 01BO132

3 BOKER PLUS CFM-A1
The designs of D.J. Urbanovsky have
garnered a lot of attention over the last
few years. Fixed blade knives are not
everyone's cup of tea - for this reason
we are happy to be able to present the
first folding knife in the line, with the
CFM-A1. Basically a folding version
of the Colubris, the CFM-A1 of course
offers a high level of transportability.
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The flat construction of the stainless
steel frame lock contributes to this. The
patterns milled into the front G-10 scale
can also be found on the back side in
the stainless steel, and an LBS (Lock
Bar Stabilizer) keeps the lock from overextending. Also features a ball-bearing
mounted blade, made of Sandvik
14C28N steel. Includes pocket clip
(tip-up). Blade length: 3⅝". Overall
length: 8⅜". Weight: 5.5 oz.
$ 99.95
Item No. 01BO766

4 - 8 BOKER PLUS F3 SERIES
Until now, Jesper Voxnaes has been
known to most customers as a designer
of various fixed blades. But for some
time now, Jesper has also had great
success building folders. His Vox F3
Titan Framelock compels with the same
virtues and qualities as his fixed blade
designs - strength, high utility, off-beat
yet completely practical compositions.
These updated models of the original F3
feature premium S35VN blade steel, and
are now available in a variety of handle
materials and two sizes. The added
details, such as the blue anodized

titanium clip (tip-up) and the blue
anodized "Nessie Spacer," provide a
special flair. Available in five versions:

4 BOKER PLUS F3 TITAN II
Features a solid titanium handle scale and
satin finished blade. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 7⅛". Weight: 4.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO340
$ 229.00
5 BOKER PLUS F3 G-10
Features a rugged G-10 handle
scale and stonewash finished blade.
Blade length:  3⅜". Overall length:  8".
Weight: 5.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO336
$ 239.00
6 BOKER PLUS F3 G-10 II
The compact version of model 01BO336
(above). Blade length: 3". Overall
length: 7⅛". Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 01BO342
$ 199.95
7 BOKER PLUS F3 CF
Features a lightweight carbon fiber
handle scale and satin finished blade.
Blade length:  3⅜". Overall length:  8".
Weight: 5.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO335
$ 249.00
8 BOKER PLUS F3 CF II
The compact version of model 01BO335
(above). Blade length: 3". Overall
length: 7⅛". Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO341
$ 215.00
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4
Boker Plus F3 Titan II.
$ 229.00

01BO340

CPM-S35VN
BLADE STEEL

5
Boker Plus F3 G-10.
$ 239.00

6
Boker Plus F3 G-10 II.
$ 199.95

01BO342

BOKER PLUS

01BO336

01BO335

7
Boker Plus F3 CF.
$ 249.00

8
Boker Plus F3
CF II.

01BO341

$ 215.00
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Tech-Tools

1
Boker Plus Tech-Tool
Carbon 6.

2
Boker Plus
Tech-Tool
Sheath.

01BO828

$ 74.95

$ 7.95

090810

3
Boker Plus TechTool City 6.

01BO808

$ 69.95

BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOLS
With the Boker Camp Knife, one
of the forefathers of all modern
multi-purpose pocket knives,
our history began in the year
1869. After almost 150 years of
successful market presence, the
time came to convert this proven
concept into a modern knife. The
modernized construction, which
is based on solid steel liners, is
embedded in two contoured handle
scales, combining superior grip
with excellent ergonomics. The
Swedish Sandvik 12C27 steel, with
a Rockwell hardness of 58°-60°
HRC, provides outstanding edge
retention of the hollow ground
blade. For the handle scales we
offer two durable options - rugged
G-10 and lightweight carbon
fiber. The essential tools - saw,
screwdriver, scissors, etc., provide
the solution for any task, while
additional features such as the
reversible pocket clip, foldable
lanyard hole or glass-breaker tip
show the elaborate engineering
of these pocket knives. The high
quality manufacturing, with a
70

smooth blade action and optimized
operability, are proof of the
premium quality of our Boker
Plus Tech-Tools. Blade length:
2¾". Overall open length: 6½".
Available in thirteen models (pages
80-82).

1 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CARBON
6 – With carbon fiber handle scales.
Tools: glass-breaker, screwdriver
with bottle opener and wire stripper,
small serrated blade with screwdriver
tip, corkscrew, foldable lanyard hole,
punch/awl, wood saw, pocket clip.
Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO828
$ 74.95
2 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL SHEATH
Durable Cordura pouch with Velcro
closure for Boker Plus Tech-Tools. The

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

elastic sides allow the pouch to conform
to the various sizes. Can be carried
horizontally or vertically. Dimensions:
1½" W x 4¼" L x ¾" D.
Item No. 090810
$ 7.95

5 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CITY 5
With black G-10 handle scales. Tools:
glass-breaker, screwdriver with bottle
opener and wire stripper, small
serrated blade with screwdriver tip,
scissors, foldable lanyard hole, punch/
awl, pliers, Phillips screwdriver, pocket
clip. Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 01BO804
$ 72.95

3 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CITY 6
With black G-10 handle scales. Tools:
glass-breaker, screwdriver with bottle
opener and wire stripper, small
serrated blade with screwdriver tip,
corkscrew, foldable lanyard hole,
punch/awl, wood saw, pocket clip.
Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO808
$ 69.95

6 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CITY 4
With black G-10 handle scales. Tools:
glass-breaker, screwdriver with bottle
opener and wire stripper, small serrated
blade with screwdriver tip, corkscrew,
foldable lanyard hole, scissors, punch/
awl, pliers, wood saw, pocket clip.
Weight: 6.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO806
$ 82.95

4 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL
CARBON 5 – With carbon fiber handle
scales. Tools: glass-breaker, screwdriver
with bottle opener and wire stripper,
small serrated blade with screwdriver tip,
scissors, foldable lanyard hole, punch/awl,
pliers, Phillips screwdriver, pocket clip.
Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 01BO824
$ 79.95

7 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CARBON
4 – With carbon fiber handle scales.
Tools: glass-breaker, screwdriver with
bottle opener and wire stripper, small
serrated blade with screwdriver tip,
corkscrew, foldable lanyard hole, scissors,
punch/awl, pliers, wood saw, pocket clip.
Weight: 6.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO826
$ 89.95
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4
Boker Plus TechTool Carbon 5.
$ 79.95

01BO804

01BO824

5
Boker Plus TechTool City 5.
$ 72.95

01BO806

7
Boker Plus Tech-Tool
Carbon 4.
$ 89.95

6
Boker Plus Tech-Tool
City 4.
$ 82.95

01BO826

a) Main Blade

b) Glass
Breaker

e) Small serrated
blade (angled)
with screwdriver
tip, foldable
lanyard hole

f) Corkscrew

i) Pliers

j) Wood Saw

c) Pocket Clip

BOKER PLUS

7

d) Large screwdriver with bottle
opener and wire
stripper

g) Scissors
h) Punch/
awl

k) Phillips
screwdriver
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Tech-Tools

1 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CARBON
1 – With carbon fiber handle scales.
Tools: glass-breaker, pocket clip.
Weight: 2.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO821
$ 49.95

01BO821

2 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CITY 1
With black G-10 handle scales.
Tools: glass-breaker, pocket clip.
Weight: 2.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO801
$ 41.95

1
Boker Plus Tech-Tool
Carbon 1.
$ 49.95

2
Boker Plus Tech-Tool City 1.
$ 41.95

3
Boker Plus Tech-Tool City 2.
$ 55.95

01BO802

4
Boker Plus TechTool Carbon 2.
$ 59.95

01BO822

01BO801

3 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CITY 2
With black G-10 handle scales. Tools:
glass-breaker, screwdriver with bottle
opener and wire stripper, small serrated
blade with screwdriver tip, corkscrew,
foldable lanyard hole, pocket clip.
Weight: 3.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO802
$ 55.95
4 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL
CARBON 2 – With carbon fiber handle
scales. Tools: glass-breaker, screwdriver
with bottle opener and wire stripper,
small serrated blade with screwdriver tip,
corkscrew, foldable lanyard hole, pocket
clip. Weight: 3.1 oz.
$ 59.95
Item No. 01BO822
5 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CITY 7
With black G-10 handle scales.
Tools: glass-breaker, screwdriver with
bottle opener and wire stripper, small
serrated blade with screwdriver tip,
corkscrew, foldable lanyard hole, scissors,
punch/awl, wood saw, pocket clip.
Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 01BO809
$ 72.95

5
Boker Plus Tech-Tool
City 7.

01BO809

6 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL CITY 3
With black G-10 handle scales. Tools:
glass-breaker, screwdriver with bottle
opener and wire stripper, small serrated
blade with screwdriver tip, corkscrew,
foldable lanyard hole, scissors, punch/awl,
pocket clip. Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO803
$ 69.95
7 BOKER PLUS TECH-TOOL
CARBON 3 – Tools: glass-breaker,
screwdriver with bottle opener and
wire stripper, small serrated blade with
screwdriver tip, corkscrew, foldable
lanyard hole, scissors, punch/awl, pocket
clip. Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO823
$ 74.95

$ 72.95

01BO803

8 BOKER PLUS PELICAN – Our latest
project with Brad Zinker, the design of
which is based on the popular Urban
Trapper, but boasting a much more
compact form. When opened, the
titanium frame lock is barely 4½" in
length, and with a 5.5mm handle
thickness (measured without clip), can
not only be used as a small, very slim

6
Boker Plus Tech-Tool
City 3.
$ 69.95

7
Boker Plus TechTool Carbon 3.
01BO823
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$ 74.95
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01BO729

Clam pack
available!

9
Boker Plus KTK.

8
Boker Plus
Pelican.

$ 39.95

01BO210

$ 89.95

10
Boker Plus Stowaway.
$ 67.95

01BO029

BOKER PLUS

11
Boker Plus Credit
Card Knife.
$ 39.95

01BO010
pocket knife, but can also serve as a
practical money clip. The VG-10 blade,
as well as the titanium handle and clip,
feature a durable stonewash finish. The
typical mark of Brad Zinker, paired with
the clean lines of the Pelican, result in
a knife for individualists that is a cut
above the rest for the small, everyday
cutting chores. Blade length: 1⅞".
Overall length: 4½". Weight: 1.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO729
$ 89.95

9 BOKER PLUS KTK – From the
designer of the highly successful credit
card knife, we are proud to introduce
the Kubasek Dog Tag Knife. Featuring a
high performance 440C stainless steel
blade and lightweight titanium scale, the
KTK can be conveniently and discreetly
carried, with a closed length of just 2".
The magnetic safety button allows easy,
secure operation – simply push it down
to release the blade into a secure open
position, and again to unlock/close the
blade. Comes complete with a durable
neck chain with shackle. Blade length:
1¾". Overall length: 3¾". Weight: 1 oz.
Also available in clam pack packaging.
Item No. 01BO210
$ 39.95
BOKER PLUS KTK / CLAM PACK
Model 01BO210 (above\), but in clam
pack packaging.
Item No. 01BO210C
$ 39.95

12
Boker Plus Credit
Card Knife Black.

Extremely flat build for comfortable carry,
and removable clip for wallet carry.

01BO011

$ 39.95

10 BOKER PLUS STOWAWAY – As
a larger version of the exceedingly
popular Boker Plus Credit Card Knife, the
11 BOKER PLUS CREDIT CARD
Stowaway is designed with the same
KNIFE – A unique design from
extremely lightweight and slim form
Massachusetts knifemaker John
factor but features a significantly longer
Kubasek. With its compact dimensions,
configuration while the materials are
slim profile, and removable pocket
kept at the same thicknesses. Here as
clip, this piece offers a variety of
well, the handle is made from titanium,
carry options. Fits perfectly in the
while a specially designed frame lock
credit card compartment of your
engages the 440C blade. A carbon
wallet, can be carried via clip in the
fiber scale element conceals the blade
pocket of your shirt, or on a ball chain
and blade point toward the front when
(included) around your neck. This
retracted. The retracted knife has a
extremely lightweight knife also
thickness of just over 3mm (without
features a reliable and sturdy frame
clip)! This extremely lightweight,
lock mechanism, titanium liner and
compact piece will prove itself as the
perfect backup knife. Blade length: 2¾". high performance 440C stainless steel
blade. The finger choils and handle end
Overall length: 6¼". Weight: 1.1 oz.
provide a surprisingly ergonomical and
Item No. 01BO029
$ 67.95

comfortable grip. The perfect everyday
companion! Closed length: 2¾".
Blade length: 2¼". Overall length: 5".
Weight: 1.1 oz.
$ 39.95
Item No. 01BO010

12 BOKER PLUS CREDIT CARD
KNIFE BLACK – Same features and
specifications as the original (model
01BO010), but with a black coated
blade. Closed length: 2¾". Blade
length: 2¼". Overall length: 5".
Weight: 1.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO011
$ 39.95
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1
Boker Plus Mini Vanquish.
$ 125.95

01BO150

2
Boker Plus Titan Drop 2.

01BO183

$ 82.95

3
Boker Plus Titan Drop.

01BO188

$ 89.95

4
Boker Plus Slack.
$ 104.95

01BO065

1 BOKER PLUS MINI VANQUISH
Jeremy Marsh from Michigan and
his extraordinary designs are often
far outside the mainstream knife
market. Nevertheless, his creations
are not merely show pieces, but
highly functional and versatile tools
for everyday chores. Thus we decided
to add his Mini Vanquish, one of
his most popular designs, to our
renowned Boker Plus series of custom
collaborations. The breathtaking lines
of this knife clearly illustrate that even
in the vast knife market, novelties can
still be found. The blade is made of
440C stainless steel and features a
74

fine lateral satin finish. The brushed
stainless steel bolsters and polished
G-10 scales are mounted on blue
anodized titanium liners, housing a
spacer in a conventionalized shark fin
design. Includes removable pocket
clip (tip-up carry). Blade length: 3⅛".
Overall length:  7½". Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO150
$ 125.95

2 BOKER PLUS TITAN DROP 2
The Titan Drop has secured its
permanent place in our product lineup
as a premium utility knife with an
impressive price-performance ratio.
Therefore it was high time for a smaller
version, compatible with formal attire.
The new Titan Drop 2 features the

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

same premium materials, low profile
design and high utility as the larger
model. The 440C stainless steel blade
is opened with the nail nick, and locks
securely with the backlock mechanism.
The handle is crafted of titanium, and
features an adjustable pocket clip.
Blade length: 2⅜". Overall length:
5½". Weight: 1.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO183
$ 82.95

polished pocket clip is reversible,
enhancing the versatility of this
impressive piece. Blade length: 3¾".
Overall length:  8⅜". Weight: 4.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO188
$ 89.95

4 BOKER PLUS SLACK
Like many classic French knives, the
Boker Plus Slack pocket knife by
French designer Raphael Durand is
based on the traditional Navaja from
the Mediterranean. However, Raphael
Durand transforms this concept into
a modern design. The slender handle
features scales made of G-10 to cover
3 BOKER PLUS TITAN DROP
the stainless steel plates underneath.
A large but slender EDC and work knife, Generous bore holes in the plates
which can be carried comfortably
decrease the weight and make it even
even in a tighter pocket, due to the
more comfortable. The blade of this
slim profile (handle thickness is
slip joint knife is crafted of VG-10
less than ⅜"). The flat ground drop
and was given a refined horizontal
point blade, made of 440C stainless
satin finish. With lanyard hole (no
steel, can manage any cutting task
pocket clip). Blade length: 3¼".
with ease, and the bead blasted
Thickness: 3mm. Overall length: 7¼".
titanium handle combines minimum
Weight: 2.3 oz.
weight with maximum stability. The
Item No. 01BO065
$ 104.95
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01BO310

5
Boker Plus Squail.
$ 164.95

6
Boker Plus
Squail VG-10.
$ 205.00

01BO309

7
Boker Plus
Squail Junior
VG-10.
$ 159.95

01BO313
BOKER PLUS

PREMIUM VG-10
BLADE STEEL

8
Boker Plus Bullpup.
$ 164.95

01BO311

5 BOKER PLUS SQUAIL
can change its look. While the normal
Charles Marlowe from Omaha,
Squail with its 4" blade is more of a
6 BOKER PLUS SQUAIL VG-10
Nebraska, is famous for, among other
tactical knife, the Squail Junior feels
The Squail by Charles Marlowe has
things, his tactical knife designs that
light and elegant, which classifies
developed into one of the most popular
combine everyday functionality with
it as more of a gentlemen's folding
full size pocket knives from Boker
elegance, without sacrificing function
knife. Without being delicate, the
Plus. The incomparable combination
for appearance - attracting the most
Squail Junior is sturdy enough to master
of a fully capable tactical knife with
diverse knife enthusiasts. The Squail,
any cutting chore in everyday use.
the social graces of a true gentleman
with its blade length of 4", definitely
Featuring a sturdy liner lock mechanism,
give the Squail its special charm. This
plays in the league of full sized folders.
titanium bolsters and a VG-10 blade for
new version features black polished
The liner locking, 440C stainless steel
outstanding edge retention. Includes
G-10 scales and an adjustable pocket
blade features a generously sized
clip. Premium VG-10 is used as the blade pocket clip. Blade length: 3⅜".
opening, and a fine matte finish which
Thickness: 2.8mm. Overall length:
steel, which is complemented with the
harmonizes perfectly with the matte
sleek titanium bolsters. Blade length: 4". 7½". Weight: 3.8 oz.
titanium bolsters. The handsome linen
Item No. 01BO313
$ 159.95
Overall length:  9⅜". Weight: 6.6 oz.
Micarta handle provides not only an
Item No. 01BO309
$ 205.00
elegant appearance, but a superior
8 BOKER PLUS BULLPUP
grip in all conditions. Also features
The new Bullpup from Charles Marlowe
7 BOKER PLUS SQUAIL JUNIOR
a removable pocket clip (tip-down).
is more compact than the Squail yet
Blade length: 4". Overall length:  9⅜". VG-10 – The Boker Plus Squail Junior
conceived in the same spirit. The hollow
pocket knife is a prime example for
Weight: 6.6 oz.
ground clip point blade, made of VG-10
how much a different size of a knife
Item No. 01BO310
$ 164.95

steel, is stout yet elegant, and the lines
of the entire knife reveal the skilled
hand of Charles Marlowe. The Bullpup
is equipped with a liner lock mechanism
and titanium bolsters, and the short
clip is adjustable (tip up/tip down). The
scales are made of sand blasted canvas
Micarta for a superior grip. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7¼".
Weight: 5.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO311
$ 164.95
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1
Boker Plus
Lateralus Steel.
$ 119.95

01BO777

2
Boker Plus
Lateralus G-10.
$ 104.95

01BO778

3
Boker Plus Lateralus
Blackwash.
$ 129.95

1 - 3 BOKER PLUS LATERALUS
As a former tool maker, Jason B. Stout
from Tennessee has all the technical
skills for making precision folding knives.
He does not claim to create knives for
everyone's taste, rather he realizes his
own personal style, which we feel is well
reflected in the Lateralus. The extremely
sturdy stainless steel frame lock locks
the massive, bearing-mounted blade
with stonewash finish, which is opened
with the flipper. The additional index
finger notch makes it possible to grip the
knife short for more precise work. For
the blade steel we use D2, for superior
edge retention. Includes pocket clip.
Blade length: 3½". Thickness: 3.5 oz.
Overall length: 7⅞". Weight: 4.9 oz.
Available in three versions:
1 BOKER PLUS LATERALUS STEEL
With stainless steel front scale.
Item No. 01BO777
$ 119.95
76

01BO767

2 BOKER PLUS LATERALUS G-10
With G-10 front scale.
Item No. 01BO778
$ 104.95
3 BOKER PLUS LATERALUS
BLACKWASH – With stainless steel
front scale, and black stonewash finish
on handle and blade.
Item No. 01BO767
$ 129.95
4 BOKER PLUS LANCER – As a
designer, knife maker Serge Panchenko
gained popularity with his Dog Tag
Knives from Spyderco. The new Boker
Plus Lancer clearly shows his signature,
being more of a lightweight everyday
carry than a full size pocket knife. The
compact and, above all, very flat design
allows extremely comfortable carry,
while the rugged construction creates
a smooth action and superior reliability.
The durable G-10 handle scales house a
single titanium liner, and titanium pocket

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

clip for easy carry. The blade steel is
440C stainless with a stonewash finish.
Blade length: 3". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 7". Weight: 2.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO064
$ 94.95

titanium model (above), but with a steel
frame lock and G-10 scale. Blade length:
3⅝". Thickness: 3.8mm. Overall length:
8½". Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 01BO776
$ 119.95

5 BOKER PLUS HITMAN TITAN
We have been in close contact with
Mississippi knife maker Jim Burke for
many years. The functionality of his
designs can be seen in this popular
"Hitman" model. Despite - or due to - its
straight lines, this frame lock folding
knife is highly ergonomic and extremely
versatile. The bearing-mounted VG-10
blade can be opened with the flipper
or thumb hole. The titanium scale
and frame lock complete the package.
Includes reversible pocket clip (tip-up/
tip-down). Blade length: 3⅝".
Thickness: 3.8mm. Overall length: 8½".
Weight: 5.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO775
$ 249.00

7 BOKER PLUS PICADOR – The
Picador combines elements of a tactical
deployment knife with the right
ingredients for a real gentleman's
folder. While the symmetrically shaped
blade is reminiscent of a classic
dagger, the blue anodized titanium
sinkers, the fine, high gloss polish of
the blade and the minimal weight are
clearly indicative of its elegance. The
ball-bearing blade opens with the
flipper and locks with the sturdy liner
lock. The pocket clip is milled from
G-10, and the perforated front scale
also shows much of the polished blade
when the knife is closed. A beautiful
pocket knife, in a class of its own.

6 BOKER PLUS HITMAN G-10
Same features and specifications as the

Item No. 01BO260

Blade length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7¾".
Weight: 2.9 oz.
$ 134.95
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4
Boker Plus Lancer.

01BO064

$ 94.95

5
Boker Plus Hitman
Titan.

01BO775

$ 249.00

01BO776

6
Boker Plus Hitman
G-10.

BOKER PLUS

$ 119.95

7
Boker Plus Picador.
$ 134.95

01BO260

8 BOKER PLUS NANO BLACK
The Boker Plus Nano has broken new
ground with its remarkable concept
and design by David Curtiss. The
Nano clearly shows that size and utility
value are not always correlated. Due
to its ingenious ergonomics, the Nano
sits perfectly in the hand despite its
compact size of just 4¾", and can
handle any cutting task with ease, while
providing a superior grip. The structure
of the fiberglass reinforced nylon scale
enhances the slip resistance, and the
bellied blade of 440C stainless steel

8
Boker Plus
Nano Black.
$ 72.95

ensures comfortable handling with
its large opening. An added bonus is
the pocket clip - David Curtiss, who
runs a company for water jet cutting
systems, also supplies the same pocket
clip for custom pieces. The sturdy steel
handle features a frame lock mechanism
and removable pocket clip (tip-up/
tip-down carry). Blade length: 1⅞".
Overall length:  4¾". Weight: 2.9 oz.
Item No. 01BO600
$ 72.95

01BO600
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1
Boker Plus
Griploc.

01BO042

$ 123.95

US Patent No. 7.905.022

2
Boker Plus
Griploc Clear.
$ 123.95

01BO044

3
Boker Plus
Manaro.
$ 169.95

01BO145

1 - 2 BOKER PLUS GRIPLOC
The Boker Plus Griploc is one more
stroke of genius from Grant &
Gavin Hawk, father and son custom
knifemakers. This elegant pocket
knife offers an intelligent handle
design, consisting of several parts,
which holds the blade open as long as
you hold the knife in your hand. Just
release the pressure on the handle,
and you can easily close the blade.
Additionally, the open blade can be
permanently secured by a safety slider
located at the end of the handle. The
elaborate layout and design of the
lever arm mechanism allows the unique
handling and is the masterpiece of this
construction. The AUS-8 steel blade
is opened with the flipper. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length:  7½". Weight: 3 oz.
Available in two versions:
1 BOKER PLUS GRIPLOC
With black handle scales.
Item No. 01BO042
$ 123.95
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and edge-holding capability. The ball
bearing of the two-tone blade ensures
literally friction-free flipping, while
the Rick Hinderer lock stop limits the
travel of the frame lock actuator. With
removable pocket clip (tip-up). Blade
length: 3⅜". Thickness: 3.4mm.
Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 4 oz.
Item No. 01BO773
$ 225.00

which has been proven superior in
terms of corrosion resistance and edge
holding ability. The breathtaking grind
takes the full strength of the material
near the tip of the blade, in the
2 BOKER PLUS GRIPLOC CLEAR
5 BOKER PLUS KIHON G-10
This unique piece was originally produced "arrow shaped" section, making the
Manaro a truly unique piece. In order The titanium version of the Kihon by
in a very small quantity for our sales
Lucas Burnley quickly became a popular
force. But the interest was overwhelming to be competitive with the copies
now flooding the U.S. market, we
design. This new version brings an
- customers were thoroughly intrigued by
have lowered the price substantially
additional option, with a stainless steel
the design mechanics showing how the
on this piece - which remains the
frame lock handle and front scale made
Griploc actually performs. Not only can
authentic Boker Plus Manaro. Includes of G-10. The bearing-mounted blade is
you own a working knife, now you can
pocket clip. Blade length: 3½".
made of rugged D2 steel, making the
own a true conversation piece! Same
features and specifications as the original Overall length:  8⅝". Weight: 6.5 oz. Kihon G-10 a robust and affordable knife
Item No. 01BO145
$ 169.95
for specialized and everyday use, with the
models (above), but with clear acrylic
same impressive features as the titanium
handle scales.
4 BOKER PLUS KIHON – Most knife version. Includes pocket clip (tip-up).
Item No. 01BO044
$ 123.95
enthusiasts will know Lucas Burnley
Blade length: 3⅜". Thickness: 3.4mm.
as the creator of the popular Kwaiken
Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 4.7 oz.
3 BOKER PLUS MANARO – In this
folders. His preference for Japanese
Item No. 01BO774
$ 104.95
impressive piece, Sal Manaro managed
to combine different kinds of checkering inspired knives is also evident on the
new Kihon, which evokes a completely 6 BOKER PLUS KIHON TANTO
into one harmonizing surface. The
different feel than the Kwaiken. The
The newest version of the popular Kihon,
geometry of the CNC machined
significantly more sizeable titanium
with a modified tanto style blade made
checkering is fascinating, and provides
of rugged D2 steel. The blade, stainless
outstanding comfort. The Manaro proves frame lock, in combination with
steel frame lock handle and front scale
itself as a sturdy work knife or a versatile the wider blade, predestines the
Kihon as a tactical knife but also as
boast a blackwash finish with "Rising
everyday carry piece, made with the best
Sun" texture. Includes pocket clip (tip-up).
and the toughest materials available. The a versatile utility knife for everyday
handle is crafted of titanium, and features use. The cobalt alloyed VG-10 is used Blade length: 3⅜". Thickness: 3.4mm.
as the blade steel, which impresses
Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 4.7 oz.
a sturdy frame lock mechanism. The
equally with its corrosion resistance
Item No. 01BO764
$ 109.95
blade is made of 440C stainless steel,

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com
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TITANIUM HANDLE SCALES
4
Boker Plus Kihon.
$ 225.00

01BO773

5
Boker Plus Kihon
G-10.

01BO774

$ 104.95

6
Boker Plus Kihon Tanto
$ 109.95

7
Boker Plus
Scoundrel 2nd
Gen.
$ 215.00

BOKER PLUS

01BO764

01BO761

8
Boker Plus
Dreed.

TITANIUM HANDLE SCALES

$ 134.95

01BO616

7 BOKER PLUS SCOUNDREL 2ND
GEN — The new generation of the
Scoundrel by Steve Kelly of Montana
is not only equipped with a satin
finished blade, but also with a handle
adorned with an exclusive two-tone
finish, combining matte and satin
for a truly unique look. The massive

titanium frame lock secures the blade,
8 BOKER PLUS DREED – We are
made of VG-10, and an obstacle LBS
proud to introduce this exciting new
(Lock Bar Stabilizer) keeps the lock
piece, in collaboration with Mikkel
from over-stretching. A durable knife
Willumsen from Denmark. The Dreed
with an elegant appearance. Includes
is designed as a titanium framelock
pocket clip (tip-up). Blade length: 3¼". whose excellent grip is a result of
Overall length: 7⅝". Weight: 4.7 oz.
Willsensen's talent to combine exciting
$ 215.00
Item No. 01BO761
lines with outstanding ergonomics. The

sturdy lock holds the ball-bearing 440C
blade reliably open. The Dreed proves
itself as a real utility knife, which more
than satisfies the requirements of the
demanding user. Includes pocket clip
(tip-up). Blade length: 3½". Overall

length: 8¼". Weight: 5.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO616

$ 134.95
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01BO720

1
Boker Plus
Impetus.
$ 179.95

2
Boker Plus S2.
$ 91.95

01BO160

01BO580

4
Boker Plus Bat Knife.
$ 72.95

3
Boker Plus CLB
Karambit.
$ 51.95

01BO430

1 BOKER PLUS IMPETUS
Michael Burch designs have always
stood out as something special. His
sophisticated designs are intended to
provide maximum utility, characterized
by the use of premium materials and
selective hardening of his custom knives.
The Impetus is one of his classics - an
extremely rugged knife with refined
ergonomics that can handle any cutting
chore. The 440C stainless steel blade
is hinged on an IKBS ball bearing, and
is conveniently opened with the flipper.
The handle scales are rugged G-10, set
off by stainless steel bolsters. Blade
length: 3¼". Overall length:  7¾".
Weight: 7.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO720
$ 179.95
80

2 BOKER PLUS S2 – Sniper Bladeworks
stands for the design of Lance Abernathy,
former SWAT member, and the
handiwork of Jody Muller, knifemaker
for the past 20 years. This team designs
tactical folders of a slightly different
kind. The S2 is unique due to its wide,
completely flat ground blade, which
provides phenomenal cutting performance.
The slim handle sits comfortably in your
hand and guarantees perfect control.
In addition, the thumb ramp and the
flipper protect against slipping of the
finger. The structured G-10 scales on
steel liners offer maximum stability and
a very secure grip. The reversible pocket
clip, which allows tip-up or tip-down

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

carry, and the lanyard hole complete the
package. The slim profile provides the
highest degree of carry comfort. Features
a high performance 440C stainless steel
blade and liner locking mechanism.
Blade length:  4". Overall length:  8¾".
Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 01BO160
$ 91.95

3 BOKER PLUS CLB KARAMBIT
Chad goes Karambit! This Chad Los
Banos design has it all - framelock
mechanism, G-10 handle offering

remarkable carrying comfort, and a
spring-assisted carabiner. The blade is
made of 440C stainless steel, titanium
coated, and provides outstanding cutting
performance with its recurved tanto style
shape. Includes reversible pocket clip.
Blade length: 27/8". Overall length: 73/4".
Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 01BO580
$ 51.95

4 BOKER PLUS BAT KNIFE
The first Boker Plus design from South
Africa by Kevin and Heather Harvey, or
"Heavin" as they are recognized by many.
This radial hawkbill blade design is a true

BOKER
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5
Boker Plus Caracal
Folder.

01BO771

$ 119.95

01BO772

7
Boker Plus Wildcat
Trainer.

6
Boker Plus
Wildcat.
$ 119.95

$ 89.95

BOKER PLUS

01BO779

01BO712

8
Boker Plus
Balisong Trainer.
$ 67.95

representation of their unique grinding
methods that offer a blade of extreme
sharpness. The G-10 handle scales are
designed to melt into your hands. The
blade is made of 8Cr13MoV steel, and
features a bead blast finish. Includes
lanyard and pocket clip. Overall length:
8¼". Blade length:  3¾". Weight: 6.2 oz.
Item No. 01BO430
$ 72.95

5 BOKER PLUS CARACAL FOLDER
As a modern and rugged utility
knife, the Caracal Folder, designed by
Boris Manasherov, not only features
superior durability but also outstanding
ergonomics. The G-10 scales are

6 BOKER PLUS WILDCAT
Boris Manasherov's outstanding feel for
the ergonomics and handling of a knife
is fully on display with the Wildcat. The
Karambit compels with perfect handling,
while the ball bearing supported D2
blade can either be opened softly with
the thumb hole or quickly with the
flipper. The reversible clip (l/r) provides
a secure seat in the pocket, that still
leaves the ring accessible above the
pocket hem for a quick draw. Also
features a sturdy liner lock mechanism
and stainless steel liners with G-10
handle scales. Blade length: 2⅞".
Overall length: 7⅜". Weight: 4.6 oz.
Item No. 01BO772
$ 119.95

designed with three levels and are
seated on solid stainless steel liners,
while the positioning of the grooves
provides outstanding handling even
while changing the grip. The blade is
made from D2, features a stonewash
finish and has a ball bearing support
for flawless deployment with the
flipper. The clip is reversible (l/r) and
guarantees a secure seat in the pocket.
The liner ends in an impact element
with integrated lanyard hole, while its
exposed jimping provides additional grip.
A modern all-arounder for anything life
7 BOKER PLUS WILDCAT TRAINER
might throw at you. Blade length: 3½". The Wildcat Trainer was equipped with
Overall length: 8⅜". Weight: 5.6 oz.
striking red G-10 handle scales to
Item No. 01BO771
$ 119.95
distinguish it from the original Wildcat

(above). The blade is blunt for hazard
free training in various scenarios. The
dimensions, weight, and balance are
the same as the original for more
accurate training. Blade length: 2⅞".
Thickness: 3.4mm. Overall length: 7⅜".
Weight: 4.6 oz.
Item No. 01BO779
$ 89.95

8 BOKER PLUS BALISONG TRAINER
The mechanism of this piece is similar
to a genuine Balisong knife, while the
dummy, which is installed in place
of the blade, classifies it as a pure
training device, and allows for safe
practice. The stainless steel handle
features red G-10 scales for a secure
grip. Includes pocket clip. Blade

length: 4". Overall length: 9⅛".
Weight: 5.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO712

$ 67.95
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In collaboration with:

02BO300

Glass-breaker tip
090300

1
Boker Plus Cop Tool.

2
Boker Plus Cop
Tool Sheath.
$ 30.95

$ 88.95

01BO584

3
Boker Plus
Rescom Red.
$ 55.95

01BO583

4
Boker Plus
Rescom Black.
$ 55.95

1 BOKER PLUS COP TOOL
Finally, a deployment tool that easily
covers the entire range of tasks in duty,
service, hobby and leisure. Developed
and field tested by Roy Huntington, a
police officer with more than twenty
years of experience. Now Wilson
Tactical and Boker begin an exclusive
collaboration to make this perfect tool
available for a reasonable price point.
The Cop Tool can be used as a lever,
chisel, belt cutter, scraping tool, glassbreaker, or as a multifunctional knife.
Small, compact, and extremely effective.
The bead blasted blade is made of high
performance 440C stainless steel. For
the perfect grip, even with gloves or wet
hands, Boker uses a textured G-10 for
the handle, which eliminates any danger
of slipping. The leather sheath can be
carried discreetly in the waistband, or
fits well on any gear belt next to other
82

mission tools. The Boker Plus Cop
Tool comes complete with lanyard as
shown, and makes the perfect everyday
companion. Overall length: 6".
Blade length: 1¾". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 02BO300
$ 88.95

2 BOKER PLUS COP TOOL SHEATH
For those who prefer a Kydex sheath for
the Cop Tool, model 02BO300 (above).
Allows a variety of carry positions.
Fasteners included.
$ 30.95
Item No. 090300
3 BOKER PLUS RESCOM RED
The introduction of the Subcom Folder
caught the interest of the military, who
were amazed at the cutting power
made available in such a compact
design. With the number of roll overs
and extractions involving the military
Humvees multiplying, a request was

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

delivered to design a formidable
seatbelt cutter that could be included
into their rescue kits. The resulting
Rescom not only zips through heavy
duty seatbelts, but also through heavy
boxes, strapping material, nylon cord
and rope. Cutter is made of AUS-8
steel, and the front handle scale is
fiberglass-reinforced nylon in flashy red,
ideal for emergency personnel. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length:  17/8".
Overall length:  4½". Weight: 2.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO584
$ 55.95

4 BOKER PLUS RESCOM BLACK
Same features and specifications as
model 01BO584 (above), but with a
black handle and black coated blade
for outstanding corrosion resistance
in water missions (such as rafting).
Includes pocket clip. Blade length:  17/8".
Overall length:  4½". Weight: 2.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO583
$ 55.95

5 BOKER PLUS CAMO DEFENDER
This Boker Plus model is designed to
handle any task. Rugged, functional ideal as an EDC. The aluminum handle
with reptile grip inlays provides an
extremely secure grip under any and
all circumstances. The double guards
allow super-fast deployment of the
blade, even with gloves on, and provide
added protection for the fingers during
heavy duty cutting tasks. The partially
serrated edge can easily cut through rope,
webbing, belts, etc., and the reversible
clip allows for four-way carry. Overall
length: 73/4". Blade length:  33/8".
Weight: 6.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO119
$ 33.95
6 BOKER PLUS TD – This tactical
piece from Boker Plus can handle
anything. Features a lightweight
fiberglass reinforced nylon handle with
a lanyard hole and reversible pocket clip.
The plain edge blade is made of ultra
sturdy AUS-8 steel, black-coated. Safety
backlock system. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 71/8". Weight: 3 oz.
Item No. 01BO190
$ 51.95

| FKnives
| Tactical
BOKER PLUS
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01BO119

5
Boker Plus
Camo Defender.
$ 33.95

6
Boker Plus TD.
$ 51.95

01BO190

7
Boker Plus Fastback.

BOKER PLUS

$ 69.95

01BO093

8
Boker Plus Action R.
$ 59.95

01BO094

01BO095

9
Boker Plus Action R
Blue.
7 BOKER PLUS FASTBACK – This
versatile everyday carry knife features a
sleek stainless steel handle and partially
serrated AUS-8 steel blade. The pocket
clip allows easy carry. Safety backlock
system. Blade length: 3". Overall
length: 71/8". Weight: 4 oz.
Item No. 01BO093
$ 69.95

8 BOKER PLUS ACTION R – This
versatile everyday carry knife features a
G-10 handle and partially serrated AUS8 steel blade. The pocket clip allows
easy carry. Safety backlock system.
Blade length: 3". Overall length: 71/8".
Weight: 3 oz.
Item No. 01BO094
$ 59.95

$ 59.95

9 BOKER PLUS ACTION R BLUE
Same features as the original model
(above), but with a vibrant turquoise
handle. Blade length: 3". Overall
length: 71/8". Weight: 3 oz.
Item No. 01BO095
$ 59.95
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01BO320

1
Boker Plus Savior 1.
$ 54.95

2
Boker Plus Savior 2.
$ 54.95

01BO321

3
Boker Plus Savior 3.
$ 54.95

01BO322

companion. Blade length: 3⅜".
Overall length: 7½". Weight: 2.1
oz. Available in five models:

1 - 3 BOKER PLUS SAVIOR
The new rescue knife series
Boker Plus Savior is intended not
only for the user who wants to
be equipped in the event of an
accident to help themselves or
others, but also for professional
users who carry the knife on
the job as a rescue tool. Solid
steel liners carry fiberglassreinforced synthetic scales that
feature directly overmolded
grip-enhancing red TPR rubber
inlays in strategic places. This
provides secure handling even
in wet or cold conditions and in
stress situations. The replaceable
glass-breaker on the pommel
reliably punctures any side glass
panel, while the retractable belt
cutter allows belts to be cut even
close to the body without risk of
injury. The blade steel is high
performance 12C27. Includes
84

removable pocket clip (tip-down)
and premium nylon belt pouch.
Available in three versions:

4 - 8 BOKER PLUS USA SERIES
We are proud to offer this highly
requested series of Boker Plus
knives - made in the USA! This is
1 BOKER PLUS SAVIOR 1
the first series proudly made in
Features a plain edge blade with
removable thumb stud, and red handle America by Fox Knives USA. The
functional design was brought to
inlays. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
us by German custom knifemaker
length: 8¼". Weight: 6.1 oz.
Raimund Lhotak. The low profile
Item No. 01BO320
$ 54.95
handles are made of high quality
fiberglass reinforced nylon, which
2 BOKER PLUS SAVIOR 2
Features a partially serrated blade with provides a secure grip, even in
flipper, and black handle scales. Blade extreme weather conditions. The
blades are made of premium
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 8⅜".
154CM steel, offering outstanding
Weight: 5.6 oz.
cutting performance, and are
Item No. 01BO321
$ 54.95
secured by a sturdy lockback
mechanism with a Boye-dent. The
3 BOKER PLUS SAVIOR 3
universal blade shape and light
Features a partially serrated blade
weight allow for even heavy duty
with flipper, and yellow handle inlays.
cutting chores. The reversible
Blade length: 3⅜". Overall length:
pocket clip and lanyard hole make
8⅜". Weight: 5.6 oz.
this new design the ideal everyday
Item No. 01BO322
$ 54.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

4 BOKER PLUS USA BLACK SATIN
The classic model, with a satin finished
blade.
Item No. 01BO370
$ 109.95
5 BOKER PLUS USA BLACK
The tactical version, with a partially
serrated, black coated blade.
Item No. 01BO371
$ 114.95
6 BOKER PLUS USA ORANGE
The bushcraft version, with a vibrant
orange handle and satin finished blade.
Item No. 01BO372
$ 109.95
7 BOKER PLUS USA COYOTE
The hiker's version, with a stonewash
finished blade for heavy duty use.
Item No. 01BO373
$ 109.95
8 BOKER PLUS USA BLUE
The LE version, with a gun metal blue
handle and satin finished blade.
Item No. 01BO374
$ 109.95

BOKERPLUS
PLUS| | TTactical
actical Knives
Knives | | Folding
Knives
FoldingKnives
BOKER

01BO370

4
Boker Plus USA
Black Satin.
$ 109.95

5
Boker Plus USA
Black.
$ 114.95

01BO372

154CM BLADE STEEL

6
Boker Plus USA
Orange.

BOKER PLUS

01BO371

01BO373

$ 109.95

7
Boker Plus USA Coyote.
$ 109.95

01BO374

8
Boker Plus USA
Blue.
$ 109.95
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02BO110

02BO160

3
Boker Plus
Rampage.

02BO190

$ 154.95

incomparable safe and secure handling
in any situation. Comes in a collector's
case and includes a high quality
leather sheath. Blade length:  7½".
Overall length:  12⅞". Weight: 15.5 oz.
Item No. 02BO190
$ 379.00

2
Boker Plus
Valkyrie.
1
Boker Plus
Kressler
Subhilt
Fighter.

$ 164.95

$ 379.00

1 BOKER PLUS KRESSLER SUBHILT
FIGHTER – Dietmar Kressler, one of
Germany's most famous knifemakers,
is our partner in one of the most
demanding and challenging projects
we have ever introduced into our Boker
Plus Series. The result was worth
the long period of hard work. The
handguard, as well as the second hilt
and handle butt are all an integral
part of the knife, which is drop forged
to the final shape. One solid piece of
steel, without any separate parts like
bolsters or guards. As an additional
feature, we added a tapered tang. This
complex and elaborate production
procedure results in an extremely
solid piece with a unique and noble
appearance. As blade steel, we chose
440C stainless, which is well proven
with its outstanding edge retention
and corrosion resistance. Black canvas
Micarta, fastened with stainless steel
tubes, provides an excellent grip and an
attractive contrast to the mirror polished
surface. The second hilt provides an
86
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2 BOKER PLUS VALKYRIE – A
modern interpretation of the classic
Vietnam bowies. The blade features a
satin finish going off into two different
directions (for a two-tone finish), has
an impressive thickness of 6mm, and
is made of 440C stainless steel with
excellent edge-holding capability. The
crossguard is made of stainless steel
and offers plenty of safety, even under
rugged field use. The extensively ground
Micarta handles are ergonomically
shaped for a comfortable and secure grip,
and contain a red fiber layer underneath.
The handles are fastened to the tang
by the use of mosaic pins, which are
ordinarily only seen on custom knives
due to costly production, and create a
unique appearance. A must-have for the
collector! With its approved concept and
sturdy dimensions it can also be used
as a reliable outdoor knife for a variety
of cutting chores. Includes a premium
leather sheath. Blade length:  7¼".
Overall length:  122/3". Weight:  16.4 oz.
Item No. 02BO160
$ 164.95
3 BOKER PLUS RAMPAGE
The Rampage, designed by famous
knifemaker R. J. Martin, is a purely tactical
knife. 4¾" of super-aggressive, deep
hollow ground 440C stainless steel blade
meshed with a super-ergonomic handle.
Lock your hand into the deep finger
grooves in the durable black Micarta
handle and serrated thumb ramp in either
a straight or a reverse grip. You‘ve never

BOKER PLUS | Tactical
& Outdoor
Fixed Blades
BOKER
PLUS | |Tactical
Knives

02BO289

4
Boker Plus
Accomplice.

02BO800

02BO285

$ 109.95

BOKER PLUS

02BO175

5
Boker Plus
Kwaiken
Fixed Blade.
$ 104.95

BURNLEY

6
Boker
Plus Steel
Ranger.

held anything like it! The Rampage comes
with a custom injection-molded ABS sheath,
which allows almost infinite carry options
on belts, clothing or gear. Overall length:
9½". Weight: 5.8 oz.
Item No. 02BO110
$ 154.95

4 BOKER PLUS ACCOMPLICE – The
Accomplice by John Gray is a very
compact EDC or backup knife, which,
with its slender handle and ring,
combines superior carry comfort with
discretion. The G-10 scales provide a
secure grip, and are fully contoured
for added comfort. The blade steel is
Sandvik 14C28N, with a stonewash finish.
Includes Kydex sheath, ball chain and
small belt adapter. Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length: 7⅞". Weight: 3.9 oz.
Item No. 02BO175
$ 109.95
5 BOKER PLUS KWAIKEN FIXED
BLADE – While the Kwaiken was
originally a fixed blade knife, Lucas
Burnley transformed this concept very

$ 69.95

successfully into a folding knife in its
many versions, which turned out to be
a masterful design. Now he is going
"back to the roots." We now present the
fixed blade version for carrying on the
belt or gear. The full tang construction
is made of the Swedish Sandvik steel
14C28N (nitrogen-alloyed) and has
handle scales made of black G-10.
Comes complete with a Kydex sheath
and belt adapter. Blade length: 3⅝".
Thickness: 3.8mm. Overall length: 8⅜".
Weight: 3.4 oz.
Item No. 02BO800
$ 104.95

6 BOKER PLUS STEEL RANGER
The outdoor version of our popular
Steelmariner. Featuring ranger green
G-10 handle scales, and an extremely
sturdy and versatile 440C stainless
steel blade with beveled edges on one
side, ideal for outdoor use. Includes a
leather sheath with clip, for comfortable
and discreet carry. Blade length: 4".
Overall length:  8⅞". Weight: 5.3 oz.
Item No. 02BO289
$ 69.95

7
Boker Plus
Steelmariner.
$ 65.95

corresponding plain edge. The handle
is durable G-10 with oval cutouts for
weight reduction and tie offs. Includes
a Kydex sheath and belt adapter.
Blade length: 4". Overall length:  8".
Weight: 6.5 oz.
$ 65.95
Item No. 02BO285

7 BOKER PLUS STEELMARINER
This versatile knife is not only ideal
for diving, but also all around outdoor
use. The titanium coated 440C stainless
steel blade provides the best of both
worlds, an aggressive serrated edge and
87
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1
Boker Plus
Piranha.
$ 67.95

2
Boker Plus
Tac-Neck.
$ 59.95

02BO005

02BO006

02BO271

3
Boker Plus
Rhino.
$ 92.95

02BO273

1 BOKER PLUS PIRANHA
"Each of my knife designs starts with
curves drawn on a piece of paper. Once
the base note is down, I erase various
lines until the design feels right. There
are few straight lines in nature, and
curves give a knife an organic feel,"
explains designer E. Scott McGhee. "A
knife should flow like a river, a tree, or
the human form, and the Piranha is no
exception. It’s a little knife with a big
bite that feels good in the hand and
appeals to the eye. It is also a tactical
EDC that is equally comfortable opening
boxes or skinning a deer. As a bonus, it
has a sheath designed to fit comfortably
in various positions on the body. Boker
nailed my design, as the Piranha is both
beautiful and functional. It is art you can
wear and appreciate every day."
As a compact outdoor knife that can
either be worn as a neck knife or on the
belt using the included belt adapter, the
88

4
Boker Plus
BOB.
$ 198.95

Piranha from E. Scott McGhee, knife
designer and ABS Mastersmith, is a
strong but compact all-arounder. The full
tang is exposed on the end of the handle
scale to support convenient use of a fire
starter. The heavy clip point 440C blade
is large enough for most outdoor chores,
yet small enough for exceptionally
comfortable carry. The handle scales are
made from two-toned G-10. Includes
Kydex sheath. Blade length: 3". Overall
length: 6⅛". Weight: 3.6 oz.
Item No. 02BO005
$ 67.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

2 BOKER PLUS TAC-NECK
The unusual combination of a fully
functional four-finger handle and a
rather short blade embodies several
advantages. For instance, the knife can
be carried comfortably, but without
having to accept compromises with
respect to ergonomics. The outstanding
blade control along with the effective
force transfer make using this piece a
true pleasure. The pronounced index
finger and thumb grooves provide
extremely secure handling, while also
facilitating heavy duty operation. The

handle features slip resistant textured
G-10 scales and boasts a large lanyard
hole. 440C blade steel. Includes a
Kydex sheath and ball chain. Blade
length: 2⅝". Overall length: 6⅜".
Weigght: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 02BO006
$ 59.95

3 BOKER PLUS RHINO
A knife that you will just need to
own. The Rhino has already been a
very successful handmade custom piece
from Jesper Voxnaes. This Boker Plus
version, with the same elite blade lines,
creates a curved cutting edge and offers
a huge amount of utility for a variety
of tasks. From outdoors to carving,

BOKER
PLUS
BOKER
PLUS| |Tactical
Tactical& &Outdoor
Outdoor| |Fixed
Blades
FixedBlades

5
Boker Plus
Gnome Stag.

02BO268

$ 88.95

from preparing game to a modern
EDC - the Rhino does it all! Blade steel
is 12C27, and the handle is crafted of a
contoured G-10. Includes black lanyard
and Kydex sheath, Tek-Lok compatible
(Tek-Lok not included). Blade length:  3".
Overall length:  6". Weight: 3.8 oz.
$ 92.95
Item No. 02BO271

02BO270

6
Boker Plus
Gnome.

4 BOKER PLUS BOB
Another incredible design from Jesper
Voxnaes. A monster of a knife, featuring
an AUS-8 steel blade with a thickness of
7mm! The contoured, three-dimensional
canvas Micarta handles offer a secure
grip in any condition. The blade
grind allows for a balanced cutting
performance without reducing the
heft. In clear terms, this knife is "built
like a tank!" Includes Kydex sheath
and belt adapter. Blade length: 3¾".
Overall length:  7¾". Weight: 9.5 oz.
$ 198.95
Item No. 02BO273

7
Boker Plus
Gnome Olive.
$ 53.95

02BO238

8
Boker Plus Sanyougo.
$ 78.95

BOKER PLUS

5 BOKER PLUS GNOME STAG
We are very proud to present the
VoxKnives Gnome Stag, as a Boker Plus
exclusive design. This neck knife from
Jesper Voxnaes will captivate you with its
ultra compact design and carry comfort.
The rugged stag handle scales provide a
secure and comfortable grip, even with
a knife of this compact size, and present
an attractive contrast with the bright
red fiber layers. Blade steel is 12C27.
Includes a quality leather belt sheath.
Blade length: 2". Overall length:  4".
Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 02BO268
$ 88.95

$ 58.95

03BO050

6 BOKER PLUS GNOME
Same features and specifications as
the stag model (item 02BO268), but
with contoured green canvas Micarta
handles. Includes a Kydex sheath.
Blade length: 2". Overall length:  4".
Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 02BO270
$ 58.95
7 BOKER PLUS GNOME OLIVE
The pristine version of our tremendously
successful Gnome by Jesper Voxnaes.
This new model features beautifully
grained olive wood scales and red fiber
underlays. The blade is made of 440C
stainless steel. Comes complete with a
leather belt sheath. Blade length: 2".
Overall length:  4". Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 02BO238
$ 53.95
8 BOKER PLUS SANYOUGO
Cooking is everywhere! The SanYouGo
by Jesper Voxnaes is a classic Santoku
reduced to the essentials. This concept
allows the user to be closer to the
action, with the forefinger on the back
of the blade, and the short, arched
handle in the palm, held by the middle
and ring fingers, offering maximum
control. The rugged handle scales

9
Boker Plus
Sanyougo Green.
$ 59.95

03BO051

are G-10 with a red fiber layer, and
the blade is 12C27 steel for ultimate
sharpness. Includes a leather sheath
(without belt loop). Perfect for camping,
picnicking, you name it - the ultimate
outdoor companion! Blade length: 3⅜".
Overall length:  5⅝". Weight: 2.5 oz.
Item No. 03BO050
$ 78.95

9 BOKER PLUS SANYOUGO
GREEN – Same impressive features
and specifications as the original model
(Item No. 03BO050), but with green
canvas Micarta handle scales and a
satin finished blade made of 4116 steel.
Blade length: 3⅜". Overall length:  5⅝".
Weight: 2.5 oz.
Item No. 03BO051
$ 59.95
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1
Boker Plus
Bushcraft
Kormoran.
$ 134.95

02BO381

02BO298

2
Boker Plus Bushcraft
Next Generation.
$ 99.95

02BO002

3
Boker Plus Mako.
$ 129.95

1 BOKER PLUS BUSHCRAFT
KORMORAN – Hungarian master
2 BOKER PLUS BUSHCRAFT NEXT
knifemaker Sándor Hegyes has
GENERATION – Better is the enemy
specialized in professional and
of good. This old proverb also applies
straightforward outdoor knives, which
without fail to our redesigned Bushcraft.
with their high functionality inspire
Most importantly, the next generation
every fan of the great outdoors. The
has the concave grind, popular among
Bushcraft Kormoran combines sleekness bush crafters. It is ground convex
with high stability and excellent
down to the point without use of a
ergonomics, which document the
distinct edge phase. The blade steel
long outdoor experience of Sándor
is high performance 440C stainless.
Hegyes. The handle sits perfectly in
The contoured Micarta handle scales
the hand, and with its milling is also
provide outstanding handling, leaving
very comfortable for longer chores. The nothing to be desired for bush craft
blade is made of Sandvik 14C28N and
use! Includes a premium leather sheath.
boasts a black stonewash finish. The
Blade length: 4". Overall length: 8¾".
slightly protruding end of the handle
Weight: 7.4 oz.
is designed as a striking piece, and
Item No. 02BO298
$ 99.95
features a lanyard hole. Includes Kydex
sheath and belt adapter for easy carry.
3 BOKER PLUS MAKO – The
Blade length: 4¾". Overall length:
elaborately milled G-10 handle scales
9⅝". Weight: 8.3 oz.
on the Mako not only ensure its
Item No. 02BO381
$ 134.95
special visual appeal, but also provide
90
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outstanding ergonomics on this compact
outdoor and EDC knife. The Mako, from
Danny Parris of Atlanta, Georgia, is
therefore a valuable everyday companion
and compels with versatility and
maximum utility. The orange/red fiber
spacers underneath the scales provide a
distinct contrast to the dark acid washed
finish on the 440C stainless steel blade.
The special millwork on the spine gives
the thumb additional support. Includes
a Kydex sheath and belt adapter. Blade
length: 4". Overall length: 8⅛".
Weight: 7.3 oz.
Item No. 02BO002
$ 129.95

4 BOKER PLUS COWBOY
CROSSDRAW – New Mexico custom
knifemaker Don Hethcoat provided us
with this stout and formidable stag
fixed blade, the Cowboy Crossdraw.

The upswept blade of 440C stainless
steel provides all the punch needed
for everyday work chores, as well as
providing an excellent skinning knife.
The unique leather sheath, with sewn-in
magnet, is worn to enable quick draw,
as well as comfortable carry when on
horseback or cruising on a motorcycle.
Blade length: 2⅞". Overall length: 6⅜".
Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 02BO515
$ 108.95

5 BOKER PLUS COWBOY
CROSSDRAW BONE – Same
impressive features and specifications
as the original (model 02BO515,
above), but with a jigged brown bone
handle. Blade length: 2⅞". Overall
length: 6⅜". Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 02BO516
$ 84.95
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7 BOKER PLUS OSCAR MIKE
Bill Coye, who completed the transition
from crime scene cleanup to full time
knife maker last year, undeniably has
a special feel for ergonomics and
utility. Following the Ridgeback, the
Oscar Mike is his second design for
Boker Plus and offers a full size outdoor
and tactical knife that leaves nothing
to be desired. The long handle is not
only suited for large hands, but also
provides different grip option from far
back for jobs that require power, or
chocked up right behind the blade for
precision chores. The dark
6 stonewash
finish on the 440C stainless steel blade
beautifully accentuates the three-tone
machined G-10 scales, giving the Oscar
Mike a unique visual appeal. Includes
a fitted Kydex sheath and belt adapter.
Blade length: 4¾". Overall length:
9⅞". Weight: 8.2 oz.
$ 179.95
Item No. 02BO064

02BO515

4
Boker Plus Cowboy
Crossdraw.
$ 108.95

5
Boker Plus Cowboy
Crossdraw Bone.

02BO516

$ 84.95

BOKER PLUS

6 BOKER PLUS RIDGEBACK
Bill Coye from Tulsa, Oklahoma,
joined the world of knife making just
a few years ago. Being a passionate
hunter in his free time, he knows
exactly what to expect from a good
knife. His new "Ridgeback" is small
enough to be carried very comfortably
for everyday use, but just big enough
for serious heavy duty tasks. The
blade is high performance 440C
stainless steel, and the rugged handle
scales are milled G-10 with a black
fiber underlay. The Kydex sheath
allows various carry options on your
belt or gear. The perfect all-around
companion! Blade length:  3⅜".
Overall length:  6¾". Weight: 5.3 oz.
Item No. 02BO060
$ 95.95

02BO060

6
Boker Plus
Ridgeback.
$ 95.95

02BO064

7
Boker Plus
Oscar Mike.
$ 179.95
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09BO110

09BO100

1
Boker Plus
Vox T-Hawk.
$ 136.95

2
Boker Plus
Tomahook.
$ 169.95
Includes two lengths of paracord (one olive green
and one orange).

1 BOKER PLUS VOX T-HAWK
Jesper Voxnaes is not only renowned
for his ingenious knife designs - he
has also created some impressive
concepts in the area of tomahawks.
The Vox T-Hawk is an example of
his characteristic versatility and
functionality. The sturdy construction is
made of one single piece of SK5 carbon
steel, which has been equipped with
a resistant powder coating to protect
it against corrosion. The cutting edge
is hollow ground, to ensure extreme
sharpness, and can master a great
multitude of cutting chores. The G-10
92

scales have been threefold screwed and
can be easily removed. Alternatively,
a paracord handle wrapping can be
fitted, which is included in olive and in
orange. Openings in the tang reduce
the weight and facilitate the fitting of
the wrapping. All this in a fascinating
tool that clearly stands out with its
unique design. Comes complete with
nylon sheath. Thickness (without
scales): 6mm. Overall length: 13¾".
Head width: 7¾". Edge length: 3½".
Weight: 1.75 lbs.
Item No. 09BO100
$ 136.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

2 BOKER PLUS TOMAHOOK
Colin Despins, a designer of tactical
resources here in the U.S., brings us
to this completely new design of a
tactical tomahawk. The "Tomahook"
design is inspired by the Celts, Vikings
and Native Americans, offering a high
degree of functionality and versatility.
Highly effective as a hatchet, with its
wide, sharp edge, it can also be used
as a lever, as the top of the axe head is
sharpened like a chisel. The Tomahook

BOKER PLUS | Tactical & Outdoor | Fixed Blades

09BO111

is also well suited not only as a shovel,
but even as a skinning knife with its
razor sharp edge. In addition, the handle
can be engaged securely behind the
cutting edge, making finer cutting tasks
possible, and the recess doubles as a
hook, for various applications. The back
of the axe head has a rounded point of
impact, which is ideal as a glass-breaker
or pounding tool. The recessed G-10
scales not only provide a comfortable
and secure grip, almost every point of
the tang is usable as a tool. There is
even a grip on the ax head to allow safe
use as an impact tool. Crafted of SK5
carbon steel with corrosion-resistant
coating, this is truly a high class tactical
tool with maximum versatility. Includes
a specially designed Kydex sheath.
Thickness (without scales): 4.5mm.
Overall length:  18⅛". Cutting edge
length: 5⅝". Weight: 1.8 lbs.
Item No. 09BO110
$ 169.95

3 BOKER PLUS CARNIVORE
Jim Burke's past as a SWAT team
member has placed him in countless
situations where it was necessary
to forcibly enter a room or building
within seconds. His extensive
experience from this, paired with
his talent for knife design, brings us
the ultimate tool - the Boker Plus
Carnivore. Made from powder coated
SK5 carbon steel and equipped with
contoured G-10 scales, the Carnivore
is frighteningly effective. Both the
primary blade edge and the back tip
are equally effective at working their
way through just about any material.
The slightly angled shape is the result
of a biomechanical motion analysis
conducted by Jim Burke alongside a

BOKER PLUS

09BO114

6
4
Boker Plus
Chicken Hawk
SK5.

3
Boker Plus
Carnivore.

$ 189.95

$ 185.95

scientist, in an attempt to obtain an
optimum impact angle in relation to
motion. Includes Kydex sheath. Head
width: 6½". Blade length: 2½".
Overall length:  14¼". Weight: 2.3 lbs.
Item No. 09BO111
$ 185.95

4 BOKER PLUS CHICKEN HAWK SK5
The new Chicken Hawk by D.J.
Urbanovsky is equipped for even more
power with the non-stainless SK5
carbon steel. This steel has already

proven itself in many of our Tomahawks,
and gives the Chicken Hawk even more
potential. The black powder coating
increases corrosion resistance. The
Chicken Hawk is distinguished by its
extreme compactness, which makes
it much more versatile in terms of
transport and traction than a Hawk of
classic size. The included Kydex sheath

can be worn on the belt, or with the
proper equipment, under the arm. The
ergonomically shaped handle not only
allows for classic chopping, but also
makes it suitable for fine work, be it
carving or cutting. Cutting edge length:

2¼". Overall length: 9⅛". Weight: 20 oz.
Item No. 09BO114

$ 189.95
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2
Boker Plus Easedrop.
$ 104.95

02BO182

1
Boker Plus Rambler.
$ 51.95

02BO008

3
Boker Plus
Trigonaut.
$ 112.95

02BO280

02BO275

4
Boker Plus Besh-Wedge®
Neck Knife.
$ 45.95

1 BOKER PLUS RAMBLER
This design, by Austrian designer
Raimund Lhotak, stands out with
its unconventional yet appealing
appearance. Due to the slim handle and
the generously dimensioned thumb ramp,
the compact Rambler rests comfortably
in your hand. The black and blue G-10
scales and the satin finished blade create
an attractive, classy look. The blade is
made of high performance 440C stainless
steel. Includes a leather sheath with belt
loop. Blade length: 2¾". Overall length:
5⅜". Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 02BO182
$ 51.95
94

2 BOKER PLUS EASEDROP
Mickey Yurco is a real talent when it
comes to handle design. His designs
are often unusual, but convince
immediately at the first "grip test."
His Easedrop is a compact everyday
and outdoor knife, which despite its
compact dimensions fits perfectly in
the hand, and with the blade thickness
of 4.1mm is also well suited for heavy
use. The blade is made of high polished
AUS-8 steel, and the handle scales are
crafted of rugged G-10. Includes a
premium black leather sheath. Blade

length: 3". Overall length: 6¾".
Weight: 4.6 oz.
Item No. 02BO008

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

$ 104.95

3 BOKER PLUS TRIGONAUT
David Mosier, Missouri custom
knifemaker, is well known for his tactical
fixed blades. This piece, with its modified
Wharncliffe style blade made of 440C
stainless steel, shows a soft upward
curved cutting edge, which improves EDC
versatility without losing its character.
The milled two-tone G-10 handle offers
excellent ergonomics, along with a
stunning appearance. Sheath included.
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length:  7¼".
Weight: 5.5 oz.
Item No. 02BO280
$ 112.95
4 BOKER PLUS BESH-WEDGE® NECK
KNIFE – Canadian knifemaker Brent
Beshara is known for his unique blade
style called the Besh-Wedge®, which

uses the full thickness of blade material
completely up to the blade tip, providing
maximum stability. The Neck Wedge
transfers this concept to the world of the
comfortable-to-carry back up knives. The
blade steel is 440C stainless, getting
optimum corrosion resistance by a
titanium coating. Grip enhancing G-10
scales and a Kydex sheath complete the
package and provide the demanding
user with a professional tactical tool.
Blade length:  4¼". Overall length:  7¼".
Weight: 2.5 oz.
Item No. 02BO275
$ 45.95

5 BOKER PLUS GITFO-DA – The
compact version of the extremely
ergonomic GITFO by D.J. Urbanovsky
offers the same grippiness, but presents
itself as a neck knife due to its shorter
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5
Boker Plus
Gitfo-DA.
$ 59.95

6
Boker Plus
GITFO.

02BO054

$ 108.95

02BO057

BOKER PLUS

02BO056

7
Boker Plus M2.
$ 149.95

8
Boker Plus Colubris.
$ 108.95

length. The bead chain and Kydex sheath
make the GITFO-DA comfortable to wear
around the neck and easy to reach. The
sheath can also be equipped to attach
to a belt for added versatility. Crafted of
high performance 440C stainless steel.
Blade length: 2⅛". Thickness: 5mm.
Overall length: 5⅜". Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 02BO054
$ 59.95

6 BOKER PLUS GITFO
D.J. Urbanovsky is already a fixed entity
to many knife enthusiasts as the designer
of the popular Colubris. His GITFO is a
minimalistic knife that provides superior
carry comfort due to its low profile and
compact full-steel design. The ring on
the pommel ensure various grip and
handling options and makes the GITFO

02BO055

an outstanding backup that can not
only be worn on the belt but can just
as easily work as a large neck knife. In
combination with the ring, the grooves
and riffling on the handle and blade
ensure superior ergonomics. Made from
440C stainless steel, with stonewash
finish. Includes a slim Kydex sheath, belt
adapter and ball chain. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 6⅞". Weight: 2.4 oz.
Item No. 02BO057
$ 108.95

7 BOKER PLUS M2
The new M2 from D.J. Urbanovsky is a
synthesis of the Colubris with the M13,
and gains a good bit in length - with a
blade length of 6", the M2 will tackle
the requirements for a camp knife with
ease. The trusted ergonomics, Santoku-

like blade shape, and 440C stainless
steel make the M2 a true all-arounder
that will easily tackle any outdoor task.
The characteristic millwork on the G-10
scales and the deep grooves in the
handle and spine provide secure, no-slip
handling. Includes a Kydex sheath and
belt adapter. Blade length: 6". Overall
length: 10½". Weight: 10.7 oz.
Item No. 02BO056
$ 149.95

8 BOKER PLUS COLUBRIS
D.J. Urbanovsky from American Kami
brings us this exceptional piece. The
characteristic blade of his new Colubris
can be best described as a modified
Wharncliffe, where the cutting edge
shows a slight upward curve, to
maximize the versatility without limiting
the effectiveness of free hand pulling

cuts or slash cuts. The olive drab G-10
scales provide a secure grip, which is
enhanced with the milled logos and
notches in the scales and tang. The
protruding end of the blade tang can
be used as an impact tool for added
versatility. The blade is crafted of 440C
stainless steel with a stonewash finish.
Includes a Kydex sheath with belt clip
for various carrying options. Blade
length: 4¼". Overall length: 8⅞".
Weight: 8 oz.
$ 108.95
Item No. 02BO055
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02BO272

02BO293

1
Boker Plus
Rold.
$ 198.95

SK5 CARBON STEEL
D2 STEEL

2
Boker Plus
Rold SK5.
$ 189.95

1 BOKER PLUS ROLD – With the Rold
from VoxKnives, we have a new player
on the Boker Plus team, which fills the
void for a real camp knife. The massive
full tang construction with mounted
G-10 scales provides, in combination
with the extremely tough D2 tool steel,
extraordinary ruggedness with the flat
grind, offering outstanding cutting
capabilities. The rivet tubes not only
reduce the weight of the knife, but also
allow the addition of a lanyard. The
additional index finger choil gives the
ability to grab the handle "short" for
better control in fine and precise cutting
96

led us to introduce this new version of
the original (model 02BO272, above).
The ease of re-sharpening compared
to chrome steels, is an enormous
advantage for many users. Therefore,
we are pleased to offer one of our most
popular camp and outdoor knives, with
the high quality SK5 carbon steel. The
powder coating of the blade provides
outstanding corrosion protection. The
tasks, while the notched thumb ramp
green canvas Micarta handle scales
and the dove tail shaped handle butt
provide a secure and comfortable
maximize the control in chopping and
grip. Includes a newly designed nylon
other heavy duty chores. The red fiber
sheath with puncture protection.
layers add a subtle contrast to the handle. Blade length: 6". Overall length: 11".
The very well balanced design clearly
Weight: 10.3 oz.
shows the long years of experience from Item No. 02BO293
$ 189.95
Jesper Voxnaes regarding the demands
of hunting and the outdoors. Includes
3 BOKER PLUS ROLD BLACK – This
Kydex sheath and adapter. Blade
version of the highly popular Boker Plus
length: 6". Overall length: 11".
Rold is nearly 100% corrosion resistant,
Weight: 10.5 oz.
with a blade made of D2 tool steel.
Item No. 02BO272
$ 198.95
Features blasted canvas Micarta handle
scales, and a corrosion resistant powder
2 BOKER PLUS ROLD SK5 – For
coating on the blade and tang. Includes
many outdoor enthusiasts, a carbon
Kydex sheath and adapter. Blade length: 6".
steel blade is still the preferred material Overall length: 11". Weight: 10.5 oz.
when it comes to practical use, which
Item No. 02BO292
$ 215.00

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3
Boker Plus
Rold Black.
$ 215.00

02BO292

4 BOKER PLUS OUTDOORSMAN
Compact but stout, and 100% suited
for utility. The full tang and 4.3mm
blade thickness provide maximum
durability, while the protruding pommel
is shaped into a hammer surface. The
over molded CFC handle has a large grip
zone made from TPR, providing secure
and comfortable handling, even in wet
or cold conditions. The blade is made
from 12C27 and features a titanium
finish for superior corrosion resistance.
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4
Boker Plus
Outdoorsman.
$ 59.95

5
Boker Plus
Blacklist.
$ 159.95

6
Boker Plus
Apparo.
$ 215.00

02BO004

The milled checkering in the
handle ensures a secure grip
when the cording is removed.

BOKER PLUS

02BO001

02BO007

The bore in the tang not only supports
attaching a lanyard, but also allows
simple fastening to a stick to be used
as a makeshift harpoon. A compact
everyday companion for any outdoor
situation or hunting chore. Includes
Cordura sheath. Blade length: 3¾".
Overall length: 8". Weight: 5.2 oz.
Item No. 02BO004
$ 59.95

5 BOKER PLUS BLACKLIST
Hungary-based Kornel Kiss designed
the Blacklist as a heavy duty field and
outdoor knife. It not only scores with
its stocky, versatile blade, made of
440C stainless steel, but also with its
superior handling. The bellied blade
even brings hunting uses into the wide
range of intended applications. In
combination with the high swung flat
grind, the strong full tang with 5mm
blade thickness provides a pronounced
balance of strength and cutting power.
The rugged G-10 handle scales provide
a secure and comfortable grip. A
real outdoor all-arounder. Includes a
Kydex sheath and belt adapter. Blade
length: 4⅞". Overal length: 10".
Weight: 10.3 oz.
Item No. 02BO007
$ 159.95

6 BOKER PLUS APPARO – Over
the years, the knife market has seen
numerous survival knives with hollow
handles. Many of which can only be
regarded as mere show pieces, due to
a lack of stability. However, Newton
Martin from Texas has developed
a construction which is virtually
indestructible, despite the screwed tang
and handle. Extreme bending tests
with this fixed blade have permanently
deformed the blade before any kind of
weak points were noticeable at the point
of connection. International experts
have been highly enthusiastic about the
presentation of these custom knives, and
now we are extremely proud to present
this successful concept by Martin Knives

as an exclusive Boker Plus product. The
massive blade has a thickness of 6mm,
and is made of high performance 440C
stainless steel. The construction of the
handle provides an entirely waterproof
compartment inside the handle, for the
safe storage of additional equipment

(not included). The cord wrapping of the
handle not only increases the grip but
also provides several valuable meters
of stable rope in case of an emergency.
Due to the milled checkering, the
handle also provides a safe amount of
grip in various conditions without the
wrapping. The prominent handguard
enhances the secure handling of the
knife. The handle and blade have a
matte, non-reflective blasted finish. A
knife without compromise, ready for
any adventure! Includes a high quality
black leather sheath. Blade length: 7".
Overall length:  12⅜". Weight: 1.1 lbs.
Item No. 02BO001
$ 215.00
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02BO257

1
Boker Plus
Ammonit.
$ 39.95

2
Boker Plus
Hawkit.
$ 39.95

09BO098

Glass-breaker tip

09BO310

3
Boker Plus
Access Tool.
$ 45.95

02BO030

4
Boker Plus
Newton Martin
K-Bit.
$ 55.95

02BO230

5
Boker Plus Mini
Slik Tanto.
$ 55.95

98
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1 BOKER PLUS AMMONIT – A
practical, compact neck knife that not
only has a standard blade but also a
cleverly designed belt cutter, which can
be safely used to great effect while the
knife is in the sheath. The large grip
hole for the finger ensures easy pulling
of the knife for everyday uses but is
also used to employ the belt cutter for
a secure position of the sheath on the
primary blade, which is crafted of 440C
stainless steel. This prevents the tensile
forces applied during rip cutting from
releasing it from its sheath. Includes a
Kydex sheath and belt adapter. Blade
length: 1⅝". Overall length: 3⅜".
Weight: 1.1 oz.
Item No. 02BO257
$ 39.95
2 BOKER PLUS HAWKIT – At first
glance, an axe as a neck knife may be
puzzling. But anyone who picks up
the Hawkit from Jon Graham instantly
realizes that this is indeed a tool to be
taken seriously. While splitting wood
and cutting down trees is admittedly
not the domain of this "neck axe," the
Hawkit is a real helper as a compact
knife, nail puller, mini crowbar, bottle
opener, and for loosening shackles or
holding bits. Featuring 440C blade
steel with a symmetric grind. Includes
a kydex sheath and ball chain. Blade
length: 1". Overall length: 3¾".
Weight: 1.5 oz.
Item No. 09BO098
$ 39.95
3 BOKER PLUS ACCESS TOOL – For
a long time we have been looking for
a good multi-purpose prying tool for
the key ring or pocket, and couldn't
find anything satisfying. So we started
our own project, together with Jesper
Voxnaes. The result is the Boker Plus VAT,
which not only comes in handy for prying
tasks, but also works great as a bottle
opener, nail puller, shackle opener and
carabiner. A highlight of this versatile
tool is the carbide glass-breaker, which
is located between the two protective
o-rings. The VAT is crafted of titanium,
making it extremely lightweight at
less than one ounce! Thickness:  5mm.
Overall length: 3⅝". Weight: 0.7 oz.
Item No. 09BO310
$ 45.95

5 BOKER PLUS MINI SLIK TANTO
A truly interesting piece, from designer
Rob Amsler. "I hold a big emphasis in
my design process to create something
that can be easily carried for everyday
pocket use. I’m not afraid to push design
boundaries and love to relish in the use
of odd angles and a futuristic feel.
Ideas go from paper to CAD to a
rough prototype pretty fast when the
excitement of a new design is pushing
me. I was originally trained as an
illustrator and photographer, so every
day is a discovery process in machining
and manufacturing. My end goal is
always to make something to the best
of my ability and for the end user to feel
like they have a tool that is reliable,
carryable and affordable," Mr. Amsler
explains. The tanto blade of the Mini
Slik allows maximum performance for
everyday cutting chores. With a blade
thickness of 4mm, the sturdy blade is
also suitable for delicate cutting tasks
with its fine tip. Includes lanyard with
blue titanium bead and Kydex sheath.
Blade length: 2⅛". Overall length: 4⅞".
Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 02BO230
$ 55.95

6 BOKER PLUS TANTODASHI – Sam
Eddleman, from Washington state, is
a custom knife maker and designer,
making knives professionally since
2008. Always artistically inclined and
working in the aerospace field for a
number of years, and being a martial
arts practitioner has had an influence
on the precision, artistry and organic
flow that goes into the design, building
and finish of all his blade designs. Mr.
Eddleman had us hooked at first glance
with the Tantodashi. This rugged neck
knife has a 3.8mm thick 440C blade,
which combines the elements of the
Tanto and the Kiridashi, accentuated
with the two-tone finish. The geometry
follows the grind and provides
extraordinary durability at the blade
point. The G-10 handle scales and
the deep index finger groove provide
extremely secure handling, despite its
compact size. Includes a Kydex sheath
and ball chain. Blade length: 2½".
Overall length: 5". Weight: 2.4 oz.
Item No. 02BO003
$ 49.95

4 BOKER PLUS NEWTON MARTIN
K-BIT – The name says it all. A Newton 7 BOKER PLUS CARACAL FB – As
Martin design for an ultra compact
a compact fixed knife, the Caracal
Karambit. This design makes the knife a
FB by Boris Manasherov features the
very compact companion, which can be
same well conceived ergonomics as
worn discreetly using the accompanying
the Caracal Folder, but with a blade
Kydex sheath and ball chain. The handle thickness of 4.8mm and full tang
opening provides many options and
construction, has even greater reserves
makes room for the fingers to ensure the with respect to durability. The bellied
most secure grip. Or use the entire hand blade has a flat grind and easily tackles
around the ring for other applications, as even heavy duty jobs. Here as well,
the circular notches will provide optimum the trusted D2 is used as the blade
grip, and also allow for a winding of
steel. The extended tang functions as
paracord. The 5mm thick blade is made
an impact element and lanyard hole,
of high performance 440C stainless steel, and the G-10 handle scales provide a
titanium coated. This knife makes for a
comfortable and secure grip. Includes
truly versatile companion, any way you
a Kydex sheath and belt adapter. Blade
choose to use it! Blade length: 1⅝".
length: 4⅛". Overall length: 9⅛".
Overall length:  4". Weight: 1.5 oz.
Weight: 7.4 oz.
Item No. 02BO030
$ 55.95
Item No. 02BO770
$ 129.95
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02BO003

6
Boker Plus
Tantodashi.
$ 49.95

02BO770

7
Boker Plus
Caracal FB.
$ 129.95

02BO260

8
Boker Plus
MA-2.

9
Boker Plus
Pogn DCW.

$ 39.95

8 BOKER PLUS MA-2 – This innovative
piece by American designers Miltner
Adams offers extraordinary user safety.
With its Top Grip™ construction, this
knife is 100% safe in your hand, in any
situation. The handle design allows the
user to open his hand in order to grab or
hold another object, without the risk of
losing the knife. An extremely compact
piece, ideal for a variety of tasks. The
blade is made of 440C stainless steel,
titanium coated. Includes a fiberreinforced nylon sheath with belt clip.
Blade length:  2⅞". Overall length: 51/8".
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Item No. 02BO260
$ 39.95
9 BOKER PLUS POGN DCW – Ben
Bawidamann from Dayton, Ohio, is known
for the unique shape expressions of
his knives, combining an unmistakable
design with practicality and utility. The
intricate shape of the perforated grip
allows the attachment of a grip wrapping
that increases the grip volume, yet is
still mostly located within the tang, and
therefore subject to much lower wear
than a conventional wrapping that fully
encloses the grip. In addition, the cutouts
in the handle and blade dramatically
reduce the weight, making the Pogn
surprisingly lightweight, in spite of its
beefy size. The use of paracord also
provides the option for personalization.
The blade is crafted of high performance
440C stainless steel. Includes a Kydex
sheath with belt adapter. Blade length:
3¾". Overall length: 8". Weight: 4.9 oz.
Item No. 02BO045
$ 128.95

BOKER PLUS

$ 128.95

02BO045

10
Boker Plus Prime.
$ 123.95

02BO380

10 BOKER PLUS PRIME – Thomas
Krug, whose primary job has been
running the New Hope Tattoo parlor for
many years, also uses his considerable
drawing talent to design impressive
knives, such as the new Prime. Since
Thomas himself is a practitioner, he has
included a Kydex sheath that comes
equipped with an angle guided diamond
sharpening stone. Anyone who is
uncertain about the sharpening angle

simply places the sheath on an uneven
surface using the beveled opening, and
thus obtains a sharpening angle of
about 20° to the vertical. The Prime is a
beefy outdoor and utility knife that can
handle just about any job, with its bead
blasted 440C stainless steel blade, which
is 7mm thick. The paracord wrapped
handle ensures a solid grip, and allows
for customization. Blade length:  3¾".
Overall length:  7¾". Weight: 8.7 oz.
Item No. 02BO380
$ 123.95
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1 BOKER PLUS AIRFORCE PILOT
SURVIVAL KNIFE – A reissue of an
extremely rare standard issue knife. In
the late 1940's, General Curtis LeMay,
the head of the Strategic Air Command
(SAC), authorized the creation of a
survival kit for the crews of the long
range bombers. Requirements were
to be an effective tool for survival in
the wild, with the ability to perform a
number of functions to include field
dressing and cleaning fish. A must was
that the knife had to be lightweight.
The Air Force reviewed the Randall
Model 14, but deemed it too heavy.
Decision makers who were well aware
of the "Tree Brand" product requested
input from Boker. The initial production
of 300 pieces for evaluation resulted
in immediate approval and the Boker
fixed blade became the official survival
knife of the U.S. Air Force. The 83/8"
overall knife has a 4½" SK-5 carbon
steel blade, mirror finished. The handle
is crafted of leather, with aluminum and
brass spacers and pommel. Includes an
SAC leather sheath. Weight: 3.6 oz.
Item No. 02BO155
$ 82.95

02BO155

02BO1942

1
Boker Plus
Airforce
Pilot Survival
Knife.
$ 82.95

2
Boker Plus
V-42 Devil's
Brigade.
$ 116.95
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2 BOKER PLUS V-42 DEVIL'S
BRIGADE – Devil's Brigade originated
in July of 1942. Under the official title,
1st Special Service Force, American
and Canadian soldiers were combined
together to form a special task force
trained for battle behind enemy lines.
The origin of many special units can be
traced back to this special force. Due to
numerous nocturnal operations where
all faces were blackened for camouflage,
the German Wehrmacht invented their
nickname, "Black Devils," which bore
witness of the great respect they had
of their enemy, although their unit was
relatively small. In 1943 and 1944, the
1st SSF successfully completed many
operations in Italy and France, impacting
military operations. An important piece
of equipment of the Devil's Brigade
was the specially designed V-42 combat
knife, which was also part of the
intensive close combat training. The
handle of compressed leather discs ends
in a pointed impact cap. A thick leather
padding underneath the slightly curved
handguard offered protection from
injury. The double-edged blade, made of
SK-5 steel, features a corrugated thumb
rest for a secure grip. To this day, the
crest of the Special Forces of the U.S.
Army adorns this legendary dagger.
We not only deliver this exclusive
collector's item with its classic leather
sheath, but also with a replica of the
cloth insignia of the unit, which is the
red spearhead, and with a reproduction
of the original German sticker with the
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02BO1943

words "The worst is yet to come!",
which was stuck behind enemy lines
in order to demoralize the enemy. A
premium collector's ensemble, especially
ideal for aficionados of military history!
Blade length: 7". Overall length: 12".
Weight: 7 oz.
Item No. 02BO1942
$ 116.95

3 BOKER PLUS M3 TRENCH KNIFE
Designed in 1943, the M3 Trench Knife
was intended to be used by any U.S.
soldier during World War II who was
not equipped with a bayonet – soldiers
with pistols, submachine guns, light
and heavy machine guns, etc. The
first troops to receive the M3‘s were
the Airborne, Mountain Ranger and
Glider infantry units. Among the nine
manufacturers who produced the M3
during wartime was H. Boker & Co.,
with a total of 31,300 pieces, which
was the smallest quantity. For the 65th
anniversary, Boker Plus reintroduced
this classic piece of combat cutlery,
along with a U.S. M8A1 scabbard.
The black coated blade is made of
high carbon SK-5 steel and features
the original H. Boker & Co. blade tang.
The handle is made of stacked leather
pieces. To ensure the quality of the M3,
each knife features a laser engraved
serial number. Blade length:  6¾".
Overall length:  113/4". Weight: 8.4 oz.
Item No. 02BO1943
$ 116.95
4 BOKER PLUS ARMED FORCES
FIXED BLADE – The first time you grab
the handle of this knife, you will know
that it will withstand harsh field use.
The 71/3" tanto blade has a chisel grind
and is partially serrated. Sturdy Cordura
sheath included. Overall length: 13".
Weight: 12.4 oz.
Item No. 02BO216
$ 98.95

BOKER PLUS

02BO216

4
Boker Plus
Armed Forces
Fixed Blade.
$ 98.95

3
Boker Plus M3
Trench Knife.
$ 116.95
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01BO530

2
Boker Plus
Worldwide.
$ 47.95

1
Boker Plus CLB
Keycom.
$ 30.95

01BO569

3
Boker Plus SFB.
$ 39.95

02BO321

4
Boker Plus
DW-1.
$ 26.95

5
Boker Plus
DW-2.
$ 33.95

01BO573

1 BOKER PLUS CLB KEYCOM – The
term "EDC" (Every Day Carry) gets a
whole new dimension. With a compact
size of just over 2¼" (closed), the Keycom
can be conveniently carried on the key
ring, and offers the ergonomics and
functionality we already know from all
of Chad Los Banos’ designs. Frame lock,
fiberglass reinforced nylon scale, pocket
clip for tip-down carry. Blade is bead
blasted AUS-8 steel. Includes key ring.
Blade length:  1½". Overall length: 3¾".
Weight: 1.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO530
$ 30.95
2 BOKER PLUS WORLDWIDE
Increasingly strict laws worldwide that
govern the carrying of knives continue
to restrict the available options. The
Worldwide, based on a design by Chad
Los Banos, represents a configuration
whose features would appear to
pass legal carry requirements in most
countries. This slip joint knife has a very
strong spring to ensure safe operation
even without a locking mechanism,
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a feature further enhanced by the
pronounced 90° stop of the AUS-8 steel
blade. The steel liners and Zytel handle
scales house the four-way pocket clip
and lanyard hole. Blade length: 2¾".
Overall length: 6¾". Weight: 5.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO569
$ 47.95

3 BOKER PLUS SFB – Most of
our customers are already familiar
with the designs of Chad Los Banos.
While it is not the first Subcom Fixed
Blade, Chad's SFB Neck is a design
that comes very close to the original
Subcom folding knife. With its compact
dimensions and characteristic scales as
well as the deep index finger notch, the
SFB Neck is a more than compact jack
of all trades for everyday use. The 440C
stainless steel blade and G-10 handle
scales complete the package. Includes
Kydex sheath and chain. Blade length:
2⅛". Thickness: 2.3mm. Overall
length: 4¾". Weight: 1.2 oz.
Item No. 02BO321
$ 39.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

01BO574

4 BOKER PLUS DW-1 – As is typical
for Chad Los Banos designs, his smallest
pocket knife ever nevertheless features
sophisticated ergonomics and high utility.
Even this dwarf can be held securely
and firmly in order to cut uncooperative
packaging straps, cartons, and anything
else one may come across down to
size. Also features a Zytel handle scale,
framelock mechanism and AUS-8 blade
steel. Blade length: 1⅛". Overall
length: 2¾". Weight: 1.2 oz.
Item No. 01BO573
$ 26.95
5 BOKER PLUS DW-2 – With its
size ranging between the DW-1 and
the classic Subcom, the DW-2 with its
modified Wharncliffe blade is the knife
of choice for small to medium cutting
cores. Here as well, Chad Los Banos
surprises us with the superior ergonomics
he is able to incorporate into his unique

designs, even on a knife of this size.
Featuring a stainless steel framelock
with Zytel front scale, AUS-8 blade steel
and a removable pocket clip (tip-up).
Blade length: 1⅝". Overall length: 4".
Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 01BO574
$ 33.95
6 BOKER PLUS CLB SUBCOM
FOLDER – The original "Biscuit". The

Subcom Folder has a municipal-friendly
blade, at 17/8" long and 1/16" thick. The
blade is bead blasted AUS-8 stainless
steel and boasts an ambidextrous thumb
stud. The reversible pocket clip and
compact size of this framelock model
make for an ideal money clip. Both
thumb and palm index ramps provide
for a secure grip. The handle scale is
fiberglass reinforced nylon. Lightweight,
only 2.5 oz. Overall length:  4½".
Item No. 01BO589
$ 53.95

BOKER
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01BO589

7
Boker Plus CLB
Subcom Black.

6
Boker Plus
CLB Subcom
Folder.

$ 53.95

$ 53.95

01BO586

VG-10 BLADE STEEL

8
Boker Plus
Subcom Titan
VG-10.
$ 97.95

BOKER PLUS

01BO605

9
Boker Plus XS Satin.
$ 74.95

01BO539

10
Boker Plus XS OD.

01BO538

$ 74.95

7 BOKER PLUS CLB SUBCOM BLACK
Same specifications as the original
(model 01BO589), but with a black
coated, partially serrated blade.
Item No. 01BO586
$ 53.95
8 BOKER PLUS CLB SUBCOM TITAN
VG-10 – The Subcom Folder from Chad
Los Banos was one of the keystones
of the Boker Plus lineup, and quickly
became one of the most popular
designs from Boker. As a show of
appreciation to Chad and all the loyal
fans of this exceptional knife concept, we
are offering a very special version, and
are proud to present the Subcom Folder

as a Titanium Framelock. To maintain the
original dimensions, the handle scales
are CNC milled with maximum precision.
The original handle pattern is also milled
in the scale to show the bridging, just
like the original. The two-tone titanium
scales feature bead blasted and fine satin
finished parts, creating, in combination
with the titanium clip, a very distinctive
appearance. Blade steel is premium
VG-10 steel. A real Boker Plus classic
in a modern, high tech package. Blade
length: 1⅞". Overall length: 4½".
Weight: 2.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO605
$ 97.95

9 BOKER PLUS XS SATIN – The
Boker Plus XS scores with one-handed
operation, a slip joint mechanism,
black G-10 handle scales on both sides,
and a reversible pocket clip (l/r). The
unusually strong spring for the slip joint
provides a high degree of handling
safety, even without a lock. The satin
finished 440C stainless steel blade has
a generously riffled thumb ramp, and
together with the textured grip provides
plenty of control for any cutting chore.
The deep index finger groove not only
gives additional support, but also offers
the option to choke up on the knife

or to hold it regularly, providing an
even greater range of uses. An ideal
companion, anytime - anywhere. Blade
length: 3". Overall length: 7¼".
Weight: 4 oz.
Item No. 01BO539
$ 74.95

10 BOKER PLUS XS OD – Same
features and specifications as the original
model (above), but with olive handle
scales and a gray PVD coated blade.
Item No. 01BO538
$ 74.95
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1
Boker Plus Strike
Spearpoint.

01BO400N

$ 54.95

2
Boker Plus Strike
Tanto.

01BO401N

$ 54.95

NON-AUTOMATIC
3
Boker Plus Strike
Coyote Spearpoint.

01BO424N

$ 54.95

4
Boker Plus Strike
Coyote Tanto.
$ 54.95

1 - 4 BOKER PLUS STRIKE
As a lightweight EDC knife, the Boker
Plus Strike rounds out our broad range
of tactical knives. The slender grip is
supported by steel liners that feature
textured, lightweight, milled aluminum
scales. Deep jimping on the pronounced
thumb groove facilitates a secure
hand position. The push button lock
(non-automatic) prevents accidental
deployment and additionally secures
the closed knife. The blade is made of
AUS-8 stainless steel. Includes pocket
clip. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
length: 8". Weight: 4.8 oz. Available
in four versions:
104

01BO425N

1 BOKER PLUS STRIKE SPEARPOINT
With stonewash finished spearpoint
blade.
Item No. 01BO400N
$ 54.95
2 BOKER PLUS STRIKE TANTO
With black coated, partially serrated
tanto style blade.
Item No. 01BO401N
$ 54.95
3 BOKER PLUS STRIKE COYOTE
SPEARPOINT – With black stonewash
finished spearpoint blade.
Item No. 01BO424N
$ 54.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

Solid steel liners, 7Cr17 blade steel
and ergonomic aluminum scales in the
two-tone Kalashnikov design. Does not
4 BOKER PLUS STRIKE COYOTE
have pocket clip; includes Kalashnikov
TANTO – With black stonewash finished, belt pouch, made from reinforced nylon.
partially serrated tanto style blade.
Blade length: 3½". Overall length:
Item No. 01BO425N
$ 54.95
8⅛". Weight: 6.6 oz.
Item No. 01KAL16
$ 67.95
5 BOKER PLUS KAL 16 – The KAL16
is configured as a massive utility and
6 BOKER PLUS KAL 10 FIXED
tactical knife that is suited for a wide
BLADE – A rugged tactical fixed blade
range of tasks, with its wide blade and
for a wide variety of tasks. The tanto
generously proportioned thumb ramp.
blade, with a thickness of more than
This heavy duty liner lock is opened by
5mm, makes this a truly solid knife.
thumb stud or flipper, where the latter
The aluminum handle scales provide
also acts as a hand guard for heavier
excellent grip and secure handling.
chores, thus increasing operating safety. The double handguard offers great
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Mikhail Timofeevich Kalashnikov

5
Boker Plus KAL 16.
$ 67.95

01KAL16

02KAL10

6
Boker Plus KAL10
Fixed Blade.

01KAL17

BOKER PLUS

$ 88.95

7
Boker Plus KAL 17.
$ 94.95

8
Boker Plus KAL 14.
$ 53.95

01KAL14
versatility and features an additional
notched thumb ramp. An expressive
design, which enthuses the user as well
as the collector. The blade steel is high
performance 440C stainless. Includes
a Cordura sheath. Blade length:  5⅞".
Overall length:  11¼". Weight: 12.5 oz.
Item No. 02KAL10
$ 88.95

7 BOKER PLUS KAL 17 – The KAL 17,
as a new highlight of our Kalashnikov
series, inspires with its impressive
dimensions and powerful construction.
The solidly designed folding knife with
its titanium coated 440C stainless steel
blade is robust and definitely solid.

The aluminum handle carries a dark
wood insert and liner lock mechanism.
Includes a matching nylon pouch
and gift box. Blade length: 4⅜".
Thickness: 5.8mm. Overall length:
10⅛". Weight: 14.2 oz.
Item No. 01KAL17
$ 94.95

8 BOKER PLUS KAL 14 – Model
2014 of the Kalashnikov series
continues the successful series and
provides an entirely unique visual
appeal with its wooden inlays in the
aluminum grip. The blade opens with
the flipper or thumb stud and locks
securely with the liner lock. The glass-

breaker, belt cutter and 440C stainless
steel blade complete the functionality.
Delivered with Kalashnikov nylon belt
pouch in a gift box. Blade length: 3⅝".
Overall length: 8⅝". Weight: 7.2 oz.
Item No. 01KAL14
$ 53.95
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01KALS173N

1
Boker Plus KAL Mini
Anniversary.
$ 114.95

2
Boker Plus KAL
Anniversary Tanto.

01KALS171N

$ 129.95

3
Boker Plus KAL
Anniversary Tactical.

NON-AUTOMATIC

$ 129.95

01KALS172N

4
Boker Plus KAL
Anniversary.

01KAL174

$ 129.95

01KAL101

5
Boker Plus
Kalashnikov 101.
$ 126.95

6
Boker Plus
Kalashnikov 102.
$ 126.95
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01KALS73N

BOKER PLUS KALASHNIKOV 70TH
ANNIVERSARY – General Mikhail
Kalashnikov was a longtime friend of
ours, and the Kalashnikov series of
knives have become a fixture in our
lineup over the years. For the 70th
anniversary of the Automat Kalashnikov
47 assault rifle, we wanted to offer
fans and collectors of these knives an
especially exclusive model. For the blade
steel, we use the powder metallurgical
steel CTS-XHP, which stands out due
to its superior edge retention. The fine
satin finish of the blade along with
the anniversary logo, underline the
exclusivity of this line. The aluminum
handle in gun metal gray completes the
look, and the pocket clip allows easy
carry. Each version is limited to just
1,500 pieces worldwide. Available in
four models:

2 BOKER PLUS KAL ANNIVERSARY
TANTO – With tanto blade and push
button lock (non-automatic). Blade
length: 3⅜". Thickness: 2.9mm. Overall
length: 7¾". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 01KALS171N
$ 129.95
3 BOKER PLUS KAL ANNIVERSARY
TACTICAL – With push button lock
(non-automatic). Blade length: 3⅜".
Thickness: 2.9mm. Overall length: 7¾".
Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 01KALS172N
$ 129.95
4 BOKER PLUS KAL ANNIVERSARY
With liner lock mechanism and thumb
stud for easy opening. Blade length: 3⅜".
Thickness: 2.9mm. Overall length: 7⅞".
Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 01KAL174
$ 129.95
5 - 6 BOKER PLUS AUTOMAT
KALASHNIKOV 101 SERIES – Two
impressive models of the only officially
licensed Kalashnikov knife series. With
an overall length of 97/8", the 101 design
is a massive heavy duty knife, which
performs extremely well not only in
tactical situations, but also in the great
outdoors. The FRN handle scales provide
a safe and secure grip, and the 1.5mm
stainless steel liners provide extreme
stability. Friction grooves in the handle
and thumb ramp allow safe handling.
The rust resistant 440C stainless steel
blade can be opened with the thumb
stud or the side-guards, even with gloves
on. The glass-breaker tip at the end
of the handle is another useful feature
of the 101. Liner locking system and
pocket clip for tip-up carry. Blade length:
4". Weight:  6.4 oz. Available in two
versions:
5 BOKER PLUS KALASHNIKOV 101
With bead blasted plain edge blade.
Item No. 01KAL101
$ 126.95

$ 55.95

8
Boker Plus KAL
Tanto Mini Plain.
$ 55.95

01KALS73BTN

9
Boker Plus KAL
Tactical.

01KALS74N

$ 61.95

NON-AUTOMATIC
01KALS74BN

10
Boker Plus KAL
OD

BOKER PLUS

1 BOKER PLUS KAL MINI
ANNIVERSARY – The mini version. With
push button lock (non-automatic). Blade
length: 2½". Thickness: 2.9mm. Overall
length: 5¾". Weight: 3.4 oz.
Item No. 01KALS173N
$ 114.95

7
Boker Plus KAL Mini.

$ 61.95

11
Boker Plus KAL
Tactical.

01KAL74

$ 61.95

6 BOKER PLUS KALASHNIKOV 102
With black coated partially serrated
blade.
Item No. 01KAL102
$ 126.95
7 BOKER PLUS KAL MINI
The smaller version in our popular KAL
series. Features a high performance
AUS-8 steel blade with button lock
mechanism (non-automatic), and
rugged aluminum handle with
structured finger grooves. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length: 2½".
Overall length: 5¾". Weight:  2.1 oz.
Item No. 01KALS73N
$ 55.95

8 BOKER PLUS KAL TANTO MINI
PLAIN – The smaller version in our
popular KAL series. Features a high
performance AUS-8 steel tanto style
blade with button lock mechanism
(non-automatic), and rugged aluminum
handle with structured finger grooves.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 2½".
Overall length: 5¾". Weight:  2.1 oz.
Item No. 01KALS73BTN
$ 55.95
9 BOKER PLUS KAL TACTICAL
Push button lock (non-automatic)
with a black aluminum handle with
structured finger grooves, and bead
blast, 3¼" blade made of AUS-8 steel.
Includes pocket clip. Overall length:
7½". Weight:  3.5 oz.
Item No. 01KALS74N
$ 61.95

10 BOKER PLUS KAL OD
Push button lock (non-automatic)
with olive drab aluminum handle
with structured finger grooves,
and a partially serrated, black
coated AUS-8 steel blade. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length:   7½". Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 01KALS74BN
$ 61.95
11 BOKER PLUS KAL TACTICAL
Liner lock with black aluminum handle
with structured finger grooves, and
a bead blast, 3½" blade made of
AUS-8 steel. Includes pocket clip.
Overall length: 8". Weight 4.9 oz.
Item No. 01KAL74
$ 61.95
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01BO051
Kris shaped blade with unique
blood grooves.

1
Boker Plus
RBB Serrated.
$ 116.95

01BO050

Glassbreaker
tip.

2
Boker Plus
RBB Plain.
$ 116.95

False
writing
pen tip.

01BO063

3
Boker Plus
RBB Bushcraft.
$ 169.95

01BO054N

4
Boker Plus RBB
Tanto.
$ 112.95

01BO055N

NON-AUTOMATIC
5
Boker Plus RBB
Recurve.
$ 112.95

or wilderness operations. With the blade
BOKER PLUS REALITY-BASED BLADE
in the retracted position, a secure high
The knives on these pages are designed
impact weapon is in the ready position.
for both ends of the lifesaving spectrum... Solid stainless steel liners in addition
defense and rescue. After knife fighting
to the FRN handles and solid lock back
expert Jim Wagner trained German
system provide all the security required
top counterterrorism team, GSG9, in
when needed most. Available in five
knife tactics, Boker requested that he
models:
design the ultimate tactical folding
knife for police, military and security
1 BOKER PLUS RBB SERRATED
personnel. The end result was the
With partially serrated tanto style blade,
Reality Based Blade. The Jim Wagner
made of 440C stainless steel. Blade
reality-based blade design has tactical
length: 3⅞". Overall length: 9⅛".
features that few others have. A gladius Weight: 6.2 oz.
tip, a cutting kris curve, unique blood
Item No. 01BO051
$ 116.95
grooves, ergonomic finger grooves with
anti-slip texturing, and a thumb guide
2 BOKER PLUS RBB PLAIN – With
slide. Also includes a clip kit that can
plain edge tanto style blade, made of
transfer a glass-breaker into a writing
440C stainless steel. Blade length: 3⅞".
pen clip for undercover operations. Two
Overall length: 9⅛". Weight: 6.2 oz.
lanyard holes are available for air, water
Item No. 01BO050
$ 116.95
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3 BOKER PLUS RBB BUSHCRAFT
This newer Bushcraft version satisfies
with a modified Scandi grind, which is
the configuration of choice of many for
outdoor applications. The removable
thumb stud is designed so that no
distracting gap is left in the blade spine
when removed. The blade spine section
in front of the thumb stud features a
sharp edge to support effortless use of a
fire starter. The glass-breaker otherwise
typical for the RBB was replaced on
the RBB Bushcraft with a small impact
element. The green Zytel handle scales
provide a secure and comfortable grip.
440C blade steel. Blade length: 3⅞".
Overall length: 9". Weight: 6.2 oz.
Item No. 01BO063
$ 169.95
4 BOKER PLUS RBB TANTO – A
more compact version, with a partially
serrated tanto style blade made of

AUS-8 stainless steel. Push-button lock
(non-automatic). Blade length: 3⅜".
Overall length:  7½". Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO054N
$ 112.95

5 BOKER PLUS RBB RECURVE
Ideal for everyday carry. With a plain
edge AUS-8 stainless steel blade and
push-button lock (non-automatic). Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length:  7½".
Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO055N
$ 112.95
6 BOKER PLUS URBAN SURVIVAL
A truly unique piece, from knife
fighting expert Jim Wagner. With an
overall length of 52/3" and a blade
length of 15/8", the Urban Survival
offers the ultimate in carrying comfort
with its compact dimensions. The sleek
construction and scalpel-like 440C
stainless steel blade offer optimum
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control. Includes pocket clip, blade lifter,
and interchangeable glass-breaker and
false writing pen tip. Weight: 1.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO047
$ 51.95

False writing
pen tip, in
addition to the
glass-breaker.

7 BOKER PLUS URBAN SURVIVAL XL
The latest version of our popular Urban
Survival. Same impressive features as
the original model (01BO047, above),
but in a larger size for added versatility.
Blade length: 2⅜". Overall length:
5½".
Item No. 01BO149
$ 54.95

9 BOKER PLUS URBAN SURVIVAL
LE – Due to the immense success
of the Boker Plus Urban Survival by
Jim Wagner, we are proud to offer a
different version for law enforcement.
With an overall length of 52/3" and a
blade length of 15/8", the Urban Survival
LE offers the ultimate in carrying comfort
with its compact dimensions. The
compact construction and scalpel-like
440C stainless steel blade offer optimum
control. Includes pocket clip, blade lifter,
glass-breaker and handcuff key, and
doubles as a Kubotan. The ultimate
all-around tool for law enforcement and
rescue. Weight: 1.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO911
$ 61.95
10 BOKER PLUS OFFICE SURVIVAL
The titanium coating on the blade and
aluminum handle is a refined gunmetal
gray, for a touch of elegance. The stylus
tip is protected with a screw-on cap and
can be used for notes and drawings on
any tablet or smartphone, and when
you need some energy, the drop point
blade will open any cereal bar wrapper
with the same ease and cleanliness as
a letter or package. Also features a
sturdy liner lock mechanism and pocket
clip for easy carry. Blade length: 1⅝".
Overall length: 5⅝". Weight: 1.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO049
$ 61.95
11 BOKER PLUS RBB TRAINING
TOOL – In keeping with the reality-based
concept of the Boker Plus RBB Series, this
innovative training and color marking
knife was developed in collaboration
with Jim Wagner. The dimensions and
shape of the RBB Training Tool match
the successful Boker Plus Reality Based
Recurve model to ensure realistic training.
The "cutting edge" and the impact
surface of the handle are equipped with
a rugged, wear-resistant surface that
can be marked with the included blue
and red pens (commercial lipstick can be
used as an alternative). All contact can

6
Boker Plus Urban Survival.
$ 51.95

7
Boker Plus Urban
Survival XL.

01BO149

$ 54.95

8
Boker Plus Urban Survival
Camo.

01BO047CAMO

$ 51.95

01BO911

9
Boker Plus Urban
Survival LE.
$ 61.95

BOKER PLUS

8 BOKER PLUS URBAN SURVIVAL
CAMO – Our popular Urban Survival
model gets a new look! With an
overall length of 52/3" and a blade
length of 15/8", the Urban Survival
offers the ultimate in carrying comfort
with its compact dimensions. The sleek
construction and scalpel-like 440C
stainless steel blade offer optimum
control, and the camo handle provides a
secure grip. Includes pocket clip, blade
lifter, and interchangeable glass-breaker
and false writing pen tip. Weight: 1.5 oz.
$ 51.95
Item No. 01BO047CAMO

01BO047

01BO049

10
Boker Plus Office
Survival.
$ 61.95

11
Boker Plus RBB
Training Tool.

MARKING
SURFACE
02BO553T

$ 12.95

MARKING
SURFACE

12

Boker Plus Kydex Sheath for
Training Tool.
$ 14.95

therefore be clearly documented, and due
to the different colors can also be directly
associated with the edge, the spine, or
the pommel of the training knife. This
newly designed training tool facilitates
a significantly more accurate analysis of
training activities, and ensures realitybased and professional use. Blade length:
4". Overall length:  9". Weight: 2.6 oz.
Item No. 02BO553T
$ 12.95

Includes marking pens
(sample image)

09BO553

12 BOKER PLUS KYDEX SHEATH
FOR TRAINING TOOL – This matching
Kydex sheath is essential to make more
effective use of the RBB training tool
(above). Includes belt adapter.
Item No. 09BO553
$ 14.95
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01BO035

1
Boker Plus Anti-MC.

2
Boker Plus Anti-Grav.

$ 95.95

$ 102.95

Razor sharp
ceramic blades!
01BO036

3
Boker Plus Optima
Hunting Set.
01BO109

1 BOKER PLUS ANTI-MC
The unique combination of the most
modern materials grants an exceptional
position in the knife market. The
blade is made of hi-tech ceramic, which
is 100% non-magnetic and provides
outstanding edge retention and
corrosion resistance. The handle is
made of lightweight, durable, corrosion
resistant titanium, and features an
integral frame lock mechanism. A
pocket knife with truly unique qualities!
Includes pocket clip and lanyard hole
for secure handling. Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length:  7¾". Weight: 2.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO035
$ 95.95
2 BOKER PLUS ANTI-GRAV
The companion to the Anti-MC also
features a super sharp ceramic blade
and unbelievably, an even lighter
110

carry! The handle is made of carbon
fiber, which provides not only incredibly
little weight, but also outstanding
stability and elegance. Includes
pocket clip and lanyard hole. Frame
lock mechanism. Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length:  7¾". Weight: 2.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO036
$ 102.95

3 BOKER PLUS OPTIMA HUNTING
SET – For several years, we have
offered the successful Boker Optima
Series - a real do-it-all knife, offering
interchangeable blades. Its versatility
convinced thousands of hunters
worldwide. The demand for a lower
budget model inspired us to create this
modern variation, featuring a handle
made of G-10, and blades made of AUS8 stainless steel. This new set comes
complete with an interchangeable saw

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

blade, gut hook, and premium belt sheath
(the extra blades and belt sheath are not
compatible with the Boker Optima Series).
Everything you need for your next
hunting trip! Blade length: 3½". Overall
length: 8⅜". Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 01BO109
$ 69.95

4 - 5 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR
TITAN – Almost no other Boker Plus
model series has seen this much demand
and been offered in as many versions
in recent years. We are now elevating
this series to a new standard with new
models, by presenting the Exskelibur,
by Mike Skellern and Fred Burger, as a
titanium framelock. This particularly
refined version is even thinner than the
liner lock version, and compels with
the elegant contouring on the handle
scales. The front scale consists of
titanium, giving the knife an exceptional
appeal. In order to meet the exclusive
expectations placed on these models,
we also spared no expense for the
blade steel and selected the powdered

$ 69.95

metal CPM-S35VN as the appropriate
material. The blade is given a fine,
horizontal hand-applied satin finish that
ideally harmonizes with the matte, bead
blasted titanium. All models feature the
characteristic blue anodized titanium clip,
which can be converted from tip-down
to tip-up. As a result, the Exskelibur
framelocks represent the best of the
best for Boker Plus, and elevate the
already extremely popular design to the
next level. The handle thickness of this
fascinating gentlemen's knife is barely
9mm at its thickest point (measured
without clip). Two small, dowel-shaped
spacers are used to visually accentuate
the lightness of the handle, thus creating
a completely open design. Available in
two versions:

4 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR I TITAN –
The original, standard size model. Blade
length: 3½". Overall length: 8⅛".
Weight: 3.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO133
$ 209.00
5 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR II TITAN
– The compact model. Blade length: 2¾".
Overall length: 6⅜". Weight: 2.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO134
$ 189.95

BOKER PLUS | Tactical & Outdoor
BOKERKnives
PLUS || Folding
OutdoorKnives
Knives

4
Boker Plus
Exskelibur I Titan.
$ 209.00

01BO133

5
Boker Plus
Exskelibur II Titan.
$ 189.95

01BO134

BOKER PLUS

PREMIUM CPM-S35VN
BLADE STEEL
6
Boker Plus Exskelibur I
Carbon.
$ 199.95

01BO135

7
Boker Plus
Exskelibur II
Carbon.
$ 179.95

6 - 7 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR
CARBON – Almost no other Boker
Plus model series has seen this much
demand and been offered in as many
versions in recent years. We are now
elevating this series to a new standard
with new models, by presenting the
Exskelibur, by Mike Skellern and Fred
Burger, as a titanium framelock. This
particularly refined version is even
thinner than the liner lock version, and
compels with the elegant contouring
on the handle scales. The front scale
is made from carbon fiber, giving
the knife its feather-light weight, in

01BO136

addition to its modern appeal. In order
to meet the exclusive expectations
placed on these models, we also
spared no expense for the blade steel
and selected the powdered-metal
CPM-S35VN as the appropriate material.
The blade is given a fine hand-applied
satin finish. All models feature the
characteristic blue anodized titanium
clip, which can be converted from
tip-down to tip-up. As a result, the
Exskelibur framelocks represent the
best of the best for Boker Plus, and
elevate the already extremely popular

design to the next level. The handle
thickness of this fascinating gentlemen's
knife is barely 9mm at its thickest point
(measured without clip). Two small,
dowel-shaped spacers are used to
visually accentuate the lightness of the
handle, thus creating a completely open
design. Available in two versions:

7 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR II
CARBON – The compact model. Blade
length: 2¾". Overall length: 6⅜".
Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 01BO136
$ 179.95

6 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR I
CARBON – The original, standard size
model. Blade length: 3½". Overall
length: 8⅛". Weight: 2.6 oz.
Item No. 01BO135
$ 199.95
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01BO101DAM

1
Boker Plus
Damascus Gent I.
$ 108.95

01BO102DAM

2
Boker Plus Damascus Gent II.
$ 95.95

01BO511DAM

3
Boker Plus Damascus
Dominator.

4
Boker Plus
Lockback Bubinga.

$ 123.95

$ 63.95

01BO185

1 BOKER PLUS DAMASCUS GENT I
The extremely lightweight and flat
construction of this noble gentleman's
knife allows extraordinary carry
comfort. The dark ebony wood and the
intricate grain of the 67-layer Damascus
create a discreet elegance. Liner locking
mechanism and detachable pocket clip.
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length: 7¾".
Weight: 2.1 oz.
Item No. 01BO101DAM
$ 108.95
112

2 BOKER PLUS DAMASCUS GENT
II – A smaller version of the Gent
I model (above). The extremely
lightweight and flat construction of
this noble gentleman's knife allows
extraordinary carry comfort, along
with its compact dimensions. The
dark ebony wood and the intricate
grain of the 67-layer Damascus create
a discreet elegance. Liner locking
mechanism and detachable pocket clip.
Blade length: 2¾". Overall length: 6½".
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Item No. 01BO102DAM
$ 95.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 BOKER PLUS DAMASCUS
DOMINATOR – Solid, yet elegant.
The Boker Plus Damascus Dominator
features eye-catching Damascus handle
scales, harmonizing with the 37-layer
Damascus blade. The contoured handle
scales add a stylish touch, with an intricate
pattern - transitioning from small "waves"
at the edge of the scale into a lively circular
pattern toward the center. Sturdy backlock
mechanism. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
length: 7⅜". Weight: 5.3 oz.
Item No. 01BO511DAM
$ 123.95

4 BOKER PLUS LOCKBACK
BUBINGA – This traditional and
versatile pocket knife offers an
extraordinarily smooth blade action
and perfectly fitted Bubinga wood
scales, crowned by brushed stainless
steel bolsters. The classic nail nick
provides comfortable opening of the
440C stainless steel blade, which locks
securely with the sturdy lockback
mechanism. The Bubinga scales and the
polished blade make this knife special, in
showcase or pocket. Blade length:  3⅝".
Overall length:  8¼". Weight: 4.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO185
$ 63.95

| Folding
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01BO222DAM

5
Boker Plus Exskelibur I
Damascus Cocobolo.
$ 229.00

01BO223DAM

6
Boker Plus
Exskelibur II
Damascus
Cocobolo.
$ 199.95

7
Boker Plus
Exskelibur I VG-10.
$ 149.95

BOKER PLUS

01BO032

VG-10 BLADE STEEL

01BO033

8
Boker Plus
Exskelibur II
VG-10.
$ 123.95

5 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR I
DAMASCUS COCOBOLO – The huge
success of the Exskelibur series, based on
Fred Burger's and Mike Skellern's design,
prompted us to think about how we
could bring the series to the next level.
The redesigned Exskelibur Damascus I
Cocobolo features a stainless Damascus
blade with beautifully contrasting
cocobolo handle scales, making it a
collector's piece with a particularly
refined appeal. This is also matched by
the blue anodized titanium liner, giving

the knife a unique flair. Also features
a liner lock mechanism and titanium
pocket clip. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 8⅛". Weight: 2.8 oz.
Item No. 01BO222DAM
$ 229.00

6 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR II
DAMASCUS COCOBOLO – Same
impressive features as the Exskelibur
I model (above), but in a smaller size.
Blade length: 2¾". Overall length: 6½".
Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 01BO223DAM
$ 199.95

7 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR I VG-10
This exciting version of the popular
Exskelibur comes equipped with a
cobalt-alloyed VG-10 premium steel
blade. This upgrade surpasses even the
impressive qualities of 440C, especially
with respect to edge-holding capabilities.
To set this version apart visually, this
model features bronze colored anodized
titanium components (clip and liners),
giving the Exskelibur a new, elegant
appearance. Includes reversible pocket
clip. Blade length: 3½". Overall length: 8".
Weight: 2.8 oz.
Item No. 01BO032
$ 149.95

8 BOKER PLUS EXSKELIBUR II VG10 – Same features and specifications
as model 01BO032 (above), but in a
smaller size. Blade length: 2¾". Overall
length: 6½". Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 01BO033
$ 123.95
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Classic Pocket Knives

1
Boker Plus Lock Back.
$ 22.95

2
Boker Plus
Lock Back BK.

01BO250Y

$ 22.95

01BO250B

3
Boker Plus
Congress.
$ 22.95

4
Boker
Plus Mini
Stockman.
$ 22.95

01BO214Y

01BO234Y

BOKER PLUS VINTAGE SERIES
With this series, Boker Plus offers
the same high quality materials, well
known precision in manufacturing,
and the sharp look and fine details of
the more modern Boker Plus knives.
These traditional double bolster knives
take us back to the good ol' times.
Fine polished brass bolsters and
synthetic handle scales with inlay for
engraving. The blades are made of
high performance 440C stainless steel.
Available in eight models.

5
Boker Plus Mini
Trapper BK.
$ 22.95

01BO294B

6
Boker Plus
Mini Trapper.
$ 22.95

01BO294Y
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1 BOKER PLUS LOCK BACK
Same specifications as model
01BO250B (below), but with yellow
synthetic handles.
Item No. 01BO250Y
$ 22.95
2 BOKER PLUS LOCK BACK BK
This model features a black synthetic
handle and one handy blade, secured
by a lock back. Blade length: 3".
Overall length:  6⅝". Weight: 2.5 oz.
Item No. 01BO250B
$ 22.95
3 BOKER PLUS CONGRESS
This elaborate model offers four blades,
for any and all tasks, and a yellow
synthetic handle. Blade lengths: 2⅛"
and 1⅞". Overall open length: 5¾".
Weight: 1.9 oz.
Item No. 01BO214Y
$ 22.95

| Classic
| Pocket
BOKER PLUS
Knives
BOKER
PLUS Pocket
Knives

01BO206

8
Boker Plus
Barlow.

7
Boker Plus Double
Lock Trapper.

$ 39.95

$ 27.95

01BO493

9
Boker Plus
Hawkbill.
$ 30.95

10
Boker Plus
Rangebuster.

BOKER PLUS

01BO207

01BO020

$ 33.95

11
Boker Plus Rangebuster
Junior.
$ 29.95

4 BOKER PLUS MINI STOCKMAN
The traditional Stockman pattern, in a
smaller size. Yellow synthetic handle.
Closed length: 3¼".
Item No. 01BO234Y
$ 22.95
5 BOKER PLUS MINI TRAPPER BK
Same specifications as model
01BO294Y (above), but with a black
synthetic handle.
Item No. 01BO294B
$ 22.95
6 BOKER PLUS MINI TRAPPER
8 BOKER PLUS BARLOW
This useful little helper offers two
The classic American Barlow
blades, ideal for everyday use,
pocket knife is distinguished by its
and a yellow synthetic handle.
Blade length:  3⅛". Overall length:  7". characteristic, overlong bolsters and
the sizable dimensions of its handle.
Weight: 2.8 oz.
Whereas the wide primary blade is used
Item No. 01BO294Y
$ 22.95
for rougher cutting chores, the small
accessory blade is particularly useful
7 BOKER PLUS DOUBLE LOCK
for detailed and delicate cutting chores.
TRAPPER – This classic Trapper
features a double back lock mechanism, Jigged bone is the classic handle
material that also harmonizes with the
high carbon stainless steel blades
stainless steel bolsters and liners. The
and a jigged brown bone handle with
blades are high performance 440C
scored stainless steel bolsters and
stainless steel. Blade length: 2⅜".
classic shield. Blade length:  33/8".
Overall length: 5⅞". Weight: 2.8 oz.
Closed length:  4¼".
Item No. 01BO493
$ 39.95
Item No. 01BO206
$ 27.95

01BO021

9 BOKER PLUS HAWKBILL
The popular Hawkbill pattern,
featuring a 440C stainless steel blade
and jigged brown bone handle scales
with lanyard hole. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 7".
Item No. 01BO207
$ 30.95

11 BOKER PLUS RANGEBUSTER
JUNIOR – Same specifications as
model 01BO020 (above), but in a
smaller size. Blade length: 3". Overall
length: 6⅝". Weight: 1.9 oz.
Item No. 01BO021
$ 29.95

10 BOKER PLUS RANGEBUSTER
A back locking Rangebuster with a
sturdy yellow poly handle and high
carbon stainless steel blade. Blade
length: 3½". Overall length: 7⅞".
Weight: 2.9 oz.
Item No. 01BO020
$ 33.95
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FILMAM – Established in 1870, the
Filmam Manufactory in Palacoulo,
Portugal, has excelled in manufacturing
variations of the essential work knife,
while offering an outstanding priceperformance ratio. The stainless steel
used in these knives comes from
Germany (Thyssen Krupp), is AISI
420, and is specially treated using a
traditional method of high quality temper
with more than 56 degrees of hardness.
This impressive, satin finished steel has
molybdenum vanadium silicium and
carbon. With the right precision, these
components make the stainless steel very
durable, rust resistant, flexible and easy
to use. The handles are crafted of a fine
beech wood, from France, and are treated
with a special polish that provides added
resistance and durability. The nature of
beech wood (very light yet very strong)
provides a smooth and comfortable grip.
The unique functionality of these knives
is also sure to impress, with the metal
collar that serves as an additional safety
feature. Available in two models:

1
Iberica Grande.

01MM002

$ 25.95

01MM005

2
Operário.
$ 18.95

1 IBERICA GRANDE – The traditional
Iberian knife shape. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 8". Weight: 1.5 oz.
Item No. 01MM002
$ 25.95

OLD BEAR – This exclusive series
represents a compelling interpretation
of the classic utility pocketknife. The
centerpiece of the knives are the
oiled walnut handles that support
the traditional locking mechanism. A
rotating ring inserted into the brass collar
secures the blade in the deployed as well
as closed position. As the active partner
for this project, Todesco (Maniago/Italy)
had already patented this mechanism in
1985 as a pocketknife lock. The straight
forward handling and classic look of this
traditional pocketknife, in combination
with the affordable price, make the Old
Bear an attractive purchase. Made in
Italy, with 420 stainless steel blades,
sharpened by hand. Available in four
models:
3 ANTONINI OLD BEAR S
Blade length: 2¾". Overall length: 6¾".
Weight: 1.2 oz.
Item No. 01OB004
$ 24.95

01OB004

3
Old Bear S.
$ 24.95

4
Old Bear M.

01OB001

$ 29.95

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION

2 OPERÁRIO – The function-oriented
utility knife, with drop point blade.
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length: 7".
Weight: 1.2 oz.
Item No. 01MM005
$ 18.95

5
Old Bear L.
$ 34.95

01OB002

4 ANTONINI OLD BEAR M
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length:
7⅝". Weight: 1.5 oz.
Item No. 01OB001
$ 29.95
5 ANTONINI OLD BEAR L
Blade length: 3⅝". Overall length:
8¼". Weight: 2.1 oz.
Item No. 01OB002
$ 34.95
6 ANTONINI OLD BEAR XL
Blade length: 4". Overall length: 9".
Weight: 2.5 oz.
Item No. 01OB005
$ 39.95

6
Old Bear XL.
$ 39.95

01OB005
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Cinch ®

1 - 3 ACTION R

1
Cruel Girl®
Action R.

This roping knife will perform and look
good at the same time. Features a

$ 45.95

01CI092P

super tough AUS-8 stainless steel
blade, partially serrated, and a durable
fiberglass reinforced nylon handle with
lanyard hole and pocket clip. Easy onehanded opening with a sturdy backlock
mechanism. Blade length: 3". Overall
length: 71/8". Weight: 1.5 oz. Available
in three models:

1 CRUEL GIRL® ACTION R – With
pink handle and Cruel Girl® blade
etching.
Item No. 01CI092P
$ 45.95

2
Cinch®
Action R.
$ 45.95

01CI092

2 CINCH® ACTION R – With black
handle and Cinch® blade etching.
Item No. 01CI092
$ 45.95
3 CINCH GIRLS® ACTION R – With
turquoise handle and Cinch Girls® blade
etching.
Item No. 01CI095
$ 45.95

3
Cinch Girls®
Action R.
$ 45.95

01CI095

5 CRUEL GIRL® RAINBOW – Same
features as model 01YA107CI (above),
but with the classic Cruel Girl® logo.
Item No. 01YA107CG
$ 24.95

4
Cinch Girls®
Rainbow.
$ 24.95

01YA107CI

01YA107CG

5
Cruel Girl® Rainbow.
$ 24.95

6 CINCH® BLUE BOWIE – This eyecatcher compels with its unique appeal.
The stout 440 stainless steel bowie style
blade, adorned with the Cinch® logo,
complements the blue coated stainless
steel handle, and opens with the thumb
stud. The intricate shape allows a secure
and comfortable grip. Includes pocket
clip. Blade length: 3⅞". Overall length:
8¾". Weight: 5.8 oz.
$ 33.95
Item No. 01RY855CI
7 CRUEL GIRL® BLUE BOWIE – Same
features as the Cinch® model (above),
but with the classic Cruel Girl® logo.
Item No. 01RY855CG
$ 33.95

BY

8 CINCH® STOCKMAN – A traditional
stock knife featuring clip, spey and
sheepfoot blades, with handsome
jigged brown bone handles. Nickel
silver bolsters and solid brass liners.
High carbon stainless steel blades.
Closed length is 4".
Item No. 11CI0726
$ 45.95

6
Cinch® Blue
Bowie.
$ 33.95

01RY855CI

01RY855CG
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4 CINCH GIRLS® RAINBOW – This
model really stands out with its wild
array of colors. The liner locking blade
of edge-holding 440 stainless steel is
partially serrated and hollow ground.
The handle, adorned with the Cinch
Girls® logo, is titanium PVD coated
stainless steel and includes a pocket clip.
Blade length: 27/8". Overall length: 6¾".
Weight: 3.1 oz.
Item No. 01YA107CI
$ 24.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

7
Cruel Girl® Blue Bowie.
$ 33.95

9 CINCH® TRAPPER – Heading out
without one of these in your pocket is
like leaving without your boots on. This
knife will do it all and is considered by
many to be the rancher’s favorite. The

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION | Cinch ®

$ 45.95

$ 45.95

11CI0731

10 CINCH® CLASSIC HUNTER
An ideal hunting knife or for heavy work
duties. Stag handles, solid nickel silver
bolsters and liners. Carbon steel blade.
Closed length is 41/8". Comes complete
with a high grade leather sheath.
Item No. 11CI2004ST
$ 189.95

11CI0726

11 CINCH® COWBOY CROSSDRAW
New Mexico custom knifemaker Don
Hethcoat provided us with this stout
and formidable stag fixed blade, the
Cowboy Crossdraw. The upswept
blade of 440C stainless steel provides
all the punch needed for everyday work
chores, as well as providing an excellent
skinning knife. The unique leather sheath,
with sewn-in magnet, is worn to enable
quick draw, as well as comfortable carry
when on horseback or cruising on a
motorcycle. Blade length: 2⅞". Overall
length: 6⅜". Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 02BO515CI
$ 108.95
12 - 14 CINCH® ROPING KNIFE
The workhorse of the Cinch® line of
premium cutlery is the Cinch® Roping
Knife. Lightning fast deployment
puts the knife where you need it at
critical times. Stainless steel handles
matched with an aggressive partially
serrated blade of AUS-8 steel. Pocket
clip is reversible for tip-up or tip-down
carry. Secure back locking mechanism.
Lanyard hole provides additional security.
Blade length: 3". Overall length:  71/8".
Weight: 4 oz. Available in three versions:
12 CINCH® FASTBACK – The original
Fastback roping knife.
Item No. 01CI091
$ 69.95

10
Cinch®
Classic Hunter.
$ 189.95

11CI2004ST

11
Cinch® Cowboy
Crossdraw.

02BO515CI

$ 108.95

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION

yellow bone handles are offset by clip
and spey blades. And for those looking
for a good edge and one that sharpens
up the way that you want, these blades
are high carbon stainless steel. Closed
length is 4¼".
Item No. 11CI0731
$ 45.95

9
Cinch®
Trapper.

8
Cinch®
Stockman.

12
Cinch®
Fastback.
$ 69.95

01CI091

13 CINCH® FASTBACK II – Fastback
roping knife with western scroll
engraving.
Item No. 01CI091E
$ 92.95

13
Cinch®
Fastback II.
$ 92.95

14 CINCH® FASTBACK III – Fastback
roping knife with western scroll, 24K
gold.
Item No. 01CI091EG
$ 136.95

01CI091E

14
Cinch®
Fastback III.
$ 136.95

01CI091EG
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Fox Knives

1
Tur Folder
Carbon.
$ 299.00

01FX136

2
Tur Fixed
Cocobolo.
$ 229.00

02FX109

3
Tur Fixed G-10.
$ 229.00

02FX097

4
Mini Backlock.

01FX183

$ 59.95

FOX KNIVES
In 1977, Oreste Frati founded the Fox
Coltellerie that we know today under
the brand "Fox Knives." After many
lessons learned, both in production
and in sales he successfully founded
this company, which has since been
run as a family. Since the impressive
innovation, new materials and
techniques were tested and introduced,
Fox has become one of the big players
in the knife industry. In addition to the
production of traditional and elegant
knife designs, modern tactical designs
for police and military is an important
pillar of Fox Knives. The certification
as an official NATO supplier testifies
to the seriousness with which Fox
Knives also followed this direction, and
with the division "FKMD" (Fox Knives
Military Division), has been perfected.
Fox successfully continues to provide
designs for just about every taste and
every application.
1 TUR FOLDER CARBON – Formerly
known as a specialist for fixed blade
knives, the folding knives of Jesper
Voxnaes have become at least as
120

desirable in the meantime. The Tur
Folder has a pleasantly contoured
handle made from carbon fiber and
the versatile blade, made from Elmax
steel, is a real highlight with its
extraordinarily high edge retention.
Also features a liner lock mechanism
and titanium pocket clip (tip-up).
Blade length: 3". Overall length: 7".
Weight: 3.4 oz.
Item No. 01FX136
$ 299.00

2 TUR FIXED COCOBOLO – The
Tur fixed blade is a considerable and
imposing knife made by Jesper Voxnaes
of Denmark. The blade, made from high
quality N690CO, is finely satined. The
blade geometry shows immediately that
Jesper is a practical man. The universal
blade can be used for almost any chore.
The cocobolo handle scales are firmly
fixed to the full tang construction. With
lanyard hole and high quality brown
leather sheath. Blade length: 4⅜".
Overall length: 8¾". Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 02FX109
$ 229.00

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 TUR FIXED G-10 – Same features
as the cocobolo version (above), but
with rugged G-10 handle scales. With
lanyard hole and high quality black
leather sheath. Blade length: 4⅜".
Overall length: 8¾". Weight: 5.7 oz.
Item No. 02FX097
$ 229.00
4 MINI BACKLOCK – The Fox
Mini Backlock is a fully functional
but miniaturized pocket knife with
handsome rosewood scales and backlock
mechanism. The blade is made from
440A, stainless steel, set off by nickel
silver bolsters. Blade length: 1⅝".
Overall length: 3⅞". Weight: 1.1 oz.
Item No. 01FX183
$ 59.95
5 - 6 MUSHROOM KNIFE – The
ultimate knife for mushroom picking!
In addition to the curved blade for easy
and clean cuts, this classic mushroom
knife also features a brush to clean
needles or dirt from the mushroom.
The centimeter scale on the handle
scales simplifies measurements.
Available in two versions:
5 FUNGHI 403 – Featuring a
retractable brush made of synthetic
bristles, rosewood handle scales,

carabiner hook, and chain to secure
the knife. Blade length: 2¾".
Thickness: 3mm. Overall length: 7⅛".
Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01FX075
$ 39.95

6 FUNGHI OLIVE WOOD – Featuring
a natural bristle brush, olive wood
handle scales and carabiner to secure
the knife. Also features jimping on the
blade spine for an optimized grip. Blade
length: 2¾". Thickness: 3mm. Overall
length: 7⅛". Weight: 2.5 oz.
$ 45.95
Item No. 01FX076
7 TERZUOLA 525 BIRCHWOOD – The
characteristic straight lines and the
elegance of the design result in the
combination of a tactical knife and
a gentlemen's folding knife, which is
typical for the Terzuola. The steel plates
house a solid liner lock. The satined
blade is made of N690, and the elegant
handles are crafted of birch wood.
Blade length: 3½". Overall length:
7⅞". Weight: 3.6 oz.
Item No. 01FX118
$ 169.95
8 210CR – The 210CR hunting pocket
knife features scales made from genuine
bull horn, enclosed by stainless steel
bolsters. The wider, leaf-shaped blade
also has versatile uses as an everyday
carry or on your lunch break, making
the 210CR a real all-arounder. Blade
length: 3½". Thickness: 3mm. Overall
length: 8⅛". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01FX065
$ 53.95
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01FX075

5
Funghi 403.
$ 39.95

6
Funghi Olive
Wood.

01FX076

$ 45.95

7
Terzuola 525
Birchwood.

01FX118

8
210CR.

01FX065

$ 53.95

01FX058
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$ 169.95

9
Traditional 521.
9 - 10 TRADITIONAL SERIES – These
classic slip joint pocket knives feature
stainless steel bolsters and olive wood
handle scales, suitable for a wide range
of cutting chores in everyday use, in
nature, or on a picnic. Classically elegant.
Available in two versions:
9 TRADITIONAL 521 – With classic clip
point blade with large nail groove, made
from Sandvik 12C27. Blade length: 3⅜".
Thickness: 3mm. Overall length: 7¾".
Weight: 3.6 oz.
Item No. 01FX058
$ 56.95
10 TRADITIONAL 524 – With a stout
drop point blade, made from 440C stainless.
Blade length: 3". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 7½". Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 01FX059
$ 67.95

$ 56.95

01FX059

10
Traditional 524.
$ 67.95
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1
Nuragus 565/18.

01FX060

$ 79.95

01FX061

2
Nuragus 565/20.
$ 94.95
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Nuragus 560/18.
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4
Forest Micarta 575.
$ 69.95

01FX068

5
Forest Micarta 576.
$ 79.95

01FX576ML

6
Forest Pakkawood 575.
$ 109.95

01FX063

01FX064

7
Forest Pakkawood
576.
$ 134.95
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8
Elite 271 DOL Damascus.
$ 289.00

01FX055DAM

9
Elite 271 OL.
$ 129.95

01FX079

10
Elite 271 TU.

11
Spy-Fox Amboina.
$ 129.95

1 - 3 NURAGUS – The classic Sardinian
shape of the Nuragus, named after the
small Sardinian village of the same
name, is a popular and widespread
knife shape in the Mediterranean region.
Its simple design consists of a wooden
handle with stainless steel collar and
does not have a back spring. The satin
finished blade is made from stainless
420C (Rockwell hardness: 54-56 HRC).
Available in three versions:

4 - 7 FOREST – As a classic, durable
pocket knife for any occasion, in
combination with its ergonomic handle
make this knife from the Forest series the
instrument of choice for all traditionalists
looking for a blend between class and
utility. Featuring 440C blade steel, sturdy
backlock mechanism and lanyard hole.
Includes nylon belt pouch.
Available in four versions:

1 NURAGUS 565/18 – With juniper
4 FOREST MICARTA 575 – With
wood handle. Blade length: 3⅛".
Micarta handle scales. Blade length: 3".
Thickness: 2.5mm. Overall length: 7⅛". Thickness: 3mm. Overall length: 6⅞".
Weight: 1.3 oz.
Weight: 3 oz.
Item No. 01FX060
$ 79.95
Item No. 01FX068
$ 69.95
2 NURAGUS 565/20 – With juniper
wood handle. Blade length: 3⅝".
Thickness: 2.5mm. Overall length: 7⅞".
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Item No. 01FX061
$ 94.95

5 FOREST MICARTA 576 – With
Micarta handle scales. Blade length:
3¾". Thickness: 3.5mm. Overall length:
8½". Weight: 4.4 oz.
Item No. 01FX576ML
$ 79.95

3 NURAGUS 560/18 – With cattle
horn handle. Blade length: 3⅛".
Thickness: 2.5mm. Overall length: 7⅛".
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Item No. 01FX082
$ 87.95

6 FOREST PAKKAWOOD 575 – With
Pakkawood handle scales. Blade length:
3". Thickness: 3mm. Overall length:
6⅞". Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01FX063
$ 109.95

01FX184

7 FOREST PAKKAWOOD 576 – With
Pakkawood handle scales. Blade length:
3¾". Thickness: 3.5mm. Overall length:
8½". Weight: 8.1 oz.
Item No. 01FX064
$ 134.95

9 ELITE 271 OL – Featuring N690
blade steel and an elegant olive wood
handle.
Item No. 01FX079
$ 129.95
10 ELITE 271 TU – Featuring N690
blade steel and an elegant tulip wood
handle.
Item No. 01FX054
$ 129.95

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION

01FX054

$ 129.95

8 - 10 ELITE 271 – The incredibly slim
lines of the Elite and the beautifully cut
11 SPY-FOX AMBOINA – While
stainless steel bolsters are proof again
of the high level of Italian design artistry. Spyderco and Fox are collaborating on a
wide range of current projects, the Spy-Fox
The Elite combines Mediterranean knife
asserts a special role since the combination
tradition with modern day engineering,
of the design elements typical for both
and thus meets the high expectations of
demanding knife enthusiasts. Whether in manufacturers results in a true work of art
the vitrine, for lunch, or as a letter opener with a harmonious and consistent design.
The N690 blade is deployed with the
- a knife could not possibly be more
thumb hole and is engaged by the liner
refined in terms of style. A gem that
lock. The stainless steel handle carries
also stands up to everyday use in style!
Blade length: 3⅛". Thickness: 2.5mm. the beautifully grained amboina wood
scales. Includes pocket clip for easy carry.
Overall length: 6⅞". Weight: 1.7 oz.
Blade length: 2¼". Thickness: 2mm.
Available in three versions:
Overall length: 5⅛". Weight: 1.3 oz.
Item No. 01FX184
$ 129.95
8 ELITE 271 DOL DAMASCUS
Featuring an elegant olive wood handle
and powdered metal Damascus blade,
characterized by its superior edge
retention properties and corrosion
resistance.
Item No. 01FX055DAM
$ 289.00
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1
Vintage Stag.
$ 199.95

02FX111

2
Multi Hunter
500/2CE.
$ 169.95

3
Multi Hunter
500/2SCE.

01FX180

$ 169.95

01FX182

4
Multi Hunter
500/3CE.
$ 189.95

01FX181

1 VINTAGE STAG – The handy
fixed-blade Vintage Stag is a compact
and well-balanced companion through
everyday life as well as good choice for
hunting. Nickel silver bolsters and scales
made from genuine stag are classic
ingredients as well as the drop point
blade made from 440A. Includes leather
sheath.
Item No. 02FX111
$ 199.95

6 GENTLEMAN – Classic low profile,
full steel pocket knives have been
standard equipment for men of action for
decades. These classics continue to be in
great demand even today. They generate
little buildup in the trouser pocket due
to their extremely low profile design and
tackle most everyday cutting chores with
ease. The handle is also well suited for
custom engraving. 420C blade steel.
Blade length: 2⅝". Thickness: 2.5mm.
Overall length: 5¾". Weight: 1.3 oz.
$ 25.95
Item No. 01FX077

3 MULTI HUNTER 500/2SCE – With
main blade and saw blade. Blade length:
3⅜". Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 6 oz. 7 - 10 WIN COLLECTION
Item No. 01FX182
$ 169.95
These classic lockback pocket knives from
the Win collection feature Sandvik 12C27
4 MULTI HUNTER 500/3CE – With
blade steel, and slim, low profile handles
main blade, skinning blade, and saw
for comfortable carry in the pocket.
blade. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
2 - 4 MULTI HUNTER
Available in four versions:
length: 7¾". Weight: 7.8 oz.
These classic hunting pocket knives by
Item No. 01FX181
$ 189.95
Fox are equipped with stainless steel
7 WIN 551 – With a sleek, stainless
bolsters and rugged stag handle scales.
steel handle. Blade length: 3¾".
5 CAMPING – This classic picnic and
The main blade is crafted of N690 steel,
Thickness: 3mm. Overall length: 8½".
lunch knife not only boasts a long blade
opens with the nail nick and locks
Weight: 4.1 oz.
that lets you portion out even larger
securely with the back lock. Includes
Item No. 01FX071
$ 59.95
nylon sheath. Available in three versions: sausage slices, apples, etc. with ease, but
also features a foldout fork for picnicking 8 WIN 581 – A practical version for
in style. Sleek stainless steel handle and
2 MULTI HUNTER 500/2CE – With
everyday use. Featuring stainless steel
420C blade steel. Blade length: 4½".
main blade and skinning blade. Blade
bolsters and rosewood handle scales.
Thickness: 2.5mm. Overall length: 10".
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7¾".
Blade length: 3". Thickness: 3mm.
Weight: 2.2 oz.
Weight: 6.3 oz.
Overall length: 6⅞". Weight: 3.4 oz.
Item No. 01FX078
$ 54.95
Item No. 01FX180
Item No. 01FX069
$ 169.95
$ 64.95
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9 WIN 582 – Small enough for
comfortable carry, but large enough for
any cutting chore. Featuring stainless
steel bolsters and rosewood handle
scales. Blade length: 3⅜". Thickness:
3mm. Overall length: 7¾". Weight:
4.5 oz.
Item No. 01FX072
$ 69.95
10 WIN 589 – The outdoor and hunting
version, featuring an additional saw
blade with bottle opener and screw
driver tip - ready for any task. Rosewood
handle scales with stainless steel
bolsters. Blade length: 3¾". Thickness:
3mm. Overall length: 8¾". Weight:
7.3 oz.
Item No. 01FX070
$ 89.95
11 SILVER 594 ROSEWOOD – This
classic, drop point pocket knife turns the
compact knife into a smooth operator
for the trouser pocket or lady's purse,
and is an excellent choice as a compact
alternative to larger and heavier pocket
knives. The bolsters are made from
stainless steel, and the solid back lock
mechanism and flowing forms delight
users and collectors alike. N690 blade
steel and handsome rosewood handle.
Blade length: 3". Thickness: 3.5mm.
Overall length: 7½". Weight: 5.7 oz.
Item No. 01FX066
$ 84.95
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01FX078

5
Camping.
$ 54.95

6
Gentleman.
$ 25.95

01FX077

7
Win 551.
$ 59.95

01FX071
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8
Win 581.
$ 64.95

01FX069
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9
Win 582.
$ 69.95

01FX072

See our full line of Fox Knives
in our Fox catalog, or visit
www.bokerusa.com
10
Win 589.
$ 89.95

01FX070

11
Silver 594
Rosewood.
$ 84.95

01FX066
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1
Folding Pro Hunter
Wood.
$ 239.00

01FX130DW

2
Pro Hunter
Wood.
$ 205.00

02FX131DW

3
Njall Micarta.
$ 199.95

02FX040

4
Njall G-10.
$ 199.95

02FX006

5
Trekking Axe
682/M.
$ 99.95

09FX005

1 FOLDING PRO HUNTER WOOD
The stout, bellied N690 blade is tailormade for hunting use, but also has very
high utility for everyday chores. The
texture of the santos wood handle
scales ensures a secure grip in any
situation and displays a beautiful
contrast to the satin finished blade.
Includes an innovative belt pouch,
made from saddle leather, that allows
the knife to be carried when open. The
manual LAWKS safety ensures superior
operational safety. Blade length: 3¾".
Thickness: 5mm. Overall length: 8¾".
Weight: 7.1 oz.
Item No. 01FX130DW
$ 239.00
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2 PRO HUNTER WOOD – The Pro
Hunter Wood is the fixed blade
version of the successful Folding
Pro Hunter. Practical hunting
and outdoor knife with full tang
construction and bellied N690 drop
point blade. Santos handle scales
with milled texture guarantee a
secure grip in any situation. The
exposed tang can be used as an
impact element. The long jimping on
the thumb ramp supports powerful
operation. Includes a premium
leather sheath. Blade length: 4⅜".
Thickness: 5mm. Overall length: 9".
Weight: 7.3 oz.
Item No. 02FX131DW
$ 205.00
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6
Sailing Knife.
$ 109.95

01FX074

7
Sailing Knife
G-10.
$ 114.95
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8
Sailing Knife.
$ 107.95

See our full line of Fox Knives
in our Fox catalog, or visit
www.bokerusa.com

9
German Navy
Knife.

01FX045

01FX230

3 - 4 NJALL
Another signature design of Jesper
Voxnaes. In spite of the significantly
higher share of folders in recent years,
Jesper continues to be a specialist
when it comes to fixed blade, rugged,
and versatile outdoor knives. With its
pleasantly textured handle scales and
the additional index finger groove, the
Njall allows a wide range of field-tested
hand holds, while the jimping on the
thumb ramp in the blade spine supports
powerful pushing cuts. The 5mm blade
thickness is an outstanding compromise
between high strength and outstanding
cutting characteristics, which is further
enhanced by the high swung edge.
N690 blade steel. Includes a premium
leather sheath. Blade length: 4½".
Thickness: 5mm. Overall length: 8⅞".
Available in two versions:
3 NJALL MICARTA – With canvas
Micarta handle scales. Weight: 8.1 oz.
Item No. 02FX040
$ 199.95

4 NJALL G-10 – With orange G-10
handle scales. Weight: 8.6 oz.
Item No. 02FX006
$ 199.95
5 TREKKING AXE 682/M – This
Nordic inspired trekking axe features a
wide edge and distinctly curved shaft
end for fatigue-free chopping. The
handle uses sassafras wood, a species
many may know as the taste ingredient
for American root beer. The head relies
on Sandvik 12C27 steel, and a leather
sheath rounds out the features. Cutting
edge length: 5½". Overall length:
13¾". Weight: 13.8 oz.
Item No. 09FX005
$ 99.95
6 SAILING KNIFE – In addition to the
sheepfoot blade with partial serration
and integrated shackle loosener, the
standard configuration of the sailor
knife has a marlin spike and handle
scales made from blue anodized
aluminum. The blade is crafted of

440C stainless, and locks securely with
the liner lock mechanism. Includes
lanyard. Blade length: 3". Thickness:
3mm. Overall length: 7⅛". Weight:
4.2 oz.
Item No. 01FX074
$ 109.95

7 SAILING KNIFE G-10 – In addition
to the sheepfoot blade with partial
serration and integrated shackle
loosener, the standard configuration
of the sailor knife has a marlin spike
and handle scales made from navy blue
G-10. The blade is crafted of 440C
stainless, and locks securely with the
liner lock mechanism. Includes lanyard.
Blade length: 3". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 7⅛". Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 01FX073
$ 114.95

secondary multi-function blade with
screw driver tip, several hex wrenches,
bottle opener, can opener, and a small
rope cutter. The cutout in the primary
blade functions as a shackle loosener
- the universal tool for maritime use.
Slip resistant FRN handle scales and
420C blade steel. Includes lanyard.
Blade length: 3". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 7⅛". Weight: 5.5 oz.
Item No. 01FX045
$ 107.95

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION

$ 67.95

9 GERMAN NAVY KNIFE – In
addition to the blade, the official
knife of the German Navy features a
lockable marlin spike and lanyard hole.
420C blade steel. Blade length: 3⅛".
Thickness: 4mm. Overall length: 7½".
Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01FX230
$ 67.95

8 SAILING KNIFE – The sailor's
knife from Fox not only has a modified
sheepfoot blade with an aggressive
partial serration and the obligatory
marlin spike, but also features a
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Fox Knives

1
FKMD Specwog.
$ 269.00

01FX310

2
Folding Karambit
BK.
$ 149.95

01FX479

3
Folding Karambit
$ 159.95

01FX478

4
B.R.I.

$ 239.00

01FX013

knives of fishermen or gardeners. The ring at
the handle end allows for hands-free working
1 FKMD SPECWOG – As far as its design
with the knife so you do not need to put it
is concerned, the Specwog Folder radiates
down, and also prevents loss. Today however,
an uncompromising strength. The "clunk"
the ring is also used for certain types of
as the back lock latch engages, and the
martial arts, where the knife is being rotated
massive construction give an air of absolute
around the small finger. Ernest Emerson was
and unconditional reliability. If needed, the
sliding secondary safety catch virtually makes a pioneer for the renaissance of this type
of knife. He also created the patent for the
the folder into a fixed blade. N690 steel
so-called Emerson Wave, a small hook at the
is used for the blade, which is DLC-coated.
blade spine which allows for a simultaneous
Grippy G-10 for the handle scales, solid steel
opening of the blade when pulling the knife
blanks and a reversible clip (l/r) make the
out of the pocket. The blade is crafted of
Specwog Folder a knife that can tackle any
chore. Blade length: 3⅝". Thickness: 4mm. N690Co and has a black coating. The handle
scales are slip resistant G-10. Liner lock
Overall length: 8⅝". Weight: 8.7 oz.
mechanism. Includes pocket clip. Blade
$ 269.00
Item No. 01FX310
length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3mm. Overall
2 FOLDING KARAMBIT BK – The Karambit length: 8½". Weight: 4.6 oz.
$ 149.95
is a solid work knife, that has its origins in the Item No. 01FX479
Malay-Indonesian archipelago. In the 11th
3 FOLDING KARAMBIT – Same
century, it was documented with the ring at
the handle end for the first time. Even today, features and specifications as model
01FX479 (above), but with handle scales
the crescent-shaped blade is used for the
128
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crafted of T6-6061 aircraft aluminum.
Blade length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 4.3 oz.
$ 159.95
Item No. 01FX478

impressive knife. The slim, deeply recessed
handle houses a massive blade that is highly
versatile in everyday use, but also for tactical
purposes. The deep finger grooves guarantee
extremely secure handling, while the milled
grip locations facilitate a safe and fast switch
of the hand hold. An expressive utility knife
that combines field tested capabilities with
spectacular lines. Available in three versions:

4 B.R.I. – The B.R.I. (Brigade de
Recherche et d´Intervention, a Paris-based
Special Forces unit) is a compact, sturdy
folder that is deployed with the flipper or 5 DESERT FOX G-10 – This liner lock
thumb stud on the N690 steel blade. The version has steel liners that are equipped
with a slip resistant texture on the G-10
deep thumb groove in the handle and
scales. The N690 blade is deployed with the
spine permits powerful cuts, while the
flipper or the thumb groove. A reversible clip
glass breaker provides fast access in an
emergency. The handle scales are crafted (tip up, l/r) and exchangeable glass breaker
round out the features. Blade length: 3¾".
of rugged G-10. Includes reversible
Thickness: 4mm. Overall length: 8½".
pocket clip (l/r). Blade length: 3½".
Weight: 6.7 oz.
Thickness: 3.8mm. Overall length: 8¼".
$ 339.00
Item No. 01FX081
Weight: 8.5 oz.
$ 239.00
Item No. 01FX013
6 DESERT FOX DAMASCUS – The blue
anodized handle scales of this titanium
5 - 7 DESERT FOX
frame lock version not only give the knife a
Israeli coach, engineer, gun maker, and
particularly refined touch, but also provide
Krav-Maga specialist Boris Manasherov
a noticeable weight reduction. The blade
presents the Desert Fox as yet another

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION | Fox Knives

5
Desert Fox G-10.
$ 339.00

01FX081

consists of stainless, powdered metal
Damascus steel in the "Björkmans Twist"
pattern and not only scores with its beautiful
grain, but also with the high hardness and
edge holding ability typical for Damascus
steel. By omitting the glass-breaker and
flipper, the closed knife becomes even more
compact. Blade length: 3¾". Thickness:
4mm. Overall length: 8½". Weight: 5.8 oz.
$ 789.00
Item No. 01FX043DAM

6
Desert Fox Damascus.
$ 789.00

01FX043DAM

7 DESERT FOX COCOBOLO – This

7
Desert Fox Cocobolo.
$ 259.00

8 - 9 ANSØ FLIPPER
The typical signature of Jens Ansø
characterizes the Flipper, which is in fact
reminiscent of a jumping dolphin with
its flowing lines. But in this case, the
flipper is of course also implemented as a
comfortable blade opener, which gives both
left and right-handed users a convenient
opening mechanism. The handle structure
characteristic for Jens Ansø is also found
on many of his coveted custom designs and
provides outstanding grip. The N690 blade is
engaged by a frame lock. The removable clip
(tip-down) support comfortable carry. Blade
length: 3½". Thickness: 4mm. Overall
length: 8⅛". Available in two versions:

01FX112

8
Ansø Flipper Titan.
$ 299.00

01FX302

8 ANSØ FLIPPER TITAN – With titanium

handle scale. Weight: 6.5 oz.
$ 299.00
Item No. 01FX302

9 ANSØ FLIPPER G-10 – With G-10

handle scale and black coated blade.
Weight: 5.1 oz.
$ 179.95
Item No. 01FX062
10 TERZUOLA G-10 – The classic
signature of Bob Terzuola, master folding
knife maker from New Mexico, is evident
at first glance on this model. His designs,
which generally range between tactical
and gentleman, have a huge following
worldwide. The Terzuola G-10 features G-10
scales with milled steps that underscore
the slim form factor of the knife. The N690
blade is engaged by a liner lock and coated
with Cerakote. With removable pocket clip
(tip-up). Blade length: 3½". Thickness:
3mm. Overall length: 7⅞". Weight: 4.4 oz.
$ 175.95
Item No. 01FX041

9
Ansø Flipper G-10.

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION

impressive model features handsome
cocobolo wood handle scales, for the perfect
blend of "tactical" and "elegant." Does
not have a pocket clip; includes leather
sheath. Blade length: 3¾". Thickness: 4mm.
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 6.7 oz.
$ 259.00
Item No. 01FX112

$ 179.95

01FX062

10
Terzuola G-10.
$ 175.95

01FX041
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1
Machete 686/36
Palisander.
$ 107.95

02FX054

2
Machete 683.
$ 114.95

02FX053

Nitro-B Blade Steel
3
Pathfinder.

02FX050

$ 219.00

02FX052

4
Gurkha.

$ 149.95

3 PATHFINDER – Exquisitely equipped
with stainless Nitro- B from Buderus as the
1 MACHETE 686/36 PALISANDER
blade steel, the Pathfinder is more than able
The blade on this impressive machete is
to run with the big dogs. Its edge-holding
fabricated from C70 carbon steel (nonproperties far exceed classic "machete
stainless) and features a black coating as
steels," while the 5mm blade thickness
protection against corrosion. Highly effective enhances the strength and effectiveness. The
due to its pronounced front-loading. The
slip resistant texture on the rubber-coated
straightforward re-sharpening of carbon steel FRN handle guarantees an outstanding grip.
blades simplifies maintenance after extensive Includes leather sheath. Blade length: 13¾".
use. The riveted handle scales are crafted of Thickness: 5mm. Overall length: 20⅛".
handsome rosewood. Includes leather sheath. Weight: 1.5 lbs.
$ 219.00
Blade length: 14⅛". Thickness: 3.5mm.
Item No. 02FX050
Overall length: 19¾". Weight: 1.5 lbs.
$ 107.95
4 GURKHA – Based on the Khukri used by
Item No. 02FX054
the Nepalese Gurkhas, who are commissioned
2 MACHETE 683 – The handle on
by the Commonwealth as an elite unit of the
the 683 machete consists of fiberglass
British Armed Forces, the successor model
reinforced plastic (FRN) and is rubber-coated is also equipped with the typically angled
for a secure grip. The slip-resistant texture
blade that characterizes a Khukri. The FRN
facilitates fatigue-free operation. The
handle is rubber-coated, and in combination
12C27 stainless blade steel distinguishes
with its texture, guarantees a very secure
this machete from lower priced competitors.
grip. Blade steel is 440A stainless. Includes
Includes leather sheath. Blade length: 14⅛". leather sheath. Blade length: 13¾".
Thickness: 6.5mm. Overall length: 18½".
Thickness: 3.5mm. Overall length: 20⅛".
Weight: 1.9 lbs.
Weight: 1.4 lbs.
$ 114.95
$ 149.95
Item No. 02FX052
Item No. 02FX053
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5 OLD FOX – This classic fixed blade knife,
with its European style, has considerable
likeness to the well known sailor's knives,
and is highly popular as a traditional version
among scouts, campers, hikers, and other
nature lovers. The full tang gives the knife
considerable strength, and the rosewood
handle scales are permanently riveted to the
tang. 420C blade steel. Includes lanyard and
leather sheath. Blade length: 5". Thickness:
3mm. Overall length: 9¼". Weight: 4.2 oz.
$ 47.95
Item No. 02FX046
6 - 8 EUROPEAN HUNTER
Strutting along in classic style, the European
Hunter features a handle made from pressed
leather rings that provide a solid grip even
in wet and cold conditions. The stainless
steel pommel cap and the parrying element
(also made from stainless steel) facilitate
secure handling. The blade thickness is held
moderate in order to preserve outstanding
cutting performance, of the 420C stainless
steel blade. The European Hunter is
therefore also suited as a traditional scout
and fixed blade knife. Includes a classic
leather sheath. Available in three versions:
6 EUROPEAN HUNTER 610/09
Blade length: 3¾". Thickness: 3mm. Overall
length: 7¼". Weight: 2.5 oz.
$ 49.95
Item No. 02FX043

7 EUROPEAN HUNTER 610/11
Blade length: 4½". Thickness: 3mm. Overall
length: 8¾". Weight: 3.7 oz.
$ 54.95
Item No. 02FX044
8 EUROPEAN HUNTER 610/13
Blade length: 5⅜". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 9¾". Weight: 4.6 oz.
$ 59.95
Item No. 02FX045

9 MILITARY – Based on the classic

Defender, (above) the Military has a black
coating on the C70 carbon steel blade and
a handle made from durable ABS plastic.
Includes a black leather sheath. Blade length:
7¼". Thickness: 5mm. Overall length: 12¼".
Weight: 10.6 oz.
$ 74.95
Item No. 02FX048
10 TECNO MILITARY 2 – The Tecno
Military 2 has a two-component handle made
from extremely tough polypropylene that
together with the directly over molded rubber
inserts represents an optimum of ergonomics
and grippiness. Other features such as the
inserted impact element on the pommel, the
blade spine equipped with an aggressive
serration and a line cutter, the finger groove
for a choked-up grip for detailed cutting
chores, and the pronounced hand guard make
the Tecno Military 2 into an all-arounder for
outdoor and tactical uses. 420C blade steel.
Includes a Molle-compatible nylon sheath.
Blade length: 4¾". Thickness: 4mm. Overall
length: 9½". Weight: 5.6 oz.
$ 73.95
Item No. 02FX049
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Fox Knives

1
Terzuola Bocote.
$ 169.95

01FX117

01FX021

2
Terzuola Ziracote.
$ 169.95

3
Terzuola Titan.

01FX044

$ 329.00

01FX096

4
Terzuola Titan II.
$ 329.00

1 - 4 TERZUOLA
The sleek lines of the Terzuola, by Bob
Terzuola from New Mexico, make it a
true classic. The characteristic straight
lines and the elegance of the design
result in the combination of a tactical
knife and gentlemen's folding knife.
Featuring steel plates with a solid liner
lock, and N690 blade steel. Blade
length: 3½". Overall length: 7⅞".
Available in four versions:

3 TERZUOLA TITAN – The frame lock
version, with bead blasted titanium
scale, frame lock, and pocket clip.
Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 01FX044
$ 329.00

1 TERZUOLA BOCOTE – With Bocote
wood handle scales. Does not have
pocket clip; includes leather sheath.
Weight: 3.6 oz.
Item No. 01FX117
$ 169.95

5 - 12 DRAGOTAC
Friction folders have increasingly gained in
popularity. The extremely simple design of
the mechanism does away with any form
of locking or spring and features a freely
hinged blade. The exposed blade spike
when closed is not only used to easily
deploy the blade, but represents a thumb
rest when used, thus providing a level of
operational safety similar to a lockable
knife. Bastinelli applies this century-old

2 TERZUOLA ZIRACOTE – With
Ziracote wood handle scales. Does
not have pocket clip; includes leather
sheath. Weight: 3.9 oz.
Item No. 01FX021
$ 169.95
132

4 TERZUOLA TITAN II – The frame
lock version, with blue anodized
titanium scale, frame lock, and pocket
clip. Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 01FX096
$ 329.00

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

principle to a modern day pocket knife
that without question meets the demands
placed on a modern day tool for everyday
use. The blade is made from trusted Böhler
N690 steel. Available in six versions:

5 DRAGOTAC BB ZIRACOTE
With Ziracote wood handle scales. Includes
a brown quiver pouch made from antiqued
hide. Blade length: 1¾". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 4⅛". Weight: 1.8 oz.
$ 104.95
Item No. 01FX046

8 COMPACT DRAGOTAC
With FRN handle scales. Includes a black
quiver pouch made from antiqued hide.
Blade length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3mm.
Overall length: 7¼". Weight: 1.6 oz.
$ 81.95
Item No. 01FX047

9 DRAGOTAC BB GRAY – With gray

FRN handle scales. Blade length: 1¾".
Thickness: 3mm. Overall length: 4⅛".
Weight: 1.1 oz.
$ 79.95
Item No. 01FX115
10 COMPACT DRAGOTAC GRAY
With gray FRN handle scales. Blade
length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3mm. Overall
length: 7¼". Weight: 1.6 oz.
$ 89.95
Item No. 01FX113

6 COMPACT DRAGOTAC ZIRACOTE
With Ziracote wood handle scales. Includes
a brown quiver pouch made from antiqued 11 DRAGOTAC BB ORANGE – With
hide. Blade length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3mm. orange FRN handle scales. Blade
length: 1¾". Thickness: 3mm. Overall
Overall length: 7¼". Weight: 2.6 oz.
length: 4⅛". Weight: 1.1 oz.
$ 119.95
Item No. 01FX024
$ 79.95
Item No. 01FX116
7 DRAGOTAC BB
12 COMPACT DRAGOTAC ORANGE
With FRN handle scales. Includes a black
With orange FRN handle scales. Blade
quiver pouch made from antiqued hide.
Blade length: 1¾". Thickness: 3mm.
length: 3⅛". Thickness: 3mm. Overall
Overall length: 4⅛". Weight: 1.1 oz.
length: 7¼". Weight: 1.6 oz.
$ 71.95
Item No. 01FX048
$ 89.95
Item No. 01FX114
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FKMD

1
Meskwaki
Tracker Micarta.
$ 349.00

01FX500

2
Meskwaki
Tracker G-10.
$ 349.00

01FX501

3
Tracker Utility
Camp & Sniper
Knife.
$ 299.00

02FX9CM01B

4
Trapper.

$ 279.00

02FX132MGT

1 - 2 MESKWAKI TRACKER
With the folding version of the legendary
Trakker, FKMD is offering a huge
clasp knife. It is hard to imagine the
dimensions and robust construction of
this knife without actually holding one
in your hand. But the first time you
hold it, it is immediately clear that the
Meskwaki Tracker is not a toy. The frontheavy blade and the intelligent handle
design mean it can be used in a variety
of applications, from the carving to finer
cutting work and chopping. The lockback
can be secured with a secondary safety
catch, and the ingenious Cordura sheath
allows you to carry the knife open or
closed. An impressive knife that can be
used both outdoor and tactically where it
displays all its versatility and robustness.
Blade length: 5⅜". Overall length:
12¼". Weight: 15.7 oz. Available in
two versions:
1 MESKWAKI TRACKER MICARTA
With sand-blasted blade and green linen
Micarta handle scales.
Item No. 01FX500
$ 349.00
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2 MESKWAKI TRACKER G-10 – With
black blade and earth colored G-10
handle scales.
Item No. 01FX501
$ 349.00
3 TRACKER UTILITY CAMP & SNIPER
KNIFE – This tool is a true all-arounder.
It is an effective and reliable companion
during camping, hiking or trekking
trips but is also perfect as a sniper
knife. Thanks to the 6mm thick blade of
N690 steel, it is particularly suitable for
chopping tasks but also for precise cuts.
The bellied shape also enables digging.
Also suited for hunting purposes. The
specially developed DLC blade coating
originates from the tool manufacturing
and achieves a hardness of 72-75 HRC.
It gives the knife an extremely high
corrosion and scratch resistance. The
full tang construction provides the
required amount of stability in every
condition. Due to the Forprene handle,
the knife offers maximum grip in any
weather condition, no matter the cutting
task. Includes lanyard hole and multi-

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

functional black Cordura sheath with
front pocket and leg extender. Blade
length: 5⅞". Overall length: 11¼".
Weight: 10.9 oz.
Item No. 02FX9CM01B
$ 299.00

4 TRAPPER – The Trapper is a multifunctional outdoor and operating knife
that is also suitable for chopping tasks,
due to its forward balanced blade. The
rear part of the edge is perfect for cross
cuts (ropes, etc.) and also for carving
chores. It achieves a maximum of
stability thanks to its blade thickness.
In the rear part, the tang extends to a
massive hammer providing a generously
dimensioned lanyard hole. The Micarta
handle scales offer a high level of grip
and are comfortably contoured. The
thumb grooves provide additional handle
options. The blade steel is N690. Includes
an elabote Cordura sheath with leg straps
and leg extender. Blade length: 6¾".
Overall length: 11¾". Weight: 12.7 oz.
Item No. 02FX132MGT
$ 279.00
5 PARUS – As fully grown outdoor and
survival knife, the Parus with its wide,
powerful blade is a real jack of all trades.

The front balance ensures effective
chopping, the recurve grind has great
cutting potential, and the large index
finger groove makes it possible to hold
the knife short for precise work or more
pressure when carving wood. Forprene
handle, with grippy grooves on the tang.
N690 blade steel with large lanyard hole.
Includes variable and MOLLE-compatible
nylon sheath and comprehensive survival
kit in closable aluminum box with its
own nylon pouch. Blade length: 6⅞".
Overall length: 11¾". Weight: 12 oz.
Item No. 02FX095
$ 269.00

6 KAPAP ISRAELI TRACKER – This
highly modified Tracker has been
developed in collaboration with the
Israeli specialist Avi Nardia. The
specifications were to shift its primary
application from pure hacking work to
more dynamic uses with more flexible
handling without completely giving up
its basic characteristics. As before, the
front-heavy blade ensures effective
blows while the new blade geometry
is designed for significantly more
cutting power. The effective partial
wave on the back of the blade is more
accommodating for tactical applications
than a traditional back saw. A design
with high potential and excellent
suitability for military use. G-10 handle

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION | FKMD

5
Parus.

$ 269.00

02FX095

6
Kapap Israeli
Tracker.
$ 325.00

02FX602

02FX0171100

7
Bellum Daga.
$ 429.00

02FX007

8
Modras Black.
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$ 339.00

09FX01711111
scales and N690 blade steel, Idroglidercoated. Includes Cordura sheath with
survival kit. Blade length: 7½". Overall
length: 12⅝". Weight: 13.6 oz.
Item No. 02FX602
$ 325.00

7 BELLUM DAGA – An
uncompromising dagger that does not
conceal its purpose. The slim, doubleedged blade, with a thickness of 6mm,
ends in a needle-like point. Due to the
handle with its G-10 scales and milled
structure, it provides a maximum of grip
stability in both directions. The pommel
is intended as a hammer and can also be
used as a defensive weapon. With N690
blade steel. Delivered with an exclusive
sheath of Kydex and Cordura, allowing

for multiple carrying methods. Blade
length: 6⅞". Overall length: 12¾".
Weight: 9.7 oz.
Item No. 02FX0171100 $ 429.00

8 MODRAS BLACK – FKMD has
already attracted attention with
uncompromising daggers. The new
Modras, a design by Borut Kincl, the
trainer of the Slovanian armed forces,
is again rigorously intended for use
as a combat knife. The double-edged,
symmetrically ground blade made of
N690 steel is sufficiently sized at 6mm
thickness, and clearly establishes that
detailed cutting chores were not included
in the design specifications. The milled
grooves on the G-10 handle provide

optimum handling in any direction, and
the tipped tang can be used as an impact
element. The rigorous approach of this
design also made its mark on the U.S.
market, where the Modras was recognized
with an award as "Best Imported Knife"
at the 2014 Blade Show. The leather
sheath provides several carrying options.
Blade length: 6⅞". Overall length: 13".
Weight: 12 oz.
Item No. 02FX007
$ 339.00

9
Folding Spade.
$ 124.95

even with extremely hard ground. The
blade of hardened 420 stainless steel
ensures a long life span. This tool can
do much more than just digging - you
can also lock the blade of the shovel
by 90° (hoe), 135° (shovel) or 180°
(spade) to lock. Includes black Cordura
pouch. Closed length: 10⅝". Open
length: 23⅝". Weight: 2.75 lbs.
Item No. 09FX01711111
$ 124.95

9 FOLDING SPADE – This especially
strong folding shovel has an
extraordinary design. The ingenious
technology and the application of high
grade materials sets new standards. The
T-handle allows for highly efficient work
135
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2
Blackfox
Trackmaster.
$ 149.95

02FX026

3
Blackfox Felis.

02FX027

$ 129.95

3 BLACKFOX FELIS – With a blade length
1 BLACKFOX POCKET PANTHER –The

Pocket Panther features a flared handle that
provides excellent handling in spite of its
compact size. The leather sheath has loops
for a horizontal carry and accommodates
the included fire starter. The exceptionally
durable 6mm thick blade is made from
440C. Blade length: 2¾". Thickness: 6mm.
Overall length: 6". Weight: 4.6 oz.
$ 124.95
Item No. 02FX025

of 4¾", the Felis meets the requirements of
many customers. The grippy texture with a
host of grooves in the G-10 gives the Felis a
secure grip. Its suitability as an all-arounder
for everyday carry, outdoor, and tactical uses
is enhanced by the adjustable Kydex sheath
that accommodates the included fire starter.
Blade length: 4¾". Thickness: 4mm.
Overall length: 9½". Weight: 7.1 oz.
$ 129.95
Item No. 02FX027

4 BLACKFOX CARBONIX – With the
Carbonix, Blackfox presents a pocket knife
Trackmaster features milled grooves in
with especially high quality materials - the
grippy G-10 scales that stand up to any
handle scale made from genuine carbon
weather condition. A properly fitted kidded fiber supplements the stainless steel frame
sheath accommodates the included fire
lock on the handle back and gives the
Carbonix its refined look. The blade is
starter. The 6mm thick blade provides
made from 440C and can be opened with
maximum durability and can tackle
the flipper. Includes clip pocket clip.(tipany cutting chore. Blade length: 5".
up). Blade length: 2¾". Thickness: 3mm.
Thickness: 6mm. Overall length: 9⅝".
Overall length: 6¾". Weight: 3.7 oz.
Weight: 10.9 oz.
Item No. 01FX185
$ 79.95
$ 149.95
Item No. 02FX026

2 BLACKFOX TRACKMASTER – The
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5 BLACKFOX HUNTING KNIFE 007WD
The handy hunting and outdoor knife is not
just a practical companion in nature or on
the hunting ground, but also an elegant
everyday knife. The 440 blade is satined
and offers a beautiful contrast to the black
Pakka wood handle with stainless steel
guard. Includes leather sheath. Blade
length: 4". Thickness: 4mm. Overall length:
8¼". Weight: 6.3 oz.
Item No. 02FX114
$ 59.95
6 BLACKFOX SKINNER 009 – This
compact skinner has a blade made of 440A
steel and a textured, fiberglass-reinforced
synthetic handle for the best non-slip
grip even with wet hands. Includes nylon
sheath. Blade length: ⅛3". Thickness:
3mm. Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 02FX057
$ 54.95
7 BLACKFOX TARLO – Whether for
everyday use or as a compact outdoor
knife, the Tarlo by Alfredo Doricchi
is always a comfortable companion
with its ultra flat construction. The
paracord wrapped handle not only
provides a solid grip but can also be

easily customized with different colors
of paracord. Crafted of 440C stainless
steel. Includes Kydex sheath. Blade
length: 3". Thickness: 4mm. Overall
length: 6¾". Weight: 2.8 oz.
Item No. 02FX093
$ 59.95

8 BLACKFOX MICRO – The ultra
compact Micro is a versatile neck knife,
with a paracord wrapped handle which
provides an excellent grip, and flat
construction for superior carry comfort.
Crafted of 440C stainless steel. Includes
Kydex sheath. Blade length: 1⅝".
Thickness: 4mm. Overall length: 4⅛".
Weight: 1.8 oz.
Item No. 02FX092
$ 45.95
9 BLACKFOX DIPPRASAD – The
Dipprasad by Alfredo Doricchi
is a versatile outdoor knife that
transforms the basic concept of the
Nepalese Khukri into a more compact
and modern design, and thus creates
a very effective and versatile outdoor
knife. The massive blade made of
440C comes with rugged G-10 scales.
Includes a Kydex sheath with belt
adapter and flint. Blade length: 5½".
Thickness: 5.5mm. Overall length:
10½". Weight: 11.3 oz.
Item No. 02FX091
$ 129.95

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION | BlackFox

4
Blackfox
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$ 79.95
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5
Blackfox Hunting
Knife 007WD.

02FX114

$ 59.95

6
Blackfox Skinner
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7
Blackfox Tarlo.
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$ 59.95
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8
Blackfox Micro.
$ 45.95
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9
Blackfox Dipprasad.
$ 129.95
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BlackFox

02FX031

1
Blackfox
BF-CL 16 P.
$ 24.95

2
Blackfox
BF-CL 18 P.

02FX032

$ 24.95

3
Blackfox
BF-CL 20 P.

02FX033

$ 25.95

4
Blackfox
BF-CL 22 P.
02FX034

4 BLACKFOX BF-CL 22 P
Blade length: 8⅝". Overall length: 13¾".
Weight: 5.5 oz.
$ 25.95
Item No. 02FX034

5
Blackfox
BF-200.
$ 31.95

09FX004

1 BLACKFOX BF-CL 16 P

Blade length: 6⅜". Overall length: 11⅜".
Weight: 4.9 oz.
$ 24.95
Item No. 02FX031

1 - 4 BLACKFOX FILLET KNIFE – The fillet

knife from BlackFox features a flexible 420C
blade and an impact-resistant polypropylene
handle with TPR rubber coating for maximized
grip safety, even in wet and cold conditions.
The lanyard is used to secure the knife on the
wrist. Includes a durable polypropylene sheath
with drain holes. Available in four sizes:

138

2 BLACKFOX BF-CL 18 P

Blade length: 7⅛". Overall length: 12¼".
Weight: 5.1 oz.
$ 24.95
Item No. 02FX032

3 BLACKFOX BF-CL 20 P

Blade length: 7⅞". Overall length: 13".
Weight: 5.3 oz.
$ 25.95
Item No. 02FX033

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

$ 25.95

8 BLACKFOX TACTICAL OUTDOOR FIXED
BLADE – In addition to the grip-enhancing
milled grooves, this fixed blade version
features a flared hand guard for superior
operational safety. The aggressive partial
5 BLACKFOX BF-200 – This classically
serration simplifies cutting of fibrous materials,
conceived multi-tool features the following
such as lines, ropes, or belts. The exposed
functions: Long-nosed pliers with wire
tang on the pommel can also be used as an
cutter, plain edge blade, serrated blade,
Phillips screw driver, 2 x slotted screw driver, impact element. Includes a multi-functional
multi-wrench, wood saw, file, bottle opener, nylon sheath and lanyard. Blade length:
5". Thickness: 5mm. Overall length: 9⅝".
can opener, and awl. Locking blade and
Weight: 9.7 oz.
tools. Includes a nylon belt pouch. Overall
$ 124.95
Item No. 02FX023
length: 6⅞". Weight: 9.3 oz.
$ 31.95
Item No. 09FX004
9 BLACKFOX OUTDOOR FIXED BLADE
PAKKA – In addition to the grip-enhancing
6 BLACKFOX OUTDOOR FIXED BLADE
milled grooves, this fixed blade version
G-10 – A compact but powerful fixed blade
features a flared hand guard for superior
knife for outdoors and hunting. The satined
operational safety. The aggressive, satin
blade made from 440A stainless steel is
designed as a drop point and is very versatile. finished partial serration simplifies cutting of
fibrous materials, such as lines, ropes, or belts.
The scales of the full tang knife consist of
The exposed tang on the pommel can also be
orange G-10 and make it easy to find on the
used as an impact element. Includes a smooth
ground in the forest. Includes nylon sheath.
sheath and a brown leather sheath. Blade
Blade length: 4". Overall length: 8¼".
length: 5". Thickness: 5mm. Overall length:
Weight: 7.8 oz.
9⅝". Weight: 8.1 oz.
Item No. 02FX113
$ 109.95
$ 124.95
Item No. 02FX024
7 BLACKFOX OUTDOOR FIXED BLADE
ZEBRA – A compact yet durable all-arounder 10 BLACKFOX FIXED BLADE 010WD
Classically appealing outdoor and hunting
for outdoor and hunting uses. The satin
knife with sandalwood handle and stainless
finished 440A blade features a drop point
steel hand guard. The satin finished blade has
configuration and is highly versatile. The
jimping on the thumb ramp and is made from
scales on this full tang knife are crafted of
440A. Includes leather sheath. Blade length:
beautifully grained zebra wood. Includes
4⅜". Thickness: 3mm. Overall length: 9½".
a quiver leather sheath. Blade length: 4".
Weight: 4.7 oz.
Thickness: 4mm. Overall length: 8¼".
$ 67.95
Item No. 02FX029
Weight: 6 oz.
$ 99.95
Item No. 02FX028
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6
Blackfox Outdoor
Fixed Blade G-10.
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7
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8
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Blade.
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02FX024

9
Blackfox Outdoor
Fixed Blade Pakka.
$ 124.95

10
Blackfox Fixed
Blade 010WD.
$ 67.95

02FX029
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1
Magnum
Black Satin.

01MB634

$ 39.95

1 MAGNUM BLACK SATIN – The
blade, made from 440A stainless
steel, has a subtle two-tone finish and
can be opened easily with one hand
with flipper or thumb stud. The black
G-10 handle provides a secure and
comfortable grip. The pocket clip, liner
lock, and lanyard hole offer added
functionality. Blade length: 3⅛".
Overall length: 7⅝". Weight: 5.1 oz.
Item No. 01MB634
$ 39.95

3 MAGNUM WOODPECKER – This
handsome folding knife cleverly
combines traditional and modern
elements. The sophisticated satining
and one-hand operation of the 440A
blade, with its fine hollow grind, allow
comfortable work and effortless
cutting. The pakka wood handle
scales and bolster complete the overall
look perfectly. With liner lock, pocket
clip, lanyard hole, and lanyard. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7¾".
Weight: 3.9 oz.
Item No. 01MB711
$ 26.95

2
Magnum Green
Strike.
$ 26.95

01MB711

3
Magnum
Woodpecker.
$ 26.95

4
Magnum Hope.
$ 54.95

4 MAGNUM HOPE – An impressive
full size folding knife with a generously
sized blade made of flat ground 440A
steel with a fine satin finish. The sturdy
handle construction is based on strong
stainless steel plates, with rugged G-10
scales and sturdy liner lock mechanism.
With lanyard hole. Blade length: 3¾".
Overall length: 8⅝". Weight: 5.7 oz.
Item No. 01SC949
$ 54.95

01SC949

5 MAGNUM X-OVER – A modern
knife with classic attributes. The finely
satin finished blade of 440A steel can
be comfortably opened with one hand
and locked with the sturdy backlock.
This everyday design with G-10 handle
scales boasts a sleek, slim design. Blade
length: 3⅛". Overall length: 7⅛".
Weight: 3.2 oz.
Item No. 01SC365
$ 36.95

MAGNUM BY BOKER

2 MAGNUM GREEN STRIKE – This
knife can be described as the eye-catcher
of any collection. The attraction comes
primarily from the green carbon fiber
handle, which gets a unique look with
the fine, even fibers. The 440A stainless
steel blade is opened by thumb stud
and gives the knife added practicality.
The stainless steel frame lock secures
the blade. Includes pocket clip. Blade
length: 3¼". Overall length: 8".
Weight: 4.6 oz.
$ 26.95
Item No. 01MB637

01MB637

01SC365

5
Magnum X-Over.
$ 36.95
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1
Magnum Hitman.
$ 39.95

01SC047

2
Magnum Foxtrot Sierra.
$ 49.95

01MB705

3
Magnum Leader.
$ 39.95

01MB702

4
Magnum Doorkicker.

01MB709

$ 26.95

5
Magnum Charlie.

01MB712

$ 26.95

1 MAGNUM HITMAN – This
impressive knife has a rugged and
solid feel, yet is extremely well
balanced. The slightly front-loaded
440A stainless steel blade has a bellied
look that is accentuated toward the
point, but is given its unique elegance
and visual lightness by the recurve
grind. The G-10 handle features unique,
comfortable ergonomics. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length: 3⅝".
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 6.7 oz.
Item No. 01SC047
$ 39.95
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2 MAGNUM FOXTROT SIERRA – The
Foxtrot Sierra exudes calm reliability
- the weight, size, and construction
speak loud and clear. The 440B stainless
steel blade, olive colored G-10 scales,
and stainless steel frame lock form the
foundation for this versatile knife which
can be opened easily with the flipper.
The spacer, also made of G-10, saves
weight. With lanyard hole and pocket clip.
Blade length: 3⅜". Thickness: 3.5mm.
Overall length: 8¼". Weight: 5.9 oz.
Item No. 01MB705
$ 49.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 MAGNUM LEADER – A real
trendsetter! The elaborately ground
blade, made of edge retaining 440B
stainless steel, can be opened with
one hand, and is secured with the
liner lock. The two-toned G-10 handle
is pleasantly grippy with its ground
out grooves. The lanyard hole is a
generously dimensioned slit, which
can even accommodate strong leather
straps. Includes pocket clip. Blade
length: 3¾". Thickness: 2.7mm.
Overall length: 8⅜". Weight: 5.2 oz.
Item No. 01MB702
$ 39.95

4 MAGNUM DOORKICKER
Compact, strong, and reliable. The
Magnum Doorkicker has the typical
characteristics of a tactical knife: The
440A stainless steel blade, handle and
hardware come in subtle black. The
blade can be opened using the thumb
stud or the flipper and locks in place
with the liner lock. With lanyard hole
and pocket clip. Blade length: 3½".
Thickness: 3mm. Overall length: 8⅜".
Weight: 6.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB709
$ 26.95
5 MAGNUM CHARLIE – A reliable
and robust pocket knife with compact
construction. The black coated,
partially serrated blade made of 440A
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01MB511

6
Magnum
Pocket Kukri.
$ 30.95

01RY126

7
Magnum Slender.

8
Magnum Black Flash.

$ 27.95

6 MAGNUM POCKET KUKRI – This
monstrous knife feels like a pocket
sword. Fold out the 440 stainless
steel blade and you will feel the power
of this impressive folder. Perfect for
light chopping or carving, or any other
outdoor task. The blade locks securely
with the liner lock mechanism, and the
handle is crafted of G-10 with stainless
steel liners. Lanyard hole. Blade
length: 4⅝". Overall length: 10⅜".
Weight: 7.5 oz.
Item No. 01MB511
$ 30.95
7 MAGNUM SLENDER – This strong
and lightweight knife already makes an
instant impression. While it appears
delicate and slim, this first impression
is deceiving. The Slender handles
exceedingly well with its outstanding
ergonomics, the domed grip spine and
perforated, lightweight handle. The
corrosion resistant 440A stainless steel
blade is engaged by a framelock. The
flipper facilitates convenient, one-handed
opening. Includes pocket clip and lanyard
hole. Blade length: 3½". Overall length:
8¼". Weight: 4 oz.
Item No. 01RY126
$ 27.95
8 MAGNUM BLACK FLASH – This
model lives up to its name. The
corrosion resistant blade made from
440A stainless steel is spring-assisted
and opens quickly with a push of
the dual thumb stud. The grooved
G-10 handle scale feels secure in the
hand in any condition, and the frame
lock keeps the blade open reliably.
Includes pocket clip and lanyard hole.
Blade length: 3¾". Overall length:
8⅝". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01RY163
$ 26.95

01RY163

ASSISTED OPENING
01SC519N

9
Magnum Dia De
Los Muertos.
$ 27.95

01LG281

10
Magnum Crusader.
$ 35.95

9 MAGNUM DIA DE LOS MUERTOS
A true original. This unique piece
features a 440 stainless steel blade,
embellished with skulls, which locks
securely with the liner lock mechanism.
The skulls on the rugged handle also

serve as texturing, for a comfortable grip.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 3⅜".
Overall length: 7⅞". Weight: 5.4 oz.
$ 27.95
Item No. 01SC519N

MAGNUM BY BOKER

stainless steel can be operated with
one hand and is secured with the
back lock. Its flat construction and
rubberized aluminum handle ensure
a secure grip without taking up too
much space. With lanyard hole. Blade
length: 3¾". Thickness: 2.9mm.
Overall length: 8⅝". Weight: 5.2 oz.
Item No. 01MB712
$ 26.95

$ 26.95

finish and is secured by a liner lock
mechanism. The hand guard is
decorated with crosses on both sides,
as is the lightweight aluminum handle.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 4".
Overall length: 9". Weight: 5.4 oz.
Item No. 01LG281
$ 35.95

10 MAGNUM CRUSADER – An
impressive knife design with an
extravagant look. The 440 stainless
steel blade has a refined two-tone
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1
Magnum Dark Earth.
$ 34.95

01SC656

2
Magnum NW
Skinner.
$ 30.95

01RY526

3
Magnum Charlie
Foxtrot.

01MB039

$ 24.95

4
Magnum Tango
Foxtrot.

01SC030

$ 36.95

superior handling, as do the rugged
G-10 scales. Also features a pocket
clip and lanyard hole for added function.
1 MAGNUM DARK EARTH – An
Blade length: 3⅜". Overall length:
attractive and practical folding knife.
The fine satin finish on the 440A stainless 8⅛". Weight: 5.7 oz.
Item No. 01RY526
$ 30.95
steel blade provides an attractive
contrast to the dark, earth-toned G-10
3 MAGNUM CHARLIE FOXTROT
handle scale, which features a perfect
ergonomic design for tireless work. The A classic knife, offering ambidextrous
deployment of the 440A stainless steel
liner lock prevents accidental closing,
blade, which is engaged by the popular
and the lanyard hole protects the knife
against loss. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall and reliable lockback mechanism. The
satin finished stainless steel bolsters
length: 8½". Weight: 4.7 oz.
are perfectly matched to the smooth
Item No. 01SC656
$ 34.95
polished black Micarta handle scales.
2 MAGNUM NW SKINNER – A skinner As a true pocket knife, the CF features
no pocket clip or lanyard hole. Ideal
is an indispensable hunting tool. This
for leisure or on-the-job use. Blade
sleek piece features a bellied, thinly
length: 3⅛". Overall length: 7½".
ground blade made of 440A stainless
Weight: 5.1 oz.
steel with a satin finish. The finger
Item No. 01MB039
$ 24.95
grooves in the handle allow for
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4 MAGNUM TANGO FOXTROT – A
strong and reliable companion. The
modified spearpoint blade, made of 440
stainless steel, features a fine satin finish
and locks securely with the liner lock
mechanism. The fine lines milled into
the G-10 handles offer a comfortable,
anti-slip structure. Includes pocket clip.
Blade length: 3⅜". Overall length: 8".
Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01SC030
$ 36.95
5 MAGNUM FOXTROT GOLF – A
real hand hugger! The rounded handle
back and gentle finger grooves make
the knife melt into your hand. The blade,
made of edge-retaining 440B steel, can
be opened with the thumb stud or the
flipper. The blade is secured by the
sturdy liner lock. The scales are made of
black G-10 and underlaid with stainless
steel plates for additional sturdiness.
With lanyard hole and pocket clip.
Blade length: 3½". Thickness: 3.4mm.
Overall length: 8⅜". Weight: 6.3 oz.
Item No. 01MB701
$ 39.95

6 MAGNUM DELTA WHISKEY
Suitable for fine, precise work as well
as tough jobs. The modified Wharncliffe
blade has a well defined tip for fine
work, and the tough 440B steel ensures
superior edge retention. The sand
colored G-10 scales are reinforced with
stainless steel plates. With pocket clip
and lanyard hole. Blade length: 3½".
Thickness: 3.5mm. Overall length:
8⅜". Weight: 5.7 oz.
Item No. 01MB703
$ 49.95
7 MAGNUM PASSENGER – A
powerful pocket knife for demanding
work. The tough blade made of edgeretaining 440B steel is easy to open
with the flipper and secured with the
liner lock. The black G-10 handle
scales ensure a safe and pleasant grip
under any external conditions. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length: 3⅜".
Thickness: 3.6mm. Overall length: 8".
Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB706
$ 49.95
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8 MAGNUM METAL – A knife that
truly earns its name. The tough blade
made of edge-retaining 440B steel can
be opened with one hand comfortably
and is secured with a steel frame lock.
The G-10 inlay provides a comfortable
grip. With lanyard hole and pocket clip.
Blade length: 3¼". Thickness: 3.4mm.
Overall length: 8⅛". Weight: 6.1 oz.
Item No. 01MB704
$ 49.95

5
Magnum Foxtrot
Golf.
$ 39.95

01MB701

9 MAGNUM COLOSSUS – This is one
of the largest and most imposing knives
in the Magnum line. Its dimensions
alone are truly impressive! The rugged
blade, made of 440A stainless steel,
opens with one hand with the flipper
or the thumb stud, and locks with the
sturdy liner lock. Also features stainless
steel liners, and G-10 handle scales and
spacer. The pocket clip and lanyard hole
make it easy to carry and prevent loss.
Blade length: 4¾". Overall length:
11⅛". Weight: 11.6 oz.
Item No. 01RY182
$ 49.95

6
Magnum Delta
Whiskey.
$ 49.95

01MB703

7
Magnum Passenger.

01MB706

8
Magnum Metal.

01MB704

$ 49.95

MAGNUM BY BOKER

$ 49.95

9
Magnum Colossus.
$ 49.95

01RY182
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01SC049N

1
Magnum Smasher.
$ 29.95

2
Magnum Camo
Companion.
$ 29.95

01LG097

3
Magnum
Bulldog.

01YA073

$ 25.95

4
Magnum Shades
of Gray.

01SC648N

$ 33.95

1 MAGNUM SMASHER – This design
successfully bridges the gap between a
classic pocket knife and a modern rescue
knife. The 440A stainless steel blade
features decorative perforations and a
dark stonewash finish to complement the
handle. The blade is engaged by a sturdy
liner lock. The solid handle construction
has refined wooden scales, a pocket
clip and glass-breaker that can provide
life-saving assistance in an emergency.
Blade length: 3⅛". Overall length:
8⅜". Weight: 7.7 oz.
Item No. 01SC049N
$ 29.95
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2 MAGNUM CAMO COMPANION
A surprisingly lightweight knife,
especially in relation to the full-sized
dimensions! The 440A stainless steel
blade is opened by flipper and features
an attractive two-tone finish. The
liner lock ensures operational safety.
The handle features synthetic scales
adorned with a unique camo pattern.
Includes lanyard and pocket clip. Blade
length: 3¾". Overall length: 8⅝".
Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01LG097
$ 29.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 MAGNUM BULLDOG – Put this in
your hand and you know you are carrying
a real knife. 440 stainless steel blade
and sturdy G-10 handle scales. Easy
one-hand open and close. This massive
blade guarantees effective field work!
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 31/2".
Overall length:  8". Weight: 6.3 oz.
Item No. 01YA073
$ 25.95
4 MAGNUM SHADES OF GRAY
An imposing knife, in size and features.
The finish on the 440 stainless steel
blade boasts various hues of gray, and
is equipped with partial serration. The

sand colored G-10 handle scales feature
a skull inlay. Includes pocket clip. Blade
length: 3¾". Overall length: 9".
Weight: 5.1 oz.
Item No. 01SC648N
$ 33.95

5 MAGNUM BLACK SCORPION – A
real eye-catcher. The strong blade made of
440A steel, matte black, impresses with its
shape and attractive milled texture. This
sleek knife can be opened with the thumb
stud or the flipper, and aided by a spring.
The sturdy liner lock holds the blade in
place, and the aluminum handle provides
a comfortable, secure grip. Includes pocket
clip for easy carry. Blade length: 3".
Overall length: 8⅛". Weight: 6.3 oz.
Item No. 01MB713
$ 26.95
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5
Magnum Black
Scorpion.
$ 26.95

01MB713

6
Magnum
Black
Carbon.
$ 33.95

01RY703

7
Magnum
Carbon
Frame.
$ 33.95

01RY701

01MB221

8
Magnum Great
Knight.

9
Magnum
Urban Tank.
$ 32.95

01MB222

6 MAGNUM BLACK CARBON – This
knife is all about understatement. The
blackened blade made of 440A steel
is opened using a flipper and secured
with a liner lock. The dark handle
scales made of real carbon fiber add
value to the knife and keep its weight
low. With lanyard hole and clip. Blade
length: 3½". Overall length: 8⅛".
Weight: 3.4 oz.
Item No. 01RY703
$ 33.95

7 MAGNUM CARBON FRAME – An
exceptional pocket knife. The exclusive
handle insert, made of carbon fiber, is
framed by the titanium coated stainless
steel handle. The 440A blade can be
comfortably opened with one hand with
the flipper or the thumb stud. The frame
lock secures the opened blade. With
reversible pocket clip and lanyard hole.
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length: 7¾".
Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 01RY701
$ 33.95

8 MAGNUM GREAT KNIGHT
Traditional dagger style blade with a
one-sided edge – a classic style for
centuries. The blade is made of 440
stainless steel with a bead blast finish,
and can be opened lightning-fast with
the handy guards. G-10 handles, liner
locking mechanism. Includes pocket clip
and lanyard hole. Blade length:  4⅝".
Overall length: 10⅝". Weight: 5.4 oz.
Item No. 01MB221
$ 32.95

9 MAGNUM URBAN TANK – This
massive knife is dressed to impress.
Holes in the handles provide an extra
secure grip, and the versatile blackcoated 440 stainless steel blade can
be opened with the thumb stud or
the guard. Includes pocket clip and
lanyard hole. Blade length:  4⅝".
Overall length:  10¾". Weight: 7.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB222
$ 32.95

MAGNUM BY BOKER

$ 32.95
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01SC172

1
Magnum Firefighter.
$ 51.95

01SC166

2
Magnum RB
Folder.

3
Magnum Space Star.

$ 39.95

$ 26.95

01RY223

4
Magnum Tango
Romeo.

ASSISTED OPENING

$ 27.95

01RY221

ASSISTED OPENING

1 MAGNUM FIREFIGHTER – A
functional and reliable rescue knife.
This interesting piece features a titanium
coated, partially serrated 440 stainless
steel blade, which locks securely with
the liner lock mechanism. The vibrant
red G-10 handle houses various hex
tools (6mm, 8mm, 10mm and 13mm).
Also features the essential seatbelt
cutter, glass-breaker tip and oxygen tank
key. Blade length: 3½". Overall length:
8⅛". Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 01SC172
$ 51.95
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2 MAGNUM RB FOLDER – This
attractive knife compels with
its harmonious red/black color
combination. The black coated 440A
stainless steel blade is deployed with
the flipper, and is secured by the liner
lock. The stainless steel liners, the clip,
and all hardware also have a black
coating, giving the knife its plain
elegance. The G-10 handle scales
provide a comfortable and secure grip,
and boast a large lanyard hole. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 8⅛".
Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01SC166
$ 39.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 MAGNUM SPACE STAR – A
technical and futuristic design. The
precise cutouts in the black G-10 handle
scales contrast with the green steel liners.
The spring-assisted 440 stainless steel
blade not only features a clean two-tone
finish, but also boasts a highly effective
partial serration. Includes lanyard hole
and pocket clip. Blade length: 3½”.
Overall length: 8⅛”. Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01RY223
$ 26.95
4 MAGNUM TANGO ROMEO
Based on popular demand, we now offer
this heavy duty rescue knife with a tanto
blade and assisted opener. The blade

is 440 stainless steel, and the handle is
non-slip G-10 with a decorative Special
Forces inlay. Also features a seatbelt
cutter, glass-breaker, and pocket clip.
Blade length: 3½". Overall length: 8".
Weight: 4.7 oz.
$ 27.95
Item No. 01RY221

5 MAGNUM HERO – This knife
honors the courage of the professionals
who risk their lives during their
dangerous duties. The 440 stainless
steel blade boasts a two-tone finish,
and locks securely with the liner lock
mechanism in the heavy duty aluminum
handle. The glass-breaker, seatbelt cutter,
and partial serrations offer maximum
functionality. Includes pocket clip. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7¾".
Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01RY769
$ 20.95
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01RY769

6
Magnum BMF.

5
Magnum Hero.

$ 27.95

$ 20.95

01RY770

ASSISTED OPENING

7
Magnum Tactical
Rescue Knife.
$ 23.95

01RY997

8
Magnum Res-Q
Hammer.

01MB708

9
Magnum Freedom
Folder.
$ 33.95

6 MAGNUM BMF – This powerful
rescue knife features all the essentials
(seatbelt cutter, glass-breaker, serrated
blade, and pocket clip for easy carry).
The blade is black coated 440 stainless
steel, and locks securely with the liner
lock mechanism. Another special
feature of this piece is that it is ideal for
customization - the "Magnum" logo
has been moved to the back side of
the blade, leaving the front side open
for engraving. Blade length: 3⅜".
Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01RY770
$ 27.95

01RY188

7 MAGNUM TACTICAL RESCUE
KNIFE – The rust resistant 440
stainless steel blade boasts an eyecatching camo finish, and the stainless
steel/G-10 combination handle features
a seatbelt cutter and glass-breaker.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 33/8".
Overall length:  81/4". Weight: 6.8 oz.
Item No. 01RY997
$ 23.95
8 MAGNUM RES-Q HAMMER –
This rescue knife is a prime example of
a functional and very reliable tool for
emergencies. The replaceable glass-

breaker is placed in a strategic position
for maximum efficiency. The black
coated 440A stainless steel blade can
be easily opened with one hand, and is
held in place by the sturdy liner lock. The
handle scales are crafted of lightweight
aluminum. Includes pocket clip and
lanyard hole. Blade length: 3⅞".
Overall length: 9⅜". Weight: 9.4 oz.
Item No. 01MB708
$ 26.95

the flag. The rugged handle is crafted
of sturdy stainless steel, and the 440
stainless steel blade can be opened
with the thumb stud or the flipper. Also
features a glass-breaker, belt cutter, and
pocket clip. Blade length: 3½". Overall
length: 7⅞". Weight: 6.7 oz.
Item No. 01RY188
$ 33.95

MAGNUM BY BOKER

$ 26.95

9 MAGNUM FREEDOM FOLDER
This impressive knife proudly displays
the American national symbol, the
bald eagle, and the stars and stripes of
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02MB540

1
Magnum Breacher.

02MB523

$ 77.95

5 MAGNUM NECK FLASH – Neck
knives are comfortable and easy to
carry all day long. The skeleton handle
has a non-slip rubber coating and
the sheath is made of indestructible
ABS plastic. Blade length:  27/8".
Overall length:  6½". Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 02MB210
$ 25.95
2
Magnum
Khucom.

$ 107.95

1 MAGNUM BREACHER – A
grandiose knife! Equipped with this
"universal key," no door or hardware
will block your way. The solid blade,
made of 4.8mm thick 440 stainless
steel, boasts full tang construction and
features an extremely rugged grind. The
Breacher is ideal for hacking, levering,
and digging, but can take on just about
any task with ease. The rugged G-10
handle scales are screw mounted, and
provide a comfortable and secure grip.
Includes lanyard hole and Kydex sheath
with a carry adapter. Blade length: 4¼".
Overall length: 9". Weight: 9.4 oz.
$ 77.95
Item No. 02MB540
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2 MAGNUM KHUCOM – This
extremely durable Kukri can handle
anything. The 440 stainless steel
blade is 7mm thick and offers full tang
construction. The flat Micarta scales lie
comfortably in the hand and provide a
secure grip. The sturdy Kydex sheath
is compatible with our Tek-Lok (model
09BO505, not included), or with a
piece of paracord (not included) on the
belt. Whether chopping or cutting, the
Khucom will be helpful in any situation!
Blade length: 6½". Overall length:
11¾". Weight: 19.5 oz.
Item No 02MB523
$ 107.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 MAGNUM URBAN KING – A
stout and impressive knife, that will
take on any challenge. The massive
blade, made of 440 stainless steel, has
an impressive thickness of 5mm and
runs completely through the handle.
The anti slip G-10 handle feels secure,
even in harsh weather conditions.
Includes a Kydex sheath with a multiposition clip. Blade length:  4¾".
Overall length:  9½". Weight:  10 oz.
Item No. 02YA147
$ 69.95
4 MAGNUM DELTA TANGO
Compact enough for easy carry, yet
large enough for heavy duty cutting
chores. The milled, sand colored G-10
handle scales are secured to the tang
with screws, and provide a comfortable
and secure grip, along with the
outstanding ergonomics. The matching
sand colored blade is crafted of 440A
stainless steel. Includes a matching
Kydex sheath and belt adapter. Blade
length: 3⅞". Overall length: 8¾".
Weight: 8.1 oz.
Item No. 02LG273
$ 74.95

6 MAGNUM SPIKE KARAMBIT
This full sized Karambit leaves nothing
left to be desired. The 440A steel of
the full tang design features a black
coating. The sand-colored G-10
handle provides outstanding grip, and
the pommel ring characteristic for
Karambits is additionally equipped
with a spike for increased functionality.
The simplicity of this design enhances
the appeal of the Spike Karambit,
entirely without unnecessary frills.
Includes a Kydex sheath and belt
adapter. Blade length: 4". Overall
length: 8¼". Weight: 7.5 oz.
Item No. 02SC028
$ 64.95
7 MAGNUM NECK-BIT – This
handy and compact Karambit almost
disappears when not in use. The full
tang construction made from 440A
steel, with stonewash finish, comes
with pleasantly structured G-10 scales.
The Neck-Bit is also ideal for slicing.
Includes a Kydex sheath and bead
chain. Blade length: 2⅛". Overall
length: 4⅝". Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 02RY868
$ 26.95
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02YA147

3
Magnum
Urban King.
$ 69.95

4
Magnum
Delta Tango.
$ 74.95

02LG273

02MB210

5
Magnum Neck
Flash.
$ 25.95
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02SC028

6
Magnum
Spike
Karambit.
$ 64.95

02RY868

7
Magnum
Neck-Bit.
$ 26.95
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02LG113

1
Magnum Lil
Giant.
$ 48.95

02LG115

2
Magnum Persian
Fixed.
$ 66.95

09SC016

3
Magnum
Pocket Axe.
$ 61.95

1 MAGNUM LIL GIANT – A small
knife with big impact. The compact
dimensions conceal the versatility,
functionality and reliability. The
440 stainless steel blade features a
dark stonewash finish and extends
completely through the green G-10
handle scales. Includes a Kydex sheath
with belt adapter. Blade length: 3⅝".
Overall length: 7". Weight: 6.1 oz.
Item No. 02LG113
$ 48.95
2 MAGNUM PERSIAN FIXED – A
full sized outdoor knife with Persian
roots. The 440 stainless steel blade was
conceived in the shape of a modified
drop point. The handle design boasts
an Oriental influence, frequently found
in Persian knives. The distinctive index
finger groove and downward sloping
grip are indicators of its origins. The full
152

and Allen wrench (10, 13, 17mm).
Includes lanyard hole and Kydex blade
guard. Cutting edge length:  25/8".
Overall length:  8¼". Weight: 11.2 oz.
Item No. 09SC016
$ 61.95

tang construction ends with a tapered
point, and the green G-10 handle scales
are textured for added grip and appeal.
Includes a Kydex sheath with belt
adapter. Blade length: 4¾". Overall
length: 9⅞". Weight: 7.8 oz.
Item No. 02LG115
$ 66.95

3 MAGNUM POCKET AXE – A
rugged, universal axe that can be
put to good use in any RV, household
or shed - or a necessity on your next
camping trip. Crafted of one solid
piece of 440 stainless steel, topped
off with rugged, comfortably textured
G-10 scales (screw mounted). The
handle scales can be easily removed,
and replaced with paracord wrapping
if desired. This axe is not only ideal
for chopping and cutting, but also
features hammer head, rope cutter,

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

MAGNUM LIL' FRIEND SERIES
This series of small and handy neck knives
brings a new meaning to everyday carry.
These knives are compact, lightweight, super sharp and multifunctional. The blades
are made of 440 stainless steel, and can
cut through just about anything with ease.
For added versatility, these knives offer
a variety of carry options - around your
neck with a ball chain, in your pocket, or
attached to your gear or belt. All models
include a Kydex sheath. Available in
three versions:
4 MAGNUM LIL' FRIEND CLIP POINT
With clip point blade and black G-10
handle. Blade length: 2". Overall
length: 4½". Weight: 1.5 oz.
Item No. 02SC745
$ 26.95
5 MAGNUM LIL' FRIEND MICRO
With drop point blade and tan G-10
handle. Blade length: 1⅜". Overall
length: 3⅜". Weight: 1.3 oz.
Item No. 02SC743
$ 26.95

6 MAGNUM LIL' FRIEND ARROWHEAD – The lightest in the series,
this skeleton model also has an extra
slim profile. Blade length: 1⅜". Overall
length: 3⅜". Weight: 0.6 oz.
Item No. 02SC754
$ 20.95
7 MAGNUM WEEKEND WARRIOR
This small double-edged dagger compels
with its clean lines and elaborate blade
design. The 440A stainless steel blade
features a matte, digi camo finish,
giving the dagger an expressive and
unusual look, perfectly matched to
the sand colored G-10 handle scales.
Includes a Kydex sheath and ball chain.
Blade length: 3". Overall length: 6".
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Item No. 02SC329
$ 39.95
8 MAGNUM SIERRA DELTA DROP
Rugged and functional, with a
straight, simple design. The full
tang construction is made from 440
stainless steel, with a dark stonewash
finish. The lanyard hole is integrated
into the extended tang. The desert
colored, screw mounted G-10 scales
have a comfortable texture and allow
for a secure grip, with or without gloves.
Includes a Kydex sheath with belt
adapter. Blade length: 5⅛". Overall
length: 9⅞". Weight: 7 oz.
Item No 02SC017
$ 69.95
9 MAGNUM SIERRA DELTA TANTO
Same features and specifications as
the drop point model (above), but
with a tanto style blade and black
handle scales. Includes a Kydex sheath
with belt adapter. Blade length: 5⅛".
Overall length: 9⅞". Weight: 7 oz.
Item No 02SC016
$ 69.95
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02SC745

4
Magnum Lil'
Friend Clip Point.
$ 26.95

5
Magnum Lil'
Friend Micro.
$ 26.95

02SC743

6
Magnum Lil'
Friend Arrowhead.
$ 20.95

02SC754

7
Magnum Weekend
Warrior.
$ 39.95

02SC329

MAGNUM BY BOKER

02SC017

8
Magnum Sierra
Delta Drop.
$ 69.95

9
Magnum Sierra
Delta Tanto.
$ 69.95

02SC016
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1
Magnum Dayhike.
$ 61.95

02LG117

02SC359

2
Magnum Sghian
Dubh.
$ 51.95

02RY336

3
Magnum
Capital.
$ 51.95

4
Magnum Trail.
$ 49.95

02SC099

1 MAGNUM DAYHIKE – The ideal
fixed blade knife for your next hike, but
also for everyday chores. This rugged
knife features a 440 stainless steel
blade with full tang construction. The
contoured Micarta handle scales provide
a comfortable grip. Sufficiently compact,
yet strong enough for any chore. Includes
black leather sheath. Blade length: 4½".
Overall length: 9". Weight: 8 oz.
Item No. 02LG117
$ 61.95
2 MAGNUM SGHIAN DUBH – A
modern version of the classic Scottish
stocking knife. This type of knife has its
origins in the 16th-17th centuries, and
was designed as a backup knife and
was traditionally carried in the stocking.
The satin finished 440 stainless steel
blade tapers to a point and features an
appealing ricasso. The handle scales are
made of black Micarta and are classically
shaped. Includes a black leather sheath
with clip. Blade length: 4⅝". Overall
length: 9". Weight: 6.2 oz.
Item No. 02SC359
$ 51.95
3 MAGNUM CAPITAL – A distinctively
elegant knife design with a satin
finished, recurved blade made of 440
154

stainless steel. The understated ricasso
gives the Capital a dynamic look, and the
ergonomically shaped Micarta handle
scales house the full tang construction.
Includes leather sheath. Blade length:
4½". Overall length: 9". Weight: 8.2 oz.
Item No. 02RY336
$ 51.95

his daily companion for all outdoor
activities. As a young man, after having
made several knives by himself for
family members and friends, he joined
the American Bladesmith Society school
and became an apprentice member of
the ABS. Later, he also became a voting
member of the Knifemaker´s Guild, and
4 MAGNUM TRAIL – A compact and
the President of the Florida Knifemaker´s
elegant knife for everyday carry, hunting, Association. His artful designs cover a
and camping. The contoured Micarta
wide spectrum, from a classical drop
handle scales of this full tang knife
point hunting knife, Bowie knives up to
provide a comfortable grip, and are held classical fighters and daggers - these
in place by decorative mosaic pins. Satin often being inspired by historical pieces.
finished stainless steel bolsters and
The Magnum Collection 2018 is based
a 440A stainless steel blade. Includes
on one of his most popular Bowies. The
leather lanyard and black leather sheath. slender construction with the elegant
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length:
outlines shows a hybrid between a
7⅞". Weight: 5.1 oz.
Bowie and a classical fighter, combining
Item No. 02SC099
$ 49.95
these two styles in a unique way. The
fast handling is optimized by the
5 MAGNUM COLLECTION 2018
straight and narrow blade, which grants
John H. Davis was a little munchkin
excellent control when handling. The
when he received his first knife from his
bellied handle guarantees outstanding
father, whenever they went out in the
ergonomics, and the stainless steel
woods. So it became the most natural
handguard and pommel plate not only
thing for him, and his knife became
show stability, but also the high degree

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

of classiness. The blade boasts a large
index finger choil and allows for easy
choking, for more delicate cutting tasks.
Made out of 440C, the blade shows a
fine satin finish, which is completed
by the satin finished pommel and
handguard, as well as the black Micarta
handle. Comes complete with a high
quality leather sheath in the preferred
style from John H. Davis, a collector´s
box and a certificate of authenticity.
Strictly limited to 1,999 pieces
worldwide. Blade length: 7¾". Overall
length: 12¾". Weight: 10.4 oz.
Item No. 02MAG2018
$ 215.00

6 MAGNUM COLLECTION 2017
With Canadian knifemaker Wally Hayes,
we were able to gain a knifemaker for
this series who is world famous among
knife collectors for his interpretations
of traditional Japanese blade shapes.
Being a mastersmith of the American
Bladesmith Society (ABS), his knives
not only transfer the spirit of traditional
knives into the present time, they are
also highly functional on top of being
exceptional collector´s pieces. This model
is based on his classic Japanese utility
knife, the "Kamisori," which shows its
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02MAG2017

02MAG2018

MAGNUM
COLLECTION 2018

versatility when used outdoors. The
wide blade has a tip-orientated balance
for an excellent chopping performance,
while the cutting edge enthuses with
the fascinating sharpness of a zerogrind edge. Built as a full tang, the
knife consists of one solid piece of steel,
granting maximum stability. In the
traditional Japanese way, the handle
features a “Same” (authentic rayskin)
underlay, with a Tsuka-Ito, the resin
enforced cotton wrapping. This handle
style goes back to the Katana, the
classical Samurai sword, and combines
a perfect non-slip grip with traditional
craftsmanship. The blade of the Magnum
Collection 2017 is made out of 440C
stainless steel and features a horizontal
satin finish, which enhances the massive
contour of the blade in an impressive way.
The Magnum Collection 2017 is limited to
just 1,999 pieces worldwide and comes
in an exclusive collector´s box with a high
quality leather sheath and certificate of
authenticity. Blade length: 9¼". Overall
length: 14¾". Weight: 18.6 oz.
Item No. 02MAG2017
$ 215.00

7 MAGNUM SIERRA MIKE – This
elegant fixed blade knife is designed for
rugged, heavy duty use. The massive
440A stainless steel blade has a rock
solid, ready-to-go feel. The black G-10
handle scales are pleasantly textured
and wrapped with paracord, providing
a superior grip. The pronounced hand
guard in the form of a deep index finger
groove and the lanyard hole shaped
into an impact element or glass-breaker
in an emergency increase the overall
functionality. The attractively designed
blade with its fine satin finish combines
a hollow grind for maximum cutting
performance with a flat grind on the
point to maximize its strength. Includes
a Kydex sheath and belt adapter. Blade
length: 4½". Overall length: 12⅞".
Weight: 10.8 oz.
Item No. 02SC110
$ 109.95

7
Magnum
Sierra Mike.

MAGNUM BY BOKER

02SC110

$ 109.95

5
Magnum
Collection
2018.
$ 215.00

6
Magnum
Collection
2017.
$ 215.00
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1
Magnum Elk Hunter
Special.
$ 55.95

2
Magnum Elk Hunter.

02GL685

02GL683

$ 37.95

02GL686

3
Magnum Elk
Hunter Gut Hook.
$ 39.95

4
Magnum Survivor II.

5
Magnum Premium
Skinner.

02RY7086

$ 49.95

$ 48.95

02LL163

1 MAGNUM ELK HUNTER SPECIAL
This special edition is based on one of
our top sellers, the Elk Hunter. This new
version features ebony wood and durable
rosewood for the handle scales, and the
2 MAGNUM ELK HUNTER
thinly ground 440A stainless steel blade
A functional and stylish hunting knife
boasts a fine satin finish. This attractive with a 440 stainless steel blade and
knife also includes an elaborate leather
rosewood/root wood combination
sheath with push button lock. Blade
handle. Includes a dark brown
length: 4⅜". Overall length: 8⅝".
leather sheath. Blade length:  41/3".
Weight: 6.2 oz.
Overall length:  85/8". Weight: 5.5 oz.
Item No. 02GL685
$ 55.95
Item No. 02GL683
$ 37.95
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3 MAGNUM ELK HUNTER GUT
HOOK – A new variation of the highly
popular Elk Hunter model, featuring
an ultra solid gut hook blade, made
of 440 stainless steel, and handsome
rosewood/root wood combination
handle. Includes a dark brown leather
sheath. Blade length: 4⅜". Overall
length: 8⅝". Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 02GL686
$ 39.95

4 MAGNUM SURVIVOR II
Based on overwhelming customer
requests, we have enhanced the popular
Survivor model. The heavy duty 440A
stainless steel blade with the traditional
point shape retains the forging skin
on the blade flat. In combination with
the satin finished grind, this creates a
distinctive two-tone finish. The leather
wrapped handle adds the finishing touch
to its rustic character. Includes a genuine
leather sheath. Blade length: 3⅝".
Overall length: 9¼". Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 02RY7086
$ 49.95
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5 MAGNUM PREMIUM SKINNER
The finely polished 440 stainless steel
blade is dominated by its typically
upswept skinner point. The rounded
cutting edge makes hunting and skinning
very easy. The handle, with its large
handguard, offers outstanding protection
from slipping onto the blade, and is
constructed of jigged bone and Pakka
wood, separated by a thin brass liner.
Includes a high quality leather sheath
with snap closure. Blade length: 4¾".
Overall length: 95/8". Weight: 6.3 oz.
Item No. 02LL163
$ 48.95
6 MAGNUM DESERT WARRIOR
The ideal companion for every mission.
The massive, black coated 440 stainless
steel blade offers superior strength, due
to the grip end. The Micarta handle
scales are screwed together with milled
grooves in the handle, and the slightly
bulbous spear point blade has a ricasso
for added cutting power. Includes a
black nylon military sheath. Blade
length: 6¾". Overall length: 12".
Weight: 14 oz.
Item No 02SC010
$ 75.95

attractive laminated wood, and the
guard and pommel are made of satin
finished stainless steel. Includes brown
leather sheath with front pocket and
sharpening stone. Overall length: 11".
Weight:  8.8 oz.
$ 48.95
Item No. 02MB207

8 MAGNUM GIANT BOWIE
A new interpretation of the legendary
Vietnam style Bowie, with impressive
dimensions. The 440 stainless steel
blade features a precise grinding
and is extremely sharp. The guard
and pommel are made of polished
stainless steel, and the genuine leather
handle features soft finger grooves,
which tops off the overall look of this
classic piece. Overall length:  125/8".
Blade length:  81/8". Weight:  11.6 oz.
Item No. 02MB565
$ 58.95

9 MAGNUM OUTBACK FIELD
Featuring an ultra strong, corrosion
resistant blade made of 440 stainless
steel, large handguards, and an
ergonomically shaped leather handle
with finger grooves, guaranteeing
high function. The versatile blade
shape allows for a variety of cutting
chores. The handguard and pommel are
finely polished for that extra character.
Includes a leather sheath and
sharpening stone. Blade length: 61/3".
Overall length:  107/8". Weight: 8.7 oz.
$ 56.95
Item No. 02MB704

6
Magnum Desert
Warrior.
$ 75.95

02SC010

7
Magnum Safari
Mate.

7 MAGNUM SAFARI MATE
A powerful fixed blade knife with a 6"
long Bowie blade made of 440 stainless
steel. The grooved handle features

$ 48.95

02MB207

MAGNUM BY BOKER

02MB565

8
Magnum Giant Bowie.
$ 58.95

9
Magnum Outback Field.
$ 56.95

02MB704
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1
Magnum Zebra Drop.
$ 61.95

02SC337

2
Magnum Jumbo
Bushcraft.

02SC414

$ 76.95

3
Magnum Lil Friend
Drop.

02RY867

$ 26.95

4
Magnum Lil Friend LG.
02RY866

1 MAGNUM ZEBRA DROP – This
fixed blade knife compels with its
beautifully grained, hand selected zebra
wood scales. The 440 stainless steel
blade features a slightly modified drop
point, and extends from the tip to the
pommel. The pronounced handguard
ensures user safety. Also features a
lanyard hole, and comes complete with
a leather sheath with push button lock.
Blade length: 4⅜". Overall length: 9".
Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 02SC337
$ 61.95
2 MAGNUM JUMBO BUSHCRAFT
This heavy duty knife is the ideal
companion for serious excursions. The
heavy 440A blade goes through the
entire handle in full thickness. The
screwed handle scales, made of rugged
G-10, pleasantly mold into the hand and
provide a comfortable grip, even for long
chores. Includes Kydex sheath. Blade
length: 4¼". Overall length: 9½".
Weight: 10.2 oz.
Item No. 02SC414
$ 76.95
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3 MAGNUM LIL FRIEND DROP – We
are happy to be able to expand our
popular line of small and handy neck
knives. The new Lil Friend Drop ranges
with the larger knives compared to the
other models. The full tang construction
made from 440A stainless steel, finished
with a dark stonewash. The olive
colored G-10 scales provide a secure grip.
Includes Kydex sheath, bead chain, and
lanyard hole. Blade length: 2". Overall
length: 4⅞". Weight: 1.6 oz.
$ 26.95
Item No. 02RY867

5 MAGNUM CAMP NG – This popular
outdoor knife from our Magnum lineup
is finally available again and now
features several improvements. The
circumference of the plastic handle was
reduced, and the pronounced index
finger groove in front of the handle was
removed. The full tang design is made
from black coated 3Cr13, and will hold
up to heavy duty use. The wide, flatground blade provides a maximum of
flexibility. The generously sized lanyard
hole will accommodate even heavier
leather straps. Includes a premium
Kydex sheath and belt loop. Blade
length: 5⅜". Overall length: 10½".
Weight: 10.9 oz.
Item No. 02GL709
$ 67.95

4 MAGNUM LIL FRIEND LG – Small
in size, but great in versatility, the Lil
Friend LG has a full tang construction
made from 440A stainless steel and
comes with black G-10 handle scales.
From packaging tape to annoying blister 6 MAGNUM SURVIVALIST – This
packaging to loose threads - the Lil
impressive survival knife will make the
Friend LG is always there for you as a
user feel at home in the woods. The
versatile and useful companion. Delivery 7⅞" long 440A stainless steel blade
includes a Kydex sheath, bead chain, and features a saw on the spine. The hollow
lanyard hole. Blade length: 2¼". Overall handle accommodates a survival kit that
length: 5". Weight: 1.4 oz.
will help tackle smaller adventures. The
Item No. 02RY866
$ 26.95
blade is screw-mounted to the handle

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

$ 26.95

and features a screw cap with a lanyard
hole. Comes complete with a nylon
sheath small sharpening stone. Blade
length: 7⅞". Overall length: 13⅝".
Weight: 15.6 oz.
Item No. 02MB935
$ 39.95

7 MAGNUM MACHETE NG – This
impressive machete is ideally suited
for heavy duty work, such as clearing
a path, preparing a large batch of
fire wood, etc. The 3Cr13 steel blade
features a black coating, and the rugged
synthetic handle was ergonomically
optimized, guaranteeing safe and
fatigue-free handling. Comes complete
with a heavy duty nylon sheath. Blade
length: 13". Overall length: 18".
Weight: 16.8 oz.
Item No. 02GL706
$ 67.95
8 MAGNUM MPS / MULTI PURPOSE
SHOVEL – With this field shovel you
are ready for almost anything! The
stainless steel shovel blade can be
used as an axe blade or a small
saw. The head can be locked in two
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02GL706

5
Magnum
Camp NG.

09RY032

$ 67.95

02GL709
02MB935

MAGNUM BY BOKER

6
Magnum
Survivalist.
$ 39.95

different positions and the handle can
be extended with a segment. The
screw-on extension also contains a flint
and emergency signal whistle. The
flint can can also be replaced with
a multi-function blade (knife blade,
saw, can opener, bottle opener, or
fish hook remover). Delivery includes
blade protector and carrying bag with
shoulder strap and belt loop. Overall
length: 20⅝". Weight: 2.1 lbs.
Item No. 09RY032
$ 119.95

7
Magnum
Machete
NG.
$ 67.95

8
Magnum
MPS.

$ 119.95
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2
Magnum 30-06
Bullet Knife.
$ 12.95

1
Magnum
Classic
Pocket Steel.
$ 20.95

01SC249

01MB334

3
Magnum
Catamaran.
$ 24.95

01SC725

4
Magnum Bush
Companion.

01YA116

$ 23.95

01MB432

5
Magnum Outdoor
Cuisine III.
$ 23.95

1 MAGNUM CLASSIC POCKET STEEL
A useful and handy pocket knife. The
blades, cap lifter and can opener are
made of 440 stainless steel, and the
handle is handsome rosewood. The
steel bolsters and ring can be used to
attach a lanyard or knife chain. Blade
length: 2½". Overall length: 6¼".
Weight: 2.9 oz.
Item No. 01MB334
$ 20.95
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2 MAGNUM 30-06 BULLET KNIFE
An interesting replica of a 30-06 bullet
with a compact and functional blade.
A great gift for the hunter or collector.
Features a 440 stainless steel blade,
brass coated shell, and key ring. Blade
length: 1¾". Overall length: 4¾".
Weight: 1.4 oz.
Item No. 01SC249
$ 12.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 MAGNUM CATAMARAN – The
ideal knife for those who spend as
much of their free time as possible on
the open sea. The partially serrated
sheepfoot blade, made of 440A
stainless steel, easily slices through
ropes, lines, or nets. The lockable
marlin spike simplifies loosening tight
knots. A shackle opener is mounted
on the stainless steel handle scales,
and the lanyard hole protects the knife
against an involuntary dive to the
bottom. A truly impressive sailor's
knife! Blade length: 2¾". Overall
length: 7¼". Weight: 5.5 oz.
Item No. 01SC725
$ 24.95

4 MAGNUM BUSH COMPANION
A heavy duty working knife. The liner
lock secures the blade in the open
position. The 440 stainless steel blade
has a big belly, perfect for hunting chores.
Pakka wood handles. Blade length: 35/8".
Overall length: 85/8". Weight: 7.5 oz.
Item No. 01YA116
$ 23.95
5 MAGNUM OUTDOOR CUISINE
III – This large folding knife is perfect
for a snack on the road or for camping
with friends. An effective kitchen knife
for the great outdoors! The handle is
crafted of handsome rosewood, and the
Japanese Nakiri style blade, made of 440
stainless steel, locks securely with a liner
locking mechanism. Blade length:  4¾".
Overall length: 10¼". Weight:  6 oz.
Item No. 01MB432
$ 23.95
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6 MAGNUM CLASSIC HUNTER
A traditional hunting pocket knife. All
three blades are made of 440 stainless
steel, and each has its own lock, which
prevents accidental closing. This
versatile piece sports a bowie style
blade, a gut hook, and a saw blade
- ideal for use on wood or bone. The
Pakka wood scales in contrast with the
brushed stainless steel bolsters create
an attractive hunter's companion. A
truly versatile knife for your next
hunting, trekking, or outdoor trip.
Blade length: 3½". Overall length:  8".
Weight:  9.7 oz.
Item No. 01MB136
$ 33.95

individually. The black wood handle
adds a classic look. Blade length: 33/8".
Overall length: 73/8". Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 01LL209
$ 26.95

8 MAGNUM HAWK – This rugged
work knife will stand up to any cutting
chore. The handle is a combination
of satin finished stainless steel
and an elegant grained wood. The
straight spearpoint blade is made
of 440 stainless steel and is secured
by a reliable liner lock. Includes
pocket clip. Blade length:  33/8".
Overall length:  7¾". Weight:  4.8 oz.
Item No. 01MB042
$ 25.95

9 MAGNUM FOREST RANGER
This mighty and impressive knife can
handle any cutting task with ease.
The satin finished 440 stainless steel
clip point blade is secured by a liner
lock, and the stainless steel bolsters
and attractive burl wood scales add
an elegant touch. The screw-fastened
pocket clip provides comfortable carry
and easy access. Blade length: 3¾".
Overall length:  9¼". Weight:  6.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB233
$ 25.95

7 MAGNUM BON APPETITE – A
complete and compact set of utensils,
perfect for camping, hiking, or a
snack on the go. The knife, fork and
spoon are made of 440 stainless steel,
and the innovative locking mechanism
allows you to operate each tool

6
Magnum Classic
Hunter.
$ 33.95

7
Magnum
Bon
Appetite.
$ 26.95

01MB136

8
Magnum Hawk.
$ 25.95

01MB042

MAGNUM BY BOKER

01LL209

9
Magnum Forest Ranger.
$ 25.95

01MB233
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1
Magnum
Gold Finger.
$ 35.95

01LG277

2
Magnum
Black Gold.
$ 27.95

ASSISTED OPENING

01RY111

01LL325

3
Magnum Ring-O.
$ 53.95

01SC529

4
Magnum
Easy Rider.
$ 22.95

5
Magnum Snowflake.

01GL0623

$ 22.95

1 MAGNUM GOLD FINGER – For
lovers of the coveted precious metal.
The 440 stainless steel blade, frame
lock and stainless steel handle scales
are all completely anodized in gold.
Even the handy pocket clip shimmers
with the attractive gold sheen. Blade
length: 3⅛". Overall length: 7½".
Weight: 4.9 oz.
Item No. 01LG277
$ 35.95
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2 MAGNUM BLACK GOLD – An
understated knife that nevertheless
stands out from the crowd. The
matte gold coated 440 stainless steel
blade and liners create an appealing
contrast to the black G-10 handle
scales. The spring-assisted blade can
be opened with ease. The liner lock
reliably secures the opened blade.
Includes reversible pocket clip. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7½".
Weight: 3.8 oz.
Item No. 01RY111
$ 27.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

3 MAGNUM RING-O – This piece
is truly unique! The oddly shaped 440
stainless steel blade rotates around the
camp, and is arrested by the sturdy liner
lock. The rugged G-10 handle scales
provide a firm and secure grip. Includes
pocket clip for easy carry. Blade length:
3¼". Overall length:  7¾". Weight:  5 oz.
Item No. 01LL325
$ 53.95
4 MAGNUM EASY RIDER – Not only
for bikers! This high tech piece was
designed with elements of the motorcycle
industry in mind. The spine of the handle
is adorned with a motorcycle chain, which
provides a secure and comfortable grip.

The bead blasted blade can be opened
with the thumb stud or the flipper, and
locks securely with a liner lock. The
grey aluminum handle represents the
rear swing arm and two sprockets of
the drive chain. The pocket clip keeps
it close at hand. Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length:  7⅞". Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 01SC529
$ 22.95

5 MAGNUM SNOWFLAKE
Attractive folding knife with a high
tech appearance. The 440 stainless
steel blade features a unique faux
Damascus pattern and gray anodized
aluminum handles. Blade length: 3".
Overall length:  71/2". Weight: 4 oz.
Item No. 01GL0623
$ 22.95
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6 MAGNUM WAVES − A strong and
durable knife, for work and leisure. The
wave-shaped grip, made of aluminum,
and the titanium coated 440 stainless
steel blade make this knife a reliable
companion. Liner lock mechanism and
pocket clip. Blade length: 3¾". Overall
length: 8½". Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB100
$ 25.95

6
Magnum Waves.
$ 25.95

01MB100

7 MAGNUM RECURVE FLASH
This functional and compact knife
features a titanium coated 440 stainless
steel blade that locks securely with the
liner lock mechanism. The innovative
CNC machined G-10 handle provides a
safe and secure grip for heavy duty tasks.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length: 7½". Weight: 4.1 oz.
Item No. 01GL109
$ 35.95

9 MAGNUM GRAY EMINENCE
A discreet and unobtrusive knife design.
The titanium coated 440 stainless
steel blade is secured with a lockback
mechanism. The stainless steel bolsters
and Micarta handle scales complete the
package. Includes pocket clip. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7⅞".
Weight: 6.2 oz.
Item No. 01SC712
$ 49.95
10 MAGNUM CO-OPERATOR – A
reliable everyday knife, large enough to
tackle heavy chores, yet small enough
to carry comfortably. The 440 stainless
steel blade locks securely with the liner
lock mechanism. The handle scales are
crafted of genuine Huali wood, which
provides a warm hue. The blade and
the heavy stainless steel bolsters feature
an attractive charcoal coating. Includes
lanyard hole and pocket clip. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 7⅞".
Weight: 5.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB864
$ 50.95

10
Magnum Co-Operator.
$ 50.95

7
Magnum
Recurve Flash.

01GL109

$ 35.95

8
Magnum Blue Drop.
$ 26.95

9
Magnum Gray
Eminence.

01RY199

01SC712

$ 49.95

MAGNUM BY BOKER

8 MAGNUM BLUE DROP – This hefty
knife impresses with its subtle design
and superior functionality, ensured in
part by the versatile 440A stainless steel
blade with stonewash finish. The wide,
rugged blade opens with the thumb stud
or the flipper. The sturdy liner lock is
enhanced with blue stainless steel liners.
The lightweight aluminum handle scales
provide a comfortable and secure grip.
Includes pocket clip and lanyard hole.
Blade length: 3¾". Overall length: 8¾".
Weight: 6.7 oz.
$ 26.95
Item No. 01RY199

01MB864
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01YA101

1
Magnum Stiletto.
$ 22.95

2
Magnum Italian
Classic.
$ 26.95

01LL310

3
Magnum
Caveman
Damascus.
$ 51.95

01RY818DAM

4
Magnum Pakka
Hunter.

01MB700

$ 39.95

1 MAGNUM STILETTO – A liner
locking folding knife with a stiletto
design. 31/3" blade made of 440
stainless steel with a double handguard.
Stainless steel liners strengthen the
construction. Laminated wood handles
with pocket clip. Overall length: 73/8".
Weight: 3.7 oz.
Item No. 01YA101
$ 22.95
2 MAGNUM ITALIAN CLASSIC
This handsome knife is reminiscent of
the classic Italian inspired stiletto. A
robust and modern interpretation,
combining the advantages of modern
manufacturing with the classic design.
The 440 stainless steel blade locks with
the sturdy liner lock mechanism, and
the massive, finely polished stainless
steel fittings give the knife its superior
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strength. The handsome rosewood scales
provide traditional character, and the
pocket clip keeps it close at hand. Blade
length: 3¾". Overall length:  8⅝".
Weight:  5.3 oz.
Item No. 01LL310
$ 26.95

3 MAGNUM CAVEMAN DAMASCUS
A classic lockback pocket knife with
unique style. Features a 37-layer
Damascus steel blade and wooden
handle adorned with a primitive hunting
scene, reminiscent of cave art. Blade
length: 3¼". Overall length: 7⅝".
Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 01RY818DAM
$ 51.95
4 MAGNUM PAKKA HUNTER – A
massive knife, perfect for the next
outdoor or hunting trip. The flat ground
blade is made of edge-holding 440B
steel with a satin finish, and can be
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opened one-handed with the thumb
stud. The beautiful grain of the pakka
wood scales offers a pleasant grip,
and contours to your hand due to its
balanced ergonomics. With pocket clip
and lanyard hole. Blade length: 3⅝".
Overall length: 8⅜". Weight: 5.8 oz.
Item No. 01MB700
$ 39.95

5 MAGNUM BLUE STEEL – A robust
knife that redefines the concept of
stability. The hollow ground blade is
made of 440A steel, and the handle
with framelock is also crafted of
robust stainless steel. The blade can
be operated on both sides, and the
clip keeps the knife ready for use. The
blue G-10 spacer can accommodate a
lanyard. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
length: 7¾". Weight: 5 oz.
Item No. 01SC986
$ 36.95

6 MAGNUM BLUE DOT – A reliable
assistant at work or at leisure. The
single-hand operated blade of 440A
steel locks with the sturdy framelock.
The blue screws add a unique touch.
The stainless steel handle provides
added sturdiness. Includes pocket clip
and lanyard hole. Blade length: 3¼".
Overall length: 7½". Weight: 4 oz.
Item No. 01RY863
$ 26.95
7 MAGNUM RAINDROP – This
attractive knife clearly stands out from
the masses. The blade and handle are
delicately decorated and give the knife
a unique look. The 440A stainless
steel blade opens with the flipper or
the thumb stud and locks securely
with the liner lock. The grooves in the
rugged stainless steel handle provide a
secure and comfortable grip. Includes
pocket clip and lanyard hole. Blade
length: 2¾". Overall length: 6¾".
Weight: 4.1 oz.
Item No. 01RY825
$ 29.95
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5
Magnum Blue
Steel.
$ 36.95

01SC986

6
Magnum Blue
Dot.

01RY863

$ 26.95

7
Magnum Raindrop.
$ 29.95

01RY825

8
Magnum Dark
Rainbow.
$ 31.95

01SC156

8 MAGNUM DARK RAINBOW
This minimalistic piece is not only
attractive to look at, but also highly
functional. The black coated 440
stainless steel blade is secured by the
back lock, which can also be used to
detach the lanyard. The sleek handle
is made of iridescent liners with black
stainless steel scales. The slim, flat
profile of this knife allows comfortable
pocket carry, and the lanyard gives
easy access. Blade length:  2⅝".
Overall length:  6¼". Weight:  2.8 oz.
Item No. 01SC014
$ 31.95

9 MAGNUM DEEP BLUE – A real eyecatcher! The 440 stainless steel blade
and the liners of this attractive pocket
knife are anodized in a particularly intense
shade of blue. Framelock mechanism
with a handsome rosewood handle.
Lanyard hole and pocket clip for easy carry.
Blade length: 2⅜". Overall length: 5⅞".
Weight: 1.5 oz.
Item No. 01SC156
$ 23.95

MAGNUM BY BOKER

01SC014

9
Magnum Deep Blue.
$ 23.95
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Damascus Knives

4
Magnum
Lady.

2
Magnum
Senior
Micarta

$ 48.95

$ 92.95

3
Magnum
Damascus
Quincewood.

1
Magnum
Lord.
$ 94.95

$ 75.95

5
Magnum
Duke.
$ 58.95

01MB788DAM

01MB946DAM

01MB031DAM
01MB550DAM

01MB790DAM

1 MAGNUM LORD − Classic double
bolster knife with dress plates made
of polished stainless steel. Carefully
selected twill wood is used for the
handle, which gives the knife its high
class look. Back lock mechanism.
Does not have pocket clip. Overall
length: 8½". Blade length:  35/8".
Weight: 4.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB790DAM
$ 94.95

MAGNUM DAMASCUS SERIES
With this exclusive high class knife
series, we bring you an extraordinary
collection of Damascus and exotic woods. 2 MAGNUM SENIOR MICARTA
This series features knives with genuine
This slim liner locking folder is ideal for
forged Damascus blades with 37 layers.
everyday use, with its pocket clip and
No etching or fake patterns – this is the
one-handed opening. This updated
real deal! Charm, character and quality
model features a sleek Micarta handle.
at a very reasonable price.
Overall length: 71/8". Blade length: 3".
Weight:  2.8 oz.
Item No. 01MB031DAM
$ 92.95
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3 MAGNUM DAMASCUS
QUINCEWOOD – A breathtaking piece,
featuring elegant Quincewood handles
with Damascus bolsters and blade.
Sturdy backlock mechanism. Classic
beauty at its best! Overall length: 5⅞".
Blade length: 2½". Weight: 2.5 oz.
6 MAGNUM BLACK BONE
Item No. 01MB550DAM
$ 75.95
DAMASCUS – A handsome piece,
featuring sleek black bone handles
4 MAGNUM LADY − Similar to the
with Damascus bolsters and blade.
Lord model, but in a smaller size. Features Sturdy backlock mechanism. Classic
a sturdy back lock mechanism, burl wood
beauty at its best! Overall length: 7".
scales and a breathtaking Damascus
Blade length: 2⅞". Weight: 3.2 oz.
blade with 37 layers. A real beauty!
Item No. 01MB551DAM
$ 91.95
Overall length: 5½". Blade length: 23/8".
Weight: 2.4 oz.
7 MAGNUM MISTRESS − A premium
Item No. 01MB788DAM
$ 48.95
knife everyone will be jealous of! The
blade is made of 37 layers of steel, and
5 MAGNUM DUKE − This exquisite
the bolster is Damascus as well. For
knife is sure to impress! The bolsters
the handles, we chose handsome
feature a decorative etch, providing the
Mediterranean olive wood. Secure
perfect contrast to the hand selected
lockback mechanism. Does not have
burl wood scales, which guarantee a
pocket clip. Blade length: 2⅜". Overall
comfortable feel in your hand. Despite
length: 5½". Weight: 2.3 oz.
the elegance of this piece, it is a reliable Item No. 01MB171DAM
$ 61.95
and hard working knife - with its back
lock mechanism and lanyard hole, it is
8 MAGNUM DAMASCUS STUBBY
sure to prove itself as your everyday
This small and handy knife fits in any
companion. Blade length: 2½".
pocket or purse. The stout blade is
Overall length: 5¾". Weight:  2.3 oz.
made of 37 layers of Damascus, and
Item No. 01MB946DAM
$ 58.95
locks open with the sturdy liner lock
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6
Magnum Black Bone
Damascus.
$ 91.95

01MB551DAM

01MB171DAM

7
Magnum Mistress.
$ 61.95

01MB178DAM

8
Magnum
Damascus
Stubby.
$ 113.95

mechanism. The handle is a handsome,
dark ebony wood, which provides the
perfect contrast with the Damascus
bolster. Blade length: 2⅜". Overall
length: 5¾". Weight: 3.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB178DAM
$ 113.95

10 MAGNUM DAMASCUS DC
The DC combines two sophisticated
materials in one knife, as well as
classic and modern elements. The
genuine Damascus blade, made of
71 layers of steel, combined with the
Damascus bolster and durable carbon
fiber make this knife an elegant
everyday companion. Sturdy backlock
mechanism. Blade length: 2¼".
Overall length: 5½". Weight: 2.3 oz.
Item No. 01MB739DAM $ 119.95
11 MAGNUM DAMASCUS
COUNTESS − A high quality, elegant
knife. The blade and bolsters consist
of 37 layers of Damascus steel. The
handle is made of a dark, grainy ebony,
which adds to the exquisite look of
this piece. The blade has a classic
nail nick, and locks with the sturdy
backlock. Blade length: 2¼". Overall
length: 5¼". Weight: 1.7 oz.
Item No. 01MB049DAM
$ 79.95

$ 95.95

01MB180DAM

10
Magnum
Damascus DC.
$ 119.95

01MB739DAM

11
Magnum Damascus
Countess.

MAGNUM BY BOKER

9 MAGNUM DAMASCUS BONE − A
truly stunning pocket knife, featuring
a finely drawn Damascus blade and
Damascus bolsters. The handle scales
are crafted of polished bone, giving
a beautiful contrast to the darker
Damascus steel. Sturdy backlock
mechanism. Overall length: 7".
Blade length: 3⅛". Weight: 3.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB180DAM
$ 95.95

9
Magnum Damascus
Bone.

01MB049DAM

$ 79.95
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3
Magnum Micro
Pearl Congress.

2
Magnum Mini
Pearl Stockman.

1
Magnum Mini Pearl
Congress.

$ 26.95

$ 26.95

$ 29.95

01MB402
01MB401

01MB403

4
Magnum Jewel.

01MB318

$ 15.95

5
Magnum Juliet.
$ 26.95

01SC327

01LL2076

6
Magnum
Majestic.
$ 56.95

4 MAGNUM JEWEL – The value
2 MAGNUM MINI PEARL
of this fine knife is reflected by its
STOCKMAN – This elegant slip joint
pocket knife offers an exquisite simplicity. name. The polished 440 stainless steel
blade locks securely with the lockback
The handle is coated with genuine
mechanism, and the dark rosewood
mother-of-pearl, and the blades are
handle harmonizes perfectly with the
crafted of 440A stainless steel. Blade
length: 1⅜". Overall open length: 4⅞". polished metal bolsters. Small in your
pocket, but big in versatility! Blade
Closed length: 2¼". Weight: 0.7 oz.
length: 2⅛". Overall length: 5⅜".
Item No. 01MB402
$ 26.95
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Item No. 01MB318
$ 15.95
3 MAGNUM MICRO PEARL
1 MAGNUM MINI PEARL
CONGRESS – This elegant slip joint
CONGRESS – This elegant slip
pocket knife offers an exquisite simplicity. 5 MAGNUM JULIET – A beautiful
joint pocket knife offers an exquisite
slip joint pocket knife for every day.
The handle is coated with genuine
simplicity. The handle is coated with
Compact enough for everyday use, yet
mother-of-pearl, and the blades are
genuine mother-of-pearl, and the blades
large enough for a weekend picnic. The
are crafted of 440A stainless steel. Blade crafted of 440A stainless steel. Blade
length: 1⅜". Overall open length: 4⅞". length: 1". Overall open length: 3⅝". blade, made of polished 440A steel, is
finely ground and the elegant handle
Closed length: 1½". Weight: 0.4 oz.
Closed length: 2¼". Weight: 0.7 oz.
scales are crafted of genuine bone. The
$ 26.95
Item No. 01MB401
Item No. 01MB403
$ 29.95
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stainless steel bolsters are also polished,
and harmonize perfectly with the blade.
Blade length: 3⅛". Overall length: 7".
Weight: 2.9 oz.
$ 26.95
Item No. 01SC327

6 MAGNUM MAJESTIC – This
huge, imposing knife easily attracts
attention in any collection, and is sure
to impress any knife enthusiast. The
two 440 stainless steel blades have a
fine edge finish and are fully functional.
The black synthetic handle scales are
topped off with stainless steel bolsters,
and the back spring is embellished
with decorative file work. Truly one of
a kind! Blade length: 6⅜". Overall
length:  14⅜". Weight:  1.1 lbs.
Item No. 01LL2076
$ 56.95
7 MAGNUM FLEET STREET RAZOR
An extraordinary and robust folder. The
shape and finish are reminiscent of a
classic straight razor, yet this piece has
superior stability for added versatility.
The blade and handle are made of 440
stainless steel with intricate decoration.
No locking mechanism. Blade
length: 4⅞". Overall length:  10½".
Weight:  6.1 oz.
Item No. 01LG242
$ 26.95
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8
Magnum
Backpacker.
$ 39.95

01LG242

7
Magnum Fleet
Street Razor.
$ 26.95

9 MAGNUM SILVER PIN
QUINCEWOOD – A true classic. The
satin finished 440 stainless steel blade
is deployed with two hands using
the classic nail nick. The handsome
quincewood handle scales are
complemented by the brushed stainless
steel bolsters. Also features a sturdy
lockback and lanyard hole. Blade
length: 3⅛". Overall length:  6⅞".
Weight:  3.3 oz.
Item No. 01MB076
$ 41.95
10 MAGNUM EXQUISITE LOCKBACK
This classic features handsome, natural
wood handles and a 440 stainless steel
blade. The sturdy lockback mechanism
and lanyard hole complete the package.
Comes in clam pack packaging. Blade
length: 2¾". Overall length: 6½".
Weight: 3.8 oz.
Item No. 01GL802C
$ 29.95

9
Magnum Silver Pin
Quincewood.

01MB076

$ 41.95

10
Magnum Exquisite
Lockback.

01GL802C

$ 29.95

11
Magnum
Lockback Hunter.

01SC002

$ 23.95

MAGNUM BY BOKER

8 MAGNUM BACKPACKER – A
handsome and useful knife for your next
trip. The 440 stainless steel blade has
a rich satin finish and is flat ground for
excellent cutting performance. The blade
locks open with the sturdy liner lock. The
grain of the wooden handle adds a rustic
touch. Pocket clip and lanyard hole for
easy carry. Blade length: 2¾". Overall
length: 7¾". Weight: 3.8 oz.
$ 39.95
Item No. 01EL605

01EL605

11 MAGNUM LOCKBACK HUNTER
With classic etched bolsters.
Pakkawood handles with a 35/8" clip
point blade of 420 stainless steel.
Overall open length:  85/8". Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 01SC002
$ 23.95
12 MAGNUM GRACE II – An eyecatcher, with two insets of laminated
wood integrated into the stainless steel
handle with an attractive etching. Locks
securely in the open position with the
lock back. Overall length: 8". Blade
length: 3½". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01YA110
$ 23.95

01YA110
12
Magnum
Grace II.
$ 23.95
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01MB255

1
Magnum Blaze.
$ 25.95

01SC423

2
Magnum
Rainbow III.
$ 25.95

3
Magnum
Chained
Rainbow.
$ 39.95

ASSISTED OPENING
01MB635

1 MAGNUM BLAZE – A real eye
catcher! This attractive piece shows
off an array of colors on the handle and
the 440 stainless steel blade, created
by a complex treatment process. The
27/8" blade is held open by a frame
lock mechanism. Includes pocket clip
and lanyard hole. Overall length: 6¾".
Weight: 2.9 oz.
Item No. 01MB255
$ 25.95
2 MAGNUM RAINBOW III – This
lightweight rainbow knife features
blade cutouts for easy one-hand
opening. The pocket clip, 440 stainless
steel blade and handle are anodized in
rainbow colors. The frame lock ensures
locking security. Blade length: 2⅝".
Overall length:  6⅛".
Item No. 01SC423
$ 25.95
3 MAGNUM CHAINED RAINBOW
Subtle is different! The opulent design
of the Chained Rainbow, with its
stylized chain on the back of the 440A
steel blade is only one of the details
that jump out at you. The striking
color underlines the extraordinary
appearance even further. The stainless
steel handle houses a liner lock and
170

4
Magnum Rainbow I.

01YA106

$ 22.95

spring assisted blade. The pocket clip
with decorative drill holes boasts the
same colors as the handle and blade.
Blade length: 3⅝". Overall length:
8⅛". Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 01MB635
$ 39.95

4 MAGNUM RAINBOW I – The
smaller version in the Rainbow Series,
featuring a titanium PVD coated
handle, hollow ground 440 stainless
steel blade and carabiner hook. Frame
locking system. Blade length:  2¾".
Overall length:  53/8". Weight:  1.8 oz.
Item No. 01YA106
$ 22.95
5 MAGNUM PEARL RAINBOW
An extravagant piece! This visually
striking knife could easily be called "eye
candy." The 440 stainless steel blade
features a rainbow finish, and a wavy
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pattern for added style. The rainbow
handle features an attractive scroll
pattern, and contrasts nicely with the
mother-of-pearl inlays. Includes pocket
clip. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
length: 7¾". Weight: 5.1 oz.
Item No. 01LG805
$ 34.95

6 MAGNUM RAINBOW II – This
model really stands out with its wild
array of colors. The liner locking blade
of edge-holding 440 stainless steel is
partially serrated and hollow ground.
The handle is titanium PVD coated
stainless steel and includes a pocket
clip. Blade length: 27/8". Overall length:
6¾". Weight: 3.1 oz.
Item No. 01YA107
$ 24.95
7 MAGNUM RAINBOW MERMAID
An imaginative knife dedicated to the
mystical ocean creatures. The 440A
stainless steel blade and handle boast

the popular rainbow color design. Its
special feature is the flipper that is
reminiscent of the fin of the feminine
beauty of the sea. The mermaid
embellishes the spine much like a
figure head on a ship's bow, keeping
the knife on course. The round cutouts
in the blade are reminiscent of air
bubbles rising from the ocean depths.
Blade length: 3¾". Overall length:
8⅝". Weight: 6.4 oz.
Item No. 01LG318
$ 34.95

8 MAGNUM BLUE BOWIE – This
eye-catcher compels with its unique
appeal. The stout 440 stainless steel
bowie style blade complements the blue
coated stainless steel handle, and opens
with the thumb stud. The intricate shape
allows a secure and comfortable grip.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 3⅞".
Overall length: 8¾". Weight: 5.8 oz.
Item No. 01RY855
$ 33.95
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5
Magnum Pearl
Rainbow.

9 MAGNUM CUTIE – Think pink!
This sleek knife not only looks attractive,
but is highly functional. The satin
finished 440 stainless steel blade locks
securely with the liner lock mechanism,
and the eye catching handle has holes
of different diameters, to reduce the
weight and provide a comfortable
grip. Includes pocket clip for easy carry.
Blade length: 3". Overall length: 6¾".
Weight: 2 oz.
Item No. 01RY972
$ 20.95

$ 34.95

01LG805

6
Magnum Rainbow II.

10 MAGNUM RAINBOW UNICORN
The popular Rainbow line goes a step
further. This fully-fledged, ultra tough
fixed blade lets you enjoy the outdoors
properly and in color. The blade, made
of 440A steel, and the lightweight
aluminum handle both shine in rainbow
colors. Includes leather sheath. Blade
length: 4⅜". Overall length: 9".
Weight: 7.6 oz.
$ 53.95
Item No. 02RY543

$ 24.95

01YA107

7
Magnum Rainbow
Mermaid.
$ 34.95

01LG318

01RY855

8
Magnum Blue
Bowie.

01RY972

9
Magnum Cutie.
$ 20.95

10
Magnum Rainbow
Unicorn.

MAGNUM BY BOKER

$ 33.95

02RY543

$ 53.95
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1
Magnum Law
Enforcement.

01MB365

$ 25.95

2
Magnum Medic.
$ 25.95

01MB364

3
Magnum Fire
Brigade.
$ 25.95

01MB366

8 MAGNUM EMS RESCUE – Black
coated, partially serrated, reverse tanto
blade with flipper, and orange anodized
aluminum handle with EMS crest. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 8⅛".
Weight:  4.9 oz.
Item No. 01LL472
$ 28.95

01MB856SF

4
Magnum Special
Forces BK.
$ 25.95

9 MAGNUM FIRE FIGHTER – Black
coated, partially serrated, reverse tanto
blade with flipper, and red anodized
aluminum handle with firefighter crest.
Blade length: 3⅜". Overall length:
8⅛". Weight:  4.9 oz.
Item No. 01LL470
$ 28.95
5
Magnum Compact
Rescue.

01MB456

$ 22.95

RESCUE KNIVES – These highly
functional rescue knives are dedicated
to police, paramedic and rescue
professionals, who do their best in their
dangerous fulfillment of duty and often
risk it all to save lives. These knives
are equipped with all the necessities –
glass-breaker, belt cutter, carry clip, and
corrosion resistant 440 stainless steel
blades.
1 MAGNUM LAW ENFORCEMENT
Blue anodized aluminum handle with
black and gold police logo. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 8⅛".
Weight:  4.3 oz.
Item No. 01MB365
$ 25.95
2 MAGNUM MEDIC – Orange
anodized aluminum handle with blue
and white paramedic logo. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 8⅛".
Weight: 4.3 oz.
Item No. 01MB364
$ 25.95
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3 MAGNUM FIRE BRIGADE
The only knife in this series with a
high-grip G-10 scale. Red handle
with firefighter logo inlay. Blade
length: 3⅜". Overall length: 8⅛".
Weight:  4.8 oz.
Item No. 01MB366
$ 25.95
4 MAGNUM SPECIAL FORCES BK
This highly functional knife is dedicated
to the Special Forces. The black coated
aluminum handle features the crest of
this special unit, and the black coated
440 stainless steel blade locks securely
with the liner lock. Also features a
seatbelt cutter and glass-breaker for
emergency use. Blade length: 3⅜".
Overall length: 7¾". Weight: 4 oz.
Item No. 01MB856SF
$ 25.95
5 MAGNUM COMPACT RESCUE
This compact rescue knife shouldn't be
under-estimated! The black coated 440
stainless steel blade is partially serrated,
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and locks securely with the liner lock.
The black anodized aluminum handle
features a seatbelt cutter and glassbreaker for rescue situations, and a pocket
clip for easy carry. Blade length: 2⅜".
Overall length: 5½". Weight: 3 oz.
Item No. 01MB456
$ 22.95

6 MAGNUM SPECIAL FORCES
This tactical rescue knife can handle
anything. Features a black coated blade
made of 440 stainless steel, which can
be opened quickly with one hand, and
the sturdy liner lock prevents accidental
collapse in an emergency. The glassbreaker and belt cutter complete this
useful tool. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
length: 8⅛". Weight: 4.1 oz.
Item No. 01SC154
$ 25.95
7 MAGNUM AIR FORCE RESCUE
Black coated, partially serrated, reverse
tanto blade with flipper, and royal blue
anodized aluminum handle with U.S. Air
Force crest. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
length: 8⅛". Weight:  4.9 oz.
Item No. 01LL473
$ 28.95

10 MAGNUM ARMY RESCUE
Black coated, partially serrated, reverse
tanto blade with flipper, and olive
anodized aluminum handle with U.S.
Army crest. Blade length: 3⅜". Overall
length: 8⅛". Weight:  4.9 oz.
Item No. 01LL471
$ 28.95
11 MAGNUM FIRE CHIEF – This
massive and impressive rescue knife
can handle anything. The striking color
combination of red and black is set off by
the gold colored emblem in the handle,
honoring the men and women who stand
in the fire department. Features a glass
breaker, seatbelt cutter and partially
serrated 440 stainless steel blade that
can take on any emergency situation.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length:  4½".
Overall length:  10⅝". Weight: 10 oz.
Item No. 01LL313
$ 32.95
12 MAGNUM MIDNIGHT RESCUE
The larger version of model 01RY409
(below). Same great features as
the smaller model, but with added
dimensions for heavy duty missions.
Includes pocket clip, seatbelt cutter
and glass-breaker. Blade length: 3⅞".
Overall length: 8⅞". Weight: 4.7 oz.
Item No. 01RY414N
$ 28.95
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01SC154

6
Magnum Special
Forces.
$ 25.95

01LL473

7
Magnum Air
Force Rescue.

8
Magnum
EMS Rescue.

$ 28.95

$ 28.95

01LL472

9
Magnum Fire Fighter.

01LL470

10
Magnum Army
Rescue.

$ 28.95

01LL471

$ 28.95

11
Magnum Fire Chief.
$ 32.95

01LL313

$ 28.95

01RY414N

13 MAGNUM FIRE ANT – This
small and handy rescue knife should
be kept inside every vehicle. The
sturdy black handle features a liner
locking mechanism and pocket clip
for convenient carry. Also features a
black coated 440 stainless steel blade,
seatbelt cutter and glass-breaker. Blade
length: 2⅜". Overall length: 6⅛".
Weight: 2.8 oz.
Item No. 01RY409
$ 25.95
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12
Magnum
Midnight Rescue.

13
Magnum
Fire Ant.
$ 25.95

01RY409
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1
Magnum BKT.
$ 43.95

01BO018S

2
Magnum T.
$ 43.95

01BO007N

3
Magnum Black
Lightning.
$ 18.95

01SC148N

01SC157

4
Magnum First
Responder.
$ 32.95

1 MAGNUM BKT − This heavy
duty folder features a black coated,
partially serrated tanto-style blade of
420 stainless steel, and lightweight
aluminum handle with push button lock
(non-automatic). Includes pocket clip.
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length: 8".
Weight: 4.4 oz.
Item No. 01BO018S
$ 43.95
2 MAGNUM T − This heavy duty
folder features a bead-blasted, plain
edge blade of 420 stainless steel, and
lightweight aluminum handle with
push button lock (non-automatic).
Blade length: 3¼". Overall length: 8".
Weight: 4.4 oz.
$ 43.95
Item No. 01BO007N
3 MAGNUM BLACK LIGHTNING This
ultra compact folding knife will melt
into your hand. The solid handle is a
combination of bead blasted stainless
steel and black G-10 scales. The 440
stainless steel blade with a matte black
finish features a double sided handguard.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length: 1⅞".
Overall length:  4⅞". Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 01SC148N
$ 18.95
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4 MAGNUM FIRST RESPONDER
Be prepared in case of an accident or
breakdown, with this ideal emergency
tool. Features a seatbelt cutter, glassbreaker and can opener in the synthetic
handle with a checkered non-slip grip.
440 stainless steel blade and pocket
clip for easy carry. Blade length: 2¾".
Overall length: 6⅝". Weight: 3.3 oz.
Item No. 01SC157
$ 32.95

fit securely in the hand, and is
representative of historical swords, set
off by handsome cocobolo wood. The
dagger shaped blade is ground on one
side, and is crafted of 440 stainless steel.
Includes pocket clip. Blade length:  3¾".
Overall length:  8¼". Weight: 4 oz.
Item No. 01RY069N
$ 26.95

5 MAGNUM ROCKET − This unique
tactical piece boasts a strikingly
milled two-tone finish on the 440
stainless steel blade. The flipper
provides for hand protection, and the
aluminum scales house a steel liner,
for the sturdy liner lock mechanism.
Also features a glass-breaker and
pocket clip. Blade length: 3½".
Overall length: 8⅜". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 01RY596N
$ 25.95

7 MAGNUM LE − An extraordinary
knife! The slim blade, made of 440C
stainless steel, is clearly longer than
the handle. Thanks to an ingenious
technology, the knife can be handled
in the closed position despite the
unusual proportions. A blade protection
mechanism automatically slides out of
the handle when the knife is folded, and
covers the tip of the blade. The black
anodized aluminum handle features
a liner locking mechanism and law
enforcement emblem. Blade length: 5".
Overall length:  9¾". Weight:  5.1 oz.
Item No. 01MB102
$ 25.95

6 MAGNUM STARFIGHTER − This
futuristic looking knife features a
spindle shaped handle that will

8 MAGNUM SHADOW − This sleek
black knife is a lightweight companion
that will never let you down. The

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

sturdy aluminum handle scales feature
apertures for weight reduction, and the
black-coated 440 stainless steel blade
is secured by a liner locking mechanism.
Includes pocket clip and lanyard hole.
Blade length:  3¼". Overall length:  7½".
Weight: 2.9 oz.
Item No. 01MB428
$ 20.95

9 MAGNUM BLACK SPEAR − This
tactical knife is perfect for any mission.
The modified 440 stainless steel spear
point blade has a slight recurve shape,
and is black coated and partially
serrated, ideal for chewing through
fibrous materials. The sturdy liner lock
prevents accidental closing, and the deep
finger grooves in the black aluminum
handle provide ultimate control. Also
features a glass-breaker, lanyard hole
and pocket clip. Blade length: 3⅞".
Overall length: 9⅛". Weight: 8 oz.
Item No. 01RY247
$ 23.95
10 MAGNUM STOUT
A rock solid knife for any mission.
Checkered aluminum inserts for
maximum grip and control, and a
3½" blade made of 440 stainless steel.
Overall length: 85/8". Weight: 7.5 oz.
Item No 01MB408
$ 25.95
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01RY596N

6
Magnum
Starfighter.
$ 26.95

5
Magnum
Rocket.

01RY069N

$ 25.95

01MB102

7
Magnum LE.
$ 25.95

8
Magnum Shadow.

01MB428

01RY247

9
Magnum
Black Spear.
$ 23.95

10
Magnum Stout.
$ 25.95
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$ 20.95

01MB408
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Novelties

1
Magnum Rainbow
Balisong.
$ 26.95

09SC010

2
Magnum
Balisong
Black.

09SC011

$ 24.95

3
Magnum
Balisong
Gold.

4
Magnum
Balispoon.

09SC012

$ 32.95

$ 26.95

09RY250

5
Magnum
Balisong Trainer
2nd Gen.
$ 29.95

01MB612

1 MAGNUM RAINBOW BALISONG
This is one extraordinary bottle opener!
Aside from its stunning appearance,
it offers the function and look of a
butterfly knife - but without the blade.
An eye catcher in the bar, or a gag for
your next party! Overall length: 8¼".
Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 09SC010
$ 26.95
2 MAGNUM BALISONG BLACK – The
tactical version of our popular balisong
bottle openers. Featuring a black
handle and stonewash finish on the
bottle opener, it offers the function
and look of a butterfly knife - but
without the blade. The heavy duty
thirst-quencher tool for pros. Overall
length: 8¼". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 09SC011
$ 24.95
3 MAGNUM BALISONG GOLD
Give that bottle cap the business
in style! Aside from its stunning
appearance, it offers the function and
176

look of a butterfly knife - but without
the blade. An eye catcher in the bar,
or a gag for your next party! Overall
length: 8¼". Weight: 4.8 oz.
Item No. 09SC012
$ 32.95

perforated stainless steel handle scales
provide secure handling. Blade length:
4". Overall length: 8¾". Weight: 5 oz.
$ 29.95
Item No. 01MB612

6 MAGNUM BAILEY THROWING
SET – Two of our top selling throwing
4 MAGNUM BALISPOON – If play
knives - the Ziel and its little brother,
time is rudely interrupted by hunger,
the M-Ziel - in one handy set. Both
the Balisong Spoon is the right tool!
knives are crafted of solid 3Cr13MoV
Offering the function and look of a
steel. Includes 2-compartment leather
butterfly knife - but with a handy spoon
sheath to accommodate both knives.
in place of a blade. Overall length: 8¾". Item No. 02MB166
$ 75.95
Weight: 4.2 oz.
Item No. 09RY250
$ 26.95
7 MAGNUM ZIEL 3-PC SET – Set
of 3 Bailey Ziel knives in a convenient
5 MAGNUM BALISONG TRAINER
3-compartment leather belt sheath.
2ND GEN – The updated version of
Item No. 02MB164
$ 107.95
our training tool for enthusiasts and
fans of this knife type, which is used to
8 MAGNUM PROFI I THROWING
learn and perfect knife skills legally. The KNIFE SET – This throwing knife
stainless steel blade is not hardened and set is robust and reliable! The full
is completely blunt, and is connected
steel construction of 420 stainless steel
to both handle segments with screws,
is extremely well balanced, ensuring
which can be easily retightened after
increased accuracy. Sheath included. Each
extended training sessions. The classic
knife weighs 7 ounces, and is 10¼" long.
T-bar is also screw-mounted. The
Item No. 02GL193
$ 55.95
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9 MAGNUM BAILEY M-ZIEL – The
M-Ziel boot/throwing knife is not only
a compact version of the Ziel by John
Bailey, but also an ideal knife for armed
forces and tactical personnel. John
designed this knife to hold up when
you need to pry open a suspicious grate,
punch holes in a drum, or pop a car
window in a rescue situation - all this in
an impressive throwing knife, balanced
for fast handle style throwing. Crafted
of 420 stainless steel. The leather sheath
has a high-rise belt clip and four eyelets,
to allow the user to tie down to a vest
or other equipment. Thickness: 3/16".
Overall length: 8⅞". Weight: 7 oz.
Item No. 02MB165
$ 35.95
10 MAGNUM BAILEY ZIEL KNIFE
This is the throwing knife that all
professional and tournament throwers
have been asking for. John Bailey‘s
Ziel throwing knife is perfectly balanced
for both handle and blade throwing,
delivering maximum penetration in all
types of competition targets. This is the
best "tournament grade" production
throwing knife made in decades. The
Ziel knife is made of super tough ¼"
thick 420J2 stainless steel and has an
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02MB164
02MB165

02GL193

9
Magnum
Bailey
M-Ziel.
$ 35.95

7
Magnum
Ziel 3-pc
Set.

6
Magnum
Bailey
Throwing
Set.

$ 107.95

$ 75.95

02MB163

8
Magnum
Throwing
Knife Set
Profi I.

02MB166

10
Magnum
Bailey Ziel
Knife.

$ 55.95

$ 41.95

overall length of 13¼" and weight of
14 oz., which meets or exceeds all the
requirements of most knife throwing
clubs. The Ziel knife comes with a
genuine leather sheath with tie.
Item No. 02MB163
$ 41.95

02BO166

11
Boker Plus Bailiff Tactical
Throwing Knife.
$ 102.95

12
Magnum Throwing
Knife Set.
$ 58.95

02MB162

12 MAGNUM THROWING KNIFE SET
Set of three 02MB160 Mini BO-KRI
throwing knives in a convenient
3-compartment leather belt sheath. A
must for the serious knife thrower!
Item No. 02MB162
$ 58.95
13 MAGNUM MINI BO-KRI – A
unique design by famed thrower John
Bailey. The lines and style of this 10¾",
420J2 stainless steel thrower offer
perfect balance. Comes complete with
leather sheath and legstraps.
Item No. 02MB160
$ 26.95
14 MAGNUM BAILEY BASIC
TECHNIQUES – John Bailey
instructional knife throwing DVD.
Item No. 09JB1
$ 25.95

02MB160

13
Magnum Mini
Bo-Kri.
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11 BOKER PLUS BAILIFF TACTICAL
THROWING KNIFE – The Bailiff
throwing knife by John Bailey stands
apart from his other designs, in that it
is primarily a powerful, mission-specific
tactical knife with throwing capabilities.
John Bailey had been approached by
military personnel and sportsmen, to
design a throwing knife that could also
be used for self defense, competition, or
everyday tasks that military personnel
and hunters require. The blade of the
Bailiff is sharper than most throwing
knives, and the wrapped handle features
strategically placed holes at the hilt
and at the butt, which will allow the
user to adjust the paracord wrapping as
preferred. Includes a Kydex sheath with
J-hook fixture that can adjusted to any
belt or carry style. Blade length: 6⅜".
Overall length: 12". Weight: 9.3 oz.
$ 102.95
Item No. 02BO166

$ 26.95

14
Magnum
Bailey Basic
Techniques.
$ 25.95

09JB1
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Swords

1
Bokken.

$ 27.95

05ZS013

2
Blind Samurai.
$ 75.95

05ZS600

3
Captain Nathan's
Sword.
$ 137.95

05ZS610

4
White
Samurai.
$ 95.95

05ZS642

1 BOKKEN
Due to popular demand, we bring you
a genuine wood training sword, which
can be used for a variety of different
martial arts - Aikido, Kenjutsu, Kendo
or Laido. Due to its dimensions and
weight of just 7.3 oz., this sword is ideal
for beginners. The removable Tsuba can
easily be mounted or dismantled. The
sword is made of acacia wood, which is
highly durable, yet lightweight. Blade
length: 28⅝". Overall length: 38¾".
Weight: 7.3 oz. Additional shipping
charges apply.
Item No. 05ZS013
$ 27.95

sheath is made of lacquered wood. Blade
length: 29". Overall length: 41⅜".
Weight: 2.3 lbs. Additional shipping
charges apply.
Item No. 05ZS600
$ 75.95

3 CAPTAIN NATHAN'S SWORD
Own the sword of Captain Nathan Algren,
from "The Last Samurai." This sword is
truly beautiful, crafted with great attention
to detail, and will be the highlight of your
collection. Engraved on the 1045 carbon
steel blade are the Kanji, "I belong to the
warrior in whom the old ways have joined
the new." The authentic, traditionally
wrapped handle with rayskin-like underlay,
2 BLIND SAMURAI
two Mekugis and Menukis make this a
The sword of the blind wanderer, this
first class replica. Includes a shiny black
is a Shirasaya style sword without a
lacquered scabbard and cotton storage
Tsuba (guard), and no decorative fittings. bag. Blade length: 28". Overall length:
On the wooden handle, there are two
40½". Weight: 3 lbs. Additional shipping
notches to indicate the edge orientation
charges apply.
of the straight 1045 carbon blade. The
Item No. 05ZS610
$ 137.95
178
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5
Sword Stand.

09ZS1104

$ 26.95

4 WHITE SAMURAI
A unique and visually striking sword, in
all white. The sheath is white lacquered
wood, and the handle wrap and rayskinlike underlay are white. For contrast, the
fittings are antiqued silver. The blade is
1045 carbon steel, separated from the
handle by a Tsuba with a dragon motif.
Includes a decorative presentation box.
Blade length: 28". Overall length: 40½".
Weight: 3 lbs. Additional shipping
charges apply.
Item No. 05ZS642
$ 95.95

5 SWORD STAND
This handsome stand is made of black
lacquered wood, and allows you to
proudly display your sword. The sword
rest is lined with red felt, to prevent
scratching to your sword or its sheath,
and the legs have felt feet, to prevent it
from scratching the surface you choose to
display your collection on. Height: 7¾".
Width: 15½".
Item No. 09ZS1104
$ 26.95
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05ZS9126

6
Akito.

$ 181.95

7
Red Samurai.
$ 95.95

05ZS579

8
Handforged
Damascus Samurai
Sword.

05ZS580

$ 159.95

Genuine forged
Damascus blades
9
Handforged Black
Damascus Ninja
Sword.

05ZS597

6 AKITO
This functional sword is suitable not
only for "Kata" (forms of exercise) or
"Laito" (drawing exercises), but also
for "Temeshigiri" (cutting tests). In
order to perform cutting tests, a very
high quality, sharp and edge retaining
blade is needed. The Akito blade is
made of clay hardened 1045 carbon
steel with real hamon (temper line).
The overall structure is very robust,
in order to avoid injury. The blade is
continuous almost to the end of the
handle and is secured by two mekugis.
The functional sword comes with a
beautifully lacquered wooden scabbard,
together with traditional eyes (Kurigata
and Shito-Dome). Blade length: 28½".
Overall length: 40⅛". Weight: 1.9 lbs.
Additional shipping charges apply.
Item No. 05ZS9126
$ 181.95

7 RED SAMURAI
This is a truly premium sword. The
traditional handle, with its red wrapping
and white rayskin-like underlay, has two
Menukis (dragon ornaments) and two
Mekugis (bamboo pegs) to secure the
blade to the handle - just two of the
powerful features of this masterful sword.
An ornate decorative Tsuba separates
the handle from the hand forged 1045
carbon steel blade. The slightly antiqued
finish makes this sword look even more
authentic. Includes a black lacquered
wooden sheath and traditional sword care
kit. Blade length: 28". Overall length:
40½". Weight: 3 lbs. Additional shipping
charges apply.
Item No. 05ZS579
$ 95.95

8 HANDFORGED DAMASCUS
SAMURAI SWORD – This high
quality sword will impress at first
glance! From its 200-layer hand forged
Damascus blade to its authentic rayskinlike handle with Menukis under the wrap,
this jewel of a sword would identify the
social status of a ranking Samurai. The
decorative Tsuba has a Japanese motif
with a slightly antiqued finish. The
wooden sheath is high polished black
lacquer. Includes a sword care kit
and storage bag. Blade length: 28".
Overall length: 40½". Weight: 3.2 lbs.
Additional shipping charges apply.
Item No. 05ZS580
$ 159.95

9 HANDFORGED BLACK
DAMASCUS NINJA SWORD – This
is an impressive weapon! Unlike the
Katana, a Ninja-To is straight instead
of curved, and has a square Tsuba. This
hand forged blade is made of 200-layer
Damascus steel, which adds to the
exceptional character of this fine sword.
The black wrapped handle includes two
Menukis, and fits comfortably in your
hand. Includes a black lacquered wooden
sheath and a cotton storage bag. Blade
length: 28". Overall length: 40½".
Weight: 3.1 lbs. Additional shipping
charges apply.
Item No. 05ZS597
$ 159.95
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INNOVATIVE, MULTI-FUNCTION
GADGETS FOR EVERYTHING
FROM OUTDOOR MISSIONS
TO EVERYDAY PROJECTS.
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MADE OF SOLID
TITANIUM

09BO085
09BO086

09BO095
09BO064

09BO089

Unique bolt action ejector

4
Boker Plus
Tactical Pen
CID CAL .45
Brass.
$ 79.95

1
Boker Plus
Tactical Pen
CID CAL .45
New Gen.
$ 65.95

2
Boker Plus
Tactical Pen
CID CAL .45
New Gen.
$ 65.95

$ 123.95

BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN
CID CAL .45 NEW GEN – This
ingenious design by Rainer Wenning
and knifemaker Thomas Braunagel
will be a must for those wanting a
tactical pen with a twist. The "bolt
action" mechanism and "click" open
and close will make it difficult to put
this piece down. The flat pen head
provides a secure thumb rest, making
it an effective self defense tool as
well. The Clip Integrated Design (CID)
offers the advantage of easy placement
in the pocket. The sturdy clip has
minimal give to provide a comfortable
draw resistance in normal tactical or
denim pants pockets. Not a firearm.
Compatible with LAMY #M22 ink refills,

which can be purchased at www.lamyusa.
com. Overall length: 5". Weight: 1.1 oz.
Available in five versions:

1 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN CID
CAL .45 NEW GEN – With hardcoat
anodized, CNC milled aluminum body.
Black finish.
Item No. 09BO085
$ 65.95
2 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN CID
CAL .45 NEW GEN – With hardcoat
anodized, CNC milled aluminum body.
Titanium gray finish.
Item No. 09BO086
$ 65.95

3 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN
TITANIUM CID CAL .45 – With CNC
milled titanium body.
Item No. 09BO089
$ 123.95
4 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN CID
CAL .45 BRASS – Brass as a material
for tactical pens has a charm of its
own. The gold color is striking, but
due to its significantly higher material
weight, a brass pen has a completely
different look and feel compared to
titanium or aluminum. The patina
that brass invariably acquires over
years of daily use gives the pen an
extraordinary, unique vintage look
over time. Weight: 6 oz.
Item No. 09BO064
$ 79.95

5
Boker Plus
Tactical Pen
CID CAL .45
Titanium
Flame.
$ 154.95

5 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN CID
CAL .45 TITANIUM FLAME – This
titanium version is heat colored by
hand, giving each piece its own unique
appearance. The color gradient taken
on by the titanium in this procedure will
vary greatly from pen to pen, in pattern
and color distribution.
Item No. 09BO095
$ 154.95

ACCESSORIES

3
Boker Plus
Tactical Pen
Titanium CID
CAL .45.
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Tactical Pens

09BO065

09BO062

2
Boker Plus
Rocket Pen.
$ 39.95

1
Boker iPlus
TTP Tactical
Tablet Pen.
$ 33.95

09BO097

3
Boker Plus
Rocket Pen
Brass.
$ 39.95

1 BOKER IPLUS TTP TACTICAL
TABLET PEN – The Tactical Tablet Pen
addresses the increasing popularity
of tablets, featuring a rubber tip for
use on touchscreens, while being well
protected under the screw-off rear cap.
The front, large cap conceals a standard
ball point pen tip, compatible with
Parker giant refills or Fisher Space Pen
refills. The body is crafted of durable
milled aluminum. Please note: the pen
comes apart with a counterclockwise
thread to replace the refill, which
prevents unintended disassembly of the
pen when unscrewing the cap. Overall
length: 6". Weight: 1.4 oz.
Item No. 09BO097
$ 33.95
2 BOKER PLUS ROCKET PEN – The
unusual design of the Rocket Pen
comes from custom knifemaker Darriel
Caston. Not only can you see the oval
cross section of the pen, it also feels
very pleasant in the hand. Made from
black anodized aluminum, the Rocket
Pen is not just a capable tactical pen,
but also an elegant writing tool. The
bayonet mechanism with lateral slider is
skillfully integrated into the slim design.
Compatible to Fisher Space Pen Refill
#PR4. Diameter: 8.3mm / 11.3mm.
Overall length: 5¼". Weight: 0.8 oz.
Item No. 09BO065
$ 39.95
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3 BOKER PLUS ROCKET PEN BRASS
Darriel Caston's love of exotic materials
is being showcased in our series version
of his Rocket Pen. With this solid brass
style, we are offering an exceptional
writing tool. The relatively high weight
of brass lends this tool a completely
different feel than the usual aluminum.
The patina that develops on brass with
time and use gives the pen a certain
vintage appeal. The easy-glide bayonet
mechanism enhances the joy of writing
with this exceptional pen. Compatible
to Fisher Space Pen Refill #PR4.
Diameter: 8.3mm / 11.3mm. Overall
length: 5¼". Weight: 1.9 oz.
Item No. 09BO062
$ 39.95
4 - 8 BOKER PLUS MPP - MULTI
PURPOSE PEN – With this versatile
pen, you are prepared for anything! It
not only serves as a high quality writing
tool and a stylus for a smart phone or
tablet, it also features a glass breaker tip
in case of emergency, and can be used
as a kubotan for self defense. The sturdy
clip keeps it readily accessible at all
times, and the screwed on cap prevents
accidental separation. The deep finger

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

8 BOKER PLUS MPP - MULTI
PURPOSE PEN TITANIUM FLAME
grooves provide superior comfort. To
With heat colored titanium body. The
change the ink cartridge, simply unscrew color gradient taken on by the titanium
the pen counter clockwise, to prevent
in this procedure will vary greatly
accidental disassembly. Compatible with from pen to pen, in pattern and color
Fisher Space Pen cartridge #PR4, which
distribution.
can be purchased at www.spacepen.com. Item No. 09BO067
$ 129.95
Diameter (cap): 13.9mm. Overall
length: 6". Weight: 1.4 oz. Available in 9 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN
five versions:
Made from lightweight but sturdy
aluminum, this tactical pen features a
4 BOKER PLUS MPP - MULTI
black anodized body, with a checkered
body and cap to provide a secure
PURPOSE PEN GRAY – With
aluminum body, gray finish.
grip. The Boker Plus Tactical Pen also
Item No. 09BO091
$ 28.95
has a hard, rounded stainless steel
insert on the shaft end, which allows
5 BOKER PLUS MPP - MULTI
it to be used as a Kubotan. The cap
has a precision screw and is secured
PURPOSE PEN BLACK – With
aluminum body, black finish.
by an internal o-ring. To write, the
$ 28.95
Item No. 09BO092
optional cap can be easily slipped back
to the stylus. Compatible with Fisher
6 BOKER PLUS MPP - MULTI
Space Pen refills. Overall length: 6".
PURPOSE PEN BLUE – With aluminum Diameter: 13mm. Weight: 2 oz.
body, royal blue.
Item No. 09BO090
$ 33.95
Item No. 09BO068
$ 28.95
10 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL
7 BOKER PLUS MPP - MULTI
PEN BLUE – Same features and
specifications as model 09BO090
PURPOSE PEN TITANIUM
With titanium body, satin finished.
(above), but in royal blue.
Item No. 09BO066
$ 89.95
Item No. 09BO069
$ 33.95

ACCESSORIES | Tactical Pens

09BO091

6
Boker Plus MPP
- Multi Purpose
Pen Blue.

5
Boker Plus
MPP - Multi
Purpose Pen
Black.

7
Boker Plus MPP
- Multi Purpose
Pen Titanium.

$ 28.95

$ 28.95

$ 89.95

4
Boker Plus
MPP - Multi
Purpose Pen.
$ 28.95

09BO068

09BO066
09BO092

09BO069

9
Boker Plus
Tactical Pen.
$ 33.95

8
Boker Plus
MPP - Multi
Purpose Pen
Titanium
Flame.

10
Boker Plus
Tactical Pen
Blue.
09BO090

$ 33.95

ACCESSORIES

$ 129.95

09BO067
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Tactical Pens

09BO093

1
Boker Plus
Tactical Pen
KID CAL .50.
$ 68.95

2
Boker Plus Tactical Pen KID
CAL .50 Carbon.

09BO078

$ 67.95

3
Boker Plus Tactical Pen
KID CAL .50 Black.

1 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN
K.I.D. CAL .50 ALUMINUM - With
a machined aluminum body, matte
finished. Weight: 1.4 oz.
$ 68.95
Item No. 09BO093

09BO072

2 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN
K.I.D. CAL .50 CARBON – With a
carbon fiber body and titanium coated
aluminum end caps. Weight: 1 oz.
Item No. 09BO078
$ 67.95

$ 68.95

09BO063

4
Boker Plus Tactical Pen KID
CAL .50 Brass.
$ 79.95

5
Boker Plus Tactical Pen KID
CAL .50 Titanium Flame.

09BO074

$ 159.95

09BO073

6
Boker Plus Tactical
Pen KID CAL .50
Titanium.

09BO079

7
Boker Plus Tactical
Pen KID CAL .50
Micarta.
$ 49.95
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3 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN
K.I.D. CAL .50 BLACK – With a black
aluminum body. Weight: 1.4 oz.
Item No. 09BO072
$ 68.95
4 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN K.I.D.
CAL .50 BRASS – Brass as a material
for tactical pens has its own unique
charm. The gold color is striking, but
due to its significantly higher material
weight, a brass pen has a completely
different look and feel compared to
titanium or aluminum. The patina
that brass invariably acquires over
years of daily use gives the pen an
extraordinary, unique vintage look over
time. Weight: 2.4 oz.
Item No. 09BO063
$ 79.95
5 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN
K.I.D. CAL .50 TITANIUM FLAME
With a titanium body, which is
heat colored by hand, giving each
piece its own unique appearance.
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Item No. 09BO074
$ 159.95
6 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN
K.I.D. CAL .50 TITANIUM – With
a satin finished titanium body.
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Item No. 09BO073
$ 129.95

$ 129.95
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1 - 7 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL
PEN K.I.D. CAL .50 – From Thomas
Braunagel's think tank: the smaller
version of the popular CID CAL .45.
Shorter, thicker in circumference, and
with a traditional clip, the K.I.D. CAL
.50 is very comfortable to grip and sits
easily in the hand while writing. The
unique, compact design makes this
writing tool a real eye-catcher, and its
ingenious mechanism appeals to the
urge to "play." Compatible with Fisher
Space Pen cartridge #PR4, which can
be purchased at www.spacepen.com.
Not a firearm. Overall length: 4⅜".
Available in seven versions:

7 BOKER PLUS TACTICAL PEN K.I.D.
CAL .50 MICARTA – With a Micarta
body and titanium coated aluminum
end caps. Weight: 1 oz.
Item No. 09BO079
$ 49.95

ACCESSORIES | Flitz

09FZ002

09FZ005
09FZ006

8
Flitz Polish.
$ 12.95

9
Flitz
Polishing
Cloth.
$ 4.95

10
Flitz Knife
Restoration
Kit.
$ 24.95

09FZ007

09FZ008

11
Gun & Knife
Care Kit.

12
BBQ Grill
Care Kit.

$ 22.95

8 FLITZ POLISH – One product,
many uses. A concentrated cream, Flitz
Polish is unsurpassed in its ability to
clean, polish, deoxidize and protect.
Tough, durable protection - nonabrasive, non-toxic, non-flammable,
USDA authorized, protects up to 6
months in fresh water; up to 3 months
in salt water. Easily removes tarnish,
rust, water stains, chalking, lime
deposits, heat discoloration, lead &
powder residue, oxidation, bugs, tar, oil,
fingerprints, tree sap, bird droppings,
graffiti, dyes, black streaks/scuff
marks. Can be used on brass, copper,
silverplate, sterling silver, chrome,
stainless steel, nickel, bronze, solid
gold, aluminum, annodized aluminum,
beryllium, magnesium, platinum,
pewter, factory hot gun bluing, painted
surfaces, Formica®, cultured marble,
Corian®, glass, Plexiglas®, plastics,
fiberglass, Eisenglass, and Armatel®.
1.76 ounce tube.
Item No. 09FZ002
$ 12.95

9 FLITZ POLISHING CLOTH
Removes dust, dirt, fingerprints,
grease and oil, polish, waxes, bugs, tar,
nicotine film. The Flitz Polishing Cloth
can be used wet or dry, and works
electrostatically. Can be used on any
surface, and is washable up to 500
times. Streak-free performance.
Item No. 09FZ005
$ 4.95
10 KNIFE RESTORATION KIT
Fulfills all the needs for knife and
outdoor enthusiasts. Included in the
kit: one 1.7 oz Bottle of FLITZ Liquid
Polish, one 16” x 16” FLITZ Thick &
Thirsty Microfiber Polishing Cloth,
one Super-Premium 16” x 16” Grey
Microfiber Polishing Cloth, one DMT

Diamond Sharpener (Dia-Sharp), one
7.5ml bottle of Safariland / Break Free
Lubricating Oil (CLP).
Item No. 09FZ006
$ 24.95

11 GUN & KNIFE CARE KIT
Clean, polish & protect. Whether
you are an avid sportsman or world
class collector, this kit is exactly
what you need to clean, polish &
protect your knives, guns, and
swords. Recommended by hunters and
collectors for hunters and collectors.
Included in the kit: Tactical Matte
Finish Cleaner, Gun & Knife Wax, Flitz
Polish.
Item No. 09FZ007
$ 22.95

12 BBQ GRILL CARE KIT – No one
likes to see their food come out of a
dirty grill. Bring truth to the phrase
“clean enough to eat on” and restore
shine with the BBQ Grill Care Kit!
Included in the kit: Stainless Steel
Cleaner with Degreaser, Stainless Steel
Polish, Flitz Microfiber Cloth, Flitz
Liquid Metal Polish.
Item No. 09FZ008
$ 22.95

ACCESSORIES

$ 22.95
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Tactical Tools

1
Boker
Toolkit
Torx.

2
Boker
Toolkit
Hex.

$ 20.95

09BO702

09BO701

09BO700

$ 20.95

1 - 3 BOKER TOOLKITS – A
convenient tool kit that will help
whether you want to reverse a clip
or dismantle your knife for cleaning
purposes. This toolkit, made in
Germany, is not only convenient, but
ergonomically designed and supplied
with high quality bits for intricate work.
The bits are stored inside of the handle
to prevent loss. A must-have tool for
the knife enthusiast! Overall length:
2½". Available in three versions:

3
Boker
Toolkit
Phillips.

1 BOKER TOOLKIT TORX – Contains
Torx bits 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 10 / 15.
Item No. 09BO700
$ 20.95

$ 21.95

2 BOKER TOOLKIT HEX – Contains
Hex bits 1.5 / 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5.
$ 20.95
Item No. 09BO701
3 BOKER TOOLKIT PHILLIPS
Contains Phillips bits 0 / 1 / 1 / 2 / 2 / 3.
Item No. 09BO702
$ 21.95

09BO071

4
Boker Plus
SO4PRO-K
Titanium.
$ 55.95

09BO076

5
Boker Plus
Waves 2 Titan.
$ 93.95
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MADE OF SOLID
TITANIUM

4 BOKER PLUS SO4PRO-K
TITANIUM – This SO4PRO-K Pocket
Stick has been developed as innovative
alternative to other koppo sticks
available by Rainer Wenning for Boker.
Designed for defensive use, as well as a
capable massage tool for relaxation of
muscle tightness using the innovative
rounded tip. The double finger loop in the
middle of the shaft allows you to hold the
koppo and use your hands without having
to put the koppo down, and prevents
dropping or losing the koppo while using
it in a defensive situation. A very effective
and versatile tool! This exclusive version
is made entirely of Grade 4 titanium.
Overall length: 5¼". Weight: 2.8 oz.
Item No. 09BO071
$ 55.95
5 BOKER PLUS WAVES 2 TITAN
A multi functional pocket stick, designed
by Rainer Wenning. The new Waves 2
model primarily addresses professional
users. The profile has been updated,
and a tapered grip zone was added to
optimize handling. Integrating the strap
prevents loss, and allows the user to
multi task. With the Waves 2, Rainer
Wenning has designed a piece that
raises the bar in terms of practicality
and handling. Constructed of a solid
titanium billet. Overall length: 6".
Weight: 4.6 oz.
Item No. 09BO076
$ 93.95
6 BOKER PLUS FIRE STARTER
The magnesium fire starter - an
indispensable utensil in emergency
situations. The chips produced with the
enclosed scraper help tremendously to
rapidly kindle the camp fire or emergency
flare. The threaded aluminum body with
non-slip checkering provides the sturdy
construction. Also features a compass,
integrated into the housing. Overall
length: 4¾". Weight: 3.5 oz.
Item No. 09BO778
$ 14.95

ACCESSORIES | Sharpeners

09BO778

6
Boker Plus
Fire Starter.
$ 14.95

7
Boker Oil Pen 2.0.
$ 8.95

Ceramic rods

09BO751

09SR001

8
Blackfox Outdoor
Sharpener BF-301.
$ 39.95

Diamond honing surface

9
Sieger
Long Life
Sharpener.

7 BOKER OIL PEN 2.0 – A
conditioning oil for knives, in a
practical pen. The dosing tip allows
precise and delicate oiling of pocket
knives etc. Odorless and silicone-free.
Physiologically safe according to DAB
and LFGB, and USDA and FDA approved
for food! Contains 0.40 fluid ounces.
Item No. 09BO751
$ 8.95
8 BLACKFOX OUTDOOR
SHARPENER BF-301 – The compact
Blackfox sharpener is a real multi-

tasker. Featuring a V-shaped carbide
insert for the very rough pre-grind, a
pull-out diamond honing surface for the
normal pre-grind, and V-shaped ceramic
grinding rods for the fine grind, which
are stored in the housing to save space
during transportation. Sturdy, anti-slip
plastic housing (partially rubberized).
Dimensions: 5¼" x 1¼" x 1⅝".
Weight: 6.2 oz.
Item No. 09FX016
$ 39.95

9 SIEGER LONG LIFE SHARPENER
This sharpener, made of synthetic
ruby, is 20 times harder than hardened
steel (20,000 Knoop hardness, which
is roughly a 200 hardness in Rockwell
units)! The most unusual aspect of
this sharpener is the high efficiency
(taking less time for sharpening), in
combination with an extraordinarily fine
edge, allowing superior edge retention.
In addition, this sharpener will last
longer than a diamond sharpener, as it
is not a coated instrument but one of
bulk material. Can be used either wet
or dry, and can be simply cleaned with a
dish sponge. Length: 8".
Item No. 09SR001
$ 95.95

$ 95.95

ACCESSORIES
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09FX016
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Sharpeners/Work Sharp®

Includes 40° kitchen knife
guide.

Includes 50° outdoor knife
guide.

Includes carry case.

Includes 40° outdoor knife
guide.

SHARPENS
CERAMIC
BLADES!
1
Work Sharp®
Knife & Tool
Sharpener.

09DX003

$ 104.95

09DX100

2
Work Sharp®
Guided Field
Sharpener.
$ 35.95

3

1 WORK SHARP® KNIFE & TOOL
SHARPENER – The Work Sharp Knife
& Tool Sharpener is the first knife
sharpener designed to sharpen every
knife you own. Using flexible abrasive
belts, the sharpener is able to sharpen
not just straight bladed knives, but also
curved knives, tanto blades, fillet knives,
serrated blades, gut hooks, and virtually
any other shape of knife blade. The
Knife & Tool Sharpener uses precision
angle sharpening guides to ensure the
proper angle every time. Two guides are
included: a 50° guide for hunting and
outdoor knives (25° per bevel), and a
40° guide for thinner blades and kitchen
knives (20° per bevel). This combination
of flexible belts and precision guides
lets you sharpen your blade to hair
popping results with speed, ease and
repeatability. This is the fastest and
easiest way to get your knives as sharp
as you need them to be. Professional
knife makers use flexible belts to put a
razor sharp edge on their blades, and
now you can have the same technology
at home to use any time your knives
get dull. You may already have other
188

sharpening methods, but never before
has a knife sharpener been able to
quickly and easily sharpen this broad
range of knives to such extremely sharp
results. This model is also able to
sharpen other common tools including
scissors, axes and hatchets, mower
blades, garden shears, shovels, and
just about any tool with a blade. Can
even sharpen ceramic blades, when
used with a diamond abrasive belt
(models 09DX014 and 09DX015). The
versatility of the Knife & Tool Sharpener
makes it an invaluable tool for keeping
all your blades in razor sharp condition
and ready whenever you need them.
Includes abrasive belt kit (P80, P220
and 6000), kitchen guide, outdoor knife
guide, instructional DVD, user's manual,
and carry bag.
Item No. 09DX003
$ 104.95

2 WORK SHARP® GUIDED FIELD
SHARPENER 2.2.1. – The GFS 221 is a
compact sharpener designed specifically
for use in the field. Five abrasive
steps provide the complete sharpening
solution. The built in angle guides

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

4

ensure a consistent bevel angle across
the entire edge of a blade. All elements
are self contained and require no set-up
or assembly in the field. Sharpens plain
and serrated blades, scissors, fish hooks,
garden tools, broadheads, axes, machetes,
and so much more! Also features a
lanyard hole for easy carry.
Item No. 09DX100
$ 35.95

5

6

5 WORK SHARP® 6000 SILICON
CARBIDE ABRASIVE BELT – Six-pack
of 6000 abrasive belts for the WSKTS.
Intended for honing applications - similar
to honing with a leather strop. Provides
an extremely fine edge for a razor quality
shave, and is highly conformable to hone
gut hooks and serrated edges. Very cool
cutting for the most delicate blades, such
as razors and scalpels.
Item No. 09DX013
$ 12.95

3 WORK SHARP® P80 CERAMIC
OXIDE ABRASIVE BELT – Six-pack
of P80 abrasive belts for the WSKTS.
Intended for coarse shaping and tool
sharpening applications. Use caution
to avoid heat on thin blades near the
tip. Use to change bevel angle, shape
blade or repair chips. Great for light duty
deburring and rust/paint removal.
Item No. 09DX011
$ 12.95

6 WORK SHARP® DIAMOND 180
ABRASIVE BELT – A single diamond
abrasive belt, intended for shaping and
coarse sharpening of ceramic blades.
Not intended for steel blades. Features
an ultra flexible cloth backing with very
hard/sharp diamond abrasive.
Item No. 09DX014
$ 14.95

4 WORK SHARP® P220 CERAMIC
OXIDE ABRASIVE BELT – Sixpack of P220 abrasive belts for the
WSKTS. Intended for light shaping and
sharpening applications. Produces a
toothy cutting edge for long life utility
applications.
Item No. 09DX012
$ 12.95

WORK SHARP® ASSORTED BELT KIT
Six-pack of abrasive belts. Includes two
P80 Coarse Grit Belts, two P220 Medium
Grit Belts, and two 6000 Fine Grit Belts.
These engineered abrasives are ½" x 12",
and are made exclusively for the WSKTS.
Not pictured.
Item No. 09DX010
$ 12.95

ACCESSORIES | Sharpeners/Work Sharp®

7
Work Sharp® Combo
Knife Sharpener.
$ 69.95

09DX251

8
Work Sharp®
Combo Knife
Sharpener Belt Kit.
$ 11.95

09DX250

the blade is passed over them, ensuring
a constant sharpening angle for convex,
curved and straight blades. No need to
change your motion, just hold the knife
perpendicular to the stone and slide the
bevel along its entire length. The stone
will pivot to match the curvature of the
blade. The Pivot Response can also be
locked out to create a rigid sharpening
stone for straight blades. Finding the
right angle to hold the blade is straight
forward with the WSGSS. There are
removable reference guides to use with
the diamond sharpening plates for 17°
or 20°. The ceramic hone has a built
in 25° guide. Simply place the knife
against the guide at either end of the
platform before each stroke. The Guided
Sharpening System comes complete with
a coarse 320 grit diamond plate, a fine
600 grit diamond plate, a ceramic hone
with coarse and fine positions as well
as fish hook grooves, 3 sizes of ceramic
rods for sharpening serrations, 17° and
20° angle guides, a sharpening platform
with Pivot Response, and slide lock for
creating a rigid sharpening surface.
Item No. 09DX150
$ 79.95

8 WORKSHARP® COMBO KNIFE
SHARPENER BELT KIT – Set of 3
grinding belts (P120) for the Combo
Knife Sharpener (model 09DX250,
above). 10" x ½". Not compatible with
other Work Sharp® devices.
Item No. 09DX251
$ 11.95

10 WORK SHARP® GUIDED
SHARPENING SYSTEM UPGRADE
KIT – This upgrade kit expands the
capabilities of the already versatile
Work Sharp Guided Sharpening System
(above). On the coarser end, the 220
grit extra coarse diamond plate allows
fast material removal for repairing or
reshaping a dull or damaged blade,
while at the finer end the 800 grit
extra fine diamond plate provides a
finishing surface. The leather strop
and included compound gives the
ability to polish for a razor sharp
edge, and the 25° angle guides give a
solid reference to keep your blade at
an optimal angle for stropping. The
diamond plates and leather strop are
6" x 1¼". Upgrade Kit includes an extra
coarse 220 grit diamond plate, an etra
fine 800 grit diamond plate, leather strop,
25° stropping guides, 5 Micron Honing
Compound, and conditioner for the
Leather Strop
Item No. 09DX151
$ 59.95

9 WORK SHARP® GUIDED
SHARPENING SYSTEM – Work Sharp
has developed a bench top sharpening
and honing system capable of handling
all of your knives. Whether your blades
are straight, curved or serrated, with
the WSGSS you can get them sharp
and keep them that way. Diamond
sharpening plates combined with the
Pivot Response System will sharpen
straight and convex blades with
ease. The ceramic hone allows for the
sharpening of concave or recurved
knives, and two sizes of ceramic rods
will take care of serrated blades. The
unique Pivot Response System allows the
diamond sharpening plates to move as

9
Work Sharp® Guided
Sharpening Sytem.

09DX150

$ 79.95

10
Work Sharp® Guided Sharpening
Sytem Upgrade Kit.
09DX151

$ 59.95

ACCESSORIES

7 WORK SHARP® COMBO KNIFE
SHARPENER – The combination of
easy operation, which requires basically
no prior sharpening experience, with
an excellent professional sharpening
result is the philosophy of Darex,
which has clearly raised the bar for
sharpening systems with the Knife
and Tool Sharpener. The new Combo
Knife Sharpener is even more oriented
towards ease of use. The blade guide
with predetermined grinding angle,
only one kind of grinding belt, and a
pre-set belt speed make any guesswork
or adjustments redundant. It makes
it easy and fast to sharpen any kind
of knife, from kitchen knives and
pocket knives to hunting and outdoor
knives. The grinding belt is used for
pre-grinding, and the fine honing and
sharpening of serrations is performed
using the integrated ceramic grinding
rod, which also comes with a default
angle. Rubber feet ensure a safe stance.
Includes 2 grinding belts (P120). Power
supply: 230V. Dimensions:
7½"(L) x 4¼"(W) x 4⅛"(H)
Item No. 09DX250
$ 69.95
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Sheaths/Pouches

2

1

3

090046

090047

090034

9

7

10

090035
090033

090182
090049

1 BOKER OPTIMA SHEATH
Genuine leather sheath provides
compact storage for the Optima knife
and three spare blades (Optima Series
shown on page 31).
Item No. 090046
$ 75.95
2 BOKER OPTIMA SHEATH
Optima Cordura nylon belt sheath
with an extra compartment for one
spare blade (Optima Series shown on
page 31).
Item No. 090047
$ 15.95
3 BOKER LEATHER SHEATH
For the 112020 Series, and model
114021S (all shown on page 35).
Item No. 090034
$ 29.95
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094525

090032

8
6

5

4

6 BOKER LEATHER SHEATH
For the 112002 Series (shown on
pages 32-33).
Item No. 090033
$ 41.95
7 BOKER LEATHER SHEATH
Genuine high grade leather sheath,
suitable for large pocket knives, such as
Trappers or Stockmans.
Item No. 090035
$ 26.95
8 BOKER LEATHER SHEATH &
CHAIN – For our famous camp knives
(shown on page 37).
Item No. 090182
$ 26.95

4 BOKER LEATHER SHEATH – For
model 114000 (shown on page 30), or
similar folding knives up to 4¾" closed.
Item No. 090032
$ 30.95

9 BOKER TOP LOCK SHEATH
This sheath for Top Lock knives has
Velcro fasteners for fast on/off without
unbuckling your belt. Also fits similar
sized knives up to 4¾" closed length.
Heavyweight black Cordura nylon.
Item No. 090049
$ 13.95

5 BOKER TRAPPER SHEATH
This premium leather sheath is specially
fitted for the popular Trapper pattern.
Also suitable for similar pocket knives up
to 4¼" closed.
Item No. 094525
$ 23.95

10 BOKER TOP LOCK II SHEATH
Heavyweight black Cordura nylon
sheath for Top Lock II knives. Also fits
similar sized knives up to 4" closed
length.
Item No. 090059
$ 13.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

11 BOKER PLUS CORDURA SHEATH
This versatile sheath is made of
durable Cordura, with Velcro
closure. Can be carried horizontally
or vertically. Fits knives up to 4¼"
closed. Dimensions: 2" x 4¼" x 1".
Item No. 090811
$ 8.95
12 BOKER PLUS KALASHNIKOV
SHEATH – Black Cordura sheath for
our KAL74 Series (shown on page 107).
Also suitable for knives up to 4" closed.
Item No. 090064
$ 13.95
13 BOKER PLUS KALASHNIKOV
SHEATH – Desert colored sheath for
our KAL74 Series (shown on page 107).
Also suitable for knives up to 4" closed.
Item No. 090065
$ 13.95
14 IWB BELT LOOP
Rubber band with a "pull-the-dot" snap
closure for safe carry of a knife inside
the waistband. Made by Blade-Tech
Industries. Comes in a set of two loops.
Sheath shown not included.
Item No. 09BO507
$ 16.95

090059

15 BOKER PLUS KNIFE VAULT
LARGE BLACK – This knife case for up
to twelve folding knives offers a safe
storage and transportation device for
the collector's valuable pieces. The Knife
Vault features twelve single, separated
compartments, which guarantee that
even when carrying the maximum
number of knives, no knife comes in
contact with another, preventing marks
or scratches, while the soft inner lining
prevents rubbing marks. The four
exterior compartments are extra large,
to easily store even oversized folders.
Also features Velcro flaps, a removable
Velcro business card holder, and a Velcro
surface, which can be used for patches.
Approximate dimensions: 15¾" x 6⅜".
Also available in desert color (model
09BO156, listed below).
Item No. 09BO154
$ 46.95
BOKER PLUS KNIFE VAULT LARGE
DESERT – Not pictured. Same features
as model 09BO154 (above), but desert
color.
Item No. 09BO156
$ 46.95

ACCESSORIES | Sheaths/Pouches & Accessories

13

12

090811

15

090064

14

09BO507

090065

09BO154

09BO155

17
18

09BO555

19

17 BOKER PLUS KYDEX BELT CLIP
LARGE – As a slim alternative to the
Tek-Lok, we recommend this versatile
new belt clip. The clip is screwed to
the sheath, to easily slide over your belt
or gear. Tek-Lok compatible. Screws
included.
Item No. 09BO555
$ 13.95

BOKER PLUS KNIFE VAULT SMALL
BLACK – Not pictured. Same features
as model 09BO155 (above), but in black.
Item No. 09BO153
$ 30.95

18 BOKER PLUS KYDEX BELT CLIP
SMALL – As a slim alternative to the
Tek-Lok, we recommend this versatile
new belt clip. The clip is screwed to

20

09BO506

09BO554

16 BOKER PLUS KNIFE VAULT
SMALL DESERT – Same features as the
large Knife Vault, model 09BO154, but
in a smaller size. Holds up to six folding
knives. Approximate dimensions: 8" x
6⅜". Also available in black (model
09BO153, listed below).
Item No. 09BO155
$ 30.95

16

09BO505

the sheath, to easily slide over your belt
or gear. Tek-Lok compatible. Screws
included.
Item No. 09BO554
$ 12.95

TEK-LOK –The Tek-Lok is an innovative
belt loop system that is adaptable to
many sheath systems. The locking
system allows the knife to be carried in
the vertical or horizontal position on your
belt or web gear. Fiber reinforced nylon.
Available in two sizes:
19 STANDARD TEK-LOK
Item No. 09BO505

20 MINI TEK-LOK – Ideal for small
and lightweight items. Fits 1.5 belts
and smaller. Attaches directly to a Kydex
or plastic sheath. Inner dimensions are
1.5" x 1.5". Hardware included.
Item No. 09BO506
$ 16.95

ACCESSORIES

11

$ 20.95
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Boker Merchandising / Displays

1
Boker Chef's
Carry Case.

09BO157

$ 92.95

Knives shown not included.

3
Boker Tree
Display.

099909

$ 51.95

2
Boker Knife
Display Single II.
$ 2.95

099908

4
Boker Knife
Display Single.

1 BOKER CHEF'S CARRY CASE
This chef's carry case is ideal for
professional use in restaurant operations
or for the advanced home cook. Made
from premium nylon fabric, it can securely
store 6 large to 8 small chef's knives. The
design is specifically focused on securely
storing and safely transporting premium
and sharp cutting instruments. The
blades are secured with large surface
Velcro patches and additional grip
safeties. The individual segments are
completely segregated from each other
with coves that are secured with zippers,
preventing the knives from scratching or
damaging each other. Additional features
include a durable exterior shell, a carrying
handle and shoulder strap, a name tag,
quick-lock clips and padlock, as well
as several pockets to store additional
accessories. In short, ideal protection
for high end knives. Knives shown not
included. Dimensions of closed pouch:
Height: 8¾" | Width: 20⅛" | Depth: 2½".
Dimensions of open pouch:
Height: 20⅛" | Width: 35½" | Depth: ⅜".
Weight: 3.1 lbs.
Item No. 09BO157
$ 92.95

$ 10.95

099951

5
Boker Knife
Display 6.
$ 17.95

099949
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2 BOKER KNIFE DISPLAY SINGLE II
With this decorative acrylic display, you
can present your favorite Boker knife.
The blade sits securely in the slot, without
the risk of slipping. A must for any
collector! Dimensions: 1⅝" x 1⅝" x
1⅝". Knife shown not included.
Item No. 099909
$ 2.95

3 BOKER TREE DISPLAY – The perfect
gift for the serious knife collector. This
new Boker Tree Display is crafted of
a handsome, dark wood and proudly
presents the Boker logo, two original
Boker chestnut trees as the knife
holder, and rubber feet on the bottom.
A particularly unique and elegant
presentation piece for your favorite
knife. Suitable for knives 6⅜" and longer.
Length: 10⅞". Weight: 12 oz. Knife
shown not included.
Item No. 099908
$ 51.95
4 BOKER KNIFE DISPLAY SINGLE
An effective means to showcase your
knife, which seems to float in the air. A
small magnet secures the blade in the
open position. Not recommended for
large or heavy knives. The base plate is
6" x 4". Height: 2". Knife shown not
included.
Item No. 099951
$ 10.95
5 BOKER KNIFE DISPLAY 6
This stylish acrylic knife stand will hold
up to six knives. Width: 7⅞". Height:
7⅞". Knife shown not included.
Item No. 099949
$ 17.95
6 - 7 BOKER PATCH – Add the Boker
patches to your collection or attach to
your pack or gear. The official Boker logo

ACCESSORIES | Boker Merchandising / SnacPac

9
Boker Coffee Mug.

6
Boker Patch
Black.

09BO180

$ 20.95

$ 6.95

090007

7
Boker Patch
Red.
$ 6.95

090610

8
Boker
Sport
Bottle.

090006

$ 14.95

10
Boker
SnacPac.
$ 10.95

Clam pack
available!

6 BOKER PATCH BLACK
Black/coyote.
Item No. 090007

$ 6.95

7 BOKER PATCH RED
Red/white.
Item No. 090006

$ 6.95

8 BOKER SPORT BOTTLE – This
heavy duty aluminum sport bottle
features a screw-on, spill resistant lid
with a handy carabiner clip for easy
carry in a variety of settings. The
25 ounce capacity, 9½" height and
lightweight construction make it ideal
for longer treks. BPA free inner coating.
Not dishwasher safe.
Item No. 090610
$ 14.95

11
Boker SnacPac
2-Pack.
03BO800

9 BOKER COFFEE MUG – A must for
any desk, table or kitchen! This stylish
coffee mug proudly features the Boker
logo on the front side, and the Boker Plus
logo on the back.
Item No. 09BO180
$ 20.95
10 BOKER SNACPAC – The SnacPac
Travel Set tucks into lunch box,
backpack, or glove compartment for
instant meal-time convenience. This

03BO801C

$ 15.95

BOKER SNACPAC - CLAM
Item 03BO800 (above), in clam pack
packaging.
Item No. 03BO800C
$ 10.95

unique design is so handy, it's patented!
The SnacPac combines a spoon, stainless
steel fork and knife, and salt and pepper 11 BOKER SNACPAC 2-PACK
shakers - all in one handy little package. Our famous SnacPac, item 03BO800, in
The durable ABS plastic case prevents
a set of two.
the fork from poking through your
Item No. 03BO801C
$ 15.95
lunch bag, and keeps the utensils clean.
Completely dishwasher-safe, too! Ideal
for camping, fishing, hiking, picnicking,
travel, office, or a lunch on the go.
Overall length: 8½". Weight: 3 oz.
Item No. 03BO800
$ 10.95

ACCESSORIES

represents the European, South American
and USA namesakes. Embroidered.
Approximate diameter: 2". Available in
two colors:
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Boker Apparel / Merchandising

1

7 BOKER LUNCH COOLER – The flat
bottom of this 70D nylon cooler bag
is perfect for holding 6-packs, plastic
food containers, freezer meals, or a
lunch on the go. The wrap-around
zippered closure and PEVA insulation
help prevent cold escape. Stash extra
napkins and utensils in the front slip
pocket, and find the best fit with the
adjustable shoulder strap.
Dimensions: 6" x 8½" x 6".
Item No. 090600
$ 15.95

2

3

8 BOKER T-SHIRT – Comfortable
and stylish. This charcoal gray T-shirt is
100% cotton, and boasts the Boker logo.
Available in the following sizes:

4

5

6

8

T-SHIRT / MEDIUM
Item No. 09SH002

$ 25.95

T-SHIRT / LARGE
Item No. 09SH003

$ 25.95

T-SHIRT / XL
Item No. 09SH004

$ 25.95

T-SHIRT / XXL
Item No. 09SH005

$ 25.95

T-SHIRT / XXXL
Item No. 09SH006

$ 25.95

9 POLO SHIRT BLACK / SMALL
Item No. 09BO230
$ 49.95
1 - 5 BOKER CAP – A very high quality
six panel cap with embroidered Boker
Tree logo, sewn eyelets and sweatband.
Available in five colors:

9

POLO SHIRT BLACK / LARGE
Item No. 09BO232
$ 49.95

$ 22.95

2 BOKER CAP DESERT
Item No. 09BO002

POLO SHIRT BLACK / XL
Item No. 09BO233

$ 49.95

$ 22.95

POLO SHIRT BLACK / XXL
Item No. 09BO234

$ 49.95

4 BOKER CAP RED TREE
Item No. 09BO102
10

POLO SHIRT BLACK / MEDIUM
Item No. 09BO231
$ 49.95

1 BOKER CAP BLACK
Item No. 09BO001

3 BOKER CAP BLACKOUT
Item No. 09BO101
$ 22.95
$ 22.95

5 BOKER CAP HUNTER ORANGE
Item No. 09BO103
$ 22.95
6 BOKER BEANIE – This beanie will
surely keep your noggin warm! The
stretchy fabric, made of 100% knit
acrylic, adjusts to fit snugly. One size
fits most.
Item No. 0906022
$ 12.95

For more information visit www.bokerusa.com

$ 25.95

9 - 10 BOKER POLO SHIRT 5.11.
The new generation of Boker polo shirts
is the top-of-the-line 5.11. Made of
high quality and very comfortable cotton
pique, the "Professional Polo," with its
reinforced seams, is also robust enough
for the working man. The reinforced
collar corners ensure a perfect fit and
prevent the typical curling. Embroidered
Boker logo on chest and sleeve. 100%
cotton. Available in the following colors
and sizes:

7

194

T-SHIRT / SMALL
Item No. 09SH001

10 POLO SHIRT DESERT / SMALL
Item No. 09BO240
$ 49.95
POLO SHIRT DESERT / MEDIUM
Item No. 09BO241
$ 49.95
POLO SHIRT DESERT / LARGE
Item No. 09BO242
$ 49.95
POLO SHIRT DESERT / XL
Item No. 09BO243

$ 49.95

POLO SHIRT DESERT / XXL
Item No. 09BO244
$ 49.95

Steel Chart

STEEL CHART
Steel

Origin

%
Carbon

%
Chromium

%
Molybdenum

%
Vanadium

%
Manganese

%
Nickel

%
Silicon

%
Cobalt

%
Copper

%
Phosphorus

%
Nitrogen

Rockwell
(HRC)

0.9-1.03

-

-

-

0.3-0.5

0.58

14

-

-

0.35

-

-

-

-

0.04

-

58-61

-

0.35

-

-

-

-

0.26-0.4

12-14

-

-

57-59

1

-

-

-

-

0.04

-

52-55

1095

USA

12C27

Sweden

3CR13

China

4034

Germany

0.42-0.5

12.5-14.5

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

54-55

4116

Germany

0.45-0.55

14-15

0.5-0.8

0.1-0.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

55-56

420

USA

0.4-0.5

12-14

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

54

440-A

USA

0.6-0.75

16-18

0.75

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

56

440-B

USA

0.75-0.95

16-18

0.75

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

56

440-C

USA

0.95-1.2

16-18

0.75

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

57-58

5160

USA

0.56-0.64

0.7-0.9

-

-

0.75-1

-

0.15-0.3

-

-

0.035

-

56-59

5Cr15MoV

China

0.45

15

0.5

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

55-56

8Cr13MoV

China

0.8

13

0.15

0.1

0.4

0.2

0.5

-

-

0.02

-

58-60

9Cr18

China

0.9-1.05

16-19

-

-

0.8

-

0.8

-

-

0.03

-

56-58

ATS-34

Japan

1.05

14

4

-

0.4

-

0.35

-

-

-

-

58

AUS-4

Japan

0.4-0.45

13-14.5

-

-

1

0.4

1

-

-

0.4

-

55-57

AUS-6 (=6A)

Japan

0.55-0.65

13-14.5

-

0.1-0.25

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

56

AUS-8 (=8A)

Japan

0.7-0.75

13-14.5

0.1-0.3

0.1-0.25

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

56

C75

Germany

0.7-0.8

-

-

-

0.6-0.8

-

0.15-0.35

-

-

0.035

-

55-58

CPM-D2

USA

1.55

11.5

0.9

0.8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

59-61

CTS BD1

USA

0.9

15.5

0.3

0.1

0.6

-

0.37

-

-

-

-

CTS 204P

USA

1.9

20

1

4

0.3

-

0.6

-

-

-

-

CTS XHP

USA

1.6

16

0.8

0.45

0.5

0.35

0.4

-

-

-

-

Elmax

USA

1.7

18

1

3

0.3

-

0.8

-

-

-

-

Steel

Origin

%
Carbon

%
%
Chromium Molybdenum

%
%
Vanadium Manganese

%
Nickel

%
%
Silicon Cobalt

%
Sulfur

%
Phosphorus

%
%
%
Nitrogen Niobium Tungsten

Rockwell
(HRC)

14C28N

Sweden

0.62

14

-

-

0.6

-

0.2

-

0.01

0.025

0.11

-

-

CPM-S30V

USA

1.45

14.5

2

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

57-59
58

CPM-S35VN

USA

1.38

14

2

3

0.5

-

0.5

-

-

-

0.05

0.5

-

59-60

CPM-S60V

USA

2.15

17.5

0.5

5.75

0.5

-

0.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

57-58

CPM-M4

USA

1.4

4

5.25

-

0.3

-

0.55

-

0.06

-

-

-

5.5

60-62

CPM-3V

USA

0.8

7.5

1.3

2.75

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

63

CPM-10V

USA

2.45

5.25

1.3

9.75

0.5

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

60-64

CPM154

USA

1.05

14

4

-

0.5

-

0.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

58-61

0.25-0.35

14-16

0.85-1.1

-

0-1

0-0.5

0-1

-

-

-

0.3-0.5

-

-

58-60

1.5

12

1

1

0.6

0.3

0.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

59-61

Cronidur-30

Germany

D2

USA

GIN-1

Japan

0.9

15.5

0.3

-

0.6

-

0.37

-

0.03

0.02

-

-

-

58-59

H1

Japan

0.15

14-16

0.5-1.5

-

2

6-8

3-4.5

-

-

0.04

0.1

-

-

58-59

M390

Austria

1.9

20

1

4

0.3

-

0.7

-

-

-

-

-

0.6

59-60

N690

Austria

1.07

17.3

1.1

0.1

0.4

-

0.4

1.5

-

-

-

-

-

58-60

N695

Austria

0.95-1.2

16-18

0.75

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

58

Niolox (1.4153)

Germany

0.8

12.7

1.1

0.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.7

-

58-62

Sweden

0.9

7.8

2.5

0.5

0.5

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

>60

Japan

0.9-1

-

0.3

-

-

-

0.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

57-60

VG-10

Japan

0.95-1.05

14.5-15.5

0.9-1.2

0.1-0.3

0.5

-

0.6

1.3-1.5

-

0.3

-

-

-

58

X-15T.N.

France

0.4

15.5

2

0.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.2

-

-

58

0.45-0.55

14-15

0.5-0.8

0.1-0.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

55-56

3

20

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

67

X50CrMoV15

Germany

ZDP-189

Japan

ACCESSORIES

Sleipner
SK5

STEEL CHART
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BOKER USA, INC.
			
1550 Balsam Street
Lakewood, CO 80214-5917
Phone: (303) 462-0662
Fax: (303) 586-6022
Email: sales@bokerusa.com
Web: www.bokerusa.com

Deliver to:

CURRENT RESIDENT -or-

Monday – Friday, 8:00am-4:30pm (MST)

BOKER SPECIAL RUN
MODEL 13 DAMASCUS

Limited to just 199
pieces worldwide

KNIFESTYLE
KNIFESTYLE

BOKER KNIFESTYLE CATALOG

2016
2018

HANDMADE KITCHEN KNIVES | EXTRAORDINARY STRAIGHT RAZORS | QUALITY SCISSORS & CLIPPERS | HIGH END SHARPENING ACCESSORIES

Handmade in Solingen - since 1869, the
Boker knife manufactory in Germany
has produced innovative, high quality
cutlery. Our Knifestyle catalog features
kitchen knives, scissors, straight razors
and accessories. All made with technical
precision and superior craftsmanship.

Visit www.bokerusa.com or call
1-800-835-6433 ext. 118.

www.bokerusa.com

www.bokerusa.com

B O K ER U SA, I N C . • O U T D O O R & CO L L E C T I O N | 2 018

Boker USA, Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time,
without notice, in prices, materials, specifications and models.

BOKER SPECIAL RUN MODEL 13
DAMASCUS – The designs by Les Voorhies
can be eye-catching even without any
exclusive materials. The bronze anodized
handle scales of this liner lock harmonize
beautifully with the heat-dyed screws, and
offer a unique contrast to the fine grained
handle, made of hand forged Russian
Damascus. The blade, crafted of powder
metallurgical CPM-154 has an elegant
two tone finish, and opens easily with
the flipper and ball bearing mechanism.
An exclusive collector’s piece, limited to
just 199 pieces worldwide. Delivered
in a high quality display with certificate
of authenticity. Blade length: 3⅛”.
Overall length: 7¼”. Weight: 6 oz.
$ 539.00
Item No. 112654

